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Chapter I : Preface
Environmental Scan of the Catering Industry
Catering Industry is one of the most important and well established industry in Hong Kong. Although Hong
Kong has evolved from a traditional Chinese village to a modern cosmopolitan city, it retains many
traditional Chinese food cultures and regional cuisines, such as Cantonese cuisine, Hakka cuisine and
Chaozhou cuisine.
The unique culture of “Yum Cha” implies that dining means more than satiety to Chinese, which also helps
to enhance the cohesion of community.
Nowadays, Hong Kong offers a formidable variety of cuisines, Western, such as French, Italian, and
American; Asian, including: Japanese, South Korean, Vietnamese, Thai, etc. From traditional to innovative,
Asian to Western, the vast variety of food has earned the reputation - “food paradise” - for Hong Kong.
Also, every year, many visitors come to Hong Kong to savour delicacies, which enhance the prosperity of
the catering industry and performance of Hong Kong economy.
Being a world-renowned culinary paradise, the Michelin Guide introduces different types of cuisine in Hong
Kong, ranging from fine dining to street food. In 2018, a total of six local restaurants were rated as 3-star
Michelin restaurants, and more than 50 restaurants were on the Michelin Guide, which proved the
sophistication and quality of the Hong Kong catering industry.
Furthermore, in recent years, the Hong Kong Culinary National Team has won several awards in
international culinary competition. The remarkable achievements of local chefs and students in the
international culinary platform manifests the excellence and talents of the local catering industry, and
further solidified the position of Hong Kong as an international food paradise.
Current Status of the Catering Industry in Hong Kong
The catering business in Hong Kong is closely related to the performance of our economy. According to the
Government's survey, there are about 15,000 restaurants in Hong Kong. About 240, 000 people are
engaged in catering and related industries, which comprises 6.4% of the employed population.
In recent years, the increase in salary, food commodities, and rents has led the rise of operation cost, which
caused a serious financial burden to the catering operators and the situation is getting worse. In order to
cope with the manpower shortage and high operating costs, the catering industry has adopted various
methods to reduce commercial costs and enhance operation efficiency, such as developing new training
programmes, increased promotion opportunities and developed good working culture for absorbing new
blood and retain in-service workers so as to sustain the service quality. Due to t
Due to the total number of catering establishments and employed population is large, it is necessary to
have a stable supply of staff in culinary and catering services to demonstrate high-level of cooking skills and
services so as to sustain the reputation of Hong Kong as "Asian Culinary Capital". The industry for
professionals who are work-ready. Education and training of professional knowledge and practical skills can
continue to nurture new entrants to the catering industry.
The catering industry fully supports the professionalization of practitioners in the industry. However, the
industry still lacks of talents, especially in the service and logistics positions. With the continuous
development of the catering industry and the fierce competition in the region, more recruits will be needed
for all levels. In-service practitioners also need to improve their overall standard through training so as to
cope with the upcoming demand of different types of work.
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Chapter I : Preface
Specification of Competency Standards
Education Bureau assists the catering industry in implementing the Qualifications Framework to promote
professional development and enhance the competitiveness of practitioners by encouraging further studies
and lifelong learning. Some institutions collaborate with industry bodies to use the Qualifications
Framework to provide young people and practitioners with more quality-assured training and clear learning
paths.
Furthermore, to promote continuing education and lifelong learning, the "Recognition of Prior Learning"
mechanism of the Chinese catering industry has been developed to recognize existing practitioners’ skills,
knowledge and work experience under the Qualifications Framework. This arrangement helps practitioners
to set a personal starting point for further study and avoid repeated training.
The Industry Training Advisory Committee (ITAC) for the Chinese Catering Industry is widely represented by
employers, employees from the industry and government representatives. The ITAC review the current
situation and future development of the industry, and with reference to the relevant domestic and foreign
standards and models, it compiled the 1st edition of Specific Competency Standards for the Chinese
catering industry in 2008. The SCS also provide clear progression pathways whereby Chinese catering
practitioners may draw up their own career / training development plans.
The SCS consists of competency standards of different levels. Competency standards are benchmarks for
the industry-specific knowledge, professional skills and soft skills required for performing different job
functions of the industry. The functional areas and competency standards under SCS will be practical and
competence-based. The SCS not only sets out the professional knowledge and skills required for today, but
also takes into account factors such as the development trend of both the industry and the society.
In 2015, the Chinese Catering ITAC has extended its ambit to cover the whole catering industry and is
renamed as the Catering ITAC.
This version of SCS, not only re-examines the contents of the first edition, but also updates specific
professional knowledge and skills according to the development of the industry in recent years, such as
addition of Western and Asian type of cuisines, including American, French, and Italian cuisines, as well as
Asian, Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese and Thai cuisines.
In the long run, the SCS will be considered as the blueprint for industry training in the future.
After the formulation of the SCS, training institute can design courses to help trainees reach the specified
competency standards based on their own needs.
The development of the SCS will help ensure that the training courses offered by enterprises, institutions
and training institutions will meet the needs of the industry. As the SCS is drawn up by the industry, the
training courses can meet the needs of the employers. An employee who has completed SCS-based courses
is believed to achieve the skills standards under objective assessment, which can be used for meaningful
reference. Also, it provides a clear pathway for practitioners to help planning their career development
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Chapter : II
Qualifications Framework
Hong Kong Qualifications Framework
The Chinese Catering Industry Training Advisory Committee (ITAC) was set up in April 2004 to serve as a
platform for stakeholders to put the QF into implementation and to exchange views on the training needs
and manpower development. Starting from 1st January, 2015, the "Chinese Catering Industry Qualifications
Framework Advisory Committee” was renamed as ‘Catering Industry Training Advisory Committee’ to
expand the scope of in-service.
The proposed QF is a voluntary qualification system. It is a seven-level hierarchy that provides benchmarks
for determining the level of complexity and difficulty of individual competencies. It is also used to organize
and classify qualifications of different natures and titles. The QF has in place an independent quality
assurance (QA) system that would enhance recognition and acceptance of the qualifications in the industry,
irrespective of the mode and source of learning.
The Catering ITAC is responsible for the development of its industry-specific, task-based Specification of
Competency Standards (SCS) for the identified core functional areas. The SCS, in the form of Units of
Competencies (UoCs), provides not only quantitative and qualitative specifications on the competencies
required for specific tasks, but also the integrated outcome standards required as well as information on
the QF level and credit.
The SCS serves as useful benchmarks and reference for education and training providers. It is also adopted
by employers and human resources managers for the development of in-house training programmes,
competency-based job specifications, appraisal of staff performance and criteria for recruitment, among
others.
The QF aims to provide clear learning pathways for individuals to draw up their own roadmaps to obtain
quality assured qualifications. Learners can either pursue a specific learning pathway to upgrade their skills
in a particular area of specialization in a gradual and orderly manner (vertical development), or progress
through traversing learning pathways to become multi-skilled (horizontal development). Through the fullscale implementation of the QF, the industry will be more conducive to lifelong learning and continuing
education. With the active participation of employers and employees as well as the wide acceptance of the
industry, the QF will also encourage the development of quality training programmes by providers to meet
the needs of the community and the industry.
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Chapter : II
Qualifications Framework
Qualifications Framework Levels
The HKQF is a seven-level hierarchy. Each qualification is assigned a level to indicate its position in the
hierarchy relative to others. The level of a qualification is determined in accordance with a set of Generic
Level Descriptors (GLD) which specify, in four domains, the outcome standards expected of the qualification
at each level.
The four domains are:
a. Knowledge and Intellectual Skills;
b. Processes;
c. Autonomy and Accountability; and
d. Communications, ICT skills and Numeracy.
The UoCs (See Chapter 4) are benchmarked to the QF levels in accordance with the GLD. It is worth to note
that competency elements in a UoC may fall in some or all of the GLD dimensions as what it naturally
should be. The QF level assignment is essentially a holistic judgement on the unit’s integrated outcome
requirement.
QF levels are discrete. That is, there cannot be assignment of UoC in-between QF levels. If UoCs cannot
fully fulfill the characteristic requirement of one or more dimensions of a level, it shall classified to the next
lower level.
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CHAPTER III : Specification of Competency Standards
Major Functional Areas of the Catering Industry
Based on the latest trend of the industry, ‘Industry Training Advisory Committee of Catering Industry’
recommended to focus on the following areas, including Professional Management Skills, Professional
Skills for the Table Section, Professional Skills for the Production Section, Sales and Services Skills, and
Generic Skills.
The main functional areas of Specification of Competency Standards are categorized as follows:
(1) Professional Management Skills
The professional management skills plays an important role in the operation of a restaurant. It refers
to the professional knowledge and skills required to operate a restaurant. It covers knowledge of
relevant legislation, application of soft skills, cost and financial budgeting, procurement and
warehousing management, leadership and staff management, and planning.
(2) Professional Skills for the Table Section
This functional area focuses on the required skills of customer service at the restaurant. Practitioners
should provide professional and quality customer service to achieve customers’ satisfaction.
(3) Professional Skills for the Production Section
This functional area requires practitioners to possess the professional knowledge and skills for serving
customers with good quality food, which covers understanding of tools and food ingredients,
preparation and processing of ingredients, cooking and decoration skills, etc., as well as possess
knowledge of nutrition, quality management and kitchen management.
(4) Sales and Services Skills
Sales and Services Skills plays a decisive role in the market positioning and business development of a
restaurant. It requires practitioners to possess knowledge and skills in the following areas: branding,
marketing, public relations, and promotion, banquet promotion, assessing market development
trends, planning of operation and promotion strategy.
(5) Generic Skills
This functional area involves the generic knowledge and skills that catering practitioners should be
equipped in various positions, which covers occupational safety and health, food safety and hygiene,
fire prevention and first aid, use of chemicals, use of cleaning tools and maintenance, point-of-sale
systems, professional ethics and environmental protection, etc.
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CHAPTER III : Specification of Competency Standards
Please refer to Diagram I for further details.
Based on the Generic Level Descriptors and these functional areas, the Catering ITAC has formulated a List
of Competencies for the practitioners of the industry (Chapter 4). The List provides details of the training
requirements according to different competency levels and major functional areas. It is designed to
provide individual learners with a clear and unified guide for drawing up their learning programmes. With
reference to this guide, they can either pursue learning in a particular professional area along a
progression path (vertical development) to upgrade their specialized skills, or learn a variety of skills
through various pathways (horizontal development) to diversify their skills in their own profession.
Competency Standards
It refers to the skills and knowledge required for a particular job function. They represent the industry
benchmarks for the skills, knowledge and attributes required to perform competently in a particular job.
Thus, they are the crucial part of the SCS.
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CHAPTER III : Specification of Competency Standards
Diagram I: Functional Map showing the Major Functional Areas of the Catering Industry

Professional
Management Skills

Professional Skills
for the Production
Section

Generic Skills

Major Functional
Areas of the Catering
Industry

Professional Skills
for the Table
Section

Sales and Services
Skills
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CHAPTER III : Specification of Competency Standards
Units of Competency
The Catering ITAC has set out the competency standards for various job functions in the form of Units of
Competencies, which describe the performance and standard required for each competency. Please refer
to Chapter 4 for details.。
Each “unit of competency” comprises eight basic items:
1. Title
2. Code
3. Range
4. Level
5. Credit
6. Competency
7. Assessment Criteria
8. Remarks

Recognition of Prior Learning
Recognition of Prior Learning mechanism is one of the most important concepts in the Qualifications
Framework. It provides an alternative route for practitioners to obtain QF-recognized qualification without
undergoing a training programme and facilitates their subsequent progression in learning, and probably in
careers.
Application can be made if they meet the competency standards recognized by “Catering Industry Training
Advisory Committee”.
It is a challenging task to evaluate practitioners’ training outcome since the tradition of the catering
industry mainly relied on the mentoring system or in-house training. The Catering Industry Training
Advisory Committee maintains the collection of various view of stakeholders in the industry to formulate
relevant mechanisms.
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Professional Management Skills
Competency

UoC Code Level Credit Page

Handle ordinary complaints in the catering
industry
Build up team spirit of the catering industry
Master basic problem-solving skills of the
catering industry
Handle complaints in the catering industry
Manage warehouses of the catering industry
Implement staff performance assessments of
the catering industry
Implement general procurement procedures of
the catering industry
Carry out preventive measures against
emergencies and crises
Implement quality control for foods
Conduct orientation and trainings for new
employees
Master morale-boosting and authorisation skills
in the catering industry
Control costs of the catering organisations
Devise training and development plans for
practitioners in the catering industry
Apply leadership and decision-making skills
Master supervision and counselling skills in the
catering industry
Know about the relevant regulations imposed
on the Mainland catering industry
Apply financial accounting skills in the catering
industry
Implement best business practices and good
controls in restaurants
Establish guidelines and procedures for
handling kitchen waste
Handle general labour disputes in the catering
industry
Liaise and coordinate with law enforcement
agencies related to the catering industry
Implement crisis management in the catering
industry
Implement financial management strategies in
the catering industry
Apply skills for recruitment and human
resources supply in the catering industry
2-1

108301L2

2

1

4-1

108302L3
108303L3

3
3

4
4

4-3
4-5

108304L3
108305L3
108306L3

3
3
3

2
3
3

4-7
4-8
4-9

108307L3

3

3

4-10

108308L3

3

3

4-11

108309L3
108310L3

3
3

3
3

4-13
4-15

108311L4

4

3

4-17

108312L4
108313L4

4
4

9
6

4-18
4-20

108314L4
108315L4

4
4

6
6

4-21
4-23

108316L4

4

3

4-25

108317L4

4

6

4-27

108318L4

4

3

4-28

108319L4

4

4

4-30

108320L4

4

3

4-32

108321L4

4

3

4-34

108322L5

5

6

4-36

108323L5

5

6

4-37

108324L5

5

6

4-38

Professional Management Skills
Competency

UoC Code Level Credit Page

Implement logistics management in the
catering industry
Establish the atmosphere of healthy and
nutritious diet in restaurants
Manage automated business processes and
workflow in the catering industry
Establish promotion ladders and criteria for
employees
Establish policies and procedures for handling
non-domestic labour force
Develop corporate strategies for the catering
industry
Develop knowledge management for the
catering industry
Devise multinational enterprise management in
the catering industry
Devise outsourcing / contracting plans in the
catering industry
Devise overall corporate strategies for the
catering industry
Innovate knowledge management strategies in
the catering industry
Formulate multinational enterprise
management strategies in the catering industry

2-2

108325L5

5

6

4-40

108326L5

5

3

4-42

108327L5

5

3

4-44

108328L5

5

3

4-46

108329L5

5

3

4-48

108330L6

6

6

4-50

108331L6

6

6

4-52

108332L6

6

6

4-54

108333L6

6

4

4-55

108334L7

7

3

4-57

108335L7

7

4

4-59

108336L7

7

4

4-61

Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Competency

UoC Code Level Credit Page

Know about the structure and operations of the
table services section of restaurants
Know about the basic customer
communication skills
Know about food categorisation
Know about the basic operations of beverage
counters in Chinese restaurants
Know about the basic beverage services in
Chinese restaurants
Know about the basic table services
Know about the basic banquet services
Know about the basic pantry (dish delivery)
services
Observe table service etiquettes
Perform table setting in Western restaurants
Prepare general menus for Chinese dishes
Operate beverage counters in the Chinese
restaurants
Master Chinese beverage services
Master food serving skills of Chinese
restaurants
Master banquet serving skills in the Chinese
restaurants
Know about the basic Western beverage
services
Master pantry (dish delivery) services
Perform host service
Serve wines in restaurants
Know about the beverage services in
restaurants serving Asian cuisine
Manage beverage services
Perform bussing
Master communication skills with customers
Manage beverage counters in Chinese
restaurants
Analyse the catering market and prepare
menus
Master serving skills for Western catering
Operate fish tanks
Master management skills of the pantry section
in Chinese restaurants
2-3

108337L1

1

2

4-62

108338L1

1

2

4-64

108339L1
108340L1

1
1

3
2

4-65
4-67

108341L1

1

2

4-68

108342L1
108343L1
108344L1

1
1
1

2
2
2

4-69
4-71
4-72

108345L1
108346L1
108347L2
108348L2

1
1
2
2

1
1
5
6

4-73
4-75
4-77
4-79

108349L2
108350L2

2
2

6
9

4-81
4-83

108351L2

2

9

4-85

108352L2

2

6

4-86

108353L2
108354L2
108355L2
108356L2

2
2
2
2

2
3
2
2

4-87
4-88
4-90
4-92

108357L2
108358L2
108359L3
108360L3

2
2
3
3

2
1
3
3

4-94
4-96
4-98
4-99

108361L3

3

3

4-100

108362L3
108363L3
108364L3

3
3
3

6
6
2

4-102
4-103
4-105

Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Competency

UoC Code Level Credit Page

Perform restaurant table services
Handle unusual circumstances and
emergencies in restaurants
Selling while performing table services
Coordinate banquet services in Chinese
restaurants
Manage the table services section in Chinese
restaurants
Implement overall management of the table
services section in Chinese restaurants
Manage restaurant food service operation

2-4

108365L3
108366L3

3
3

2
2

4-107
4-109

108367L3
108368L4

3
4

3
6

4-111
4-113

108369L4

4

6

4-114

108370L5

5

3

4-116

108371L5

5

3

4-118

Professional Skills for the Production Section
Competency

UoC Code Level Credit Page

Know about the structure and operations of the
production section of Chinese restaurants
Identify common Chinese foodstuffs
Know about the basic processing techniques of
cooking ingredients
Slice / garnish common food ingredients
Apply basic cooking techniques
Know about the basic cooking skills under siu
mei section
Master basic cooking (stove) skills and
techniques
Know about the basic preparatory work before
making dim sum
Know about the basic skills for making dim
sum stuffing
Know about the basic skills for making dim
sum dough
Know about the basic dim sum shaping
techniques
Know about the basic dim sum heating up /
cooking techniques
Produce general boiled dishes
Produce general steamed dishes
Produce general poaching dishes
Produce general deep fry dishes
Produce general shallow fry dishes
Produce general stir fry dishes
Produce general stewed dishes
Produce general braising dishes
Produce general baking dishes
Produce general grilled dishes
Produce general roasted dishes
Produce general sautéed dishes
Produce general curry dishes
Prepare stocks
Prepare soup
Produce salad dishes
Produce vegetable dishes
Produce bread sandwich dishes
Prepare ingredients for cooking
Prepare and produce pastry dishes
2-5

108372L1

1

2

4-120

108373L1
108374L1

1
1

4
6

4-121
4-123

108375L1
108376L1
108377L1

1
1
1

6
6
9

4-125
4-127
4-129

108378L1

1

9

4-131

108379L1

1

3

4-133

108380L1

1

6

4-135

108381L1

1

9

4-136

108382L1

1

9

4-138

108383L1

1

6

4-139

108384L1
108385L1
108386L1
108387L1
108388L1
108389L1
108390L1
108391L1
108392L1
108393L1
108394L1
108395L1
108396L1
108397L1
108398L1
108399L1
108400L1
108401L1
108402L1
108403L1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2

4-140
4-141
4-142
4-143
4-145
4-147
4-149
4-151
4-153
4-155
4-157
4-159
4-161
4-163
4-165
4-167
4-169
4-171
4-173
4-175

Professional Skills for the Production Section
Competency

UoC Code Level Credit Page

Perform seasoning and marinating
Apply sauce and dressing
Conduct butchering
Conduct cleaning and sanitation
Produce general bread
Produce general game dishes
Prepare Japanese rice
Prepare Japanese pickled dishes
Produce Japanese appetizers and
refreshments
Know about Japanese Kitchen Knives
Use common Chinese foodstuffs
Master basic processing techniques of cooking
ingredients
Apply complicated slicing / garnishing /
processing of foodstuffs
Apply complicated cooking skills
Apply cooking skills under siu mei section
Master general cooking (stove) skills and
techniques
Master preparatory work for making dim sum
Make common dim sum stuffing
Make common dim sum dough
Master dim sum shaping skills
Master common dim sum heating up / cooking
techniques
Apply common decoration skills to dim sum
Make common Western pastries and desserts
for Chinese restaurant
Conduct fruit and vegetable carving
Produce hot and cold desserts
Produce basic shellfish dishes
Prepare and cook fish dishes
Prepare and cook poultry dishes
Prepare and cook meat dishes
Control stock and inventory (food storage and
rotation)
Conduct dish presentation
Produce general raw meat dishes
Produce general seafood dishes
2-6

108404L1
108405L1
108406L1
108407L1
108408L1
108409L1
108410L1
108411L1
108412L1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
2
2
2
3
1
1
1

4-177
4-179
4-181
4-183
4-185
4-187
4-189
4-191
4-193

108413L1
108414L2
108415L2

1
2
2

2
9
12

4-195
4-197
4-199

108416L2

2

12

4-201

108417L2
108418L2
108419L2

2
2
2

12
12
18

4-203
4-205
4-207

108420L2
108421L2
108422L2
108423L2
108424L2

2
2
2
2
2

12
15
12
6
6

4-209
4-211
4-213
4-215
4-216

108425L2
108426L2

2
2

6
6

4-217
4-218

108427L2
108428L2
108429L2
108430L2
108431L2
108432L2
108433L2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
3
1
2
2
3
2

4-220
4-222
4-224
4-226
4-228
4-230
4-232

108434L2
108435L2
108436L2

2
2
2

1
2
2

4-234
4-236
4-238

Professional Skills for the Production Section
Competency

UoC Code Level Credit Page

Apply alcohol in cooking
Prepare Japanese salad
Produce deep fried dishes (AGEMONO)
Produce Japanese Miso soup
Produce Japanese steam food (Mushimono)
Produce Japanese grilled dishes (Yakimono)
Produce Japanese simmered dishes (Nimono)
Produce Tempura dishes
Produce Sukiyaki dishes
Produce Japanese noodle dishes (Men-rui)
Prepare Japanese tea
Prepare and marinate Korean sides dishes
Prepare Korean stone pot rice dishes (dolsotbap)
Prepare Korean ginseng chicken soup
Prepare pasta dishes
Prepare Italian pizza
Prepare Italian risotto dishes
Prepare French appetizer
Prepare French bouillabaisse
Prepare French macarons
Prepare Thai Satay
Produce Thai Tom Yum Kung (Goong) soup
Produce Thai fish dishes
Produce Vietnamese salad
Produce Vietnamese noodle (Pho)
Produce Vietnamese summer rolls
Produce American burger dishes
Produce American doughnut and bagel
Prepare Italian appetizer
Understand the characteristics of Chinese
foodstuffs
Apply complicated processing techniques of
cooking ingredients
Slice / garnish and decorate foodstuffs
Master complicated cooking (stove) skills and
techniques
Master preparatory work for making
complicated dim sum
Prepare complicated dim sum stuffing
2-7

108437L2
108438L2
108439L2
108440L2
108441L2
108442L2
108443L2
108444L2
108445L2
108446L2
108447L2
108448L2
108449L2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
2

4-240
4-242
4-244
4-246
4-248
4-250
4-252
4-254
4-256
4-258
4-260
4-262
4-264

108450L2
108451L2
108452L2
108453L2
108454L2
108455L2
108456L2
108457L2
108458L2
108459L2
108460L2
108461L2
108462L2
108463L2
108464L2
108465L2
108466L3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

2
1
2
2
1
2
3
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
4

4-266
4-268
4-270
4-272
4-274
4-276
4-278
4-280
4-282
4-284
4-286
4-288
4-290
4-292
4-294
4-296
4-297

108467L3

3

6

4-299

108468L3
108469L3

3
3

6
6

4-301
4-302

108470L3

3

6

4-304

108471L3

3

8

4-306

Professional Skills for the Production Section
Competency

UoC Code Level Credit Page

Prepare complicated dim sum dough
Master complicated dim sum shaping skills
Master complicated dim sum heating up /
cooking techniques
Master complicated decoration skills of dim
sum
Implement operations of siu mei section
Prepare and make sushi
Prepare sashimi
Produce American barbecue meat
Develop standard cooking recipes
Prepare dishes using combination cooking
methods
Prepare emulsified sauces
Prepare Italian stewed dishes
Prepare foie gras dishes
Menu planning and design
Establish standard operating procedures for
cooking
Pricing of menu items
Control and manage food cost
Prepare sauces
Prepare French pate and terrine dishes
Prepare Italian braised dishes
Design and prepare new dishes
Design and prepare new dim sum
Master food production for banquets
Know about the Chinese cuisine culture and
regional cuisines
Know about non-Chinese cuisine cultures and
different national cuisines
Slicing / garnishing skills for banquet dishes
Prepare dishes for banquets
Master the operational management of siu mei
section
Manage the operations of the kitchen
Apply basic knowledge of nutritional diet
Implement quality management in the catering
industry
Design nutritional diets

2-8

108472L3
108473L3
108474L3

3
3
3

6
6
6

4-307
4-309
4-311

108475L3

3

6

4-312

108476L3
108477L3
108478L3
108479L3
108480L3
108481L3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
2
3
2

4-313
4-315
4-317
4-319
4-321
4-322

108482L3
108483L3
108484L3
108485L3
108486L3

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
3
3

4-323
4-324
4-325
4-326
4-327

108487L3
108488L3
108489L3
108490L3
108491L3
108492L4
108493L4
108494L4
108495L4

3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
4
4
6
6
6
6

4-328
4-329
4-330
4-332
4-334
4-335
4-336
4-338
4-339

108496L4

4

6

4-340

108497L4
108498L4
108499L4

4
4
4

6
6
6

4-341
4-342
4-343

108500L5
108501L5
108502L5

5
5
5

10
6
6

4-344
4-346
4-347

108503L6

6

4

4-348

Sales and Service Skills
Competency

UoC Code Level Credit Page

Build up personal appearance and image of
practitioners in the catering industry
Sell catering products
Understand marketing
Organize advertising activities
Perform word-of-mouth marketing for
restaurants
Build up personal image of executives in the
catering industry
Implement marketing plans
Coordinate banquet services in the catering
industry
Master promotional skills for banquets
Formulate promotion strategies for catering
establishments
Implement branding with social media
Design branding for catering establishments
Implement promotion campaigns
Create sales and marketing plans for
Conference or banquet (non-Chinese catering)
Analyze sales and promotion strategies
Develop marketing plan
Develop customers retention strategy
Formulate market promotion and
comprehensive marketing mix strategies
Formulate entrepreneurial management
strategies
Develop O2O cross border marketing strategy
Develop brand strategies
Develop research and development of
products and services

2-9

108504L2

2

3

4-349

108505L3
108506L3
108507L3
108508L3

3
3
3
3

3
3
4
4

4-350
4-351
4-352
4-354

108509L4

4

3

4-356

108510L4
108511L4

4
4

6
6

4-357
4-359

108512L4
108513L4

4
4

3
3

4-360
4-362

108514L4
108515L4
108516L4
108517L4

4
4
4
4

6
6
6
6

4-364
4-366
4-368
4-370

108518L5
108519L5
108520L5
108521L6

5
5
5
6

6
6
6
8

4-372
4-374
4-376
4-378

108522L6

6

8

4-380

108523L6
108524L7
108525L7

6
7
7

6
6
3

4-383
4-385
4-387

Generic Skills
Competency

UoC Code Level Credit Page

Know about basic occupational safety and
health
Know about basic fire prevention
Use common cleaning tools and materials in
restaurants
Observe professional ethics of the catering
industry
Observe basic food safety and hygiene
Observe the prescribed personal conduct and
behavioral requirements
Know about the application of information
technology in the catering industry
Comply with anti-bribery and related legislation
Prepare for and provide outdoor catering
services
Observe government legislation in restaurants
Observe the general legislation associated with
employee interests
Operate cash registers
Know about the basic POS computer system
Provide additional supporting services for
restaurant customers
Carry out the guidelines for healthy and
nutritious diet in restaurants
Prepare and package takeaway catering items
Carry out the guidelines for treating kitchen
waste and remaining food in restaurants
Set up catering venues for different customers
or functions
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all
kinds of tools of the table section
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all
kinds of tools of the production section
Apply the code of food safety
Apply first aid knowledge
Use basic POS and related computer systems
Use computer application software for the
catering industry
Operate computer applications related to
catering services

2-10

108526L1

1

3

4-389

108527L1
108528L1

1
1

1
2

4-391
4-393

108529L1

1

1

4-394

108530L1
108531L1

1
1

3
1

4-395
4-397

108532L1

1

2

4-398

108533L1
108534L1

1
1

1
2

4-400
4-401

108535L1
108536L2

1
2

1
3

4-403
4-405

108537L2
108538L2
108539L2

2
2
2

3
3
2

4-407
4-409
4-410

108540L2

2

2

4-412

108541L2
108542L2

2
2

3
2

4-414
4-416

108543L2

2

3

4-418

108544L3

3

3

4-420

108545L3

3

3

4-422

108546L3
108547L3
108548L3
108549L3

3
3
3
3

3
3
2
4

4-424
4-425
4-426
4-428

108550L3

3

2

4-429

Generic Skills
Competency

UoC Code Level Credit Page

Implement food safety and hygiene in
restaurants
Implement environmental protection in
restaurants
Formulate procedures for work safety, health
and security
Master skills for using complex POS and
related computer systems

2-11

108551L4

4

3

4-431

108552L4

4

3

4-433

108553L4

4

3

4-435

108554L4

4

3

4-437

Chinese Cuisine
QF Level
Level 1

UoC Code
108526L1
108527L1
108528L1

Unit of Competency
Know about basic occupational safety and health
Know about basic fire prevention
Use common cleaning tools and materials in
restaurants
108529L1
Observe professional ethics of the catering industry
108530L1
Observe basic food safety and hygiene
108531L1
Observe the prescribed personal conduct and
behavioural requirements
108532L1
Know about the application of information technology
in the catering industry
108533L1
Comply with anti-bribery and related legislation
108534L1
Prepare for and provide outdoor catering services
108535L1
Observe government legislation in restaurants
108337L1
Know about the structure and operations of the table
services section of restaurants
108338L1
Know about the basic customer communication skills
108339L1
Know about food categorization
108340L1
Know about the basic operations of beverage
counters in Chinese restaurants
108341L1
Know about the basic beverage services in Chinese
restaurants
108342L1
Know about the basic table services
108343L1
Know about the basic banquet services
108344L1
Know about the basic pantry (dish delivery) services
108345L1
Observe table service etiquettes
108372L1
Know about the structure and operations of the
production section of Chinese restaurants
108373L1
Identify common Chinese foodstuffs
108374L1
Know about the basic processing techniques of
cooking ingredients
108375L1
Slice / garnish common food ingredients
108376L1
Apply basic cooking techniques
108377L1
Know about the basic cooking skills under siu mei
section
108378L1
Master basic cooking (stove) skills and techniques
108379L1
Know about the basic preparatory work before
making dim sum
108380L1
Know about the basic skills for making dim sum
stuffing
108381L1
Know about the basic skills for making dim sum dough
108382L1
Know about the basic dim sum shaping techniques
108383L1
Know about the basic dim sum heating up / cooking
techniques
108407L1
Conduct cleaning and sanitation
Total: 32 UoCs at Level 1 of Chinese Cuisine

3-1

QF Credit
3
1
2
1
3
1
2

Page
4-389
4-391
4-393
4-394
4-395
4-397
4-398

1
2
1
2

4-400
4-401
4-403

2
3
2

4-64
4-65

2
2
2
2
1
2

4-62

4-67
4-68
4-69
4-71
4-72
4-73
4-120

4
6

4-121

6
6
9

4-125
4-127

9
3

4-131

6

4-123

4-129

4-133
4-135

9
9
6

4-136
4-138

2

4-183

4-139

Chinese Cuisine
QF Level
Level 2

UoC Code
108301L2
108536L2

Unit of Competency
Handle ordinary complaints in the catering industry
Observe the general legislation associated with
employee interests
108537L2
Operate cash registers
108538L2
Know about the basic POS computer system
108539L2
Provide additional supporting services for restaurant
customers
108540L2
Carry out the guidelines for healthy and nutritious diet
in restaurants
108541L2
Prepare and package takeaway catering items
108542L2
Carry out the guidelines for treating kitchen waste and
remaining food in restaurants
108543L2
Set up catering venues for different customers or
functions
108504L2
Build up personal appearance and image of
practitioners in the catering industry
108347L2
Prepare general menus for Chinese dishes
108348L2
Operate beverage counters in the Chinese restaurants
108349L2
Master Chinese beverage services
108350L2
Master food serving skills of Chinese restaurants
108351L2
Master banquet serving skills in the Chinese
restaurants
108353L2
Master pantry (dish delivery) services
108358L2
Perform bussing
108354L2
Perform host service
108355L2
Serve wines in restaurants
108357L2
Manage beverage services
108418L2
Apply cooking skills under siu mei section
108419L2
Master general cooking (stove) skills and techniques
108420L2
Master preparatory work for making dim sum
108421L2
Make common dim sum stuffing
108422L2
Make common dim sum dough
108423L2
Master dim sum shaping skills
108424L2
Master common dim sum heating up / cooking
techniques
108425L2
Apply common decoration skills to dim sum
108433L2
Control stock and inventory (food storage and
rotation)
108414L2
Use common Chinese foodstuffs
108415L2
Master basic processing techniques of cooking
ingredients
108416L2
Apply complicated slicing / garnishing / processing of
foodstuffs
108417L2
Apply complicated cooking skills
Total: 33 UoCs at Level 2 for Chinese Cuisine

3-2

QF Credit
1
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3

Page
4-1
4-405
4-407
4-409
4-410
4-412
4-414
4-416
4-418
4-349

5
6
6
9
9

4-77
4-79
4-81
4-83

2
2
3
2
2
12
18
12
15
12
6
6

4-87
4-96
4-88
4-90
4-94
4-205
4-207
4-209
4-211
4-213
4-215

6
2

4-217

9
12

4-197

12
12

4-85

4-216

4-232

4-199
4-201
4-203

Chinese Cuisine
QF Level
Level 3

UoC Code
108302L3
108303L3
108304L3
108305L3
108306L3
108307L3
108308L3
108309L3
108310L3
108544L3
108545L3
108546L3
108547L3
108548L3
108549L3

Unit of Competency
Build up team spirit of the catering industry
Master basic problem-solving skills of the catering
industry
Handle complaints in the catering industry
Manage warehouses of the catering industry
Implement staff performance assessments of the
catering industry
Implement general procurement procedures of the
catering industry
Carry out preventive measures against emergencies
and crises
Implement quality control for foods
Conduct orientation and trainings for new employees
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds
of tools of the table section
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds
of tools of the production section

QF Credit
4
4
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Page
4-3
4-5
4-7
4-8
4-9
4-10
4-11
4-13
4-15
4-420
4-422

Apply the code of food safety
Apply first aid knowledge
Use basic POS and related computer systems
Use computer application software for the catering
industry
Operate computer applications related to catering
services

3
3
2
4

Understand marketing
Sell catering products
Organise advertising activities
Perform word-of-mouth marketing for restaurants
Master communication skills with customers
Manage beverage counters in Chinese restaurants
Analyse the catering market and prepare menus
Operate fish tanks
Master management skills of the pantry section in
catering industry
Perform restaurant table services

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6
2

4-351
4-350
4-352
4-354
4-98
4-99
4-100
4-103

2

4-107

Handle unusual circumstances and emergencies in
restaurants
Selling while performing table services
Understand the characteristics of Chinese foodstuffs
Apply complicated processing techniques of cooking
ingredients

2
3
4
6

4-111
4-297

6
6

4-301

108471L3

Slice / garnish and decorate foodstuffs
Master complicated cooking (stove) skills and
techniques
Master preparatory work for making complicated dim
sum
Prepare complicated dim sum stuffing

8

4-306

108472L3

Prepare complicated dim sum dough

6

4-307

108550L3
108506L3
108505L3
108507L3
108508L3
108359L3
108360L3
108361L3
108363L3
108364L3
108365L3
108366L3
108367L3
108466L3
108467L3
108468L3
108469L3
108470L3

3-3

2

6

4-424
4-425
4-426
4-428
4-429

4-105

4-109

4-299

4-302
4-304

Chinese Cuisine
QF Level
Level 3

UoC Code
108473L3
108474L3

Unit of Competency
Master complicated dim sum shaping skills
Master complicated dim sum heating up/cooking
techniques
108475L3
Master complicated decoration skills of dim sum
108476L3
Implement operations of siu mei section
108480L3
Develop standard cooking recipes
108481L3
Prepare dishes using combination cooking methods
108485L3
Menu planning and design
108486L3
Establish standard operating procedures for cooking
108487L3
Pricing of menu items
108488L3
Control and manage food cost
Total: 45 UoCs at Level 3 for Chinese Cuisine
Level 4
108311L4
Master morale-boosting and authorization skills in the
catering industry
108312L4
Control costs of the catering organizations
108313L4
Devise training and development plans for
practitioners in the catering industry
108314L4
Apply leadership and decision-making skills
108315L4
Master supervision and counselling skills in the
catering industry
108316L4
Know about the relevant regulations imposed on the
Mainland catering industry
108317L4
Apply financial accounting skills in the catering
industry
108318L4
Implement best business practices and good controls
in restaurants
108319L4
Establish guidelines and procedures for handling
kitchen waste
108320L4
Handle general labour disputes in the catering
industry
108321L4
Liaise and coordinate with law enforcement agencies
related to the catering industry
108551L4
Implement food safety and hygiene in restaurants
108552L4
Implement environmental protection in restaurants
108553L4
Formulate procedures for work safety, health and
security
108554L4
Master skills for using complex POS and related
computer systems
108509L4
Build up personal image of executives in the catering
industry
108510L4
Implement marketing plans
108511L4
Coordinate banquet services in the catering industry
108512L4
Master promotional skills for banquets

3-4

QF Credit
6
6
6
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3

Page
4-309
4-311
4-312
4-313
4-321
4-322
4-326
4-327
4-328
4-329
4-17

9
6

4-18

6
6

4-21

3
6
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6
6
3

4-20

4-23
4-25
4-27
4-28
4-30
4-32
4-34
4-431
4-433
4-435
4-437
4-356
4-357
4-359
4-360

Chinese Cuisine
QF Level
Level 4

UoC Code
108513L4

Unit of Competency
Formulate promotion strategies for catering
establishments
108514L4
Implement branding with social media
108515L4
Design branding for catering establishments
108516L4
Implement promotion campaigns
108368L4
Coordinate banquet services in Chinese restaurants
108369L4
Manage the table services section in Chinese
restaurants
108492L4
Design and prepare new dishes
108493L4
Design and prepare new dim sum
108494L4
Master food production for banquets
108495L4
Know about the Chinese cuisine culture and regional
cuisines
108497L4
Slicing / garnishing skills for banquet dishes
108498L4
Prepare dishes for banquets
108499L4
Master the operational management of siu mei
section
Total: 32 UoCs at Level 4 for Chinese Cuisine
Level 5
108322L5
Implement crisis management in the catering industry
108323L5
Implement financial management strategies in the
catering industry
108324L5
Apply skills for recruitment and human resources
supply in the catering industry
108325L5
Implement logistics management in the catering
industry
108326L5
Establish the atmosphere of healthy and nutritious
diet in restaurants
108327L5
Manage automated business processes and workflow
in the catering industry
108328L5
Establish promotion ladders and criteria for
employees
108518L5
Analyze sales and promotion strategies
108519L5
Develop marketing plan
108520L5
Develop customers retention strategy
108370L5
Implement overall management of the table services
section in Chinese restaurants
108371L5
Manage restaurant food service operation
108500L5
Manage the operations of the kitchen
108501L5
Apply basic knowledge of nutritional diet
108502L5
Implement quality management in the catering
industry
108329L5
Establish policies and procedures for handling nondomestic labour force
Total: 16 UoCs at Level 5 for Chinese Cuisine

3-5

QF Credit
3

Page
4-362

6
6
6
6
6

4-364
4-366
4-368
4-113

6
6
6
6

4-335
4-336
4-338

6
6
6

4-341
4-342

6
6

4-36

6
6
3
3
3

4-114

4-339

4-343

4-37
4-38
4-40
4-42
4-44
4-46

6
6
6
3

4-372
4-374
4-376

3
10
6
6

4-118
4-344
4-346

3

4-116

4-347
4-48

Chinese Cuisine
QF Level
Level 6

UoC Code
108330L6
108331L6

Unit of Competency
Develop corporate strategies for the catering industry
Develop knowledge management for the catering
industry
108332L6
Devise multinational enterprise management in the
catering industry
108333L6
Devise outsourcing / contracting plans in the catering
industry
108503L6
Design nutritional diets
108521L6
Formulate market promotion and comprehensive
marketing mix strategies
108522L6
Formulate entrepreneurial management strategies
108523L6
Develop O2O cross border marketing strategy
Total: 8 UoCs at Level 6 for Chinese Cuisine
Level 7
108334L7
Devise overall corporate strategies for the catering
industry
108335L7
Innovate knowledge management strategies in the
catering industry
108336L7
Formulate multinational enterprise management
strategies in the catering industry
108524L7
Develop brand strategies
108525L7
Develop research and development of products and
services
Total: 5 UoCs at Level 7 for Chinese Cuisine

3-6

QF Credit
6
6
6
4

Page
4-50
4-52
4-54
4-55

4
8

4-348

8
6

4-380
4-383

3
4
4
6
3

4-378

4-57
4-59
4-61
4-385
4-387

American Cuisine
QF Level
Level 1

UoC Code
108526L1
108527L1
108528L1

Unit of Competency
Know about basic occupational safety and health
Know about basic fire prevention
Use common cleaning tools and materials in restaurants

108529L1
108530L1
108531L1

Observe professional ethics of the catering industry
Observe basic food safety and hygiene
Observe the prescribed personal conduct and
behavioural requirements
Know about the application of information technology
in the catering industry
Comply with anti-bribery and related legislation
Prepare for and provide outdoor catering services
Observe government legislation in restaurants
Know about the structure and operations of the table
services section of restaurants
Know about the basic customer communication skills
Know about food categorization
Know about the basic table services
Know about the basic banquet services
Observe table service etiquettes
Perform table setting in Western restaurants
Know about the basic processing techniques of cooking
ingredients
Slice / garnish common food ingredients
Apply basic cooking techniques
Produce general boil dishes
Produce general steam dishes
Produce general poaching dishes
Produce general deep fry dishes
Produce general shallow fry dishes
Produce general stir fry dishes
Produce general stewing dishes
Produce general braising dishes
Produce general baking dishes
Produce general grilled dishes
Produce general roasted dishes
Produce general sauteed dishes
Produce general curry dishes
Prepare stock
Prepare soup
Produce salad dishes
Produce vegetable dishes
Produce bread sandwich dishes
Prepare ingredients for cooking
Prepare and produce pastry dishes
Perform seasoning and marinating
Apply sauce and dressing
Conduct butchering
Conduct cleaning and sanitation

108532L1
108533L1
108534L1
108535L1
108337L1
108338L1
108339L1
108342L1
108343L1
108345L1
108346L1
108374L1
108375L1
108376L1
108384L1
108385L1
108386L1
108387L1
108388L1
108389L1
108390L1
108391L1
108392L1
108393L1
108394L1
108395L1
108396L1
108397L1
108398L1
108399L1
108400L1
108401L1
108402L1
108403L1
108404L1
108405L1
108406L1
108407L1

3-7

QF Credit
3
1
2
1
3
1
2

Page
4-389
4-391
4-393
4-394
4-395
4-397
4-398

1
2
1
2

4-400
4-401
4-403

2
3
2
2
1
1
6

4-64
4-65
4-69
4-71
4-73
4-75

6
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2

4-62

4-123
4-125
4-127
4-140
4-141
4-142
4-143
4-145
4-147
4-149
4-151
4-153
4-155
4-157
4-159
4-161
4-163
4-165
4-167
4-169
4-171
4-173
4-175
4-177
4-179
4-181
4-183

American Cuisine
QF Level
Level 1

UoC Code
Unit of Competency
108408L1
Produce general bread
108409L1
Produce general game dishes
Total: 46 UoCs at Level 1 for American Cuisine
Level 2
108301L2
Handle ordinary complaints in the catering industry
108536L2
Observe the general legislation associated with
employee interests
108537L2
Operate cash registers
108538L2
Know about the basic POS computer system
108539L2
Provide additional supporting services for restaurant
customers
108540L2
Carry out the guidelines for healthy and nutritious diet
in restaurants
108541L2
Prepare and package takeaway catering items
108542L2
Carry out the guidelines for treating kitchen waste and
remaining food in restaurants
108543L2
Set up catering venues for different customers or
functions
108504L2
Build up personal appearance and image of
practitioners in the catering industry
108352L2
Know about the basic Western beverage services
108358L2
Perform bussing
108354L2
Perform host service
108355L2
Serve wines in restaurants
108357L2
Manage beverage services
108419L2
Master general cooking (stove) skills and techniques
108427L2
Conduct fruit and vegetable carving
108428L2
Produce hot and cold desserts
108429L2
Produce basic shellfish dishes
108430L2
Prepare and cook fish dishes
108431L2
Prepare and cook poultry dishes
108432L2
Prepare and cook meat dishes
108433L2
Control stock and inventory (food storage and rotation)
108434L2
Conduct dish presentation
108435L2
Produce general raw meat dishes
108436L2
Produce general seafood dishes
108437L2
Apply alcohol in cooking
108463L2
Produce American burger dishes
108464L2
Produce American doughnut and bagel
108426L2
Make common Western pastries and desserts for
Chinese restaurants
Total: 30 UoCs at Level 2 for American Cuisine

3-8

QF Credit
2
3
1
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3
6
1
3
2
2
18
2
3
1
2
2
3
2
1
2
2
3
2
2
6

Page
4-185
4-187
4-1
4-405
4-407
4-409
4-410
4-412
4-414
4-416
4-418
4-349
4-86
4-96
4-88
4-90
4-94
4-207
4-220
4-222
4-224
4-226
4-228
4-230
4-232
4-234
4-236
4-238
4-240
4-292
4-294
4-218

American Cuisine
QF Level
Level 3

UoC Code
108302L3
108303L3

Unit of Competency
Build up team spirit of the catering industry
Master basic problem-solving skills of the catering
industry
108304L3
Handle complaints in the catering industry
108305L3
Manage warehouses of the catering industry
108306L3
Implement staff performance assessments of the
catering industry
108307L3
Implement general procurement procedures of the
catering industry
108308L3
Carry out preventive measures against emergencies and
crises
108309L3
Implement quality control for foods
108310L3
Conduct orientation and trainings for new employees
108544L3
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of
tools of the table section
108545L3
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of
tools of the production section
108546L3
Apply the code of food safety
108547L3
Apply first aid knowledge
108548L3
Use basic POS and related computer systems
108549L3
Use computer application software for the catering
industry
108550L3
Operate computer applications related to catering
services
108506L3
Understand marketing
108507L3
Organise advertising activities
108508L3
Perform word-of-mouth marketing for restaurants
108359L3
Master communication skills with customers
108361L3
Analyse the catering market and prepare menus
108362L3
Master serving skills for Western catering
108365L3
Perform restaurant table services
108366L3
Handle unusual circumstances and emergencies in
restaurants
108367L3
Selling while performing table services
108468L3
Slice / garnish and decorate foodstuffs
108469L3
Master complicated cooking (stove) skills and
techniques
108479L3
Produce American barbecue meat
108480L3
Develop standard cooking recipes
108481L3
Prepare dishes using combination cooking methods
108482L3
Prepare emulsified sauces
108484L3
Prepare foie gras dishes
108505L3
Sell catering products
108485L3
Menu planning and design
108486L3
Establish standard operating procedures for cooking
108487L3
Pricing of menu items
108488L3
Control and manage food cost
Total: 37 UoCs at Level 3 for American Cuisine

3-9

QF Credit
4
4
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
4
2

Page
4-3
4-5
4-7
4-8
4-9
4-10
4-11
4-13
4-15
4-420
4-422
4-424
4-425
4-426
4-428
4-429

3
4
4
3
3
6
2
2

4-351
4-352
4-354
4-98
4-100
4-102
4-107

3
6
6

4-111
4-301

2
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

4-319
4-321
4-322
4-323
4-325
4-350
4-326
4-327
4-328
4-329

4-109

4-302

American Cuisine
QF Level
Level 4

UoC Code
108311L4

Unit of Competency
Master morale-boosting and authorization skills in the
catering industry
108312L4
Control costs of the catering organizations
108313L4
Devise training and development plans for practitioners
in the catering industry
108314L4
Apply leadership and decision-making skills
108315L4
Master supervision and counselling skills in the catering
industry
108316L4
Know about the relevant regulations imposed on the
Mainland catering industry
108317L4
Apply financial accounting skills in the catering industry
108318L4
Implement best business practices and good controls in
restaurants
108319L4
Establish guidelines and procedures for handling
kitchen waste
108320L4
Handle general labour disputes in the catering industry
108321L4
Liaise and coordinate with law enforcement agencies
related to the catering industry
108551L4
Implement food safety and hygiene in restaurants
108552L4
Implement environmental protection in restaurants
108553L4
Formulate procedures for work safety, health and
security
108554L4
Master skills for using complex POS and related
computer systems
108509L4
Build up personal image of executives in the catering
industry
108510L4
Implement marketing plans
108511L4
Coordinate banquet services in the catering industry
108512L4
Master promotional skills for banquets
108513L4
Formulate promotion strategies for catering
establishments
108514L4
Implement branding with social media
108515L4
Design branding for catering establishments
108516L4
Implement promotion campaigns
108517L4
Create sales and marketing plans for Conference or
banquet (non-Chinese)
108492L4
Design and prepare new dishes
108496L4
Know about non-Chinese cuisine cultures and different
national cuisines
108497L4
Slicing / garnishing skills for banquet dishes
108498L4
Prepare dishes for banquets
Total: 28 UoCs at Level 4 for American Cuisine

3-10

QF Credit
3

Page
4-17

9
6

4-18

6
6

4-21

3
6
3
4

4-20

4-23
4-25
4-27
4-28
4-30

3
3

4-32

3
3
3

4-431
4-433

3
3

4-34

4-435
4-437
4-356

6
6
3
3

4-357
4-359
4-360

6
6
6
6

4-364
4-366
4-368

6
6

4-335

6
6

4-341
4-342

4-362

4-370

4-340

American Cuisine
QF Level
Level 5

UoC Code
108322L5
108323L5

Unit of Competency
Implement crisis management in the catering industry
Implement financial management strategies in the
catering industry
108324L5
Apply skills for recruitment and human resources supply
in the catering industry
108325L5
Implement logistics management in the catering
industry
108326L5
Establish the atmosphere of healthy and nutritious diet
in restaurants
108327L5
Manage automated business processes and workflow in
the catering industry
108328L5
Establish promotion ladders and criteria for employees
108518L5
Analyze sales and promotion strategies
108519L5
Develop marketing plan
108520L5
Develop customers retention strategy
108371L5
Manage restaurant food service operation
108500L5
Manage the operations of the kitchen
108501L5
Apply basic knowledge of nutritional diet
108502L5
Implement quality management in the catering industry
108329L5
Establish policies and procedures for handling nondomestic labour force
Total: 15 UoCs at Level 5 for American Cuisine
Level 6
108330L6
Develop corporate strategies for the catering industry
108331L6
Develop knowledge management for the catering
industry
108332L6
Devise multinational enterprise management in the
catering industry
108333L6
Devise outsourcing / contracting plans in the catering
industry
108503L6
Design nutritional diets
108521L6
Formulate market promotion and comprehensive
marketing mix strategies
108522L6
Formulate entrepreneurial management strategies
108523L6
Develop O2O cross border marketing strategy
Total: 8 UoCs at Level 6 for American Cuisine
Level 7
108334L7
Devise overall corporate strategies for the catering
industry
108335L7
Innovate knowledge management strategies in the
catering industry
108336L7
Formulate multinational enterprise management
strategies in the catering industry
108524L7
Develop brand strategies
108525L7
Develop research and development of products and
services
Total: 5 UoCs at Level 7 for American Cuisine

3-11

QF Credit
6
6
6
6
3
3

Page
4-36
4-37
4-38
4-40
4-42
4-44

3
6
6
6
3
10
6
6
3

4-46
4-372
4-374
4-376
4-118
4-344
4-346
4-347

6
6

4-50

6
4

4-48

4-52
4-54
4-55

4
8

4-348

8
6

4-380
4-383

3
4
4
6
3

4-378

4-57
4-59
4-61
4-385
4-387

Italian Cuisine
QF Level
Level 1

UoC Code
108526L1
108527L1
108528L1
108529L1
108530L1
108531L1

Unit of Competency
Know about basic occupational safety and health
Know about basic fire prevention
Use common cleaning tools and materials in restaurants
Observe professional ethics of the catering industry
Observe basic food safety and hygiene
Observe the prescribed personal conduct and
behavioural requirements

108532L1

Know about the application of information technology
in the catering industry

2

108533L1
108534L1
108535L1
108337L1

Comply with anti-bribery and related legislation
Prepare for and provide outdoor catering services
Observe government legislation in restaurants
Know about the structure and operations of the table
services section of restaurants
Know about the basic customer communication skills
Know about food categorization
Know about the basic table services
Know about the basic banquet services
Observe table service etiquettes
Perform table setting in Western restaurants
Know about the basic processing techniques of cooking
ingredients

1
2
1
2

4-400
4-401
4-403

2
3
2
2
1
1
6

4-64
4-65
4-69
4-71
4-73
4-75

Slice / garnish common food ingredients
Apply basic cooking techniques
Produce general boil dishes
Produce general steam dishes
Produce general poaching dishes
Produce general deep fry dishes
Produce general shallow fry dishes
Produce general stir fry dishes
Produce general stewing dishes
Produce general braising dishes
Produce general baking dishes
Produce general grilled dishes
Produce general roasted dishes
Produce general sauteed dishes
Produce general curry dishes
Prepare stock
Prepare soup
Produce salad dishes
Produce vegetable dishes
Produce bread sandwich dishes
Prepare ingredients for cooking
Prepare and produce pastry dishes
Perform seasoning and marinating
Apply sauce and dressing
Conduct butchering
Conduct cleaning and sanitation

6
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2

108338L1
108339L1
108342L1
108343L1
108345L1
108346L1
108374L1
108375L1
108376L1
108384L1
108385L1
108386L1
108387L1
108388L1
108389L1
108390L1
108391L1
108392L1
108393L1
108394L1
108395L1
108396L1
108397L1
108398L1
108399L1
108400L1
108401L1
108402L1
108403L1
108404L1
108405L1
108406L1
108407L1

3-12

QF Credit
3
1
2
1
3
1

Page
4-389
4-391
4-393
4-394
4-395
4-397
4-398

4-62

4-123
4-125
4-127
4-140
4-141
4-142
4-143
4-145
4-147
4-149
4-151
4-153
4-155
4-157
4-159
4-161
4-163
4-165
4-167
4-169
4-171
4-173
4-175
4-177
4-179
4-181
4-183

Italian Cuisine
QF Level
Level 1

UoC Code
Unit of Competency
108408L1
Produce general bread
108409L1
Produce general game dishes
Total: 46 UoCs at Level 1 for Italian Cuisine
Level 2
108301L2
Handle ordinary complaints in the catering industry
108536L2
Observe the general legislation associated with
employee interests
108537L2
Operate cash registers
108538L2
Know about the basic POS computer system
108539L2
Provide additional supporting services for restaurant
customers
108540L2
Carry out the guidelines for healthy and nutritious diet
in restaurants
108541L2
Prepare and package takeaway catering items
108542L2
Carry out the guidelines for treating kitchen waste and
remaining food in restaurants
108543L2
Set up catering venues for different customers or
functions
108504L2
Build up personal appearance and image of
practitioners in the catering industry
108352L2
Know about the basic Western beverage services
108358L2
Perform bussing
108354L2
Perform host service
108355L2
Serve wines in restaurants
108357L2
Manage beverage services
108419L2
Master general cooking (stove) skills and techniques
108427L2
Conduct fruit and vegetable carving
108428L2
Produce hot and cold desserts
108429L2
Produce basic shellfish dishes
108430L2
Prepare and cook fish dishes
108431L2
Prepare and cook poultry dishes
108432L2
Prepare and cook meat dishes
108433L2
Control stock and inventory (food storage and rotation)
108434L2
Conduct dish presentation
108435L2
Produce general raw meat dishes
108436L2
Produce general seafood dishes
108437L2
Apply alcohol in cooking
108451L2
Prepare pasta dishes
108452L2
Prepare Italian pizza
108453L2
Prepare Italian risotto dishes
108465L2
Prepare Italian appetizer
Total: 31 UoCs at Level 2 for Italian Cuisine

3-13

QF Credit
2
3
1
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3
6
1
3
2
2
18
2
3
1
2
2
3
2
1
2
2
3
1
2
2
2

Page
4-185
4-187
4-1
4-405
4-407
4-409
4-410
4-412
4-414
4-416
4-418
4-349
4-86
4-96
4-88
4-90
4-94
4-207
4-220
4-222
4-224
4-226
4-228
4-230
4-232
4-234
4-236
4-238
4-240
4-268
4-270
4-272
4-296

Italian Cuisine
QF Level
Level 3

UoC Code
108302L3
108303L3
108304L3
108305L3
108306L3
108307L3
108308L3
108309L3
108310L3
108544L3
108545L3
108546L3
108547L3
108548L3
108549L3
108550L3

Unit of Competency
Build up team spirit of the catering industry
Master basic problem-solving skills of the catering
industry
Handle complaints in the catering industry
Manage warehouses of the catering industry
Implement staff performance assessments of the
catering industry

QF Credit
4
4
2
3
3

Implement general procurement procedures of the
catering industry
Carry out preventive measures against emergencies and
crises
Implement quality control for foods
Conduct orientation and trainings for new employees
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of
tools of the table section
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of
tools of the production section
Apply the code of food safety
Apply first aid knowledge
Use basic POS and related computer systems
Use computer application software for the catering
industry

3

Operate computer applications related to catering
services

2

108506L3
108507L3
108508L3
108359L3
108361L3
108362L3
108365L3
108366L3

Understand marketing
Organise advertising activities
Perform word-of-mouth marketing for restaurants
Master communication skills with customers
Analyse the catering market and prepare menus
Master serving skills for Western catering
Perform restaurant table services
Handle unusual circumstances and emergencies in
restaurants
108367L3
Selling while performing table services
108468L3
Slice / garnish and decorate foodstuffs
108469L3
Master complicated cooking (stove) skills and
techniques
108480L3
Develop standard cooking recipes
108481L3
Prepare dishes using combination cooking methods
108482L3
Prepare emulsified sauces
108483L3
Prepare Italian stewed dishes
108484L3
Prepare foie gras dishes
108505L3
Sell catering products
108491L3
Prepare Italian braised dishes
108485L3
Menu planning and design
108486L3
Establish standard operating procedures for cooking
108487L3
Pricing of menu items
108488L3
Control and manage food cost
Total: 38 UoCs at Level 3 for Italian Cuisine

3-14

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
4

Page
4-3
4-5
4-7
4-8
4-9
4-10
4-11
4-13
4-15
4-420
4-422
4-424
4-425
4-426
4-428
4-429

3
4
4
3
3
6
2
2

4-351
4-352
4-354
4-98
4-100
4-102
4-107

3
6
6

4-111
4-301

3
2
2
2
2
3
4
3
3
3
3

4-321
4-322
4-323
4-324
4-325
4-350
4-334
4-326
4-327
4-328
4-329

4-109

4-302

Italian Cuisine
QF Level
Level 4

UoC Code
108311L4

Unit of Competency
Master morale-boosting and authorization skills in the
catering industry
108312L4
Control costs of the catering organizations
108313L4
Devise training and development plans for practitioners
in the catering industry
108314L4
Apply leadership and decision-making skills
108315L4
Master supervision and counselling skills in the catering
industry
108316L4
Know about the relevant regulations imposed on the
Mainland catering industry
108317L4
Apply financial accounting skills in the catering industry
108318L4
Implement best business practices and good controls in
restaurants
108319L4
Establish guidelines and procedures for handling
kitchen waste
108320L4
Handle general labour disputes in the catering industry
108321L4
Liaise and coordinate with law enforcement agencies
related to the catering industry
108551L4
Implement food safety and hygiene in restaurants
108552L4
Implement environmental protection in restaurants
108553L4
Formulate procedures for work safety, health and
security
108554L4
Master skills for using complex POS and related
computer systems
108509L4
Build up personal image of executives in the catering
industry
108510L4
Implement marketing plans
108511L4
Coordinate banquet services in the catering industry
108512L4
Master promotional skills for banquets
108513L4
Formulate promotion strategies for catering
establishments
108514L4
Implement branding with social media
108515L4
Design branding for catering establishments
108516L4
Implement promotion campaigns
108517L4
Create sales and marketing plans for Conference or
banquet (non-Chinese)
108492L4
Design and prepare new dishes
108496L4
Know about non-Chinese cuisine cultures and different
national cuisines
108497L4
Slicing / garnishing skills for banquet dishes
108498L4
Prepare dishes for banquets
Total: 28 UoCs at Level 4 for Italian Cuisine

3-15

QF Credit
3

Page
4-17

9
6

4-18

6
6

4-21

3
6
3
4

4-20

4-23
4-25
4-27
4-28
4-30

3
3

4-32

3
3
3

4-431
4-433

3
3

4-34

4-435
4-437
4-356

6
6
3
3

4-357
4-359
4-360

6
6
6
6

4-364
4-366
4-368

6
6

4-335

6
6

4-341
4-342

4-362

4-370

4-340

Italian Cuisine
QF Level
Level 5

UoC Code
108322L5
108323L5

Unit of Competency
Implement crisis management in the catering industry
Implement financial management strategies in the
catering industry
108324L5
Apply skills for recruitment and human resources supply
in the catering industry
108325L5
Implement logistics management in the catering
industry
108326L5
Establish the atmosphere of healthy and nutritious diet
in restaurants
108327L5
Manage automated business processes and workflow in
the catering industry
108328L5
Establish promotion ladders and criteria for employees
108518L5
Analyze sales and promotion strategies
108519L5
Develop marketing plan
108520L5
Develop customers retention strategy
108371L5
Manage restaurant food service operation
108500L5
Manage the operations of the kitchen
108501L5
Apply basic knowledge of nutritional diet
108502L5
Implement quality management in the catering industry
108329L5
Establish policies and procedures for handling nondomestic labour force
Total: 15 UoCs at Level 5 for Italian Cuisine
Level 6
108330L6
Develop corporate strategies for the catering industry
108331L6
Develop knowledge management for the catering
industry
108332L6
Devise multinational enterprise management in the
catering industry
108333L6
Devise outsourcing / contracting plans in the catering
industry
108503L6
Design nutritional diets
108521L6
Formulate market promotion and comprehensive
marketing mix strategies
108522L6
Formulate entrepreneurial management strategies
108523L6
Develop O2O cross border marketing strategy
Total: 8 UoCs at Level 6 for Italian Cuisine
Level 7
108334L7
Devise overall corporate strategies for the catering
industry
108335L7
Innovate knowledge management strategies in the
catering industry
108336L7
Formulate multinational enterprise management
strategies in the catering industry
108524L7
Develop brand strategies
108525L7
Develop research and development of products and
services
Total: 5 UoCs at Level 7 for Italian Cuisine
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QF Credit
6
6
6
6
3
3

Page
4-36
4-37
4-38
4-40
4-42
4-44

3
6
6
6
3
10
6
6
3

4-46
4-372
4-374
4-376
4-118
4-344
4-346
4-347

6
6

4-50

6
4

4-48

4-52
4-54
4-55

4
8

4-348

8
6

4-380
4-383

3
4
4
6
3

4-378

4-57
4-59
4-61
4-385
4-387

French Cuisine
QF Level
Level 1

UoC Code
108526L1

Unit of Competency
Know about basic occupational safety and health

108527L1

Know about basic fire prevention

1

4-391

108528L1
108529L1
108530L1
108531L1

Use common cleaning tools and materials in restaurants
Observe professional ethics of the catering industry
Observe basic food safety and hygiene
Observe the prescribed personal conduct and
behavioural requirements
Know about the application of information technology
in the catering industry

2
1
3
1

4-393
4-394
4-395

Comply with anti-bribery and related legislation
Prepare for and provide outdoor catering services
Observe government legislation in restaurants
Know about the structure and operations of the table
services section of restaurants
Know about the basic customer communication skills
Know about food categorization
Know about the basic table services
Know about the basic banquet services
Observe table service etiquettes
Perform table setting in Western restaurants
Know about the basic processing techniques of cooking
ingredients

1
2
1
2

4-400
4-401
4-403

2
3
2
2
1
1
6

4-64
4-65
4-69
4-71
4-73
4-75

Slice / garnish common food ingredients
Apply basic cooking techniques
Produce general boil dishes
Produce general steam dishes
Produce general poaching dishes
Produce general deep fry dishes
Produce general shallow fry dishes
Produce general stir fry dishes
Produce general stewing dishes
Produce general braising dishes
Produce general baking dishes
Produce general grilled dishes
Produce general roasted dishes
Produce general sauteed dishes
Produce general curry dishes
Prepare stock
Prepare soup
Produce salad dishes
Produce vegetable dishes
Produce bread sandwich dishes
Prepare ingredients for cooking
Prepare and produce pastry dishes
Perform seasoning and marinating
Apply sauce and dressing
Conduct butchering
Conduct cleaning and sanitation

6
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2

108532L1
108533L1
108534L1
108535L1
108337L1
108338L1
108339L1
108342L1
108343L1
108345L1
108346L1
108374L1
108375L1
108376L1
108384L1
108385L1
108386L1
108387L1
108388L1
108389L1
108390L1
108391L1
108392L1
108393L1
108394L1
108395L1
108396L1
108397L1
108398L1
108399L1
108400L1
108401L1
108402L1
108403L1
108404L1
108405L1
108406L1
108407L1

3-17

QF Credit
3

2

Page
4-389

4-397
4-398

4-62

4-123
4-125
4-127
4-140
4-141
4-142
4-143
4-145
4-147
4-149
4-151
4-153
4-155
4-157
4-159
4-161
4-163
4-165
4-167
4-169
4-171
4-173
4-175
4-177
4-179
4-181
4-183

French Cuisine
QF Level
Level 1

UoC Code
Unit of Competency
108408L1
Produce general bread
108409L1
Produce general game dishes
Total : 46 UoCs at Level 1 for French Cuisine
Level 2
108301L2
Handle ordinary complaints in the catering industry
108536L2
Observe the general legislation associated with
employee interests
108537L2
Operate cash registers
108538L2
Know about the basic POS computer system
108539L2
Provide additional supporting services for restaurant
customers
108540L2
Carry out the guidelines for healthy and nutritious diet
in restaurants
108541L2
Prepare and package takeaway catering items
108542L2
Carry out the guidelines for treating kitchen waste and
remaining food in restaurants
108543L2
Set up catering venues for different customers or
functions
108504L2
Build up personal appearance and image of
practitioners in the catering industry
108352L2
Know about the basic Western beverage services
108358L2
Perform bussing
108354L2
Perform host service
108355L2
Serve wines in restaurants
108357L2
Manage beverage services
108419L2
Master general cooking (stove) skills and techniques
108427L2
Conduct fruit and vegetable carving
108428L2
Produce hot and cold desserts
108429L2
Produce basic shellfish dishes
108430L2
Prepare and cook fish dishes
108431L2
Prepare and cook poultry dishes
108432L2
Prepare and cook meat dishes
108433L2
Control stock and inventory (food storage and rotation)
108434L2
Conduct dish presentation
108435L2
Produce general raw meat dishes
108436L2
Produce general seafood dishes
108437L2
Apply alcohol in cooking
108454L2
Prepare French appetizer
108455L2
Prepare French bouillabaisse
108456L2
Prepare French macarons
Total : 30 UoCs at Level 2 for French Cuisine

3-18

QF Credit
2
3
1
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3
6
1
3
2
2
18
2
3
1
2
2
3
2
1
2
2
3
1
2
3

Page
4-185
4-187
4-1
4-405
4-407
4-409
4-410
4-412
4-414
4-416
4-418
4-349
4-86
4-96
4-88
4-90
4-94
4-207
4-220
4-222
4-224
4-226
4-228
4-230
4-232
4-234
4-236
4-238
4-240
4-274
4-276
4-278

French Cuisine
QF Level
Level 3

UoC Code
108302L3
108303L3
108304L3
108305L3
108306L3
108307L3
108308L3
108309L3
108310L3
108544L3
108545L3
108546L3
108547L3
108548L3
108549L3
108550L3
108506L3
108507L3
108508L3
108359L3
108361L3
108362L3
108365L3
108366L3
108367L3
108468L3
108469L3
108480L3
108481L3
108482L3
108484L3
108505L3
108490L3
108489L3
108485L3
108486L3
108487L3
108488L3

Unit of Competency
Build up team spirit of the catering industry
Master basic problem-solving skills of the catering
industry
Handle complaints in the catering industry
Manage warehouses of the catering industry
Implement staff performance assessments of the
catering industry
Implement general procurement procedures of the
catering industry
Carry out preventive measures against emergencies and
crises
Implement quality control for foods
Conduct orientation and trainings for new employees
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of
tools of the table section
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of
tools of the production section
Apply the code of food safety
Apply first aid knowledge
Use basic POS and related computer systems
Use computer application software for the catering
industry
Operate computer applications related to catering
services
Understand marketing
Organise advertising activities
Perform word-of-mouth marketing for restaurants
Master communication skills with customers
Analyse the catering market and prepare menus
Master serving skills for Western catering
Perform restaurant table services
Handle unusual circumstances and emergencies in
restaurants
Selling while performing table services
Slice / garnish and decorate foodstuffs
Master complicated cooking (stove) skills and
techniques
Develop standard cooking recipes
Prepare dishes using combination cooking methods
Prepare emulsified sauces
Prepare foie gras dishes
Sell catering products
Prepare French pate and terrine dishes
Prepare Sauce
Menu planning and design
Establish standard operating procedures for cooking
Pricing of menu items
Control and manage food cost

Total : 38 UoCs at Level 3 for French Cuisine

3-19

QF Credit
4
4
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
4
2

Page
4-3
4-5
4-7
4-8
4-9
4-10
4-11
4-13
4-15
4-420
4-422
4-424
4-425
4-426
4-428
4-429

3
4
4
3
3
6
2
2

4-351
4-352
4-354
4-98
4-100
4-102
4-107

3
6
6

4-111
4-301

3
2
2
2
3
4
2
3
3
3
3

4-321
4-322
4-323
4-325
4-350
4-332
4-330
4-326
4-327
4-328
4-329

4-109

4-302

French Cuisine
QF Level
Level 4

UoC Code
108311L4

Unit of Competency
Master morale-boosting and authorization skills in the
catering industry
108312L4
Control costs of the catering organizations
108313L4
Devise training and development plans for practitioners
in the catering industry
108314L4
Apply leadership and decision-making skills
108315L4
Master supervision and counselling skills in the catering
industry
108316L4
Know about the relevant regulations imposed on the
Mainland catering industry
108317L4
Apply financial accounting skills in the catering industry
108318L4
Implement best business practices and good controls in
restaurants
108319L4
Establish guidelines and procedures for handling
kitchen waste
108320L4
Handle general labour disputes in the catering industry
108321L4
Liaise and coordinate with law enforcement agencies
related to the catering industry
108551L4
Implement food safety and hygiene in restaurants
108552L4
Implement environmental protection in restaurants
108553L4
Formulate procedures for work safety, health and
security
108554L4
Master skills for using complex POS and related
computer systems
108509L4
Build up personal image of executives in the catering
industry
108510L4
Implement marketing plans
108511L4
Coordinate banquet services in the catering industry
108512L4
Master promotional skills for banquets
108513L4
Formulate promotion strategies for catering
establishments
108514L4
Implement branding with social media
108515L4
Design branding for catering establishments
108516L4
Implement promotion campaigns
108517L4
Create sales and marketing plans for Conference or
banquet (non-Chinese)
108492L4
Design and prepare new dishes
108496L4
Know about non-Chinese cuisine cultures and different
national cuisines
108497L4
Slicing / garnishing skills for banquet dishes
108498L4
Prepare dishes for banquets
Total : 28 UoCs at Level 4 for French Cuisine

3-20

QF Credit
3

Page
4-17

9
6

4-18

6
6

4-21

3
6
3
4

4-20

4-23
4-25
4-27
4-28
4-30

3
3

4-32

3
3
3

4-431
4-433

3
3

4-34

4-435
4-437
4-356

6
6
3
3

4-357
4-359
4-360

6
6
6
6

4-364
4-366
4-368

6
6

4-335

6
6

4-341
4-342

4-362

4-370

4-340

French Cuisine
QF Level
Level 5

UoC Code
108322L5
108323L5

Unit of Competency
Implement crisis management in the catering industry
Implement financial management strategies in the
catering industry
108324L5
Apply skills for recruitment and human resources supply
in the catering industry
108325L5
Implement logistics management in the catering
industry
108326L5
Establish the atmosphere of healthy and nutritious diet
in restaurants
108327L5
Manage automated business processes and workflow in
the catering industry
108328L5
Establish promotion ladders and criteria for employees
108518L5
Analyze sales and promotion strategies
108519L5
Develop marketing plan
108520L5
Develop customers retention strategy
108371L5
Manage restaurant food service operation
108500L5
Manage the operations of the kitchen
108501L5
Apply basic knowledge of nutritional diet
108502L5
Implement quality management in the catering industry
108329L5
Establish policies and procedures for handling nondomestic labour force
Total : 15 UoCs at Level 5 for French Cuisine
Level 6
108330L6
Develop corporate strategies for the catering industry
108331L6
Develop knowledge management for the catering
industry
108332L6
Devise multinational enterprise management in the
catering industry
108333L6
Devise outsourcing / contracting plans in the catering
industry
108503L6
Design nutritional diets
108521L6
Formulate market promotion and comprehensive
marketing mix strategies
108522L6
Formulate entrepreneurial management strategies
108523L6
Develop O2O cross border marketing strategy
Total : 8 UoCs at Level 6 for French Cuisine
Level 7
108334L7
Devise overall corporate strategies for the catering
industry
108335L7
Innovate knowledge management strategies in the
catering industry
108336L7
Formulate multinational enterprise management
strategies in the catering industry
108524L7
Develop brand strategies
108525L7
Develop research and development of products and
services
Total : 5 UoCs at Level 7 for French Cuisine

3-21

QF Credit
6
6
6
6
3
3

Page
4-36
4-37
4-38
4-40
4-42
4-44

3
6
6
6
3
10
6
6
3

4-46
4-372
4-374
4-376
4-118
4-344
4-346
4-347

6
6

4-50

6
4

4-48

4-52
4-54
4-55

4
8

4-348

8
6

4-380
4-383

3
4
4
6
3

4-378

4-57
4-59
4-61
4-385
4-387

Japanese Cuisine
QF Level
Level 1

UoC Code

Unit of Competency

108526L1
108527L1
108528L1
108529L1
108530L1
108531L1

Know about basic occupational safety and health
Know about basic fire prevention
Use common cleaning tools and materials in restaurants
Observe professional ethics of the catering industry
Observe basic food safety and hygiene
Observe the prescribed personal conduct and
behavioural requirements
Know about the application of information technology in
the catering industry
Comply with anti-bribery and related legislation
Prepare for and provide outdoor catering services
Observe government legislation in restaurants
Know about the structure and operations of the table
services section of restaurants
Know about the basic customer communication skills
Know about food categorization
Know about the basic table services
Know about the basic banquet services
Observe table service etiquettes
Know about the basic processing techniques of cooking
ingredients
Slice / garnish common food ingredients
Apply basic cooking techniques
Produce general boil dishes
Produce general steam dishes
Produce general poaching dishes
Produce general deep fry dishes
Produce general shallow fry dishes
Produce general stir fry dishes
Produce general stewing dishes
Produce general braising dishes
Produce general baking dishes
Produce general grilled dishes
Produce general roasted dishes
Produce general sauteed dishes
Produce general curry dishes
Prepare stock
Prepare soup
Produce salad dishes
Produce vegetable dishes
Produce bread sandwich dishes
Prepare ingredients for cooking
Prepare and produce pastry dishes
Perform seasoning and marinating
Apply sauce and dressing
Conduct butchering
Conduct cleaning and sanitation
Produce general bread

108532L1
108533L1
108534L1
108535L1
108337L1
108338L1
108339L1
108342L1
108343L1
108345L1
108374L1
108375L1
108376L1
108384L1
108385L1
108386L1
108387L1
108388L1
108389L1
108390L1
108391L1
108392L1
108393L1
108394L1
108395L1
108396L1
108397L1
108398L1
108399L1
108400L1
108401L1
108402L1
108403L1
108404L1
108405L1
108406L1
108407L1
108408L1

QF Credit

3-22

3
1
2
1
3
1
2

Page
4-389
4-391
4-393
4-394
4-395
4-397
4-398

1
2
1
2

4-400
4-401
4-403

2
3
2
2
1
6

4-64
4-65
4-69
4-71
4-73

6
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2

4-62

4-123
4-125
4-127
4-140
4-141
4-142
4-143
4-145
4-147
4-149
4-151
4-153
4-155
4-157
4-159
4-161
4-163
4-165
4-167
4-169
4-171
4-173
4-175
4-177
4-179
4-181
4-183
4-185

Japanese Cuisine
QF Level

UoC Code

Unit of Competency

QF Credit

Level 1

108409L1
Produce general game dishes
108410L1
Prepare Japanese rice
108411L1
Prepare Japanese pickled dishes
108412L1
Produce Japanese appetizers and refreshments
108413L1
Know about Japanese kitchen Knives
Total : 49 UoCs at Level 1 for Japanese Cuisine
Level 2

3
1
1
1
2

4-187
4-189
4-191
4-193
4-195

4-1

108301L2

Handle ordinary complaints in the catering industry

1

108536L2

Observe the general legislation associated with employee
interests
Operate cash registers
Know about the basic POS computer system
Provide additional supporting services for restaurant
customers
Carry out the guidelines for healthy and nutritious diet in
restaurants
Prepare and package takeaway catering items
Carry out the guidelines for treating kitchen waste and
remaining food in restaurants
Set up catering venues for different customers or
functions
Build up personal appearance and image of practitioners
in the catering industry
Perform bussing
Perform host service
Serve wines in restaurants
Know about the beverage services in restaurants serving
Asian cuisine
Manage beverage services
Master general cooking (stove) skills and techniques
Conduct fruit and vegetable carving
Produce hot and cold desserts
Produce basic shellfish dishes
Prepare and cook fish dishes
Prepare and cook poultry dishes
Prepare and cook meat dishes
Control stock and inventory (food storage and rotation)
Conduct dish presentation
Produce general raw meat dishes
Produce general seafood dishes
Apply alcohol in cooking
Prepare Japanese salad
Prepare Japanese deep fried dishes (Agemono)
Produce Japanese Miso soup
Produce Japanese steaming dishes (Mushimono)
Produce Japanese grilled dishes (Yakimono)
Produce Japanese simmered dishes (Nimono)
Produce Tempura dishes
Produce Sukiyaki dishes

3

108537L2
108538L2
108539L2
108540L2
108541L2
108542L2
108543L2
108504L2
108358L2
108354L2
108355L2
108356L2
108357L2
108419L2
108427L2
108428L2
108429L2
108430L2
108431L2
108432L2
108433L2
108434L2
108435L2
108436L2
108437L2
108438L2
108439L2
108440L2
108441L2
108442L2
108443L2
108444L2
108445L2

3-23

Page

3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3

4-405
4-407
4-409
4-410
4-412
4-414
4-416
4-418
4-349

1
3
2
2

4-96
4-88
4-90

2
18
2
3
1
2
2
3
2
1
2
2
3
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1

4-94
4-207
4-220
4-222
4-224
4-226
4-228
4-230
4-232
4-234
4-236
4-238
4-240
4-242
4-244
4-246
4-248
4-250
4-252
4-254
4-256

4-92

Japanese Cuisine
QF Level

UoC Code

Unit of Competency

QF Credit

Level 2

108446L2
Produce Japanese noodle dishes (Men-rui)
108447L2
Prepare Japanese tea
Total : 37 UoCs at Level 2 for Japanese Cuisine
Level 3

108302L3
108303L3

Build up team spirit of the catering industry
Master basic problem-solving skills of the catering
industry
108304L3
Handle complaints in the catering industry
108305L3
Manage warehouses of the catering industry
108306L3
Implement staff performance assessments of the catering
industry
108307L3
Implement general procurement procedures of the
catering industry
108308L3
Carry out preventive measures against emergencies and
crises
108309L3
Implement quality control for foods
108310L3
Conduct orientation and trainings for new employees
108544L3
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of
tools of the table section
108545L3
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of
tools of the production section
108546L3
Apply the code of food safety
108547L3
Apply first aid knowledge
108548L3
Use basic POS and related computer systems
108549L3
Use computer application software for the catering
industry
108550L3
Operate computer applications related to catering
services
108506L3
Understand marketing
108507L3
Organise advertising activities
108508L3
Perform word-of-mouth marketing for restaurants
108359L3
Master communication skills with customers
108361L3
Analyse the catering market and prepare menus
108365L3
Perform restaurant table services
108366L3
Handle unusual circumstances and emergencies in
restaurants
108367L3
Selling while performing table services
108468L3
Slice / garnish and decorate foodstuffs
108469L3
Master complicated cooking (stove) skills and techniques
108477L3
Prepare and make sushi
108478L3
Prepare sashimi
108480L3
Develop standard cooking recipes
108481L3
Prepare dishes using combination cooking methods
108505L3
Sell catering products
108485L3
Menu planning and design
108486L3
Establish standard operating procedures for cooking
108487L3
Pricing of menu items
108488L3
Control and manage food cost
Total : 34 UoCs at Level 3 for Japanese Cuisine

3-24

Page

2
1

4-258
4-260

4
4

4-3

2
3
3

4-7
4-8

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
4
2

4-5

4-9
4-10
4-11
4-13
4-15
4-420
4-422
4-424
4-425
4-426
4-428
4-429

3
4
4
3
3
2
2

4-351
4-352
4-354
4-98
4-100
4-107

3
6
6
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3

4-111
4-301
4-302
4-315
4-317
4-321
4-322
4-350
4-326
4-327
4-328
4-329

4-109

Japanese Cuisine
QF Level
Level 4

UoC Code
108311L4

Unit of Competency
Master morale-boosting and authorization skills in the
catering industry
108312L4
Control costs of the catering organizations
108313L4
Devise training and development plans for practitioners
in the catering industry
108314L4
Apply leadership and decision-making skills
108315L4
Master supervision and counselling skills in the catering
industry
108316L4
Know about the relevant regulations imposed on the
Mainland catering industry
108317L4
Apply financial accounting skills in the catering industry
108318L4
Implement best business practices and good controls in
restaurants
108319L4
Establish guidelines and procedures for handling kitchen
waste
108320L4
Handle general labour disputes in the catering industry
108321L4
Liaise and coordinate with law enforcement agencies
related to the catering industry
108551L4
Implement food safety and hygiene in restaurants
108552L4
Implement environmental protection in restaurants
108553L4
Formulate procedures for work safety, health and
security
108554L4
Master skills for using complex POS and related computer
systems
108509L4
Build up personal image of executives in the catering
industry
108510L4
Implement marketing plans
108511L4
Coordinate banquet services in the catering industry
108512L4
Master promotional skills for banquets
108513L4
Formulate promotion strategies for catering
establishments
108514L4
Implement branding with social media
108515L4
Design branding for catering establishments
108516L4
Implement promotion campaigns
108517L4
Create sales and marketing plans for Conference or
banquet (non-Chinese)
108492L4
Design and prepare new dishes
108496L4
Know about non-Chinese cuisine cultures and different
national cuisines
108497L4
Slicing / garnishing skills for banquet dishes
108498L4
Prepare dishes for banquets
Total : 28 UoCs at Level 4 for Japanese Cuisine

3-25

QF Credit
3

Page
4-17

9
6

4-18

6
6

4-21

3
6
3
4

4-20

4-23
4-25
4-27
4-28
4-30

3
3

4-32

3
3
3

4-431
4-433

3
3

4-34

4-435
4-437
4-356

6
6
3
3

4-357
4-359
4-360

6
6
6
6

4-364
4-366
4-368

6
6

4-335

6
6

4-341
4-342

4-362

4-370

4-340

Japanese Cuisine
QF Level
Level 5

UoC Code
108322L5
108323L5

Unit of Competency
Implement crisis management in the catering industry
Implement financial management strategies in the
catering industry
108324L5
Apply skills for recruitment and human resources supply
in the catering industry
108325L5
Implement logistics management in the catering industry
108326L5
Establish the atmosphere of healthy and nutritious diet in
restaurants
108327L5
Manage automated business processes and workflow in
the catering industry
108328L5
Establish promotion ladders and criteria for employees
108518L5
Analyze sales and promotion strategies
108519L5
Develop marketing plan
108520L5
Develop customers retention strategy
108371L5
Manage restaurant food service operation
108500L5
Manage the operations of the kitchen
108501L5
Apply basic knowledge of nutritional diet
108502L5
Implement quality management in the catering industry
108329L5
Establish policies and procedures for handling nondomestic labour force
Total : 15 UoCs at Level 5 for Japanese Cuisine
Level 6
108330L6
Develop corporate strategies for the catering industry
108331L6
Develop knowledge management for the catering
industry
108332L6
Devise multinational enterprise management in the
catering industry
108333L6
Devise outsourcing / contracting plans in the catering
industry
108503L6
Design nutritional diets
108521L6
Formulate market promotion and comprehensive
marketing mix strategies
108522L6
Formulate entrepreneurial management strategies
108523L6
Develop O2O cross border marketing strategy
Total : 8 UoCs at Level 6 for Japanese Cuisine
Level 7
108334L7
Devise overall corporate strategies for the catering
industry
108335L7
Innovate knowledge management strategies in the
catering industry
108336L7
Formulate multinational enterprise management
strategies in the catering industry
108524L7
Develop brand strategies
108525L7
Develop research and development of products and
services
Total : 5 UoCs at Level 7 for Japanese Cuisine

3-26

QF Credit
6
6
6
6
3
3

Page
4-36
4-37
4-38
4-40
4-42
4-44

3
6
6
6
3
10
6
6
3

4-46
4-372
4-374
4-376
4-118
4-344
4-346
4-347

6
6

4-50

6
4

4-48

4-52
4-54
4-55

4
8

4-348

8
6

4-380
4-383

3
4
4
6
3

4-378

4-57
4-59
4-61
4-385
4-387

Korean Cuisine
QF Level
Level 1

UoC Code

Unit of Competency

108526L1
108527L1
108528L1
108529L1
108530L1
108531L1

Know about basic occupational safety and health
Know about basic fire prevention
Use common cleaning tools and materials in restaurants
Observe professional ethics of the catering industry
Observe basic food safety and hygiene
Observe the prescribed personal conduct and
behavioural requirements

3
1
2
1
3
1

108532L1

Know about the application of information technology in
the catering industry

2

108533L1
108534L1
108535L1
108337L1

Comply with anti-bribery and related legislation
Prepare for and provide outdoor catering services
Observe government legislation in restaurants
Know about the structure and operations of the table
services section of restaurants
Know about the basic customer communication skills
Know about food categorization
Know about the basic table services
Know about the basic banquet services
Observe table service etiquettes
Know about the basic processing techniques of cooking
ingredients

1
2
1
2

4-400
4-401
4-403

2
3
2
2
1
6

4-64
4-65
4-69
4-71
4-73

Slice / garnish common food ingredients
Apply basic cooking techniques
Produce general boil dishes
Produce general steam dishes
Produce general poaching dishes
Produce general deep fry dishes
Produce general shallow fry dishes
Produce general stir fry dishes
Produce general stewing dishes
Produce general braising dishes
Produce general baking dishes
Produce general grilled dishes
Produce general roasted dishes
Produce general sauteed dishes
Produce general curry dishes
Prepare stock
Prepare soup
Produce salad dishes
Produce vegetable dishes
Produce bread sandwich dishes
Prepare ingredients for cooking
Prepare and produce pastry dishes
Perform seasoning and marinating
Apply sauce and dressing
Conduct butchering
Conduct cleaning and sanitation
Produce general bread

6
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2

108338L1
108339L1
108342L1
108343L1
108345L1
108374L1
108375L1
108376L1
108384L1
108385L1
108386L1
108387L1
108388L1
108389L1
108390L1
108391L1
108392L1
108393L1
108394L1
108395L1
108396L1
108397L1
108398L1
108399L1
108400L1
108401L1
108402L1
108403L1
108404L1
108405L1
108406L1
108407L1
108408L1

QF Credit

3-27

Page
4-389
4-391
4-393
4-394
4-395
4-397
4-398

4-62

4-123
4-125
4-127
4-140
4-141
4-142
4-143
4-145
4-147
4-149
4-151
4-153
4-155
4-157
4-159
4-161
4-163
4-165
4-167
4-169
4-171
4-173
4-175
4-177
4-179
4-181
4-183
4-185

Korean Cuisine
QF Level
Level 1

UoC Code
Unit of Competency
108409L1
Produce general game dishes
108410L1
Prepare Japanese rice
Total : 46 UoCs at Level 1 for Korean Cuisine
Level 2
108301L2
Handle ordinary complaints in the catering industry
108536L2
Observe the general legislation associated with employee
interests
108537L2
Operate cash registers
108538L2
Know about the basic POS computer system
108539L2
Provide additional supporting services for restaurant
customers
108540L2
Carry out the guidelines for healthy and nutritious diet in
restaurants
108541L2
Prepare and package takeaway catering items
108542L2
Carry out the guidelines for treating kitchen waste and
remaining food in restaurants
108543L2
Set up catering venues for different customers or
functions
108504L2
Build up personal appearance and image of practitioners
in the catering industry
108358L2
Perform bussing
108354L2
Perform host service
108355L2
Serve wines in restaurants
108356L2
Know about the beverage services in restaurants serving
Asian cuisine
108357L2
Manage beverage services
108419L2
Master general cooking (stove) skills and techniques
108427L2
Conduct fruit and vegetable carving
108428L2
Produce hot and cold desserts
108429L2
Produce basic shellfish dishes
108430L2
Prepare and cook fish dishes
108431L2
Prepare and cook poultry dishes
108432L2
Prepare and cook meat dishes
108433L2
Control stock and inventory (food storage and rotation)
108434L2
Conduct dish presentation
108435L2
Produce general raw meat dishes
108436L2
Produce general seafood dishes
108437L2
Apply alcohol in cooking
108448L2
Prepare and marinate Korean sides dishes
108449L2
Prepare Korean stone pot rice dishes
108450L2
Prepare Korean ginseng chicken soup
Total : 30 UoCs at Level 2 for Korean Cuisine

3-28

QF Credit
3
1
1
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3

Page
4-187
4-189
4-1
4-405
4-407
4-409
4-410
4-412
4-414
4-416
4-418
4-349

1
3
2
2

4-96
4-88
4-90

2
18
2
3
1
2
2
3
2
1
2
2
3
2
2
2

4-94
4-207
4-220
4-222
4-224
4-226
4-228
4-230
4-232
4-234
4-236
4-238
4-240
4-262
4-264
4-266

4-92

Korean Cuisine
QF Level
Level 3

UoC Code
108302L3
108303L3

Unit of Competency
Build up team spirit of the catering industry
Master basic problem-solving skills of the catering
industry
108304L3
Handle complaints in the catering industry
108305L3
Manage warehouses of the catering industry
108306L3
Implement staff performance assessments of the catering
industry
108307L3
Implement general procurement procedures of the
catering industry
108308L3
Carry out preventive measures against emergencies and
crises
108309L3
Implement quality control for foods
108310L3
Conduct orientation and trainings for new employees
108544L3
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of
tools of the table section
108545L3
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of
tools of the production section
108546L3
Apply the code of food safety
108547L3
Apply first aid knowledge
108548L3
Use basic POS and related computer systems
108549L3
Use computer application software for the catering
industry
108550L3
Operate computer applications related to catering
services
108506L3
Understand marketing
108507L3
Organise advertising activities
108508L3
Perform word-of-mouth marketing for restaurants
108359L3
Master communication skills with customers
108361L3
Analyse the catering market and prepare menus
108365L3
Perform restaurant table services
108366L3
Handle unusual circumstances and emergencies in
restaurants
108367L3
Selling while performing table services
108468L3
Slice / garnish and decorate foodstuffs
108469L3
Master complicated cooking (stove) skills and techniques
108480L3
Develop standard cooking recipes
108481L3
Prepare dishes using combination cooking methods
108505L3
Sell catering products
108485L3
Menu planning and design
108486L3
Establish standard operating procedures for cooking
108487L3
Pricing of menu items
108488L3
Control and manage food cost
Total : 33 UoCs at Level 3 for Korean Cuisine

3-29

QF Credit
4
4
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
4
2

Page
4-3
4-5
4-7
4-8
4-9
4-10
4-11
4-13
4-15
4-420
4-422
4-424
4-425
4-426
4-428
4-429

3
4
4
3
3
2
2

4-351
4-352
4-354
4-98
4-100
4-107

3
6
6
3
2
3
3
3
3
3

4-111
4-301
4-302
4-321
4-322
4-350
4-326
4-327
4-328
4-329

4-109

Korean Cuisine
QF Level
Level 4

UoC Code
108311L4

Unit of Competency
Master morale-boosting and authorization skills in the
catering industry
108312L4
Control costs of the catering organizations
108313L4
Devise training and development plans for practitioners
in the catering industry
108314L4
Apply leadership and decision-making skills
108315L4
Master supervision and counselling skills in the catering
industry
108316L4
Know about the relevant regulations imposed on the
Mainland catering industry
108317L4
Apply financial accounting skills in the catering industry
108318L4
Implement best business practices and good controls in
restaurants
108319L4
Establish guidelines and procedures for handling kitchen
waste
108320L4
Handle general labour disputes in the catering industry
108321L4
Liaise and coordinate with law enforcement agencies
related to the catering industry
108551L4
Implement food safety and hygiene in restaurants
108552L4
Implement environmental protection in restaurants
108553L4
Formulate procedures for work safety, health and
security
108554L4
Master skills for using complex POS and related computer
systems
108509L4
Build up personal image of executives in the catering
industry
108510L4
Implement marketing plans
108511L4
Coordinate banquet services in the catering industry
108512L4
Master promotional skills for banquets
108513L4
Formulate promotion strategies for catering
establishments
108514L4
Implement branding with social media
108515L4
Design branding for catering establishments
108516L4
Implement promotion campaigns
108517L4
Create sales and marketing plans for Conference or
banquet (non-Chinese)
108492L4
Design and prepare new dishes
108496L4
Know about non-Chinese cuisine cultures and different
national cuisines
108497L4
Slicing / garnishing skills for banquet dishes
108498L4
Prepare dishes for banquets
Total : 28 UoCs at Level 4 for Korean Cuisine

3-30

QF Credit
3

Page
4-17

9
6

4-18

6
6

4-21

3
6
3
4

4-20

4-23
4-25
4-27
4-28
4-30

3
3

4-32

3
3
3

4-431
4-433

3
3

4-34

4-435
4-437
4-356

6
6
3
3

4-357
4-359
4-360

6
6
6
6

4-364
4-366
4-368

6
6

4-335

6
6

4-341
4-342

4-362

4-370

4-340

Korean Cuisine
QF Level
Level 5

UoC Code
108322L5
108323L5

Unit of Competency
Implement crisis management in the catering industry
Implement financial management strategies in the
catering industry
108324L5
Apply skills for recruitment and human resources supply
in the catering industry
108325L5
Implement logistics management in the catering industry
108326L5
Establish the atmosphere of healthy and nutritious diet in
restaurants
108327L5
Manage automated business processes and workflow in
the catering industry
108328L5
Establish promotion ladders and criteria for employees
108518L5
Analyze sales and promotion strategies
108519L5
Develop marketing plan
108520L5
Develop customers retention strategy
108371L5
Manage restaurant food service operation
108500L5
Manage the operations of the kitchen
108501L5
Apply basic knowledge of nutritional diet
108502L5
Implement quality management in the catering industry
108329L5
Establish policies and procedures for handling nondomestic labour force
Total : 15 UoCs at Level 5 for Korean Cuisine
Level 6
108330L6
Develop corporate strategies for the catering industry
108331L6
Develop knowledge management for the catering
industry
108332L6
Devise multinational enterprise management in the
catering industry
108333L6
Devise outsourcing / contracting plans in the catering
industry
108503L6
Design nutritional diets
108521L6
Formulate market promotion and comprehensive
marketing mix strategies
108522L6
Formulate entrepreneurial management strategies
108523L6
Develop O2O cross border marketing strategy
Total : 8 UoCs at Level 6 for Korean Cuisine
Level 7
108334L7
Devise overall corporate strategies for the catering
industry
108335L7
Innovate knowledge management strategies in the
catering industry
108336L7
Formulate multinational enterprise management
strategies in the catering industry
108524L7
Develop brand strategies
108525L7
Develop research and development of products and
services
Total : 5 UoCs at Level 7 for Korean Cuisine

3-31

QF Credit
6
6
6
6
3
3

Page
4-36
4-37
4-38
4-40
4-42
4-44

3
6
6
6
3
10
6
6
3

4-46
4-372
4-374
4-376
4-118
4-344
4-346
4-347

6
6

4-50

6
4

4-48

4-52
4-54
4-55

4
8

4-348

8
6

4-380
4-383

3
4
4
6
3

4-378

4-57
4-59
4-61
4-385
4-387

Thai Cuisine
QF Level
Level 1

UoC Code
108526L1
108527L1
108528L1
108529L1
108530L1
108531L1
108532L1
108533L1
108534L1
108535L1
108337L1
108338L1
108339L1
108342L1
108343L1
108345L1
108374L1

Unit of Competency
Know about basic occupational safety and health
Know about basic fire prevention
Use common cleaning tools and materials in restaurants
Observe professional ethics of the catering industry
Observe basic food safety and hygiene
Observe the prescribed personal conduct and
behavioural requirements
Know about the application of information technology in
the catering industry
Comply with anti-bribery and related legislation
Prepare for and provide outdoor catering services
Observe government legislation in restaurants
Know about the structure and operations of the table
services section of restaurants
Know about the basic customer communication skills
Know about food categorization
Know about the basic table services
Know about the basic banquet services
Observe table service etiquettes
Know about the basic processing techniques of cooking
ingredients

QF Credit
3
1
2
1
3
1
2

Page
4-389
4-391
4-393
4-394
4-395
4-397
4-398

1
2
1
2

4-400
4-401
4-403

2
3
2
2
1
6

4-64
4-65
4-69
4-71
4-73

4-62

4-123

108375L1
108376L1
108384L1
108385L1
108386L1
108387L1
108388L1
108389L1
108390L1
108391L1
108392L1
108393L1
108394L1
108395L1
108396L1
108397L1
108398L1
108399L1
108400L1
108401L1
108402L1
108403L1
108404L1
108405L1
108406L1
108407L1

Slice / garnish common food ingredients
Apply basic cooking techniques
Produce general boil dishes
Produce general steam dishes
Produce general poaching dishes
Produce general deep fry dishes
Produce general shallow fry dishes
Produce general stir fry dishes
Produce general stewing dishes
Produce general braising dishes
Produce general baking dishes
Produce general grilled dishes
Produce general roasted dishes
Produce general sauteed dishes
Produce general curry dishes
Prepare stock
Prepare soup
Produce salad dishes
Produce vegetable dishes
Produce bread sandwich dishes
Prepare ingredients for cooking
Prepare and produce pastry dishes
Perform seasoning and marinating
Apply sauce and dressing
Conduct butchering
Conduct cleaning and sanitation

6
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2

4-125
4-127
4-140
4-141
4-142
4-143
4-145
4-147
4-149
4-151
4-153
4-155
4-157
4-159
4-161
4-163
4-165
4-167
4-169
4-171
4-173
4-175
4-177
4-179
4-181

108408L1

Produce general bread

2

4-185

3-32

4-183

Thai Cuisine
QF Level
Level 1

UoC Code
Unit of Competency
108409L1
Produce general game dishes
108410L1
Prepare Japanese rice
Total : 46 UoCs at Level 1 for Thai Cuisine
Level 2
108301L2
Handle ordinary complaints in the catering industry
108536L2
Observe the general legislation associated with employee
interests
108537L2
Operate cash registers
108538L2
Know about the basic POS computer system
108539L2
Provide additional supporting services for restaurant
customers
108540L2
Carry out the guidelines for healthy and nutritious diet in
restaurants
108541L2
Prepare and package takeaway catering items
108542L2
Carry out the guidelines for treating kitchen waste and
remaining food in restaurants
108543L2
Set up catering venues for different customers or
functions
108504L2
Build up personal appearance and image of practitioners
in the catering industry
108358L2
Perform bussing
108354L2
Perform host service
108355L2
Serve wines in restaurants
108356L2
Know about the beverage services in restaurants serving
Asian cuisine
108357L2
Manage beverage services
108419L2
Master general cooking (stove) skills and techniques
108427L2
Conduct fruit and vegetable carving
108428L2
Produce hot and cold desserts
108429L2
Produce basic shellfish dishes
108430L2
Prepare and cook fish dishes
108431L2
Prepare and cook poultry dishes
108432L2
Prepare and cook meat dishes
108433L2
Control stock and inventory (food storage and rotation)
108434L2
Conduct dish presentation
108435L2
Produce general raw meat dishes
108436L2
Produce general seafood dishes
108437L2
Apply alcohol in cooking
108457L2
Produce Thai Satay
108458L2
Produce Thai Tom Yum Kung (Goong) soup
108459L2
Produce Thai fish dishes
Total : 30 UoCs at Level 2 for Thai Cuisine

3-33

QF Credit
3
1
1
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3

Page
4-187
4-189
4-1
4-405
4-407
4-409
4-410
4-412
4-414
4-416
4-418
4-349

1
3
2
2

4-96
4-88
4-90

2
18
2
3
1
2
2
3
2
1
2
2
3
2
1
2

4-94
4-207
4-220
4-222
4-224
4-226
4-228
4-230
4-232
4-234
4-236
4-238
4-240
4-280
4-282
4-284

4-92

Thai Cuisine
QF Level
Level 3

UoC Code
108302L3
108303L3

Unit of Competency
Build up team spirit of the catering industry
Master basic problem-solving skills of the catering
industry
108304L3
Handle complaints in the catering industry
108305L3
Manage warehouses of the catering industry
108306L3
Implement staff performance assessments of the catering
industry
108307L3
Implement general procurement procedures of the
catering industry
108308L3
Carry out preventive measures against emergencies and
crises
108309L3
Implement quality control for foods
108310L3
Conduct orientation and trainings for new employees
108544L3
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of
tools of the table section
108545L3
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of
tools of the production section
108546L3
Apply the code of food safety
108547L3
Apply first aid knowledge
108548L3
Use basic POS and related computer systems
108549L3
Use computer application software for the catering
industry
108550L3
Operate computer applications related to catering
services
108506L3
Understand marketing
108507L3
Organise advertising activities
108508L3
Perform word-of-mouth marketing for restaurants
108359L3
Master communication skills with customers
108361L3
Analyse the catering market and prepare menus
108365L3
Perform restaurant table services
108366L3
Handle unusual circumstances and emergencies in
restaurants
108367L3
Selling while performing table services
108468L3
Slice / garnish and decorate foodstuffs
108469L3
Master complicated cooking (stove) skills and techniques
108480L3
Develop standard cooking recipes
108481L3
Prepare dishes using combination cooking methods
108505L3
Sell catering products
108485L3
Menu planning and design
108486L3
Establish standard operating procedures for cooking
108487L3
Pricing of menu items
108488L3
Control and manage food cost
Total : 33 UoCs at Level 3 for Thai Cuisine

3-34

QF Credit
4
4
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
4
2

Page
4-3
4-5
4-7
4-8
4-9
4-10
4-11
4-13
4-15
4-420
4-422
4-424
4-425
4-426
4-428
4-429

3
4
4
3
3
2
2

4-351
4-352
4-354
4-98
4-100
4-107

3
6
6
3
2
3
3
3
3
3

4-111
4-301
4-302
4-321
4-322
4-350
4-326
4-327
4-328
4-329

4-109

Thai Cuisine
QF Level
Level 4

UoC Code
108311L4

Unit of Competency
Master morale-boosting and authorization skills in the
catering industry
108312L4
Control costs of the catering organizations
108313L4
Devise training and development plans for practitioners
in the catering industry
108314L4
Apply leadership and decision-making skills
108315L4
Master supervision and counselling skills in the catering
industry
108316L4
Know about the relevant regulations imposed on the
Mainland catering industry
108317L4
Apply financial accounting skills in the catering industry
108318L4
Implement best business practices and good controls in
restaurants
108319L4
Establish guidelines and procedures for handling kitchen
waste
108320L4
Handle general labour disputes in the catering industry
108321L4
Liaise and coordinate with law enforcement agencies
related to the catering industry
108551L4
Implement food safety and hygiene in restaurants
108552L4
Implement environmental protection in restaurants
108553L4
Formulate procedures for work safety, health and
security
108554L4
Master skills for using complex POS and related computer
systems
108509L4
Build up personal image of executives in the catering
industry
108510L4
Implement marketing plans
108511L4
Coordinate banquet services in the catering industry
108512L4
Master promotional skills for banquets
108513L4
Formulate promotion strategies for catering
establishments
108514L4
Implement branding with social media
108515L4
Design branding for catering establishments
108516L4
Implement promotion campaigns
108517L4
Create sales and marketing plans for Conference or
banquet (non-Chinese)
108492L4
Design and prepare new dishes
108496L4
Know about non-Chinese cuisine cultures and different
national cuisines
108497L4
Slicing / garnishing skills for banquet dishes
108498L4
Prepare dishes for banquets
Total : 28 UoCs at Level 4 for Thai Cuisine

3-35

QF Credit
3

Page
4-17

9
6

4-18

6
6

4-21

3
6
3
4

4-20

4-23
4-25
4-27
4-28
4-30

3
3

4-32

3
3
3

4-431
4-433

3
3

4-34

4-435
4-437
4-356

6
6
3
3

4-357
4-359
4-360

6
6
6
6

4-364
4-366
4-368

6
6

4-335

6
6

4-341
4-342

4-362

4-370

4-340

Thai Cuisine
QF Level
Level 5

UoC Code
108322L5
108323L5

Unit of Competency
Implement crisis management in the catering industry
Implement financial management strategies in the
catering industry
108324L5
Apply skills for recruitment and human resources supply
in the catering industry
108325L5
Implement logistics management in the catering industry
108326L5
Establish the atmosphere of healthy and nutritious diet in
restaurants
108327L5
Manage automated business processes and workflow in
the catering industry
108328L5
Establish promotion ladders and criteria for employees
108518L5
Analyze sales and promotion strategies
108519L5
Develop marketing plan
108520L5
Develop customers retention strategy
108371L5
Manage restaurant food service operation
108500L5
Manage the operations of the kitchen
108501L5
Apply basic knowledge of nutritional diet
108502L5
Implement quality management in the catering industry
108329L5
Establish policies and procedures for handling nondomestic labour force
Total : 15 UoCs at Level 5 for Thai Cuisine
Level 6
108330L6
Develop corporate strategies for the catering industry
108331L6
Develop knowledge management for the catering
industry
108332L6
Devise multinational enterprise management in the
catering industry
108333L6
Devise outsourcing / contracting plans in the catering
industry
108503L6
Design nutritional diets
108521L6
Formulate market promotion and comprehensive
marketing mix strategies
108522L6
Formulate entrepreneurial management strategies
108523L6
Develop O2O cross border marketing strategy
Total : 8 UoCs at Level 6 for Thai Cuisine
Level 7
108334L7
Devise overall corporate strategies for the catering
industry
108335L7
Innovate knowledge management strategies in the
catering industry
108336L7
Formulate multinational enterprise management
strategies in the catering industry
108524L7
Develop brand strategies
108525L7
Develop research and development of products and
services
Total : 5 UoCs at Level 7 for Thai Cuisine

3-36

QF Credit
6
6
6
6
3
3

Page
4-36
4-37
4-38
4-40
4-42
4-44

3
6
6
6
3
10
6
6
3

4-46
4-372
4-374
4-376
4-118
4-344
4-346
4-347

6
6

4-50

6
4

4-48

4-52
4-54
4-55

4
8

4-348

8
6

4-380
4-383

3
4
4
6
3

4-378

4-57
4-59
4-61
4-385
4-387

Vietnamese Cuisine
QF Level
Level 1

UoC Code

Unit of Competency

108526L1
108527L1
108528L1
108529L1
108530L1
108531L1

Know about basic occupational safety and health
Know about basic fire prevention
Use common cleaning tools and materials in restaurants
Observe professional ethics of the catering industry
Observe basic food safety and hygiene
Observe the prescribed personal conduct and
behavioural requirements
Know about the application of information technology in
the catering industry

3
1
2
1
3
1

Comply with anti-bribery and related legislation
Prepare for and provide outdoor catering services
Observe government legislation in restaurants
Know about the structure and operations of the table
services section of restaurants
Know about the basic customer communication skills
Know about food categorization
Know about the basic table services
Know about the basic banquet services
Observe table service etiquettes
Know about the basic processing techniques of cooking
ingredients
Slice / garnish common food ingredients
Apply basic cooking techniques
Produce general boil dishes
Produce general steam dishes
Produce general poaching dishes
Produce general deep fry dishes
Produce general shallow fry dishes
Produce general stir fry dishes
Produce general stewing dishes
Produce general braising dishes
Produce general baking dishes
Produce general grilled dishes
Produce general roasted dishes
Produce general sauteed dishes
Produce general curry dishes
Prepare stock
Prepare soup
Produce salad dishes
Produce vegetable dishes
Produce bread sandwich dishes
Prepare ingredients for cooking
Prepare and produce pastry dishes
Perform seasoning and marinating
Apply sauce and dressing
Conduct butchering
Conduct cleaning and sanitation
Produce general bread

1
2
1
2

4-400
4-401
4-403

2
3
2
2
1
6

4-64
4-65
4-69
4-71
4-73

108532L1
108533L1
108534L1
108535L1
108337L1
108338L1
108339L1
108342L1
108343L1
108345L1
108374L1
108375L1
108376L1
108384L1
108385L1
108386L1
108387L1
108388L1
108389L1
108390L1
108391L1
108392L1
108393L1
108394L1
108395L1
108396L1
108397L1
108398L1
108399L1
108400L1
108401L1
108402L1
108403L1
108404L1
108405L1
108406L1
108407L1
108408L1

QF Credit

3-37

2

6
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2

Page
4-389
4-391
4-393
4-394
4-395
4-397
4-398

4-62

4-123
4-125
4-127
4-140
4-141
4-142
4-143
4-145
4-147
4-149
4-151
4-153
4-155
4-157
4-159
4-161
4-163
4-165
4-167
4-169
4-171
4-173
4-175
4-177
4-179
4-181
4-183
4-185

Vietnamese Cuisine
QF Level
Level 1

UoC Code
Unit of Competency
108409L1
Produce general game dishes
108410L1
Prepare Japanese rice
Total : 46 UoCs at Level 1 for Vietnamese Cuisine
Level 2
108301L2
Handle ordinary complaints in the catering industry
108536L2
Observe the general legislation associated with employee
interests
108537L2
Operate cash registers
108538L2
Know about the basic POS computer system
108539L2
Provide additional supporting services for restaurant
customers
108540L2
Carry out the guidelines for healthy and nutritious diet in
restaurants
108541L2
Prepare and package takeaway catering items
108542L2
Carry out the guidelines for treating kitchen waste and
remaining food in restaurants
108543L2
Set up catering venues for different customers or
functions
108504L2
Build up personal appearance and image of practitioners
in the catering industry
108358L2
Perform bussing
108354L2
Perform host service
108355L2
Serve wines in restaurants
108356L2
Know about the beverage services in restaurants serving
Asian cuisine
108357L2
Manage beverage services
108419L2
Master general cooking (stove) skills and techniques
108427L2
Conduct fruit and vegetable carving
108428L2
Produce hot and cold desserts
108429L2
Produce basic shellfish dishes
108430L2
Prepare and cook fish dishes
108431L2
Prepare and cook poultry dishes
108432L2
Prepare and cook meat dishes
108433L2
Control stock and inventory (food storage and rotation)
108434L2
Conduct dish presentation
108435L2
Produce general raw meat dishes
108436L2
Produce general seafood dishes
108437L2
Apply alcohol in cooking
108460L2
Produce Vietnamese salad
108461L2
Produce Vietnamse noodle (Pho)
108462L2
Produce Vietnamese summer rolls
Total : 30 UoCs at Level 2 for Vietnamese Cuisine

3-38

QF Credit
3
1
1
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3

Page
4-187
4-189
4-1
4-405
4-407
4-409
4-410
4-412
4-414
4-416
4-418
4-349

1
3
2
2

4-96
4-88
4-90

2
18
2
3
1
2
2
3
2
1
2
2
3
1
2
2

4-94
4-207
4-220
4-222
4-224
4-226
4-228
4-230
4-232
4-234
4-236
4-238
4-240
4-286
4-288
4-290

4-92

Vietnamese Cuisine
QF Level
Level 3

UoC Code
108302L3
108303L3

Unit of Competency
Build up team spirit of the catering industry
Master basic problem-solving skills of the catering
industry
108304L3
Handle complaints in the catering industry
108305L3
Manage warehouses of the catering industry
108306L3
Implement staff performance assessments of the catering
industry
108307L3
Implement general procurement procedures of the
catering industry
108308L3
Carry out preventive measures against emergencies and
crises
108309L3
Implement quality control for foods
108310L3
Conduct orientation and trainings for new employees
108544L3
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of
tools of the table section
108545L3
Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of
tools of the production section
108546L3
Apply the code of food safety
108547L3
Apply first aid knowledge
108548L3
Use basic POS and related computer systems
108549L3
Use computer application software for the catering
industry
108550L3
Operate computer applications related to catering
services
108506L3
Understand marketing
108507L3
Organise advertising activities
108508L3
Perform word-of-mouth marketing for restaurants
108359L3
Master communication skills with customers
108361L3
Analyse the catering market and prepare menus
108365L3
Perform restaurant table services
108366L3
Handle unusual circumstances and emergencies in
restaurants
108367L3
Selling while performing table services
108468L3
Slice / garnish and decorate foodstuffs
108469L3
Master complicated cooking (stove) skills and techniques
108480L3
Develop standard cooking recipes
108481L3
Prepare dishes using combination cooking methods
108505L3
Sell catering products
108485L3
Menu planning and design
108486L3
Establish standard operating procedures for cooking
108487L3
Pricing of menu items
108488L3
Control and manage food cost
Total : 33 UoCs at Level 3 for Vietnamese Cuisine

3-39

QF Credit
4
4
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
4
2

Page
4-3
4-5
4-7
4-8
4-9
4-10
4-11
4-13
4-15
4-420
4-422
4-424
4-425
4-426
4-428
4-429

3
4
4
3
3
2
2

4-351
4-352
4-354
4-98
4-100
4-107

3
6
6
3
2
3
3
3
3
3

4-111
4-301
4-302
4-321
4-322
4-350
4-326
4-327
4-328
4-329

4-109

Vietnamese Cuisine
QF Level
Level 4

UoC Code
108311L4

Unit of Competency
Master morale-boosting and authorization skills in the
catering industry
108312L4
Control costs of the catering organizations
108313L4
Devise training and development plans for practitioners
in the catering industry
108314L4
Apply leadership and decision-making skills
108315L4
Master supervision and counselling skills in the catering
industry
108316L4
Know about the relevant regulations imposed on the
Mainland catering industry
108317L4
Apply financial accounting skills in the catering industry
108318L4
Implement best business practices and good controls in
restaurants
108319L4
Establish guidelines and procedures for handling kitchen
waste
108320L4
Handle general labour disputes in the catering industry
108321L4
Liaise and coordinate with law enforcement agencies
related to the catering industry
108551L4
Implement food safety and hygiene in restaurants
108552L4
Implement environmental protection in restaurants
108553L4
Formulate procedures for work safety, health and
security
108554L4
Master skills for using complex POS and related computer
systems
108509L4
Build up personal image of executives in the catering
industry
108510L4
Implement marketing plans
108511L4
Coordinate banquet services in the catering industry
108512L4
Master promotional skills for banquets
108513L4
Formulate promotion strategies for catering
establishments
108514L4
Implement branding with social media
108515L4
Design branding for catering establishments
108516L4
Implement promotion campaigns
108517L4
Create sales and marketing plans for Conference or
banquet (non-Chinese)
108492L4
Design and prepare new dishes
108496L4
Know about non-Chinese cuisine cultures and different
national cuisines
108497L4
Slicing / garnishing skills for banquet dishes
108498L4
Prepare dishes for banquets
Total : 28 UoCs at Level 4 for Vietnamese Cuisine

3-40

QF Credit
3

Page
4-17

9
6

4-18

6
6

4-21

3
6
3
4

4-20

4-23
4-25
4-27
4-28
4-30

3
3

4-32

3
3
3

4-431
4-433

3
3

4-34

4-435
4-437
4-356

6
6
3
3

4-357
4-359
4-360

6
6
6
6

4-364
4-366
4-368

6
6

4-335

6
6

4-341
4-342

4-362

4-370

4-340

Vietnamese Cuisine
QF Level
Level 5

UoC Code
108322L5
108323L5

Unit of Competency
Implement crisis management in the catering industry
Implement financial management strategies in the
catering industry
108324L5
Apply skills for recruitment and human resources supply
in the catering industry
108325L5
Implement logistics management in the catering industry
108326L5
Establish the atmosphere of healthy and nutritious diet in
restaurants
108327L5
Manage automated business processes and workflow in
the catering industry
108328L5
Establish promotion ladders and criteria for employees
108518L5
Analyze sales and promotion strategies
108519L5
Develop marketing plan
108520L5
Develop customers retention strategy
108371L5
Manage restaurant food service operation
108500L5
Manage the operations of the kitchen
108501L5
Apply basic knowledge of nutritional diet
108502L5
Implement quality management in the catering industry
108329L5
Establish policies and procedures for handling nondomestic labour force
Total : 15 UoCs at Level 5 for Vietnamese Cuisine
Level 6
108330L6
Develop corporate strategies for the catering industry
108331L6
Develop knowledge management for the catering
industry
108332L6
Devise multinational enterprise management in the
catering industry
108333L6
Devise outsourcing / contracting plans in the catering
industry
108503L6
Design nutritional diets
108521L6
Formulate market promotion and comprehensive
marketing mix strategies
108522L6
Formulate entrepreneurial management strategies
108523L6
Develop O2O cross border marketing strategy
Total : 8 UoCs at Level 6 for Vietnamese Cuisine
Level 7
108334L7
Devise overall corporate strategies for the catering
industry
108335L7
Innovate knowledge management strategies in the
catering industry
108336L7
Formulate multinational enterprise management
strategies in the catering industry
108524L7
Develop brand strategies
108525L7
Develop research and development of products and
services
Total : 5 UoCs at Level 7 for Vietnamese Cuisine
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QF Credit
6
6
6
6
3
3

Page
4-36
4-37
4-38
4-40
4-42
4-44

3
6
6
6
3
10
6
6
3

4-46
4-372
4-374
4-376
4-118
4-344
4-346
4-347

6
6

4-50

6
4

4-48

4-52
4-54
4-55

4
8

4-348

8
6

4-380
4-383

3
4
4
6
3

4-378

4-57
4-59
4-61
4-385
4-387

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Handle ordinary complaints in the catering industry

Code

108301L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in customer services in the
catering industry. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be
able to pay attention to customer needs and report complaints received to their supervisors, and
follow up or handle complaints under the instructions of their supervisors.

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of complaints in the catering industry:





Understand the procedures for handling ordinary complaints, including:
o Understand and analyse the types of customer complaints
o Understand the mechanism to handle customer complaints in the organisation
Understand the mentality of customers, such as:
o Understand the reasons and purposes for customers coming to the restaurants
o By observation and communication skills, identify the following of customers:
 Categories
 Backgrounds
 Consuming power, etc.
Possess skills to interact and communicate with others

2. Handle ordinary complaints in the catering industry:



Understand the mentality of customers proactively during work, including:
o Listen carefully to customers' requests
o Know their actual needs
Handle customer complaints according to the instructions of supervisors, including:
o Listen to and understand the contents of the complaints by customers, such as:
 About food quality
 About hospitality or politeness
 About site hygiene or comfort
o Handle customer complaints instantly when feasible
o After due consideration or failure to successfully handle customers' complaints,
refer the cases to supervisors for further actions
o Handle and follow up complaints when supervisors have provided their
instructions
o When appropriate, propose measures for improvement to supervisors to reduce
similar complaints in future

3. Exhibit professionalism


While working, always be sincere and polite, and properly handle and follow up
customer complaints to maintain the reputation of the organisation and even the industry
as a whole

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand the skills and procedures for handling customer complaints thoroughly, and
settle general complaints from customers effectively under guidance and in accordance
with the organisation’s established guidelines
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for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Build up team spirit of the catering industry

Code

108302L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners who work in restaurants or establishments.
While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to make use of
the interrelations between teamwork, productivity and cost to coordinate different sections, solve
internal conflicts and help create a harmonious working environment.

Level

3

Credit

4

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of team spirit:







Understand the organisation's management culture and organisational structure
Understand the importance of teamwork in the catering industry, including:
o Understand the concept and importance of teamwork
o Understand the labour intensive nature of the service industry and the catering
industry
o Understand the interrelations between teamwork, productivity and cost, etc.
Possess the competency to coordinate different sections and individuals, for example:
o Know about the operations and difficulties of each catering section
o Know about the functions of each work type
o Master the skills of effective communication
Possess skills to interact and communicate with others

2. Build up team spirit of the catering industry:







Solve the conflicts and complaints encountered during the course of work within the
organisation, including:
o Look into the causes of the conflicts from different angles
o Soothe the current tensions
o Deal with the parties involved in appropriate ways, etc.
Create a harmonious working environment
o Understand the concepts of employment relations
o Master the ways to enhance employment relations
Master emotion management skills
o Understand the factors affecting our emotions and the causes of pressure
o Know about the ways to maintain mental health
o Master the effective ways to release pressure
o Put yourself in others' shoes and handle the matters by the approach of
laws, common senses and feelings
Apply team spirit of the catering industry and cooperate with each catering section in
order to establish an effective communication channel

3. Exhibit professionalism


During the work period, always use personal skills and a fair attitude to successfully
establish and maintain effective team spirit within the organisation and promote business
development

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills



Build up teamwork spirit, apply effective communication skills, coordinate different
sections and solve internal conflicts
Master emotion management knowledge and help create a harmonious working
environment

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Master basic problem-solving skills of the catering industry

Code

108303L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners who work in restaurants and
establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should handle
problems with a positive attitude, analyse the causes of the problems and solve them with the
resources and authority available.

Level

3

Credit

4

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of problem-solving:







Know about the importance of a positive attitude to an attendant
Know about the damages to customers and the organisation caused by a negative
attitude
Master the skills for cultivating a positive attitude
Possess a positive attitude
Understand, analyse and generalise the causes of difficulties and crises
Master the use of different resources and authorities, such as:
o Know about the powers and duties of different posts
o Understand the relationship between the authorities of a post and the
deployment of resources
o Understand the concepts of empowerment, the importance of authorisation and
the relevant skills

2. Master basic problem-solving skills of the catering industry:







During the course of work, maintain a positive attitude to:
o Create a peaceful and cooperative working environment
o Set up effective communication channels, both formal and informal, within the
organisation
Review the organisation structure, operation processes and resources deployment
regularly to analyse the causes of the problems
Provide practical solutions to problems, including:
o Devise different solutions from multiple perspectives
o Equip staff with the skills to perform work independently
o Solve problems in teamwork, and avoid accusations and shirking responsibilities
o Learn from mistakes for improvement of quality
o Solve problems with innovative ideas and approaches, and carry out reform as
required
o Choose the best solution which is in the interests of the organization in general,
etc.
Apply the team spirit of the catering industry to coordinate the operation of various
catering departments and establish effective communication channels

3. Exhibit professionalism


During the course of work, always solve the problems encountered in the interests of the
organisation in general with a fair and impartial attitude, so as to promote business
development
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Handle, analyse and solve problems independently with a positive attitude, and set up
effective communication channels within the organisation
 Deploy resources according to the post authority prescribed by the organisation to build
up team spirit and overcome any difficulties
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Handle complaints in the catering industry

Code

108304L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in management in restaurants
and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
be able to analyse the causes of customer complaints independently, and follow up immediately
or refer the cases to their supervisors.

Level

3

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of complaints in the catering industry:






Understand the strategies and guidelines of the organisation for handling customer
complaints
Possess skills to analyse the causes of customer complaints, including:
o Categories of complaints
o Areas of complaints
o Look into the causes, backgrounds and motives of complaints, etc.
Possess skills to correctly judge the cores of customer complaints and the abilities to:
o Propose solutions
o Promptly refer the cases to supervisors for further processing, etc.
Possess skills to interact and communicate with others

2. Handle complaints in the catering industry:





During the course of work, handle customer complaints properly, including:
o Handle complaints immediately by oneself or the supervisor according to the
types and backgrounds of the customers and the various reasons and motives
for them to visit the restaurant, and follow up the complaints
o Put forward the reasons for complaints in a positive manner to the sections
involved and make relevant improvements to address the reasons for complaints
o Maintain good communication in the entire handling process, and improve the
service quality of the organisation and the staff through communication or
training afterwards
When appropriate, propose practical measures for improvement to supervisors to
reduce similar complaints in future
Teach other staff the skills to handle similar complaints independently

3. Exhibit professionalism


During the course of work, apply skills and take a positive attitude to properly handle and
follow up customer complaints to maintain the reputation of the organisation and even
the industry as a whole

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Analyse the causes of customer complaints independently, and follow up immediately or
refer the cases to the supervisors
 Conduct reviews and make improvements afterwards
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Manage warehouses of the catering industry

Code

108305L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in the warehousing and
management in restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to implement the work of warehouse storage, control
the level of inventory and ensure the quality of goods independently.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of warehouses of the catering industry:





Understand the strategies and guidelines of the organisation for warehouse
management
Understand how to operate warehouses, including:
o Understand the operations of different units of measurement
o Understand the operations of different measuring instruments
o Know about the theory of the 5S practice
Possess good writing and calculation skills

2. Manage warehouses of the catering industry:








Formulate the plan for inventory resources, including:
o Formulate the plan for inventory resources according to factors such as the
capital, operation requirement, market demand and supply, storage space, etc.
o Decide the safe inventory level for various goods
o Monitor the proper implementation of the plan for inventory resources
Operate warehouses, including to keep all goods systematically and regularly, and
maintain a record of them
Apply the 5S practice in the warehouses of the catering industry, for example:
o Implement the 5S practice, namely Structure, Systematise, Sanitise, Standardise
and Self-discipline
o Provide training to staff to facilitate the implementation of the 5S practice
Manage the operations of the warehouses effectively and ensure the accuracy of
records
Report to supervisors the problems that arise during the process of warehouse
management when necessary, and propose solutions

3. Exhibit professionalism


During the course of work, apply techniques such as the skills of the 5S practice to
manage the warehouses of the catering industry, control the level of inventory and
ensure the quality of goods in a fair and honest manner

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Apply the 5S practice in the operation of warehouse storage properly
 Assess the inventory level of various goods and the storage of goods
Remark
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for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Implement staff performance assessments of the catering industry

Code

108306L3

Range

This unit of competency applies to all staff engaged in management in restaurants and
establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be
able to assess staff performance according to the established procedures of the organisation,
implement a reasonable and fair reward and punishment system, and set further study and
development goals for staff.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of staff performance assessments:







Understand the strategies and guidelines of the organisation for employee performance
assessment
Understand the operations and difficulties of various catering sections in restaurants
Understand the functions of each work type in the catering industry
Understand the concepts of performance assessment
Acquire the right attitude and methods for staff performance assessment
Possess skills to interact and communicate with others

2. Implement staff performance assessments of the catering industry:








Assess staff performance in a reasonable and fair way
Help the staff recognise their strengths and weaknesses, and help them make
improvements
Put forward a reasonable and fair reward and punishment system:
o Formulate a reasonable and fair reward and punishment system
o Implement the reward and punishment system in a fair way
o Implement monetary and non-monetary rewards and understand their effects
o Implement various punishments and understand their effects
o Provide training and counselling to staff to help them improve their efficiency
Recommend appropriate further study and development goals for staff
o Assist staff in setting goals with different timeframes according to their
weaknesses, and help them study step by step
o Assist staff in setting development goals with different timeframes according to
their strengths and preferences
Keep the staff performance assessment records properly and follow up regularly

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow strictly the guidelines set by the organisation when conducting staff performance
assessment, with observation of the principle of fairness and impartiality

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Assess staff performance according to the established procedures of the organisation
 Recommend appropriate further study and development goals for staff
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Implement general procurement procedures of the catering industry

Code

108307L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all staff engaged in management in restaurants and
establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be
able to make use of market information, supplier information and quotations independently to
implement procurement procedures effectively.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of general procurement procedures of the catering industry:






Understand the strategies and guidelines of the organisation on the general
procurement procedures
Understand the concepts of procurement and its basic principles, including:
o Understand the concepts of procurement
o Understand the importance of regular review on procurement procedures
o Understand the specifications, volume, etc. of procurement
o Understand the relationship between procurement, cost and profit
o Understand the basic concepts of logistics
Acquire procurement market information
Possess skills to interact and communicate with others

2. Implement general procurement procedures of the catering industry:







Work according to the organisation's established procurement strategies
Procure ingredients and supplies in accordance with the organisation's established
procedures
During the procurement process, make full use of the information acquired, including:
o Attention to the information in the procurement market
o Attention to supplier information and quotation
o Search, compare and keep record of supplier information, etc.
Maintain good relationships with suppliers
Review the established procurement procedures regularly and report to supervisors any
problems that may occur

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow strictly the guidelines set by the organisation when implementing the general
procurement procedures in the catering industry, with observation of the principle of
integrity and adherence to the laws

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Make use of market information, supplier information and quotations to implement
procurement procedures effectively
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Carry out preventive measures against emergencies and crises

Code

108308L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff responsible for carrying out preventive measures
against emergencies and crises in restaurants or establishments. This UoC concerns the
handling and prevention of emergencies and crises that may happen in restaurants or related
establishments, in accordance with the specified policies and procedures, so as to enhance the
safety and overall image of restaurants.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of emergency and crisis prevention:









Well aware of the preventive measures against emergencies and crises specified by the
restaurants (if available)
Possess knowledge of the purposes and expected effects of the related measures
Possess knowledge of the laws and regulations related to the safety of restaurants, for
example:
o Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance (Chapter 509)
o Food Safety Ordinance (Chapter 612)
o Fire Safety (Commercial Premises) Ordinance (Chapter 502)
Possess knowledge of the maintenance responsibility and third-party responsibility
within restaurant premises
Possess good knowledge of the use and operation of equipment and facilities related to
occupational safety and health within restaurant premises
Possess skills to communicate with others and build good interpersonal relationships
Possess writing skills to document information and events clearly and precisely

2. Carry out preventive measures against emergencies and crises







During daily work, strictly follow the preventive measures against emergencies and
crises specified by the restaurants, especially about the following:
o Requirements of establishments, laws, etc.
o Potential safety risks within restaurant premises
o Care and services to customers
o Resources that can be used in this area of work
Gather available resources in terms of manpower, facilities, systems, equipment, etc. to
implement the related measures, including:
o Identify the issues and measures involved, such as fire prevention
o Determine the processes involved in each measure, such as installing and
checking fire extinguishers
o Proper execution of all the processes involved in each measure, for example,
correct use of fire extinguishers in fire
o Record guidelines, policies and execution procedures related to the measures
Conduct regular inspections. Supervise and ensure the measures are followed and
implemented properly
When in doubt about any of the above issues, seek advice or explanations from
supervisors in a timely manner

3. Exhibit professionalism
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for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills



Always use the knowledge already acquired and follow professional ethics to ensure all
preventive measures against emergencies and crises are properly carried out during
work
Never intentionally fail to carry out the related measures or violate regulatory laws due to
considerations such as convenience and benefits

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Carry out the preventive measures against emergencies and crises specified by the
establishments independently
 Record the execution procedures of the related measures correctly
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Implement quality control for foods

Code

108309L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff responsible for supervising food production in
restaurants or establishments. This UoC concerns the thorough implementation of the specified
guidelines and procedures for quality control of food in restaurants or related workplaces, to
ensure the food provided meets the requirements and build customers' confidence in the
restaurants, thereby enhancing the image and turnover of the restaurants.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of quality control for foods:







Possess knowledge of the guidelines and procedures for quality control of food in
restaurants (if available)
Possess knowledge of the concepts and importance of quality control for food that
covers various aspects, such as:
o Food safety, i.e. the food cannot contain excessive pathogenic microorganisms
or toxins
o Food expiry dates, i.e. the food will not spoil in unusually short time
o Sustainability, i.e. the food can consistently meet requirements
o Food quality, i.e. the food can attract customers in terms of colour, aroma and
flavour
Possess knowledge of the business opportunities that may be discovered during the
control process
Possess skills to communicate with others and build interpersonal relationships
Possess abilities for keen observation and accurate judgement

2. Implement quality control for food:



Always maintain professional attitude to implement quality control for food during work
Carry out related work thoroughly according to the specified procedures and standards,
for example:
o Carry out comprehensive safety management for processes 'from production to
table', for example:
 Food procurement and trade logistics
 Raw food material processing
 Food sales and cooking
o Monitor and inspect food handling processes, for example:
 Monitor the frequency and effectiveness of cleaning and disinfecting
processes
 Monitor the presence of pathogens
 Assess the effectiveness of the hygiene design of restaurants
o Monitor and inspect kitchen facilities, for example:
 Utensils, containers and worktops that come in contact with food that is
ready to eat
 Bowls, dishes, ice scrapers and cutting boards
 Ice cube trays, shelves, etc. in refrigerators
 Water source for food production
 Personal hygiene of staff members
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills






Monitor the food cooking skills to ensure consistent standards and tastes can be
maintained
Regularly acquire customers' opinions about the food quality of the restaurants, through
means such as:
o Questionnaire
o Face-to-face conversation
o Online chat
Set a good role model to inspire other staff members on the determination in upholding
the quality of food
Report issues found during the implementation of food quality control to supervisors
regularly

3. Exhibit professionalism



Use existing knowledge and maintain professional ethics to carry out work related to
food quality control wholeheartedly, with no false acts
Cherish and maintain the expectation of the restaurants and customers on the quality of
food

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Implement quality control for food according to specified procedures and guidelines
independently
 Ensure the food provided meets the quality requirements of the restaurants and
customers
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Conduct orientation and trainings for new employees

Code

108310L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff responsible for training new employees to handle
tasks at various catering posts in restaurants or establishments. This UoC concerns the
conducting of orientation and trainings for new employees in restaurants or related workplaces,
making use of the knowledge and skills acquired, so that the new employees can master the
catering work assigned as soon as possible.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for conducting orientation and trainings:







Possess knowledge of the requirements of the restaurants or establishments on training
and the allocation of related resources
Possess good knowledge of the roles and responsibilities of different catering staff and
the standards of behaviour and performance
Possess good knowledge of the best practices of the catering industry
Possess critical thinking skills to determine the training needs and assess the training
effectiveness
Possess abilities to communicate and get along with others
Possess excellent abilities to precisely:
o Prepare training contents or materials
o Impart knowledge and skills effectively
o Conduct exquisite personal demonstration

2. Conduct orientation and trainings for new employees:










Assess the needs of training for new employees
Plan and design training methods and contents according to the needs of different posts,
such as:
o Production section
o Catering services section
o Sales section
Develop training modes, methods and timetables, and ensure they meet the related
requirements of establishments
Conduct training with a variety of teaching and demonstration skills, which may include:
o Instructions and explanations
o Demonstration and guidance during on-the-job training
o Questioning and discussions
o Role play
Use and/or operate various teaching and learning resources when conducting training,
which may include:
o Blackboards, whiteboards and flip charts
o Projector transparencies, handouts, videos, etc.
o Multimedia equipment, computers, etc.
o Other tools, kitchen utensils and equipment related to catering services
Develop assessment criteria and scoring schemes, and use multiple assessment
methods and techniques to determine:
o Degree of understanding of trainees
o Learning results at different training stages
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Functional Area - Professional Management Skills


o Analysis of assessment results
Report the training status of new employees to supervisors regularly and provide
improvement and optimisation suggestions

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always use existing knowledge and maintain professional ethics to carry out work to
instruct and train new employees wholeheartedly during work
Cherish and maintain the image and performance of catering staff

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Independently handle and implement management of new employee training in a
systematic way
 Ensure the relevance of the training contents to the catering industry and their accuracy
and timeliness
 Impart knowledge and skills with diverse teaching techniques
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Master morale-boosting and authorisation skills in the catering industry

Code

108311L4

Range

This unit of competency applies to practitioners engaged in management in restaurants and
establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be
able to make use of morale-boosting methods with flexibility, understand the requirements of
staff, implement a fair reward system effectively and know how to authorise properly in order to
get the job done efficiently.

Level

4

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of morale-boosting and authorisation skills:






Understand the concepts and theories of basic human needs
Know about the theories and methods for boosting morale
Understand the needs of staff
Understand the importance of establishing a fair reward system
Possess good communication skills and excellent interpersonal relationships

2. Master morale-boosting and authorisation skills in the catering industry:






Make use of morale-boosting methods with flexibility during the daily processes in
leading and instructing staff
Improve work efficiency and team spirit of staff by boosting their morale
Authorise properly to get the job done, including:
o Know about the concept of empowerment, the importance of authorisation and
the relevant skills
o Select the right person for the right task, and define his/her rights and obligations
clearly
o Follow up and respond to the difficulties and progress of the authorised person
Assess the performance of staff and study the effectiveness of the morale-boosting and
authorisation skills adopted

3. Exhibit professionalism


Master morale-boosting and authorisation skills in the catering industry with observation
of the principle of fairness and impartiality

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Make use of morale-boosting methods clearly and flexibly to improve morale and
efficiency of staff
 Know how to authorise properly to get the job done efficiently
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Control costs of the catering organisations

Code

108312L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in management in the catering
services section and the production section of restaurants and establishments. While working in
restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to apply various cost accounting
methods, analyse the profit margins and costs of each section with computers, and review and
set cost and profit indicators for each section effectively.

Level

4

Credit

9

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of costs of the catering organisations:










Understand the mode of operation and cost structure of the catering industry
Understand the principles of cost accounting:
o Understand the concepts of cost accounting
o Understand the classification of various costs
o Define cost units and cost centres
o Understand different cost accounting methods
Understand the concepts of cost analysis:
o Acceptance standards (收貨標準)
o Buy-in prices (來貨價)
o Supplier
o Warehouse inventory, etc.,
Possess knowledge of the standard menus and ingredient portions of the kitchen in the
catering industry
Know about the effect of various factors (e.g. season, market supply and demand, and
timing) on costs
Master all kinds of cost accounting methods and the use of computer software for
assistance
Comply with relevant laws and regulations, such as Cap. 362 Trade Descriptions
Ordinance

2. Control costs of the catering organisations:







Conduct cost analysis in daily work, and use computer to:
o Collect information and analyse costs
o Print, analyse and save different reports, etc.
Make the best use of resources for cost saving, for example:
o Communicate with the relevant sections, and assist in calculating and verifying
the costs
o Conduct accounts checking and identify the discrepancies
o Guide the relevant sections to improve
Calculate banquet costs and master the following:
o The relevant information of different banquets, such as buy-in prices
o Different cost calculating methods
o Calculation of profit margins
Establish profit management, such as:
o Set reasonable cost levels, attrition rates, etc.
o Set reasonable prices, profit margins, expected sales, etc.
o State clearly various cost and profit indicators for each section
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o



Review the costs and profits with each section regularly, and implement
improvement measures
Always pay attention to the issuance or revision of relevant laws and regulations

3. Exhibit professionalism


Strictly adhere to the law-abiding principle in the control of the costs of the catering
organisations, with an attempt to maximise the balance between the interests of the
organisation and those of the customers

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Apply the principles of cost accounting, and analyse the profit margins of each section
according to the good admission standards, buy-in prices, menu standards and
ingredient portions
 Formulate profit management procedures properly according to each cost and profit
indicator
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Devise training and development plans for practitioners in the catering industry

Code

108313L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in management in restaurants
and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
be able to devise staff training and development plans according to the development needs and
training resources of the organisation.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of training and development plans for practitioners:







Understand the development and human resources policies of the organisation
Understand the concepts of training and development, and their importance
Know about the cost efficiencies of internal trainings and outsourced trainings
Understand the functions and training needs of various job types in the catering industry
Understand the strengths and weaknesses of individual staff members, and identify the
areas where improvement can be made through training
Possess abilities to devise and execute plans

2. Devise training and development plans for practitioners in the catering industry:








Devise staff training and development plans in line with the development and human
resources policies of the organisation
Accurately assess staff training needs and calculate the resources required
Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of internal and outsourced trainings, and
make the most appropriate arrangements
Write training outlines and teaching materials when needed, including:
o Master skills in collecting information and make good use of libraries, the
Internet, etc.
o Prepare suitable training outlines according to the needs of staff
o Master skills in developing training materials from training outlines
Determine the appropriate assessment criteria and approaches for the established
training and development plans for staff members
Review staff performance regularly to assess the effectiveness of the training and
development plans

3. Exhibit professionalism


Strictly observe the principle of fairness and impartiality when devising staff training and
development plans, with the interests of staff members as a priority consideration

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Devise staff training and development plans effectively according to the development
needs of the organisation
 Prepare course plan, training guidelines and materials properly, and set suitable
assessment criteria and approaches according to the training needs of the staff
members
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Apply leadership and decision-making skills

Code

108314L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in management in restaurants
and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
be able to understand the operations of the organisation clearly, apply leadership skills to
assess risks, make use of decision-making competencies to solve problems, and conduct
relevant reviews.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of leadership and decision-making skills:







Understand the operational goals and established strategies of the organisation
Understand the importance of leadership and decision-making competencies to the
overall success of the organisation
Master the theories and applications of leadership, including:
o Understand the concepts of leadership
o Know about effective leadership patterns
o Understand the behaviours, personality and cultivation of leaders
o Master effective communication skills and methods for motivating subordinates
Understand the relationship between power and leadership, including:
o Know about the concepts of power and its origin
o Know about the relationship between morale and leadership
Possess the ability and influence as a leader

2. Apply leadership and decision-making skills:






Apply leadership and leadership theories in the daily management of the organisation
appropriately
Arrange the appropriate exercise of power
Master the application of decision-making skills to deal with different matters, including:
o Identify the real problems and conduct in-depth investigations
o Establish a system for collecting information and multi-perspective views, and
make good use of computer network information
o Assess risks correctly
o Adopt scientific decision-making procedures and formulate solutions promptly
without delay
o Adopt the skills of empowerment, centralising resources and transforming
decision making into action plans, implementing them faithfully and conducting
relevant reviews
Communicate with staff at all levels regularly to assess the level of leadership and
decision-making competencies of oneself

3. Exhibit professionalism


Strictly uphold the code of conduct when applying leadership and decision-making skills,
with the overall interests of the organisation as a priority consideration

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Apply leadership theories clearly and flexibly
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Functional Area - Professional Management Skills


Formulate decision-making procedures to solve problems

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Master supervision and counselling skills in the catering industry

Code

108315L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners engaged in management in restaurants
and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
be able to apply supervision and counselling expertise in the catering industry to analyse,
identify and determine the needs of the organisation, as well as to offer training and counselling
to staff. They should be able to implement supervision and counselling in the catering industry
effectively.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of supervision and counselling skills:








Understand the operational goals and established strategies of the organisation
Understand the concepts of pressure and the causes of various pressure
Know about the main sources of pressure for catering industry staff, for example:
o Welfare of staff
o Work procedures of the catering industry
o Transparency of company operations
o Provision of sufficient channels for staff to express their views
Know about the methods for enhancing the efficiency of staff and reducing their
pressure
Know about the relevant laws and regulations
Possess supervision and counselling skills as a leader

2. Master supervision and counselling skills in the catering industry:








Dedicated to help staff reduce pressure in daily work, including:
o Help staff reduce pressure and provide relevant training
o Train and counsel staff to improve their efficiency and confidence
o Assign duties according to the competencies of staff and arrange regular job
rotation to enhance efficiency of staff, etc.
Prepare clear and reasonable working guidelines, for example:
o Deliver messages of the organisation to staff clearly
o Prepare concise, clear and reasonable guidelines for staff
o Implement supervision and management in the catering industry
o Observe labour legislation and Mandatory Provident Fund (MPF) regulations
Make reasonable responses to demands from subordinates, for example:
o Respond to the reasonable demands from subordinates promptly and sincerely
o Pay attention to the development of the issue, keep the promises to staff and
build up mutual trust before the problem is solved
Apply supervision and counselling expertise in the catering industry to offer training and
counselling to staff

3. Exhibit professionalism


Strictly uphold the code of conduct when applying supervision and counselling skills,
with the overall interests of the organisation as a priority consideration

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
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Apply supervision and counselling expertise in the catering industry to analyse, identify
and determine the needs of the organisation, as well as to offer training and counselling
to staff
Implement supervision and management in the catering industry effectively

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Know about the relevant regulations imposed on the Mainland catering industry

Code

108316L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in management in restaurants
and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces in Mainland China,
practitioners should be able to understand the commercial laws and relevant regulations
imposed on the Mainland catering industry, and apply the knowledge to the operations and
management of the relevant work.

Level

4

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the relevant regulations imposed on the Mainland catering industry:









Understand the relevant regulations imposed in Mainland China, such as:
o The legal system and judicial system
o The systems at central and local levels
o Legal institutions
o Trial system
Understand the relevant laws imposed on foreign investments, for example:
o Sino-foreign joint ventures
o Foreign-owned enterprises
Understand the commercial organisations in Mainland China, for instance:
o Proprietorships
o Partnership enterprises
o Companies with limited liability
o Joint stock companies
Know about the relevant laws associated with the catering industry, such as fire and
licensing systems
Know about the commercial law, contract law, etc. in Mainland China
Know about the national bank system, such as commercial banks

2. Know about the relevant regulations imposed on the Mainland catering industry:





Always pay attention to the laws and regulations related to the Mainland catering
industry, and update with their latest revisions during work
Comply with and apply the regulations regarding the national qualifications for catering
staff on the Mainland, including:
o Know about the provisions of national vocational qualifications on the Mainland
o Understand the requirements of certificates for different posts
o Know about the requirements and means to obtain professional qualifications,
etc.
Comply with and apply the relevant regulations of the Mainland catering industry by
those engaged in duties associated with the Mainland catering industry, or those
operating or managing a catering organisation on the Mainland

3. Exhibit professionalism


Strictly uphold the law-abiding spirit when engaged in duties associated with the
Mainland catering industry, complying with the relevant regulations on the Mainland

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
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Unit of Competency
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Master commercial laws and relevant regulations imposed on the Mainland catering
industry, and implement operations and management in the organisation
Master the regulations regarding the national qualifications for catering staff on the
Mainland, and effectively implement supervision and management duties

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Apply financial accounting skills in the catering industry

Code

108317L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in management in restaurants
and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
be able to master financial accounting skills in the catering industry and implement financial
accounting in the organisation effectively.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of financial accounting skills:









Understand the financial accounting methods adopted by the organisation
Know about the principles and methods of financial budgeting, including:
o Understand the concepts of financial budget and accounting system
o Understand the limitations of various financial statements
Know about the relationship between cash flow and financial accounting, including the
influence on the success of an establishment/organisation, etc.
Know about accounting principles, including to understand:
o Accounting principles, such as dual recording (雙重記錄)
o Principles and standards of accounting information, such as fairness
Understand Hong Kong tax laws, such as:
o Operations of taxation of the Inland Revenue Department
o Obligations of paying tax and the relevant Hong Kong tax laws
o Calculation of various tax rates
Understand the laws and regulations related to financial accounting

2. Apply financial accounting skills in the catering industry:




Apply financial accounting skills in the catering industry during work, so as to implement
financial accounting in restaurants effectively, including:
o Prepare and analyse income statements
o Prepare and analyse balance sheets
o Prepare and analyse statements of changes in financial positions
o Prepare and analyse cash flow statements
o Make legitimate tax avoidance arrangements
Comply with laws and regulations related to financial accounting

3. Exhibit professionalism


Strictly uphold the law-abiding and non-falsifying spirit when applying financial
accounting skills in the catering industry during daily work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand the principles of financial budget, and the relationship between cash flow
and financial accounting
 Apply knowledge of financial budget and tax laws for the accounting of the organisation
effectively
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Implement best business practices and good controls in restaurants

Code

108318L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to supervisory staff of restaurants and establishments.
This UoC concerns the continuous implementation of the specified best business practices in
restaurants or other related workplaces, in person and by supervising subordinates, so as to
provide satisfactory catering services to customers, thereby enhancing the image and turnover
of the restaurants.

Level

4

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of best business practices:







Possess knowledge of restaurants' policies and guidelines about best business
practices, for example:
o Provide healthy, fresh and delicious food
o Treat customers with courtesy and make them feel at home
o Fair prices and services
o Develop and implement catering service commitments
Possess knowledge of the overall operation and competition conditions of the catering
industry in Hong Kong
Possess knowledge of the actual levels of foods and services provided by the
restaurants, as well as the ever-changing requirements of customers
Possess skills to communicate with customers and build good interpersonal
relationships
Possess leadership to supervise and manage subordinates

2. Implement best business practices in restaurants:








Always maintain professional service attitude and follow guidelines to implement best
business practices during work, including:
o Provide the services required by customers as soon as possible and within
reasonable time
o Use questioning and listening skills to understand customers' requests
o Effectively respond to customers' issues in compliance with the service
commitments of establishments
o Refer customers' enquires if necessary or under request
Explain the following to subordinates:
o The types of tasks they are responsible for
o The range of services they provide to customers
o The code of practices they must follow
o The ways they can act to fulfil the best business practices of the restaurants
Set a good role model to lead and supervise subordinates to carry out duties according
to the service quality standards
Collaborate with all staff members and use public relations skills to make customers feel
good about the restaurants and create a sense of belonging
Report issues happened during the implementation of best business practices and
controls to supervisors at any time, and seek for advice or support

3. Exhibit professionalism
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Always implement the best business practices with a service-driven attitude, in person or
by supervising subordinates, wholeheartedly
Cherish and maintain the image of catering staff

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Implement the best business practices and other related work, in person or by
supervising subordinates
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Establish guidelines and procedures for handling kitchen waste

Code

108319L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to managerial staff responsible for establishing policies
and measures in restaurants or establishments. This UoC concerns the establishment of proper
guidelines and procedures for handling kitchen waste in restaurants or related workplaces,
resulting in the minimisation of food waste and proper handling of kitchen waste, so as to
enhance the overall image of the restaurants.

Level

4

Credit

4

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for handling kitchen waste:








Possess knowledge of the procedures for handling kitchen waste and leftovers
recommended by leading organisations in society
Possess knowledge of the guidelines for handling kitchen waste from government
agencies, including:
o Food and Environmental Hygiene Department
o Environmental Protection Department
o Centre for Food Safety
Possess knowledge of the environmental protection measures that can be implemented
actively during the handling of kitchen waste
Possess knowledge of the attitude of the restaurants or establishments towards kitchen
waste handling and the allocation of resources on related matters
Possess skills to communicate with people from different strata
Possess abilities to handle information precisely and promote activities

2. Establish guidelines and procedures for handling kitchen waste:







Always monitor the actual situations of kitchen waste and leftovers in the restaurants
during work, for example:
o Waste produced during food production, distribution and storage, as well as
during meal preparation or consumption
o Track and analyse waste disposed of by restaurants, including raw/cooked food,
edible and non-edible parts, etc.
o Review the food purchased by the restaurants
o Check the inventory and compare the amount of food purchased with the
amount of items being disposed of
Based on the above findings, establish restaurants' own policies and measures for
handling kitchen waste, for example:
o Buy machines to handle kitchen waste and list the related processing steps and
subsequent work
o Categorise kitchen waste and transfer it to recycling agencies or organic
resource recycling centres
o Donate surplus food to welfare institutions or people in need to share the food
o Assist the government and business sector to recycle food waste and leftovers
In the restaurants, promote the established guidelines and procedures for handling food
waste and mobilise the community to participate (including staff and customers)
Seek advice or explanations from superiors when in doubt with the above-mentioned
matters in a timely manner
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3. Exhibit professionalism



Always uphold the principle of 'use less, waste less' during work in order to reduce the
consumption of resources and reduce the burden of kitchen waste on the local
environment
Never intentionally fail to carry out the related measures or violate regulatory laws due to
considerations such as convenience and benefits

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Independently establish guidelines and procedures for handling kitchen waste that fit
establishments' actual situations
 Correctly implement the related measures, processing steps, etc.
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Handle general labour disputes in the catering industry

Code

108320L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to managerial staff of restaurants or establishments. This
UoC concerns the proper and timely handling of labour disputes in restaurants or related
workplaces, so as to resolve the issues promptly without deterioration and maintain the normal
operation of the restaurants.

Level

4

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for handling general labour disputes in the catering industry:









Possess knowledge of the human resources management policies set by the
establishments
Possess knowledge of the crux of general labour disputes in the catering industry, for
example:
o Arguments on salary calculation
o Definition and compensation of overtime work
o Reasonableness and fairness of the reward and punishment systems
o Determination of the rights and responsibilities of different posts
o Other disputes such as sex discrimination, racial discrimination and sexual
harassment
Possess knowledge of the relevant labour laws in Hong Kong, such as:
o Employment Ordinance
o Employees' Compensation Ordinance
o Sex Discrimination Ordinance
o Disability Discrimination Ordinance
Possess analytical skills and critical thinking skills
Possess abilities to resolve disputes and conflicts
Possess abilities to communicate and get along with others

2. Handle general labour disputes in the catering industry:




Develop or assist in developing the employee management policy of an establishment
and ensure all employees are clear about it, including:
o Details of the employment contracts
o Amounts and calculation methods of salaries and compensation
o Arrangement of holidays and rest days
o Performance requirements
o Requirements on behaviour and attitude
o Criteria for promotion, disciplinary action and dismissal
o Availability of training and development
During work, always:
o Pay attention to and concern the working conditions and performance of the
general staff
o Gain insight of the areas where disputes and conflicts may happen, and prevent
them if possible
o Report to superiors when necessary and provide suggestions to prevent/resolve
disputes
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When issues arise, or when complaints from employees are received, coordinate with
the human resources departments promptly to handle the issues with flexibility
according to the established policies, current laws, etc.
Regularly review and analyse the current policies to look for any deficiencies and take
corrective measures for continuous improvement

3. Exhibit professionalism



During work, always uphold principles of fairness and justice to handle labour disputes
impartially and in compliance with the laws and regulations
Strike an appropriate balance between the benefits of the establishments and the
employees

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Handle labour disputes properly in a timely manner, so that the issues can be resolved
without deterioration
 Maintain the normal operation of restaurants through the resolution of labour disputes
Remark
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Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Liaise and coordinate with law enforcement agencies related to the catering industry

Code

108321L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to managerial staff of restaurants or establishments. This
UoC concerns the frequent contact with law enforcement agencies related to the catering
industry in restaurants or related workplaces for liaising and coordinating with them the laws and
regulations that restaurants should comply with, as well as the actions and measures that
should be implemented, so that the catering business can proceed smoothly.

Level

4

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for liaising and coordinating with law enforcement agencies:







Possess knowledge of the functions and operations of government and regulatory
agencies related to catering services, such as:
o Food and Environmental Hygiene Department
o Liquor Licensing Board
o Fire Services Department
o Labour Department
o Immigration Department
Possess knowledge of the ways of operations of the above agencies, and the laws and
regulations they are responsible for
Possess knowledge of the policies, processes, guidelines, etc. for liaison and
cooperation between the restaurants and the government/regulatory agencies
Possess skills to communicate and liaise with people from different strata
Possess a good command of written languages for reading, comprehending and writing
business communications

2. Liaise and coordinate with law enforcement agencies related to the catering industry:








Develop procedures and guidelines for staff members to communicate with and seek
assistance from law enforcement agencies about matters related to the operation of
catering services
Always update the latest contact methods of the relevant law enforcement agencies so
that they can be connected promptly and effectively when needed
Develop procedures and guidelines for catering staff to assist in and coordinate with the
work of law enforcement agencies. Foster the concepts of working in accordance with
laws and regulations in staff members
Keep detailed records of law enforcement agencies' visits and inspections at the
restaurants properly, and follow up the results
Cooperate with law enforcement agencies in cases of emergency or when being
directed to, for example:
o When emergencies occur, inform the law enforcement agencies quickly and
describe the situations clearly
o Be the main contact or designate one at the venue
o Coordinate actions according to the instructions/suggestions of the law
enforcement agencies
o Keep detailed records of all decisions and actions
o Cooperate with their follow-up investigations and/or actions
Report to superiors on the contact of the law enforcement agencies, and the problems or
follow-up issues arising from their visits and inspections
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3. Exhibit professionalism



Always adhere to all regulatory laws and regulations, and do not take any illegal actions
due to business considerations
Cherish and maintain the good image and records of restaurants

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Handle communication with law enforcement agencies related to the catering industry
independently. Liaise and coordinate with them about the laws and regulations that
restaurants should comply with
 Ensure the smooth running of restaurants' business through actions and appropriate
measures coordinated between the restaurants and the law enforcement agencies
Remark
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Title

Implement crisis management in the catering industry

Code

108322L5

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in management in restaurants
and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
be able to apply crisis management knowledge and devise crisis management plans. In case of
crisis, they should also be able to implement the measures set out in the crisis management
plans effectively and improve the organisation by making use of the crises.

Level

5

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of crisis management in the catering industry:







Understand the crisis management strategies of the organisation
Realise the contingency plans of the organisation in case of major difficulties
Understand the contingency of crises and its impacts
Know about crisis management theories, including:
o Understand the concepts of crisis management
o Know about the different schools of crisis management theory
o Understand the concepts, procedures and means of devising crisis management
plans
Know about the possible advantages of a crisis for an organisation and possess the
ability to transform a crisis into an opportunity

2. Implement crisis management in the catering industry:






Assist management to devise crisis management plans and conduct regular reviews
Deploy the contingency methods when facing major difficulties in daily work, such as:
o Regularly review the work processes, maintenance of tools and facilities, etc. to
prevent or reduce the chance of crises
o Arrange working teams to review the various scopes of work in restaurants
specifically
o Devise action plans in case of crisis
o Raise the confidence and discipline of staff by regular training and drilling
Apply crisis management knowledge, implement the measures set out in the crisis
management plans and improve the operations of the organisation
Devise organisation rectification plans by making use of the crises when feasible

3. Exhibit professionalism


Insist on working in a fair, impartial and honest manner when implementing crisis
management, aiming at reducing the impact of crises on the organisation

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master crisis management theories
 Evaluate the situation when facing major difficulties by the organisation and devise
effective contingency plans
 Implement crisis management plans and improve the organisation by making use of the
crises
Remark
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Title

Implement financial management strategies in the catering industry

Code

108323L5

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in management in restaurants
and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
be able to apply enterprise financial management strategies and implement effective enterprise
financial management plans.

Level

5

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of financial management strategies in the catering industry:





Understand the financial management strategies of the organisation
Master the knowledge of enterprise financial management
Understand the objectives of financial management and the functions of financial market
Possess the ability to devise and implement financial management strategies in the
catering industry

2. Implement financial management strategies in the catering industry:



Assist management in devising financial management strategies and conduct regular
reviews
Implement the established enterprise financial management strategies in day-to-day
management, including:
o Handle various financial statement analyses, financial forecasts, and financial
planning and estimation
o Handle the capital budgeting methods, investment rules and capital budgeting
o Handle the calculation methods of project cash flow and operation cash flow
o Handle the following relationships:
 Risk and return
 Systematic risk and non-systematic risk
 Risk and expected reward, etc.
o Manage the following:
 Operation capital management
 Cash revenue
 Expense management
 Inventory management
 Credit policy and analysis, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism


Insist on working in an honest manner when implementing the financial management
strategies in the catering industry, aiming at implementing the established financial
management plans effectively

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Clearly understand the financial management strategies in the catering industry and
implement the enterprise financial management plans
Remark
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Title

Apply skills for recruitment and human resources supply in the catering industry

Code

108324L5

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in management in restaurants
and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
be able to apply the concepts of human resources management to devise human resources
supply plans in respect of recruitment, training and promotion, establishing an efficient
workforce.

Level

5

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of recruitment and human resources supply:





Understand the recruitment and human resources strategies of the organisation
Understand the concepts of human resources management
Understand the importance of continuity of talent replacement
Possess relevant work abilities, such as:
o Ability to devise effective human resources plans
o Ability to recruit suitable staff

2. Apply skills for recruitment and human resources supply in the catering industry:











Assist management in formulating recruitment and human resources strategies, and
conduct regular reviews
Apply the concepts of human resources for optimal enterprise efficiency in daily work,
including:
o Determine the supply and demand of talents
o Ensure the balance between supply and demand of human resources in the
organisation
o Establish an energetic and efficient workforce for the organisation through
recruitment, training and promotion, etc.
Assist management in devising human resources plans, including:
o Devise human resources plans
o Maintain team spirit among staff
o Allocate duties properly to improve the efficiency of staff
o Master the methods of staff performance appraisal, etc.
Recruit appropriate staff, such as:
o Enhance the effectiveness of candidate application and recruit appropriate staff
via different channels flexibly
o Enhance staff quality by capitalising on the image of the organisation as a selling
point in recruitment
o Master the modern standards of talents, and prepare proper recruitment criteria,
work analysis and design
o Master the concepts and skills of remuneration management
Apply skills for recruitment and human resources supply in the catering industry,
including:
o Devise human resources supply plans in respect of recruitment, training and
promotion
Establish an efficient workforce, etc.
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3. Exhibit professionalism


Insist on working in an impartial manner when handling recruitment and human
resources supply in the catering industry, treating each of the staff members and other
stakeholders fairly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Devise human resources supply plans in respect of recruitment, training and promotion
effectively, and establish an efficient workforce in order to enhance the economic
benefits of the organisation
Remark
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Title

Implement logistics management in the catering industry

Code

108325L5

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in management in restaurants
and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
be able to master the expertise in logistics supply chain, perform procurement process of
catering ingredients and logistics arrangement of goods delivery and pick-up, and implement
inventory and management policies in warehouses.

Level

5

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of logistics management:








Understand the established logistics management strategies and procedural
arrangements of the organisation
Understand the procurement processes, including:
o Global inter-connected economy and the logistics in economy
o Concepts of global supply chains
o Concepts of central kitchen and its significance on cost control in the catering
industry
o Business opportunities for the cooperative development between China and
Hong Kong, etc.
Master the inventory and management of warehouses, including:
o Understand the strategies of inventory
o Understand the skills of time-based logistics control
o Know about the restructure of logistics
o Understand the importance of transport support on logistics
o Understand the integration of logistics operations
o Master the operations of supply chain
o Understand the significance of supply chain on competitive strengths of the
organisation
Possess expertise and skills in managing logistics supply chains
Possess good interpersonal skills to communicate with others, such as suppliers

2. Implement logistics management in the catering industry:






Assist management to formulate inventory resources plans and inventory management
strategies, and conduct regular reviews
In daily work, strictly follow the established logistics management strategies and
arrangements of the organisation
Apply the expertise in logistics supply chain to implement logistics management plans in
the catering industry, including:
o Procurement process of catering ingredients
o Logistics arrangement of goods delivery and pick-up, etc.
Always maintain close contact and communication with suppliers

3. Exhibit professionalism


Insist on following the established procedures when implementing the logistics
management in the catering industry for the organisation, and work in the interests of the
organisation
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Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Implement inventory and management policies in warehouses
 Make order arrangement timely based on the integration of logistics operations
Remark
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Title

Establish the atmosphere of healthy and nutritious diet in restaurants

Code

108326L5

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to managerial staff of restaurants or establishments. This
UoC concerns the leading of a team of employees to establish the atmosphere of healthy and
nutritious diet in restaurants or related workplaces and promote it to customers, thus giving
customers who care about the healthy and nutritious values of a diet a choice to choose from,
and thereby enhancing restaurants' image and profits.

Level

5

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of healthy and nutritious diets:






Well aware of the importance of a healthy, nutritious and balanced diet, and its major
contents
Possess knowledge of the guidelines on the health and nutrition of diet prepared by
various agencies and organisations, including:
o Food and Environmental Hygiene Department
o Committee on Reduction of Salt and Sugar in Food
o International Advisory Panel on Reduction of Salt and Sugar in Food
o Nutrition Information Centre of Hospital Authority
o Centre for Food Safety
Possess skills to communicate with people from different strata and build good
interpersonal relationships
Possess leadership skills to execute and promote projects, including:
o Allocate human and financial resources
o Plan and arrange workflow
o Choose and implement related promotional activities and measures
o Review work effectiveness regularly

2. Establish the atmosphere of healthy and nutritious diet in restaurants:





During work, always apply professional knowledge and attitude of nutritious diet to carry
out duties
Implement measures and activities that can promote the atmosphere of healthy and
nutritious diet, for example:
o Review the standards restaurants used to purchase food and beverages, and
specify the criteria or classifications in terms of health and nutrition that the food
and beverages must fulfil
o Study customers' requirements on health and nutrition, and introduce recipes
that meet their needs, such as meals with less salt and less sugar
o Organise restaurants to participate in the territory-wide
'EatSmart@restaurant.hk' Campaign conducted by the Department of Health, or
other similar campaigns
Always promote the importance of a balanced diet to health and nutrition to employees
and customers, as well as the relevant actions that should be taken, for example:
o Eat according to the ratios specified in the food pyramid
o Eat less salt, less sugar, less fat and more high-fibre foods
o Interpret nutrition labels correctly
o Understand and identify genetically modified foods
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Supervise employees to promote healthy and nutritious diet continuously as a work
routine
Suggest and promote suitable healthy and nutritious diets to customers of different ages.
Provide discounts or other offers as incentives
Increase visibility through assessments, for example, by participating in the
'EatSmart@restaurant.hk' Campaign conducted by the Department of Health
Shape the above-mentioned measures and activities as insistence of the principle and
atmosphere of healthy and nutritious diet, and implement them thoroughly
Report to superiors regularly on the difficulties in promoting healthy and nutritious diet,
and propose solutions

3. Exhibit professionalism



Use existing knowledge and leadership to work wholeheartedly to establish the
atmosphere of healthy and nutritious diet in the restaurants
Cherish and maintain the good image of the restaurants in customers and society

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Conceive and implement independently the work related to establishing the atmosphere
of healthy and nutritious diet
 Lead employees to promote the atmosphere of healthy and nutritious diet, and promote
it to customers
Remark
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Title

Manage automated business processes and workflow in the catering industry

Code

108327L5

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to managerial staff of restaurants or establishments. This
UoC concerns the successful introduction of automated systems for catering industry in
restaurants or related workplaces and the proper management of the processes and workflow,
so as to improve the catering services provided to customers and create new experiences for
them, thereby enhancing the image and profits of restaurants.

Level

5

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of automated business processes and workflow:








Possess knowledge of the overall operation conditions and competitions of the catering
industry in Hong Kong
Possess knowledge of automated systems in information technology and their latest
development, for example:
o Mobility of mobile phones
o Serviceability of cloud computing
o Analyticity of big data
Possess knowledge of the contribution of the development of automated systems to
various industries including the catering industry, for example:
o Add value to catering services and bring about differentiation advantages
o Develop new business opportunities and create profits
o Assist in the transformation of services
Possess skills to communicate and coordinate with people from different areas and
strata
Possess leadership skills to direct subordinates and allocate resources to:
o Plan and introduce designated automation projects
o Develop related policies and processes
o Monitor the workflows of the projects
o Finish the projects on time

2. Manage automated business processes and workflow in the catering industry:





Always pay attention to the current operation conditions and issues occurred in the
restaurants during work
Study and introduce automated management systems in information technology that can
be used in the restaurants, such as:
o Communication system between chain stores
o Monitoring and integration management system
o Customer data management system
o Procurement management system for food acquisition and replenishment
o Sales and other business reporting systems
Study and introduce automated operation systems that can used in the restaurants, for
example:
o Systems that allow customers to complete the entire process from ordering,
paying to getting food by themselves
o Digital communication systems (e.g. for reservation)
o Electronic payment system
o Robot waiters for delivering meals or interacting with customers in restaurants
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o





Other systems that perform mechanical and highly repetitive work (e.g. replacing
humans to prepare fried rice)
Teach and train employees to use the automated systems introduced and the new
workflows, ensuring that humans and systems/robots can coordinate nicely and work
together
Monitor the workflows of the automated systems, ensuring smooth operation and
minimisation of errors
Set a good role model to inspire other employees to accept and support the automated
systems and processes

3. Exhibit professionalism



Using professional knowledge and maintaining ethics, study and introduce automated
systems for catering industry with an open attitude
With an impartial and pragmatic attitude, manage the workflow of the automated
systems

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Properly manage the business processes and workflow of the automated systems
introduced
 Improve the catering services provided to customers, and enhance the image and profits
of the restaurants
Remark
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Title

Establish promotion ladders and criteria for employees

Code

108328L5

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to managerial staff of restaurants or establishments. This
UoC concerns the use of professional and excellent human resources management abilities to
guide activities including recruitment, promotion and development of employees, as well as to
establish related criteria in restaurants or related workplaces, so that a solid foundation of
human resources can be laid for the restaurants.

Level

5

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of promotion ladders and criteria for employees:







Possess knowledge of the overall operation conditions and competitions in human
resources of the catering industry in Hong Kong
Possess knowledge of the processes and the related laws and regulations for handling
labour issues in Hong Kong
Possess knowledge of how to perform:
o Job analysis
o Job valuation
o Job description
o Candidate specifications
o Analysis of training needs
o Promotion assessment
Possess skills to communicate with people from different strata and build good
interpersonal relationships
Possess abilities for keen observation and assessment of people

2. Establish promotion ladders and criteria for employees:




Use the above abilities and professional attitude to carry out duties during work,
including:
o Specify job descriptions and candidate specifications for various catering posts
o Specify job titles and responsibilities for various posts in the restaurants, for
example:
 For the catering services section of Chinese restaurants: restaurant
supervisor, manager, senior captain, captain, waiter, etc.
 For western restaurants: general manager, operation manager, store
manager, supervisor, server, pantry man
 For Japanese restaurants: chef, sous-chef, chef de partie, commis,
apprentice
o Develop the code of employment suitable for each catering post according to the
law
o Employ/promote qualified catering staff at all levels with reasonable salaries
o Monitor, record and reward/penalise subordinates according to the work
performance
Establish criteria for assessing employees' work performance, promotion criteria, etc.,
for example:
o Enthusiasm in serving customers
o Attitude to getting along with people
o Degree of commitment and responsibility
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o Performance of skills (e.g. culinary skills)
Explain and promote the specified promotion ladders and criteria to employees at all
levels
Adjust the above criteria and processes at any time according to the following
conditions:
o Development trend of the catering industry
o Changes in the labour market
o Changes in the promotion criteria and strategies for employees by the
management

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always use existing knowledge and maintain professional ethics to carry out work on
specifying the promotion ladders and criteria for employees wholeheartedly and
impartially
Cherish and maintain the image of catering staff

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Successfully guide activities including recruitment, promotion and development of
employees, and establish related criteria
 Let employees understand and accept the specified promotion ladders and criteria
Remark
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Title

Establish policies and procedures for handling non-domestic labour force

Code

108329L5

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to managerial staff of restaurants and establishments. This
UoC concerns the establishment of policies and procedures for handling non-domestic labour
force due to labour shortage, needs for people with special skills or other factors in order to
recruit suitable non-domestic staff to fill job vacancies in restaurants.

Level

5

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of handling non-domestic labour force:







Analyse the overall operation conditions and competitions in human resources of the
catering industry in Hong Kong
Identify the approaches for handling Hong Kong and international labour relations
Possess knowledge of the procedures for handling domestic and non-domestic labour
force, and the related laws and regulations
Possess skills to communicate with people of different nationalities and strata, and build
good interpersonal relationships
Possess independent analytical and judgment skills
Possess leadership skills to lead subordinates and allocate resources to:
o Plan for designated projects
o Establish relevant policies and procedures
o Complete projects on time

2. Establish policies and procedures for handling non-domestic labour force:








Plan manpower structures of the restaurants that include domestic and non-domestic
labour force according to the competitive environment and the labour supply situations
faced by the restaurants
Identify jobs that require or are suitable to be held by non-domestic staff, such as:
o Chefs cooking foreign meals
o Floor staff speaking foreign dialects
o Work areas where employing local labour force is difficult, such as dishwashing
and cleaning
Comply with the laws and regulations, and the relevant arrangements, governing the
employment of non-domestic staff in Hong Kong. For example, the major channels for
employing foreign staff are:
o General employment policies
o Admission Scheme for Mainland Talents and Professionals
o Immigration Arrangement for Non-local Graduates
Through suitable channels, employ appropriate non-domestic staff to fill job vacancies in
the restaurants
Ensure enforcement of legal requirements for non-domestic staff, for example:
o Employers must enrol employees in an MPF scheme within 60 days starting
from the 13th month of employment
o Special arrangements regarding income may need to be made, including:
 Salary tax
 Specific compensation
 Severance payment
 Long service payment
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 Allowances to Jurors
Integrate the above measures as the policies and procedures for handling non-domestic
labour force of the restaurants for publication and implementation
Regularly review the specified policies and procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism



Use professional knowledge and maintain ethics to establish policies and procedures for
handling non-domestic labour force. Do not make illegal actions due to financial or other
considerations
Treat and handle domestic and non-domestic labour force fairly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Establish policies and procedure for handling non-domestic labour force according to the
restaurants' own situations
 Successfully employ suitable non-domestic staff to fill job vacancies of the restaurants
Remark
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Title

Develop corporate strategies for the catering industry

Code

108330L6

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the management in restaurants and establishments.
While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to apply
corporate strategy analysis skills and extend them to strategic selection of business units,
implementing effective corporate strategies and developing monitoring systems.

Level

6

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of corporate strategies:









Understand the concepts of corporate strategies, including:
o Know about the contents of corporate strategic management
o Know well about the corporate mission, vision, goals, etc.
o Know about the different development modes of strategic management, etc.
Master strategy analysis skills, including:
o Corporate governance
o Effects of ethics, culture, stakeholders, etc.
Master strategic selection of business units, including:
o Relative competitive edges of strategic business units
o Pros and cons of different strategies, etc.
Master the implementation of strategies, such as:
o Relationships between different corporate structures and implementation of
strategies
o Know how to allocate resources during strategy implementation
Master skills for strategic monitoring
Possess excellent governance skills and interpersonal communication skills

2. Develop corporate strategies for the catering industry:








Develop corporate strategies for the catering industry for the organisation, including
developing effective corporate strategies and monitoring systems by applying corporate
strategy analysis skills
Apply strategy analysis skills deftly while at work:
o Analyse the effects of external environments on the enterprise, such as politics,
economy, social culture, technology, etc.
o Apply corporate competitive strategy theories, such as Porter's competitive
advantage theory
o Analyse corporate resources, major competitive strengths, corporate positioning,
etc.
o Use various analysis tools to identify corporate strengths and weaknesses, and
opportunities and challenges
Apply corporate strategies to evaluate strategies and choose the right ones for the use
of business units
During strategy implementation, manage all matters related to strategic changes
Exert skills for strategic monitoring, such as:
o Compare corporate performance with prescribed standards
o Know how to monitor the development of strategies by various means
Frequently review and revise the corporate strategies for the catering industry developed
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3. Exhibit professionalism


Insist on working in the interests of the organisation and all stakeholders when
developing corporate strategies for the catering industry

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Apply corporate strategy analysis skills and extend them to strategic selection of
business units
 Develop effective corporate strategies
 Develop monitoring systems
Remark
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Title

Develop knowledge management for the catering industry

Code

108331L6

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the management in restaurants and establishments.
While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to understand
the importance of knowledge-based economy and knowledge sharing among staff in an
organisation, and develop knowledge management strategies as part of the new corporate
operating strategies.

Level

6

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of knowledge management:







Know about the characteristics of knowledge-based economy, including:
o Evolutions and characteristics of different economic stages
o Effects of digital technology on the economy
o Effects of globalisation on the economy
o The role of knowledge in the new economic era
o New principles of operating strategies in knowledge-based enterprises, etc.
Master the basic concepts of knowledge management, such as:
o Nature of knowledge management, such as data and information
o All basic forces involved in the operations of a knowledge-based market, such as
buyers and vendors, prices and their interactions
o Importance of mutual trust and knowledge sharing among staff in an
organisation
o Reasons for failure of a knowledge-based market
Master knowledge management strategies and skills
Possess excellent governance skills and interpersonal communication skills

2. Develop knowledge management for the catering industry:





Develop knowledge management for the catering industry for the organisation, including
developing knowledge management strategies, as part of the corporate operating
strategies
Apply knowledge management strategies deftly while at work:
o Carry out knowledge marketing strategies and the applications of such tools
o Encourage knowledge sharing, retaining and creating new knowledge through
interaction and sharing
o Implement knowledge systemisation strategies and the applications of such tools
o Keep valuable explicit knowledge
o Implement the selection of strategies and the six key steps for knowledge
management, etc.
Always pay attention to the development of society and the industry, and review and
revise the knowledge management for the catering industry developed

3. Exhibit professionalism


Insist on working in the interests of the organisation and all stakeholders when
developing knowledge management for the catering industry

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
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Master the characteristics of knowledge-based economy and the basic concepts of
knowledge management, and develop knowledge management strategies

Remark
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Title

Devise multinational enterprise management in the catering industry

Code

108332L6

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the management in multinational catering groups. While
working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to analyse the issues
faced by multinational enterprises in respect of politics, economy, laws, technology and
personnel management, and devise multinational enterprise management plans.

Level

6

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of multinational enterprise management:







Know about the environment in multinational enterprises, including:
o Challenges faced by multinational enterprises
o Environments faced by multinational enterprises including political, economic,
legal and technological ones
o Social responsibilities and ethics of multinational enterprise management, etc.
Know about the personnel management in multinational enterprises, such as:
o Human resources demands in multinational enterprises
o Skills in recruitment and training in multinational enterprises
o All arrangements for overseas employees and labour relations
Possess an international perspective and understand multiculturalism
Possess excellent governance skills and interpersonal communication skills

2. Devise multinational enterprise management in the catering industry:






Devise multinational enterprise management plans in the catering industry for the
organisation to cater for its development
Make full use of the understanding of the environment faced by multinational enterprises
during work to enhance the competitiveness and development potential of the
organisation
Manage with the personnel management skills adopted by multinational enterprises,
such as:
o Deal with the motivation and leadership issues of multinational enterprises
o Lead and manage multinational teams and diversified workforce, etc.
Always pay attention to the worldwide development of the catering culture and the
catering industry, and review and revise the multinational enterprise management plans
in the catering industry devised

3. Exhibit professionalism


When devising multinational enterprise management in the catering industry, insist on
treating different food cultures and multinational enterprise staff members in an impartial
manner

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand the environment faced by multinational enterprises and their personnel
management
 Devise multinational enterprise management plans
Remark
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Title

Devise outsourcing / contracting plans in the catering industry

Code

108333L6

Range

This unit of competency applies to the management in restaurants and establishments. While
working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to devise
outsourcing/contracting plans to reduce operating costs of the organisation and enhance its
efficiency.

Level

6

Credit

4

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of outsourcing/contracting in the catering industry:









Understand the strategies and guidelines of the organisation for outsourcing businesses
Understand the overall development of the catering industry, including opportunities,
restrictions, etc.
Understand the concepts of outsourcing/contracting, including:
o Cost, risks and advantages of outsourcing/contracting
o Market demands and the latest technological development
o Opportunities of outsourcing/contracting
o Operating modes of outsourcing/contracting, etc.
Master the skills for assessing the feasibility of outsourcing/contracting, such as:
o Assess the core competencies and strategies of the organisation, and the
decisions on outsourcing/contracting
o Assess the corporate functions that can be outsourced/contracted
Possess good interpersonal and negotiation skills
Master the laws and regulations related to outsourcing activities, such as the Prevention
of Bribery Ordinance

2. Devise outsourcing/contracting plans in the catering industry:









Devise outsourcing/contracting plans for the organisation to enhance its effectiveness
During the course of work, make full use of the assessment skills to study the feasibility
of outsourcing/contracting to:
o Determine the corporate functions that can be outsourced
o Conduct feasibility studies on outsourcing
o Assess all feasible proposals, etc.
Determine carefully the contents and format of contracts, such as:
o Contents and obligations of the contracts, and pay attention to the terms and
conditions in the contracts, such as time and quality control
o Contents and terms in the outsourcing contracts, so as to safeguard corporate
interests
Assess and review decisions on outsourcing/contracting, including:
o Monitor and administer the performance of contractors
o Review the execution and implementation of the outsourced/contracted work,
etc.
Pay constant attention to the news of the outsourced catering contractors and the
development of the catering industry, and review and revise the outsourcing/contracting
plans in the catering industry devised

3. Exhibit professionalism
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When devising outsourcing/contracting plans in the catering industry, insist on dealing
with the outsourced contractors in an impartial and law-abiding manner

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Fully understand and compare different outsourcing/contracting projects and devise
outsourcing contracts
 Reduce the operating costs of the organisation in order to enhance its operational
efficiency
Remark
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Title

Devise overall corporate strategies for the catering industry

Code

108334L7

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to veteran administrators engaged in management in
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should be able to formulate operation strategies for local and cross-regional
enterprises, lead enterprises to implement strategic reforms, and devise overall corporate
strategies for future development.

Level

7

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of overall corporate strategies:








Understand the overall corporate strategies and guidelines for the catering industry of
the organisation
Understand the overall development of the catering industry, including opportunities,
restrictions, etc.
Understand the key points in devising corporate strategies, including:
o Familiarise with corporate strategic management
o Determine the corporate mission and vision
o Develop management strategies by various models, etc.
Master the skills for cross-regional corporate strategic analysis
Possess good analysis and judgment skills
Understand the social environment and requirements related to the operations of the
catering industry, such as:
o Green diet culture
o Information technology applications
o Corporate social responsibility

2. Devise overall corporate strategies for the catering industry:






Devise corporate strategies for future development of the organisation to lead or
coordinate with the industry development
Apply various strategic management skills in cross-regional corporate operations, such
as:
o Select the most effective strategy to catch up with the operations and
development of cross-regional enterprises
o Allocate resources to different business units appropriately to maximise
operation effectiveness
o Support the implementation of cross-regional corporate strategies by sound
logistics management
o Restructure and allocate resources effectively
Apply strategic monitoring skills in cross-regional enterprises, for instance:
o Establish competitive strengths by capitalisation on information technology
o Monitor corporate operations by using various tools
Lead enterprises to implement strategic reforms, including:
o Manage the process of strategic reforms
o Act as or select the appropriate reform promoter
o Coordinate the relevant groups or individuals with leadership skills
o Lead enterprises to raise the overall productivity and establish competitive
strengths, etc.
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Devise strategies related to the future development of the organisation, such as:
o Encourage and manage creative thinking
o Apply creativity in the development of new products and services
o Develop or introduce new foreign products and services to raise productivity and
qualities
o Determine the corporate development direction based on future market and
product trends
Frequently review and revise the overall corporate strategies for the catering industry
devised

3. Exhibit professionalism


When devising the overall corporate strategies for the catering industry, insist on treating
all stakeholders in an impartial and fair manner

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Formulate operation strategies for local and cross-regional enterprises
 Lead enterprises to implement strategic reforms and devise overall corporate strategies
for future development
Remark
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Title

Innovate knowledge management strategies in the catering industry

Code

108335L7

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to veteran administrators engaged in management in
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should be able to evaluate and manage knowledge assets for corporate reform and
future development.

Level

7

Credit

4

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of knowledge management strategies:








Understand the knowledge management strategies and guidelines in the catering
industry of the organisation
Master the evaluation of knowledge assets, including:
o Know about the reasons and importance of evaluation of knowledge assets
o Apply relevant evaluation standards
o Master combined application of both intellectual asset audit and traditional
accounting and finance systems, etc.
Master the key to knowledge innovation, such as:
o Assist in corporate innovation and reform by knowledge management
o Motivate the creativity of staff
o Establish an active, positive and sharing corporate culture
Possess good interpersonal communication skills
Understand the social environment and requirements related to the operations of the
catering industry, such as:
o Green diet culture
o Information technology applications
o Corporate social responsibility

2. Innovate knowledge management strategies in the catering industry:







Devise innovative knowledge management strategies in the catering industry for the
organisation to lead its development
Apply various innovative knowledge management strategies in the catering industry to:
o Innovate knowledge management strategies
o Lead the organisation to implement reforms
o Match the future development of the organisation
Introduce new technologies to assist in knowledge management in the catering industry,
for example:
o Information technology
o Artificial intelligence
Frequently review and revise the overall corporate strategies of the catering industry
devised

3. Exhibit professionalism


Innovate knowledge management strategies in the catering industry with an open
attitude, and show support for innovation in treating new requirements and methods, not
limiting to existing approaches and personal opinions
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Evaluate and manage knowledge assets for corporate innovation
 Formulate innovative management strategies to improve corporate performance
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Management Skills
Title

Formulate multinational enterprise management strategies in the catering industry

Code

108336L7

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to administrators engaged in management in multinational
restaurant groups. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be
able to master the management culture and skills in multinational enterprises and devise
innovative operation strategies.

Level

7

Credit

4

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of formulating multinational enterprise management strategies:








Understand the policies and guidelines for formulating multinational enterprise
management strategies in the catering industry of the organisation
Master multinational management culture and skills, including:
o Effects of culture on multinational enterprise management
o Communication skills in different cultures
o Cross-cultural negotiation skills
o Decision-making skills of multinational enterprises, etc.
Know about the formulation and implementation of operation strategies in multinational
enterprises, including:
o Formation and development of operation strategies in multinational enterprises
o Multinational alliance and strategy implementation
o Various kinds of organisational structures and coordination/supervision of
multinational enterprises, etc.
Possess an international perspective and understand multiculturalism
Possess excellent governance skills and interpersonal skills

2. Formulate multinational enterprise management strategies in the catering industry:





Based on the mastered management culture and skills in multinational enterprises,
devise innovative operation strategies for the organisation
Innovate multinational enterprise management and improve the organisation's
performance
Formulate strategies in respect of coordination and supervision for the organisation with
a forward-thinking international perspective and the knowledge of various multinational
organisations
Frequently review and revise the multinational enterprise management strategies
formulated

3. Exhibit professionalism


When formulating multinational enterprise management strategies in the catering
industry, insist on treating multinational enterprises and multinational enterprise staff
members in an impartial manner

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the management culture and skills in multinational enterprises and devise
innovative operation strategies
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Know about the structure and operations of the table services section of restaurants

Code

108337L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to junior practitioners in the catering industry. While
working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should know about the structure of
the catering services section, and the functions of other sections plus the interrelations between
different sections. They should also understand the job functions at different posts.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the structure and operations of the catering services section of restaurants:








Know about the structure of different restaurants, for example:
o Know about the categories of the catering industry
o Know about the differences between commercial catering and non-commercial
catering
o Know about the categories of operation modes
Know about the functions of the catering services section and other sections, as well as
their interrelations, including:
o Know about the work scope of different sections of the catering industry
o Know about the graphic design of the catering sections
Know about the functions of jobs in different types of Chinese restaurants, including:
o Know about the titles of different job levels
o Know about the responsibilities and authorities of different posts, etc.
Master the development of the catering industry, including:
o Know about the themes of different cuisine and combination of market trends
o Know about the development and origins of different cuisine, etc.
Know about the particularities of the jobs of catering practitioners, and the importance of
obedience and team work

2. Know about the structure and operations of the catering services section of restaurants:





With the acquired knowledge, follow the instructions to carry out daily work in
accordance with the service concepts and principles
Ensure the smooth running of basic operations of the catering industry, such as:
o Be capable of correctly receiving and delivering instructions and messages while
working in restaurants
o Know about the interactions between the catering services section and other
sections
o Able to coordinate and communicate with staff at different levels and
Assist the catering services section in providing services to customers

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always apply the knowledge of the structure and operations of the catering services
section of restaurants and self-cultivation to provide services to customers
wholeheartedly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Have basic understanding of the restaurant types, operation modes, functions of various
sections, various job functions, development of the catering industry, etc.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section


Know about the basic operations of restaurants, and correctly receive and deliver
instructions and messages while working in restaurants

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Know about the basic customer communication skills

Code

108338L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners in the catering industry who are required to
communicate with customers. This UoC is applicable to restaurants or relevant jobs, covering
areas including catering services, take-out food, pan delivery, cashier, etc. Practitioners should
know about the principles of basic communication, and receive customers and satisfy their
needs by using basic communication skills.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of customer communication skills:







Understand the principles of basic communication, including:
o Know about the formal and informal communication modes
o Know about the interaction of interpersonal communication
o Know about the communication processes, etc.
Understand communication barriers, including:
o Know about the media elements of communication
o Know about the origins of communication barriers
o Understand the impact of communication barriers on communication, etc.
Master basic communication skills, including:
o Understand effective communication skills
o Know about the elements of good communication, etc.
Know about the particularities of the jobs of catering practitioners and the importance of
communication with customers

2. Know about basic customer communication skills:




With the acquired knowledge, follow the instructions to carry out daily work in
accordance with the service concepts and principles
Master basic communication skills, including:
o Conduct basic communication with customers
o Satisfy their needs, etc.
Assist the catering services section in providing services to customers and maintain
good relationships

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always apply good customer communication skills to provide services to customers
wholeheartedly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Receive customers and satisfy their needs by using basic communication skills
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Know about food categorisation

Code

108339L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the catering services section and those
employed in the sales-related fields in the catering industry. While working in restaurants or
relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to understand the concepts of Chinese and
Western food culture and classification of food ingredients, and identify Chinese and Western
catering categories, such as safety and dietary value, to assist the catering services section and
the sales section in accordance with the requirements of the organisation and under certain
guidance.

Level

1

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of food categorisation:










Know about the concepts of Chinese and foreign food culture, including:
o Know about the Chinese and Western cuisine culture
o Know about the differences between different major cuisines and between
regional cuisines
o Know about the specific dishes, such as vegetarian dishes
Know about the species of vegetables, including:
o Vegetable classification
o Seasonal influences on vegetables
o Categories, taste, quality, etc. of common vegetables
Know about common livestock and relevant products, including:
o Species, tastes, quality, etc. of common livestock
o Categories, tastes, etc. of common livestock products
Know about basic poultry and relevant products, including:
o Species, tastes, quality, etc. of poultry
o Categories, tastes, etc. of poultry products
Know about basic aquatic animals, including:
o Species, tastes, etc. of common aquatic products
o Categories of aquatic animals, etc.
Understand basic seasonings, including the categories, flavours, materials, specifics,
etc. of each of them
Understand basic dried seafood, including the names, origins, flavours, categories,
usage, etc. of common dried seafood

2. Know about food categorisation:





With the acquired knowledge, follow the instructions to carry out daily work in
accordance with the service concepts and principles
Based on the knowledge of food categorisation:
o Understand the basic attributes and classification of each kind of ingredient,
such as:
 Safety
 Dietary value
 Matching between seasonings and foods
o Assist the catering services section and the sales section
Assist the catering services section in providing services to customers and maintain
good relationships
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
3. Exhibit professionalism


Always apply the knowledge for identifying food categories to provide services for the
organisation and customers wholeheartedly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Identify catering food categories (including species and characteristics of vegetables,
livestock, poultry, aquatic products, seafood and seasonings) according to the
requirements of the organisation and under certain guidance
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Know about the basic operations of beverage counters in Chinese restaurants

Code

108340L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the catering services section in the
catering industry and those providing beverage counter services. While working in Chinese
restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should know about the basic operations of
beverage counters and service processes of the Chinese restaurants. They should know how to
make different kinds of simple beverages and provide customers with relevant basic beverage
counter services under certain guidance.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the basic operations of beverage counters in the Chinese restaurants:





Understand the functions of beverage counters, including:
o Functions of beverage counters of Chinese restaurants
o Different job functions of beverage counters
o Interrelation between beverage counters and other sections, etc.
Know about the basic materials used in beverage counters, including:
o Categories of materials used in the beverage counters
o Contents of the drink/beverage list, etc.
Know about the basic beverage-making and serving skills of the beverage counters,
including:
o Methods and principles for making standard beverages
o Names of various beverage-making tools and utensils, their correct usage, etc.
o Names of various beverage service ware, their correct usage, etc.
o Various beverage service processes, basic serving skills, etc.

2. Know about the basic operations of beverage counters in the Chinese restaurants:





With the acquired knowledge, follow the instructions of the supervisors to carry out daily
work
Carry out basic operations of beverage counters, including:
o Make standard beverages
o Provide relevant basic beverage counter services
o Assist the catering services section and the sales section, etc.
Provide services to customers and maintain good relationships with them

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always apply the knowledge of the operations of beverage counters in the Chinese
restaurants to provide services for the organisation and customers wholeheartedly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Have basic understanding of the operations of beverage counters in the Chinese
restaurants, including the functions, standard beverage-making processes and service
processes, hence be capable of working in different types of Chinese restaurants
 Coordinate with the overall operations of restaurants and provide customers with basic
beverage counter services under guidance
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Know about the basic beverage services in Chinese restaurants

Code

108341L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the catering services section in the
Chinese restaurants and those providing beverage counters services. While working in Chinese
restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should know about the common tea leaves and
Chinese wine, and be capable of using simple tea-making and wine-serving skills under
guidance to provide customers with general beverage services of Chinese restaurants, such as
tea-making, tea-serving and wine-serving.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the basic beverage services of Chinese restaurants:






Know about common tea leaves, including:
o Know about the names and tastes of common tea leaves
o Know about the basic storage methods of tea leaves, etc.
Master basic tea-making skills, including:
o Normal amount of tea leaves for tea-making
o Skills to clean tea leaves and heat up tea pots
o Names of basic tea-making tools and utensils, etc.
Master basic tea-serving skills, including:
o Understand basic tea-making service processes
o Master common tea-serving skills, etc.
Know about basic serving skills of general wine served in Chinese restaurants,
including:
o Names of general wine served in Chinese restaurants
o Names of basic wine ware
o Basic wine-serving processes and skills, etc.

2. Know about the basic beverage services of Chinese restaurants:





With the acquired knowledge, follow the instructions of the supervisors to carry out daily
work
Provide beverage services of Chinese restaurants, including:
o Serve customers as a catering services process by using tea-making and wineserving skills
o Assist the catering services section and the sales section
Provide services to customers and maintain good relationships with them

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always apply the knowledge of beverages served in Chinese restaurants to provide
services for the organisation and customers wholeheartedly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Know about common tea leaves and Chinese wine, and under certain guidance, be
capable of using simple tea-making and wine-serving skills to provide customers with
general beverage services of Chinese restaurants, such as tea-making, tea-serving and
wine-serving
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Know about the basic table services

Code

108342L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the catering services section in the
catering industry. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
understand the basic catering services, including general service processes, basic table
services and preparatory work before serving, and assist the catering services section in
providing services to customers under guidance.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the catering services:








Know about the concept of basic services, such as understanding:
o Definition of services
o Basic principles of customer services
Know about basic customer service processes, including to understand:
o Definition of quality services
o Standard service processes
o Sequence of the established services
o Functions and operations of different sections in restaurants, etc.
Know about basic table service skills, including to master:
o Names of basic tableware
o Basic ways to use trays
o Ways to arrange tables/chairs and tablecloth
o Ways to fold napkins and arrange tableware, etc.
Master basic preparatory work before serving, including to understand:
o Must-know about the preparatory work before serving
o Importance and methods of tidying and cleaning, etc.
Know about the particularities of the jobs of catering practitioners, and the importance of
obedience and team work

2. Know about the basic catering services:







In accordance with the service concepts and principles, during the course of work,
practitioners should serve customers to:
o Care for the needs, taboos and preferences of customers of different
nationalities
o Use appropriate expressions of customer services
o Take orders, and master the basic contents to be taken, methods and keys to
note when writing orders
Fully coordinate with the servers in the catering industry:
o Job nature
o Working hours
o Environment
o Work scope, etc.
Use the style of conversation and etiquette required for catering practitioners
Apply catering service skills to assist the catering services section in providing services
to customers
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
3. Exhibit professionalism
Always apply the knowledge of basic catering services and self-cultivation to provide
services to customers wholeheartedly
Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand the general service processes of the catering industry and the basic
knowledge of table services, and assist the catering services section in providing
services to customers under guidance
 Know about the job nature, working hours, environment, work scope, etc. of servers in
the catering industry
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Know about the basic banquet services

Code

108343L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the catering services section in the
catering industry. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should know
about the basic concepts of banquets, including taboos, and special matters to be noted during
general operation, understand the operation procedures and serving skills of banquets, and
assist the catering services section in providing services to customers.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the basic banquet services:






Understand the basic concepts of banquet services, including:
o Definition of quality banquet services
o Basic operation procedures, taboos and preferences, matters to note, etc. of
banquets
Master basic banquet serving skills, including:
o Basic banquet serving skills
o Names and usage of basic tools and utensils used in banquets
o Basic contents of banquet menus, etc.
Possess the attitude and service spirit of being willing to communicate with others

2. Know about the basic banquet services:





With the acquired knowledge, follow the instructions of the supervisors to carry out daily
work
Provide beverage services, including:
o Serve customers as a catering services process by using tea-making and wineserving skills
o Assist the catering services section and the sales section in the related tasks
Provide services to customers and maintain good relationships with them

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always apply the knowledge of beverages served in restaurants to provide services for
the organisation and customers wholeheartedly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand the operation procedures and serving skills of banquets, and assist the
catering services section in providing services to customers under certain guidance
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Know about the basic pantry (dish delivery) services

Code

108344L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to pantry practitioners in the Chinese restaurants. While
working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should know about the
basic operations of dish delivery, usage of sauces and storage of different types of saucers,
containers, silverware, etc. under guidance.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the pantry services:








Understand the operations of dish delivery, including:
o Functions of dish delivery
o Operation range of dish delivery
o Ways of communication with different sections such as the production section
o Know about the table number, room number, the best operation route, etc.
Master dish delivery skills, including:
o Effective ways to use trays
o The recording system for dish delivery and arrangement
o Names, usage and storage methods of different kinds of saucers, containers,
silverware, plate covers, drunken shrimp casserole, etc.
Know about the matching between sauces and food, and the storage methods,
including:
o Names and tastes of basic sauces
o Matching between sauces and food
o Procedures and methods for storage of basic sauces, etc.
Possess the attitude and service spirit of being willing to communicate with others

2. Know about the basic pantry (dish delivery) services:




With the acquired knowledge, follow the instructions of the supervisors to carry out daily
work
Apply the operation skills of dish delivery, including:
o Master the basic operation skills of dish delivery to serve customers
o Collaborate with other sections to provide food services, etc.
Maintain good relationships with customers to enhance their impression of the
restaurants

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always apply the knowledge of pantry (dish delivery) services to provide services for the
organisation and customers wholeheartedly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the basic operations of dish delivery and collaboration with other sections under
guidance in accordance with the requirements of the organisation
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Observe table service etiquettes

Code

108345L1

Range

This unit of competency applies all restaurants and catering servers.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge in observing table service etiquettes







Possess basic knowledge of table setting etiquettes
Possess good command of the local language to communicate effectively with
customers
Possess basic knowledge of different types of table services, including:
o American: patron choose from menu, and entrees are then cooked and plated in
the kitchen before being served
o French: service requires adequate space since food is prepared by tableside for
customers on a cart called a gueridon
o English: service features a waiter or waitress individually serving customers from
a large platter, starting with the host
Possess basic knowledge of the menu
Possess basic knowledge of Occupational Health and Safety

2. Observe table service etiquettes:












Familiarize with the establishment’s serving standards and etiquettes
Correctly setup table prior to directing patrons to the table
Welcome customers, direct and lead customers to table, seat customers and serve the
napkin
Present food and beverage menus and provide product information. Provide food advice
to customers. Use descriptive adjectives when explaining menu items to customers, and
have good knowledge of different flavors on the menu items
Take orders, verify selection and operate ordering system according to the
establishment’s procedures. The sequence of taking should be the same as the
sequence of serving
Serving order, traditionally, start with the guest of honor, followed by women, men, the
hostess and finally the host. If delineations is not clear, then serve oldest woman, then
followed by the next oldest, down to the youngest man.
Food should be served from the left-hand side of the customer, except: different region
of the world custom, or when customers are seated against a wall only one side is free
Clearing should be from the right except when cases similar to food serving
Normally, plates are served all at once, and cleared all at once. Some establishment,
serving staff may clear plates when customers finish. This may give impression that staff
is hurrying the customers. But on other hand customers may not want to look at dirty
plates while they wait for others to finish
There may also be cultural norms to observe, such as not handling food with the left
hand. Therefore, always follow the establishment’s established etiquettes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always present a professional image to customers by being polite, dress appropriately,
stay attentive
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section


Respect co-workers and work cooperatively as part of the service team to provide a
satisfactory service to customers

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Apply the establishment’s established etiquettes and give customers a comfortable
experience while dinning at the establishment
 Serve food and clear plates at correct side and at right timing
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Perform table setting in Western restaurants

Code

108346L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the frontline catering staff of western restaurants. This
UoC concerns the proper setting of tables and tableware in an orderly form in western
restaurants or other related workplaces, in accordance to the specified guidelines and
instructions, so as to give a nice first impression to customers.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for performing table setting in western restaurants:







Possess knowledge of the basic service skills of western restaurants, including:
o Names of various tableware
o Ways of holding a tray
o Arrangement of tables, chairs and tablecloths
o Ways to fold napkins
Possess knowledge of the general table rules of western restaurants, including:
o Ways of serving
o Orders of serving
o Setting of tablecloths
o Arrangement of tableware
Possess a polite attitude
Possess work enthusiasm and dedication to provide service

2. Perform table setting in western restaurants:










While at work, always follow the specified procedures and guidelines, as well as the
knowledge and skills acquired, to carry out duties
Check the stability of tables before working. Then lay appropriate tablecloths properly
Follow the specified principles to set tables, including:
o Menu contents
o Ways of dining
o Consideration of the safety and hygiene of customers
o Consideration of the comfort and convenience of customers
Perform various forms of table setting according to the requirements, such as:
o American breakfast
o continental breakfast
o à la carte
o set menu/full menu
o buffet
Position the tableware according to general table setting methods, for example:
o Forks on the left, knives and spoons on the right, and cutlery for desserts on top
of the plate
o Main dining cutlery arranged outside in and dessert cutlery inside out
o Arrange as neatly as possible where spaces between cutlery should be even
o Wine glasses arranged from top left to bottom right, in descending order of size
According to the real situations and instructions of superiors, adjust the above principles
and procedures
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
3. Exhibit professionalism



Always perform table setting in western restaurants with wholeheartedness and hard
work, and by closely following the specified procedures
Cherish and maintain the image of catering service staff

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Properly arrange tables and tableware in an orderly form in western restaurants
 Give a nice first impress to customers through neat and clean table settings
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Prepare general menus for Chinese dishes

Code

108347L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in sales and customer services in
the Chinese restaurants. While working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should understand the nature of banquets and prepare appropriate menus in
accordance with customer needs under the guidance of the supervisors.

Level

2

Credit

5

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of menus for Chinese dishes:






Understand the basic structures of menus, including:
o Combinations of dishes in banquets for wedding, birthday, red egg and ginger
and other events
o Combinations of dishes for vegetarian meals and wakes (解穢酒)
o Differences in dishes between banquets and ordinary gatherings, etc.
Know about Chinese ingredients, including:
o Categories of and differences between ancient and modern diet
o Chinese ingredients, such as:
 Five grains (五殼)
 Five vegetables (roots, stems, leaves, flowers, fruits, etc.) (五菜)
 Five drinks (五飲)
 Six livestock (六畜)
 Eight treasures (八珍)
Understand the concepts of portions in menus, including:
o Proper proportions of ingredients for general banquet menus
o Proportions of ingredients of general dishes served in Chinese restaurants
o Balance between dishes and portions, etc.

2. Prepare general menus for Chinese dishes:





With the acquired knowledge, follow the instructions of the supervisors to carry out daily
work
Prepare suitable and reasonably priced menus according to the needs of customers and
the nature of banquets
Explain to customers the contents, material selection and prices of the recommended
menus
Maintain good relationships with customers to enhance their impression of the
restaurants

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always put the needs and interests of customers as a priority when preparing menus for
Chinese dishes

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare suitable menus of Chinese dishes properly for customers to choose from in
accordance with the needs of customers and the nature of banquets under the guidance
of the supervisors
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Operate beverage counters in the Chinese restaurants

Code

108348L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the catering services section and those
who worked in beverage counters in the Chinese restaurants. While working in Chinese
restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to perform general production
duties of beverage counters in the Chinese restaurants according to the working guidelines.

Level

2

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of operating beverage counters of the Chinese restaurants:







Master the skills of making fruit platters, including:
o Basic skills of making fruit platters
o Match up different fruits with different containers
o Methods of preparing and storing fruits after slicing them
Master the methods of using and storing different materials in the beverage counters
Learn about different non-alcoholic drinks, including:
o Names of general non-alcoholic drinks
o Make standard drinks
o Know about the ordinary types of hot and cold drinks in Chinese-style and Hong
Kong-style restaurants (e.g. lemon tea, coffee and coffee with tea), etc.
Master the skills of making and serving non-alcoholic drinks, including:
o Skills of making and serving standard drinks
o Skills of making general hot and cold drinks, such as:
 Lemon tea
 Coffee
 Coffee with tea

2. Operate beverage counters of the Chinese restaurants:






With the acquired knowledge, follow the instructions of the supervisors to carry out daily
work
Operate beverage counters of the Chinese restaurants and perform general duties of
beverage counters according to the working guidelines
Use and store different materials used in the beverage counters, including:
o Order and reserve fruits of the season
o Store and use dairy products properly
o Handle all kinds of drinks under hygienic conditions
o Ensure the foodstuffs and drinks in stock are suitable for sale and consumption,
etc.
Handle the featured beverages or signature beverages of the restaurant if needed, for
example:
o Golden milk tea
o Award-winning coffee
o Hong Kong-style coffee with tea

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always take the tastes and needs of customers as the priority consideration when
operating beverage counters of the Chinese restaurants
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Through the understanding of the general practices of beverage counters, prepare
various kinds of standard non-alcoholic drinks and basic fruit platters according to the
working guidelines
 Handle and store all types of drinks and foodstuffs properly under hygienic conditions
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Master Chinese beverage services

Code

108349L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the catering services section in Chinese
restaurants. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should have the
knowledge of tea leaves and Chinese wine, and be able to serve Chinese drinks under
guidance.

Level

2

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of Chinese beverage services:





Know about all types of Chinese tea leaves, including:
o Culture of Chinese tea
o Know about and identify different types of tea leaves, etc.
Master the skills of making different kinds of tea, including:
o Identify different kinds of tea from its shape
o Know about the colours of tea after brewing
o Understand the effects of water and timing on tea making
o Know about the effects of temperature and timing on tea making, etc.
Know about various kinds of Chinese wine, including:
o Culture of wine and national characteristics
o Origins and ingredients of wine brewery
o Common types of Chinese wine in restaurants
o Names of 18 kinds of brewed wines in China in early times, etc.

2. Master Chinese beverage services:





With the knowledge of Chinese drinks acquired, follow the instructions of the supervisors
to carry out daily work
Master the procedures of serving Chinese drinks and apply the relevant skills, such as:
o Choose the right tools for drinking wine
o Master the key points and procedures of matching up yellow wine and white
wine with different dishes
o Master the serving skills of different types of drinks
o Carry out the planned serving procedures
Maintain good contact and communication with customers to enhance the overall image
of the restaurant

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always take the tastes and needs of customers as the priority consideration when
providing Chinese beverage services

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand different types of tea leaves clearly under guidance
 Master the skills of making different types of tea
 Know thoroughly different types of Chinese wine and tools for drinking wine under
guidance
 Master the key points and procedures of matching up yellow wine and white wine with
different dishes
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Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Master food serving skills of Chinese restaurants

Code

108350L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the catering services section in the
Chinese restaurants. While working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners
should be able to serve Chinese cuisine in accordance with the working guidelines.

Level

2

Credit

9

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of food serving skills of Chinese restaurants:





Understand the concepts of table services, including:
o Categories and practices of table services
o “Theme services” of different sections in restaurants, etc.
Know about the different types of dressings and sauces and their combinations,
including:
o Tastes and characteristics of dressings and sauces used in common dishes
o Names of containers for different dressings and sauces
o Know about the combinations, serving sequences and storage of dressings and
sauces, etc.
Master the methods and skills of using different tools in the catering services section,
including:
o Know about the names and application skills of Chinese tableware like
chopsticks, spoon, ladle, etc.
o Skills of using spoons, forks, chopsticks, etc. for serving
o Master the skills of napkin folding commonly used in restaurants, etc.

2. Master food serving skills of Chinese restaurants:






With the food serving skills of restaurants acquired, follow the instructions of the
supervisors to carry out daily work
Apply the food serving skills appropriately, including:
o Provide appropriate food services to customers
o Assist in the work of the catering services section, etc.
Carry out the serving procedures and apply various serving skills, including:
o Control the procedures of table services
o Follow the standards of various ways of setting table and tableware
o General setting requirements for breakfast, lunch, dinner and other banquets at
different opening hours
o Make use of different serving skills, serving sequences, seat arrangements, etc.
o Adjust the operations and functions of the pantry section, etc.
Maintain good contact and communication with customers to enhance the overall image
of the restaurant

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always take the tastes and needs of customers as the priority consideration when
providing food services in Chinese restaurants

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
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Understand thoroughly the serving skills of dishes, and master the combination and
storage methods of different types of dressings and sauces to assist in the relevant work
of the catering services section under guidance.

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Master banquet serving skills in the Chinese restaurants

Code

108351L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the catering services section in the
Chinese restaurants. While working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners
should be able to provide Chinese banquet services to customers in accordance with the
working guidelines.

Level

2

Credit

9

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of banquet serving skills in the Chinese restaurants:






Know about the concepts and procedures of Chinese banquet services, including:
o Differences between banquets for wedding, birthday, red egg and ginger and
other celebrations
o Requirements of equipment and services for different types of banquets
o Ballrooms for different types of banquets and their settings
o Matching up different service environments with different banquets, etc.
Master the serving skills of Chinese banquets, including:
o Serving procedures of banquets for wedding, birthday, red egg and ginger
banquets and other celebrations
o Skills of setting up equipment for different types of banquets and their required
services
o Contents of menus used in banquets, etc.
Possess basic knowledge of Chinese culture and etiquette

2. Master banquet serving skills in the Chinese restaurants:





With the banquet serving skills in the Chinese restaurants acquired, follow the
instructions of the supervisors to carry out daily work
Apply the serving skills of Chinese banquets appropriately to provide quality banquet
services to customers
Apply the concepts and techniques mentioned above fully when providing banquet
services
Maintain good contact and communication with customers to enhance the overall image
of the restaurant

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always take the interests and needs of customers as the priority consideration when
providing banquet services in the Chinese restaurants

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Acquire knowledge of the serving skills, venue set-up and contents of menus for
different types of banquets under guidance in order to provide quality banquet services
to customers
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Know about the basic Western beverage services

Code

108352L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the catering services section in
restaurants. While working in western restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
be able to provide western beverage services to customers in accordance with the working
guidelines.

Level

2

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the basic western beverage services:






Know about the concepts of western catering services and various catering skills,
including:
o Know the names and methods of use of common western tableware
o Master the skills of setting up common western tableware, etc.
Know about different types of western wine, including:
o Identify different wines and their storage methods, such as:
 Red wines
 White wines
 Champagnes
o Acquire basic knowledge of common cocktails
o Know about the basic ingredients for brewing, etc.
Possess basic knowledge of western culture and etiquette

2. Know about the basic western beverage services:





With the skills of western beverage services acquired, follow the instructions of the
supervisors to carry out daily work
Apply the western beverage services appropriately to provide western beverage
services to customers
Introduce appropriate western wines to customers to match their choice of western
beverages
Maintain good contact and communication with customers to enhance the overall image
of the restaurant

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always take the interests and needs of customers as the priority consideration when
providing basic western beverage services

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master general skills of western beverage services and the storage methods of various
western wines under guidance
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Master pantry (dish delivery) services

Code

108353L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the pantry section in the Chinese
restaurants. While working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
be able to support the operation of the pantry section and coordinate with other sections in
accordance with the working guidelines for providing services to customers.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of pantry (dish delivery) services:






Master the procedures of various pantry services, including:
o Understand the serving procedures for lunch, dinner and different banquets
o Know how to match up dressings and sauces with food and the serving
sequences
o Coordinate with different production sections for the best serving time in
banquets for wedding, birthday, red egg and ginger, etc.
Know about the cooking and filling methods of rice and congee, including:
o Know how to cook rice and congee, and how to keep them warm
o Know the methods and skills of filling rice
Know how to recycle materials, such as:
o Identify the useful residues in the area where one works
o Reduce costs by recycling the materials left behind
Master the skills and etiquette for interacting with people

2. Master pantry (dish delivery) services:





With the knowledge of the pantry (dish delivery) services acquired, follow the
instructions of the supervisors to carry out daily work
Use the acquired skills for preparing and storing appetizers to prepare and store
appetizers
Perform duties for supporting other sections of the restaurant, such as:
o Coordinate food delivery work in other sections
o Arrange food packaging
Maintain good contact and communication with customers, and improve the overall
efficiency of the catering services section

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always maintain a good attitude and appearance to meet customers when providing
pantry (dish delivery) services

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the various service procedures of the pantry section
 Master the skills of cooking rice and congee
 Master the skills of preparing and storing appetizers
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Perform host service

Code

108354L2

Range

This unit of competency applies all restaurants and catering servers.

Level

2

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge in performing host service






Possess good communication and interpersonal skills to communicate with customers
and co-workers
Possess good command of the local language to communicate effectively with different
parties including: customers, waiters, chefs and supervisors
Possess good knowledge of customer handling techniques to handle different
customers, including impatient or unruly customers
Possess good organizing skills to handle table allocation, booking and re-arrangements
of tables to accommodate customers, and seat allocation timely.
Possess basic knowledge of Occupational Health and Safety

2. Perform host service:








Handling booking
o Review daily reservations on reservations list
o Receive booking via telephone or other form of communication channel, asking
contact person details, date and time for table reservation, number of seats
required and any special food or seating requirements, etc.
o Enter the booking on booking/waiting list
o Review table plan and mark on the table list
Greeting customers
o Greet guests with a smile
o Clarify whether the customer is walk-in or pre-booked
o Show customer to cloak room, if necessary
Check availability and allocate table/seats
o Pre-booked customers - confirm readiness of table
o Walk-in – check the availability of table/seats
o If table/seats are not ready or unavailable, offer customer options such as:
 Wait at the bar
 A token to be called when table is ready
 If customer is not happy with the allocated table/seats then offer
alternative table/seats
Direct or escort guest to table
o Co-ordinate with table servers or personally escorting customer to the table in
condition to ensure host desk is well manned
o Co-ordinate with serving staff to provide special requirements, such as special
food, seating needs, etc.
o Assist guests to be seated comfortably
o Present menu to each guest

3. Exhibit professionalism
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Always present a professional image to customers by being polite, dress appropriately
and remain attentive to compile with establishment standards
Respect co-workers and work cooperatively as part of the service team to provide a
satisfactory service to customers

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Provide a professional and good first impression to customers when they enters the
establishment (restaurant)
 Handle and allocate table/seats efficiently to satisfy customer needs and avoid customer
waiting impatiently
 Coordinate with other staff to ensure customers are well served and satisfied with
services and food provided by the establishment
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Serve wines in restaurants

Code

108355L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the frontline staff of catering restaurants. This UoC
concerns the provision of satisfying wine services in restaurants or other related workplaces,
with the use of knowledge of wines and in accordance with the specified wine-serving guidelines
and arrangements, so as to contribute to the enhancement of the image and profit of the
restaurants.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for serving wines in restaurants:








Possess knowledge of the general information about wines, for example:
o Names, types and styles
o Quality, characteristics of the wine such as: varieties of grapes, etc.
o Alcohol content
o Origins and production years
o Concentration (e.g. alcohol content)
o Pairing with foods
o Prices (include all types of discounts)
Possess knowledge of the laws and regulations restaurants need to comply with for
serving wines, for example:
o Restaurants must possess the liquor license
o Customers taking wines must reach the age of 18
Possess knowledge of the methods and procedures for introducing and serving wines to
customers
Possess knowledge of the proper techniques and attitudes when serving wines
Possess knowledge of the skills to communicate with others and build good
interpersonal relationships

2. Serve wines in restaurants:







Ensure all wines are stored at the required temperatures recommended by the
manufacturers
Ensure that a wine menu is available in restaurants for customer to study, which can be
provided as needed for customers' reference. The contents of the menus include:
o Names and years of the wines provided by the restaurants
o Types of wines, such as red wines and white wines
o Prices and discounts of the wines
o Other related charges (e.g. corkage fees)
Upon receiving the request for wines, properly arrange and set the related utensils, such
as wine glasses, trays, napkins, bottle openers and ice buckets
Introduce to customers the wines provided and respond to customers' enquiries
Serve wines to customers professionally, for example:
o Ensure proper wine temperatures
o Open bottles and provide appropriate amounts for customers to taste
o Serve wines in the right place and in the correct procedure
o Use the correct pouring tools, napkins, ice buckets, etc.
o Always hold bottles at the right angles when filling glasses with wines and
ensure no spilling
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
o

Maintain courtesy and service attitudes during the process

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always use professional knowledge of wines to perform wine serving wholeheartedly
Cherish and maintain the culture and tradition of wine serving

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Provide satisfying wine services to customers according to the specified wine-serving
guidelines and arrangements
 Impress customers with the knowledge of wines and professional wine services
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Know about the beverage services in restaurants serving Asian cuisine

Code

108356L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to frontline staff of restaurants. This UoC concerns the
provision of beverage services to customers in Southeast Asia cuisine restaurants or other
related workplaces, in accordance with the working guidelines.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the beverage services in restaurants serving Asian cuisine:








Possess knowledge of the operation of restaurants serving Asian cuisine (mainly
Thai/Vietnamese) in Hong Kong
Possess knowledge of the concepts of Thai and Vietnamese beverages, and the
relevant skills involved, including:
o Understand the names and usage of common beverage tools
o Master the skills of arranging commonly used tableware
o Master the names of common, ordinary beverages
Possess basic knowledge of the dining/food cultures and customs in Asian
Possess knowledge of a variety of Thai and Vietnamese beverages, and the ways to
prepare them, for example:
o Thai iced tea
o Coconut water
o Vietnamese sugarcane juice
o Fruit slush
Possess knowledge of a variety of Thai and Vietnamese alcoholic drinks and their basic
brewing ingredients, such as:
o Thai beers
o Vietnamese wines

2. Know about the beverage services in restaurants serving Asian cuisine:





Follow the instructions of superiors during work and carry out duties with the knowledge
of Thai/Vietnamese beverages
Handle and arrange the Thai/Vietnamese beverages ordered by customers properly,
and serve customers meticulously
Introduce appropriate Thai/Vietnamese special alcoholic drinks to customers to match
their chosen dishes
Maintain good contact and communication with customers in order to improve the overall
image of restaurants

3. Exhibit professionalism



Do not overlook the rights and needs of customers when introducing and providing
Thai/Vietnamese beverage services
Cherish and maintain the images of catering staff, beverage quality, etc.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Use the knowledge of Thai/Vietnamese beverages to work under instructions
 Provide satisfying beverage services to customers by following the working guidelines
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Manage beverage services

Code

108357L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the staff of restaurants who take charge of the beverage
services. This UoC concerns the proper management of beverage services in restaurants or
other related workplaces, with the use of specialised knowledge and ability, so as to make
customers feel satisfied and enjoy the services provided.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of beverage services







Possess knowledge of the levels and standards of the beverage (non-alcoholic) services
provided by restaurants
Possess good knowledge of the operations and uses of tools for preparing beverages,
such as:
o Refrigerators
o Ice makers
o Dishwashers
Possess knowledge of the skills in blending and preparing all kinds of beverages
Possess knowledge of the techniques and attitudes when serving customers with
beverages
Possess the skills to communicate with others and build good interpersonal relationships

2. Manage beverage services
o




Ensure relevant staff fully understand the following before serving customers
every day:
 Service requirements
 Customers' expectations
 Required suitable or standardized clothing
o Calculate the required amount and types of beverages according to the
instructions of superior and the estimated amount of customers
o Check the equipment required for providing beverage services, and prepare
them and keep them in operation according to the instructions
o Prepare the beverages required for providing the beverage services in person or
by leading colleagues, including but not limited to:
 Common beverages
 Branded beverages
 Promotional beverages
 Special beverages
Upon receiving the request for beverages, properly arrange and set the related utensils,
such as glasses, trays, napkins, bottle openers and ice buckets
Ensure staff provide professional beverage services to customers, for example:
o Maintain beverages at proper temperatures
o Use the correct pouring tools, napkins, ice buckets, etc.
o Deliver the beverages customers request and respond to their requests about
the details
o Always hold containers at the right angles when filling glasses with the
beverages and ensure no spilling occurs
o Always maintain courtesy during the serving process
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3. Exhibit professionalism



Always maintain good service attitude to perform the management of beverage services
wholeheartedly
Cherish and maintain the professional image of catering staff

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Properly manage the beverage services of restaurants and maintain a good level of
service
 The beverage services provided can make customers feel satisfied and enjoy
Remark
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for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Perform bussing

Code

108358L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all restaurant and catering servers. Bussing is one of
the most important aspects of service in a restaurant which is overlooked by management and
owners. Maybe it is perceived as a simple job. This is a misconception. Bussing requires skills,
training, good timing, grace, hospitality and efficiency to clean and set tables immaculately,
knowing when to clear finished dishes without giving impression of rush, knowing when to refill
dinner’s glasses and may even offer assistance to servers, etc.

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for performing bussing








Possess good communication and interpersonal skills to communicate with customers
and co-workers
Possess good command of the local language to communicate effectively with different
parties including: customers, servers, chefs and supervisors
Possess basic knowledge of customer services and the establishment’s policies and
procedures
Possess good knowledge of table cleaning and setting standards and procedures
Possess good attitude, neat appearance and team work spirit
Possess good knowledge of the establishment’s floor plan, table layout and facilities
Possess basic knowledge of workplace safety and hygiene

2. Perform bussing:








Familiarize with the establishment’s bussing standards and procedures
Report to duty with sufficient time to be dressed in professional appearance that
conforms to the establishment’s standards
Be attentive, walk around tables and judge the situation with following objective:
o When new table arrives, pour waters and bring nibbles to guests
o If there are empty dishes sitting in front of guests, politely ask if you could
remove them. Take them and put in the bus pan
o Refill water for guests when necessary without overflow or spilling
o Scan the responsible area for faces that may be asking for service, such as
missing orders, or replacement of cutlery
When received the server’s signal to clear table, following tasks shall be performed:
o Remove finished dishes
o Sanitize the table
o Clean the seats and surrounding areas if necessary, such as sweep or vacuum
the floor
o Change table cloths
o Add new tableware according to required settings
Upon completion of table setup, communicate the status with colleagues (servers or
hostess) in accordance to the establishment’s procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always present a professional image to customers by being polite, dressed appropriately
and remain attentive to comply with establishment standards
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Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section


Respect co-workers and work cooperatively as part of the service team to provide a
satisfactory service to customers

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Work effectively with serving staff to ensure tables are always cleaned and set, in due
time and conformed to the establishment’s standards
 Demonstrate full alert and able to assess situations to spot guests’ needs and offer
service and assistance timely
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Master communication skills with customers

Code

108359L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the catering services section in
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should be able to conduct effective communication with customers to satisfy
customer needs.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of communication skills with customers:






Master how to overcome communication barriers for effective communication, including:
o Know about the basic elements of communication barriers and their impact on
communication competency
o Understand how to deal with or eliminate communication barriers
o Know about the background of communication barriers, and the impact of
inappropriate timing, behaviour and environment
o Know about the influences of personal background and knowledge on
communication, etc.
Know how to satisfy the real needs of customers, such as:
o Establish effective communication channels with customers
o Conduct effective communication with the use of facial expressions, voices, eye
contact and atmospheres
o Know about the role and definition of customers
o Apply effective listening skills
Possess good skills and etiquette to interact with people

2. Master customer communication skills:





Always interact with customers with the acquired knowledge and skills of communication
Apply customer communication skills in daily work to satisfy customer needs
Apply customer relationship management skills to satisfy the real needs of customers
Maintain good contact and communication with customers, and improve the overall work
efficiency of the catering services section and enhance the image of the restaurant

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always maintain a good attitude and appearance when communicating with customers,
interacting with customers with the spirit to serve

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Overcome communication barriers to communicate with customers effectively and
satisfy customer needs in daily work
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Manage beverage counters in Chinese restaurants

Code

108360L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in management of the beverage
counters or the table services section in Chinese restaurants and establishments. While working
in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to manage independently the
purchase and storage of the materials used in the beverage counters, and control the
production costs.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of managing beverage counters of the Chinese restaurants:





Master the methods for preparing various kinds of materials used in the beverage
counters
Know about the procedures of using the ancillary materials
Understand the influences of quality control on the costs
Possess the skill to communicate with staff at all levels

2. Manage beverage counters of the Chinese restaurants:






In the daily work, properly manage the beverage counters of the Chinese restaurants,
including:
o Purchase goods based on the information in the records of the computer system
o Make appropriate records of the information of the goods, for example:
 Implement sales
 Purchase
 Stock
 Storage
Control the production costs of the beverage counters, such as:
o Store and reuse materials as and when appropriate
o Control the usage and flow of raw materials to keep in pace with sales
o Prepare beverages and dish plates according to the standard drink list
o Determine the materials required and adjust the amounts according to the
demand
Maintain good communication with staff of the beverage counters to improve their work
efficiency

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always manage the beverage counters of the Chinese restaurants in a fair and impartial
manner to balance the interests of the staff and the organisation

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Arrange and record the sales, purchase, procurement and storage of the materials in the
beverage counters according to established procedures of the organisation
 Prepare beverages and dish plates according to the standard drink list independently
 Control the production costs of the beverage counters
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Analyse the catering market and prepare menus

Code

108361L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the sales section and those engaged in
management of the catering services in Chinese restaurants and establishments. While working
in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to prepare appropriate menus
independently and put forward sales suggestions based on customer needs and market
demand.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of analysing the catering market and prepare menus:










Understand the principles of matching dishes, including:
o Know how to match up dishes for standard menus
o Effects of matching dishes on sales and operation workflow
o Effects of matching dishes on the image and dining atmosphere of Chinese
restaurants, etc.
Identify customer needs and recommend dishes properly, including:
o Know about the trends and changes of catering habits in the market and make
relevant adaptation
o Observe and determine customer expectations on the products of Chinese
restaurants, etc.
Understand the effects of market “feasibility study” on the sales of the themed products
of Chinese restaurants
Possess social skills, market senses and vision
Know about the differences between countries in:
o Cuisine cultures
o Festivals and traditions
o Dishes of different cuisines, etc.
Possess the skills to communicate with people from all walks of life

2. Analyse the catering market and prepare menus:






Put forward sales suggestions depending on the practical situations of Chinese
restaurants in daily work, including:
o Products, inventory and time required for production
o Manpower, material resources, environment and tool coordination
o Obtain information from the feedbacks of customers and conduct surveys,
analyses, etc.
Make full use of the following strengths and abilities to prepare menus for different
cuisine cultures, including:
o Familiarity with cuisine cultures and dishes of different cuisines of various
countries
o Familiarity with traditions, preferences and taboos of various countries
o Skills of preparing menus, etc.
Communicate well with customers, promote suggested menus and increase their
confidence in the restaurants

3. Exhibit professionalism
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section


Respect the characteristics of the food culture of different countries when analysing the
catering market and preparing menus, and not focusing only on profitability

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare menus independently for different cuisine cultures, traditional festivals, various
Chinese and western etiquette and celebrations
 Analyse customer feedbacks on the products of Chinese restaurants and put forward
sales suggestions based on the practical situations
Remark

4-101

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Master serving skills for Western catering

Code

108362L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the catering services section in Western
restaurants and establishments. While working in Western restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should master common Western catering service etiquette such as that of the
United Kingdom, the United States and France, and the serving skills of Western liquor for
customers independently.

Level

3

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of serving skills for Western catering:




Master various serving skills of western catering, including:
o Know about the different types of western catering services
o Know about the serving skills of western catering, such as English serving style,
American serving style, French serving style, etc.
o Know about common etiquette of western catering services
o Understand how to cooperate with relevant sections to offer better services, etc.
Master the serving skills of various western liquor, including:
o Categories, production and places of origin of wines
o General knowledge and jargons of wines
o



The vitrification method (潷析方法) of wines, and the procedures and skills of
serving customers
o Basic matching of wines and dishes, etc.
Know about the different food cultures of western countries

2. Master serving skills in western catering:




Always provide western catering services with the knowledge and skills acquired in daily
work
Serve customers with western catering services skills, including the provision of liquor
Maintain good communication and relationships with customers to:
o Increase their confidence in the restaurant
o Enhance customer satisfaction with the catering services provided
o Increase their tendency to make word-of-mouth referrals to other potential
customers, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism


Maintain the characteristics of specific food culture while applying the serving skills of
western catering, and not considering only the costs

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master common serving skills of foods of the UK, the USA, France, etc.
 Understand various categories of western liquor (wines), and the serving procedures
and skills
Remark
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Title

Operate fish tanks

Code

108363L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff of the table services section, the sales section and
the production section in Chinese restaurants and establishments. While working in Chinese
restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to control the temperature and
salinity of the water in fish tanks independently in order to offer a good environment for rearing
various live seafood and sell live seafood.

Level

3

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of operating fish tanks:








Know about fishes and seafood, including:
o Common saltwater fishes, freshwater fishes and seafood available in Chinese
restaurants
o Identify different types of common saltwater fishes, freshwater fishes and
seafood available in Chinese restaurants, etc.
Master the operation of fish tanks, including:
o Know about the maintenance of fish tanks
o Know how to control the quality of salt water and fresh water
o Be able to identify and inspect whether the water is toxic or polluted, etc.
Master the raising skills of various fishes and seafood, including:
o Control the temperature and salinity of the water in fish tanks in order to create a
good environment for raising various seafood
o Understand the general distribution of seafood rearing environment, etc.
Master the sales of seafood reared in the fish tanks and act in concert with the profit
benchmark of the company, including:
o Sales
o Purchase
o Storage, etc.

2. Operate fish tanks:








Always manage the operation of the fish tanks with the knowledge and skills possessed
during the course of work
Raise and sell live seafood with skilled fish tank operation skills
Follow the hygienic requirements of fish tanks and ensure:
o Hygiene and cleanliness of the surrounding areas of fish tanks
o Safety and reliability of the sources of sea water and seafood
o Seafood kept in the tanks is suitable for selling and consumption, etc.
Control and arrange purchase and storage with reference to sales
Make relevant sales recommendations according to the rearing conditions of the fish
tanks
Help customers choose appropriate seafood and recommend cooking methods

3. Exhibit professionalism


Adhere to the requirements of hygiene and other quality solutions when operating fish
tanks, without compromising due to cost considerations
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Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Identify different fishes and seafood
 Control the temperature, salinity and environment of the water in fish tanks
independently in order to offer a good environment for rearing various live seafood
 Manage the operation of fish tanks, raise and sell seafood, and act in concert with the
profit benchmark of the company
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Master management skills of the pantry section in Chinese restaurants

Code

108364L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the table services section and the pantry
section in Chinese restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to manage the daily operations of the pantry section to
cooperate with the production section and catering services section, and make sure the food
meets customer requirements.

Level

3

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of management skills of the pantry section:









Master the operations of the pantry section, including:
o Functions and operations of the pantry section
o Assign table numbers, etc.
Master the management skills of the pantry section, including:
o Arrangement of dish serving to ensure smooth operation
o Arrange sequences and timing of dish serving in restaurants
o Prepare the duty roster, etc.
Manage food serving utensils, including:
o Use and storage of food serving utensils
o Order food materials
o Keep all utensils clean, etc.
Master the use and management of dressings and sauces, including:
o Tastes, characteristics, usage and matching of various kinds of dressings and
sauces
o Handle and store various dressings and sauces safely and hygienically, etc.
Possess good interpersonal skills

2. Master management skills of the pantry section in Chinese restaurants:







Always use the acquired knowledge and management skills to carry out daily work
Effectively communicate with various sections to enable coordination and support with
the work of the pantry services
Prepare the duty roster for the staff of the pantry section and ensure that:
o Coordination with the staff arrangement of the restaurant
o Conformance with the principle of fairness and impartiality
o Compliance with labour and other relevant laws and regulations, etc.
Proper management of matters related to food serving utensils
Order various kinds of dressings and sauces as required, and inform kitchen staff to
process them and know about the correct ways of using them

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always uphold the principle of serving customers when managing the work of the pantry
section in restaurants

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the management and operations of the pantry section
 Manage relevant food serving utensils
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Master the use and management of various dressings and sauces

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Perform restaurant table services

Code

108365L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the staff of catering establishments. This UoC concerns
the execution of table services in restaurants or related workplaces, making use of professional
skills, and in accordance with the guidelines and procedures established by the establishment,
in order to make customers feel satisfied and enjoy the services provided.

Level

3

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for performing restaurant table services:








Possess knowledge of the standards, guidelines, rules, etc. set by the establishment on
table services
Possess good knowledge on how to prepare and tidy up properly:
o Area for dining
o Equipment and utensils required for table services
o Neatness of tables, chairs, tablecloths, table settings, etc.
Possess good knowledge of how to serve customers properly, including:
o Present menus and take orders
o Provide condiments and side dishes
o Deliver foods and drinks
Possess good knowledge of how to perform other related services, for example:
o Provide services according to the request of customers
o Tidy up and maintain tables
Possess the skills to communicate and make good contacts with people from various
sectors and cultures

2. Perform restaurant table services:







During work, use the above-mentioned skills and professional attitude acquired to
perform the detailed work of table services
Perform preparation and tidying work, including:
o Ensure the hygiene and cleanliness of the service area to facilitate customer
usage
o Ensure there is an adequate amount of intact equipment and tableware
o Prepare condiments, side dishes, food, etc. and store them properly according to
the requirements
o Tidy up or reset the tables for turnover
o Put rubbish and debris in the right place in a safe and hygienic way
Perform work for serving customers, including:
o Present menus to the customers at the tables. Introduce and explain the
contents
o Record and confirm with customers the ordered dishes and drinks
o Handle and follow up customers' orders according to the specified procedures
o According to the dishes and drinks ordered, provide customers with suitable
tableware
o Deliver the ordered foods and drinks to the customers
Perform other related catering services, including:
o Pay attention to safety of customers and minimise the intrusion into the personal
space of customers
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o
o
o

Minimise the nuisances to customers when cleaning the table and removing
debris and other unnecessary items
During the entire service process, keep providing clean tableware, condiments
and side dishes
Be always ready to respond to customers' requests

3. Exhibit professionalism



Provide quality table services to establishments; customers wholeheartedly
Cherish and maintain the image of servicing staff

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Perform table services properly according to the guidelines and procedures established
by the establishment
 Provide table services that can make customers satisfied and enjoyed
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Handle unusual circumstances and emergencies in restaurants

Code

108366L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the supervisory staff of catering establishments. This
UoC concerns the proper handling of unusual circumstances and emergencies in restaurants or
related workplaces, according to the specified guidelines and making use of the capability to
react to emergencies, in order to solve the issues or put them under control, so as to minimise
the impact on the business.

Level

3

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for handling unusual circumstances and emergencies in restaurants:








Possess knowledge of handling unusual circumstances and emergencies happened in
restaurants:
o Policies
o Procedures
o Guidelines
o Contingency measures
Possess good knowledge of the maintenance responsibility and third-party responsibility
of the site
Possess good knowledge of the methods and tools for monitoring a venue, such as
CCTVs and wide-angle mirrors
Possess good knowledge of the ways and procedures for contacting and reporting to
government emergency departments
Possess the ability to observe and evaluate unusual circumstances and emergencies
sensitively
Possess the ability to identify the cores of the problems and to solve the problems

2. Handle unusual circumstances and emergencies in restaurants:









Assist in developing measures for handling unusual circumstances and emergencies
Pay close attention to the restaurant statuses and customers at all time while working
Quickly identify the occurrence of unusual circumstances and emergencies, such as:
o Fire, power failure, suspension of water supply, suspension of gas supply, etc.
o Accidents involved injuries
o Disputes and conflicts between staff members and/or customers
o Crime
o Other emergencies
Take the following steps when incidents happen:
o Determine the nature and severity of the incidents or situations
o Depending on the actual situations, follow the related policies, procedures and
guidelines to take action
o Deal with the incidents in person or together with other colleagues, such as
handling disputes and conflicts
o Seek help from emergency departments, such as the police, fire service or
ambulance, if necessary
o Report to supervisors and seek instructions
o Continue to follow up until restaurants resume normal operation
Handle other unexpected situations and incidents with flexibility
Document the situations and incidents for follow-up and review in the future
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3. Exhibit professionalism



Always be sensitive and use professional knowledge to keep an eye on any possible
unusual circumstances at all times
Handle emergencies calmly with a concerning attitude to minimise the impact on
restaurants

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Follow the specified guidelines and use the ability to react to emergencies to handle
unusual circumstances and emergencies happened in restaurants
 Solve the unusual circumstances and emergencies quickly to resume the normal
operation of restaurants as soon as possible
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Selling while performing table services

Code

108367L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to supervisory staff of restaurants. This UoC concerns the
successful sales of restaurants' foods and related products to customers while providing
services in restaurants or other related workplaces, through professional table services and with
the use of excellent sales skills, so as to contribute to the business of the restaurants.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of tables services and selling:








Possess good knowledge of common table services, for example:
o Table arrangement
o Napkin folding
o Pouring wines and drinks
o Serving and distributing foods
o Placing and changing tableware
o Keeping hygiene
Possess knowledge of the business conditions of catering industry and customers'
general preferences in Hong Kong
Possess knowledge of the detailed information and characteristics of the foods and
drinks provided by the restaurants, such as the ingredients, cooking methods and
characteristics of famous dishes
Possess certain knowledge of cooking to provide persuasive introduction to customers
Possess face-to-face sales skills and strategies to approach customers directly
Possess a good attitude towards customers and a keen sense of observation of people

2. Perform selling during table services:







When carrying out the duties, make sure customers feel comfortable and satisfied with
the table services first
Determine the sales strategies according to the set objectives and the specific
circumstances, with considerations including:
o Must strive to achieve sales targets
o Competitiveness and profitability of restaurants
o Nature of the current banquet
o Different levels of consuming power of customers
o Customers' satisfaction with the services provided and the services' effect on the
sales of products
While providing services, take appropriate direct sales approaches based on the above
considerations, for example:
o Provide customers the right and appropriate consumption advice
o Recommend dishes and drinks, etc.
o Lead customers to further consumption
o Promote related pre-paid products, such as meal vouchers and food coupons
Adjust the above sales approaches at any time according to the following conditions:
o Special requests and consumption budgets by the customers
o Types of customers based on observation, for example:
 Venue type
 Food type
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Pragmatic type
Not-good-at-eating type (requires servers to introduce the full menu with
guiding)

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always serve with two purposes in mind: bring economic benefits to restaurants and
allow customers to eat satisfactorily
Always uphold the idea of providing quality services and professional ethics

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Grasp opportunities to perform further sales promotions to customers while providing
table services
 Successfully promote restaurants' foods and related products to contribute to the
business of restaurants
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Coordinate banquet services in Chinese restaurants

Code

108368L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners in Chinese restaurants and
establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be
able to organise and arrange banquet services effectively.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of banquet services in the Chinese restaurants:






Master the arrangement of banquet service staff, including:
o Know about banquet types or styles, and make suitable staff arrangements
o Possess good communication abilities with both internal and external parties
o Prepare budget statements of different banquets, organise, convene and assign
duties in order to meet the requirements of high quality banquet services, etc.
Master the estimation of operation tools required for banquets, including:
o Master the materials required for organising banquets and offer coordination,
cooperation and supply
o Know how to coordinate with the relevant sections on using utensils, etc.
Possess good communication skills with people from all walks of life and good
interpersonal skills

2. Coordinate banquet services in the Chinese restaurants:









Always coordinate banquet services with the acquired knowledge and management
skills during the course of work
Assist in designing banquet venues
Ensure that all requirements for high quality banquet services are implemented
Handle the operations in the kitchen section and the catering services section, including:
o Prepare materials required for organising banquets
o Coordinate the operations in the kitchen section and the catering services
section effectively, etc.
Offer banquet services in the Chinese restaurants, including:
o Arrange appropriate staff and tools when organising banquet services
o Coordinate the relevant sections in the restaurant
o Prepare budget statements of various types of banquets
o Allocate operation tools, etc.
Always maintain good communication and relationships with all relevant parties

3. Exhibit professionalism


Treat different sections and staff with fairness and impartiality when coordinating
banquet services in the catering industry

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Arrange service staff and operation tools in banquet venues effectively
 Coordinate the operations in the kitchen section and the catering services section
systematically
Remark
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Title

Manage the table services section in Chinese restaurants

Code

108369L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in management in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should master the management knowledge and concepts of operation
management in Chinese restaurants in order to implement management of the catering services
section effectively.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of managing the catering services section in the Chinese restaurants:








Know about the different basic functions in management, including the elements of
management, such as:
o Planning
o Organisation
o Coordination
o Human resources
o Guidance
o Control and evaluation
Master the basic knowledge of management, for example, to understand:
o Effects of psychology on management operation in the Chinese restaurants
o Relationship between quality control and management operations in the Chinese
restaurants, etc.
Master the concepts of modern operation management in restaurants
Master the impact of market trends on modern management and traditional operations
Possess the skill to communicate with staff at all levels

2. Manage the catering services section in the Chinese restaurants:






Manage the catering services section in the Chinese restaurants properly during the
course work
When operating restaurants, implement the management of the catering services
section, such as:
o Duties such as recruitment, selection, employment, training and assessment
o Duties such as food hygiene, environmental control and overall maintenance in
restaurants
o General procurement duties, etc.
Maintain effective communication with all staff of the catering services section and
improve their work efficiency
Maintain good relationships with customers, and enhance the image and business
volume of restaurants

3. Exhibit professionalism


Manage the catering services section in the Chinese restaurants in a fair and impartial
manner to balance the interests of staff and the organisation, with serving customers as
the ultimate goal

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
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Master the knowledge of management
Formulate restaurant management strategies and apply them to the operation
management of Chinese restaurants effectively

Remark
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Title

Implement overall management of the table services section in Chinese restaurants

Code

108370L5

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners engaged in management in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should master the principles and skills of management, and apply them in
restaurants. They should also be able to analyse the management culture in Chinese
restaurants and develop an integrated management approach with the support of western
services and psychology theories.

Level

5

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the management of the catering services section in the Chinese restaurants:







Know about the skills required for managers, including:
o Technicality
o Interpersonal relationship
o Conceptualisation, etc.
Master the principles and skills of management, such as:
o Know how to establish and maintain a good restaurant image
o Possess sound communication skills
Master the management culture in Chinese restaurants, including:
o Understand the management objectives and philosophy in different corporate
cultures
o Understand the changes in integrating the Chinese traditional catering
management into modern management
o Understand the catering services required by different levels of Chinese
restaurants
o Understand modern business philosophy and create innovative management
culture, etc.
Master the impact of market trends on modern management and traditional operations

2. Manage the catering services section in the Chinese restaurants:






Apply management theories to the overall operations of restaurants
Implement the overall management of the catering services section in the Chinese
restaurants properly during the course of work, for example:
o Apply the management skills
o Support with western services and psychology theories
o Implement and monitor the overall management of the catering services section
Maintain effective communication with all staff of the catering services section and
improve their work efficiency
Maintain good relationships with customers, and enhance the image and business
volume of restaurants

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always implement the overall management of the catering services section in the
Chinese restaurants in a fair and impartial manner, with serving customers as the
ultimate goal
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Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the principles and skills of management, and apply them in the operations of
restaurants
 Analyse the management culture in Chinese restaurants and develop an integrated
management approach with the support of western services and psychology theories
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Table Service Section
Title

Manage restaurant food service operation

Code

108371L5

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to common management staff of catering establishments.
This UoC concerns the management of the restaurant food service operation in restaurants or
related workplaces, making use of professional knowledge and skills, to ensure the standards
and expectations set by the establishment are achieved.

Level

5

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for managing restaurant food service operation:







Possess knowledge of the status of catering industry in Hong Kong, such as the
overview and manpower competition in the industry
Possess knowledge of the established operational goals, market positioning, strategies,
allocated resources, etc. of the establishment
Fully aware of that the catering service is a form of service that customers consider to
have the best value of consumption. Possess good knowledge of the major contents of
catering services, including:
o Provide customers with a range of related equipment and utensils, such as
tableware, dishes and drinks
o Assist customers in a range of activities related to dining
o Be customer-oriented and provide a range of customized catering services
Possess ability to observe and evaluate people sensitively
Possess good organizing and leading skills

2. Manage restaurant food service operation:









Develop or assist in developing establishment's catering service guidelines, including:
o Types and coverage of services
o Equipment required
o Service standard
o Workflow of services
o Other special catering services
Define the workflow of the catering services and details of each step of work for staff's
reference, including:
o Reservation
o Greeting guests
o Escorting
o Ordering
o Serving (food and drinks)
o Offering bills
o Seeing guests off
Train and arrange appropriate staff and amount of manpower to handle various catering
service posts
Monitor employees' performance during the provision of services. Provide guidance and
ways of improvement when necessary
Collect and value the feedback and suggestions provided by customers about the
catering services offered
Adjust the levels and processes of the above-mentioned catering services at any time
according to below situations:
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o
o
o
o

Feedback and suggestions of customers, such as requests for gueridon service
(tableside service)
Changes in food trends, such as automatic hot pot becoming popular
Business status, such as sudden increase/decrease in the number of customers
Changes in management strategies

3. Exhibit professionalism



Establish communication channel with customers and working guidelines
Cherish and maintain the image as a catering service professional

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Successfully manage the operation of catering services in accordance with the
established standards and expectations
 Make customers feel satisfied with the catering services provided, laying a solid
foundation for the overall business of the establishment
Remark
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Title

Know about the structure and operations of the production section of Chinese restaurants

Code

108372L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section in the Chinese
restaurants. While working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
understand the structure and operation of the production section and assist the production
section in carrying out daily work, including the mutual operation and operation mode with other
sections.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the structure and operation of the production section of Chinese-style
restaurants:





Know about the structures of various Chinese-style restaurants, for example:
o Business modes and characteristics of various Chinese-style restaurants
o The organisation chart and basic layout design of various Chinese-style
restaurants
Understand the functions of different posts in Chinese-style restaurants
Fully understand the functions of various divisions under the production section and their
interrelations, including:
o Understand the functions and roles of the various divisions under the production
section in Chinese-style restaurants
o Understand the mutual cooperation mechanism and the operation principles with
other sections

2. Know about the structure and operation of the production section of Chinese-style
restaurants:





Use the knowledge of the structure and operation of the production section of Chinesestyle restaurants to carry out daily work
Carry out the basic operation of the production section in restaurants
Always communicate and cooperate with colleagues, as well as receive and deliver
instructions and messages properly
Report problems at work to supervisors at any time

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always be dedicated to performing the tasks of the post in the production section with
enthusiasm at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Comprehend primarily the structure and organisation of different types of Chinese-style
restaurants, the functions of and interrelations between different sections, the functions
of different posts, the functions of each working post, the development of the Chinese
restaurants, etc.
 Understand the basic operation of the production section in Chinese-style restaurants,
and be capable of receiving and delivering instructions and messages properly while
working in Chinese restaurants
Remark
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Title

Identify common Chinese foodstuffs

Code

108373L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section and the catering
services section in the Chinese restaurants for assisting in the relevant work of the production
section. While working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should know
about the various foodstuffs and the way of storage under guidance.

Level

1

Credit

4

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of common Chinese foodstuffs:











Know about the categories of different varieties of Chinese foodstuffs, including:
o Definition of Chinese cooking ingredients
o Basic properties of various cooking ingredients, such as safety and nutrition, etc.
Know about the different varieties of vegetables, including:
o Functions of vegetables to human body and in cooking
o Categories of vegetables, such as categorisation according to their botanical
properties or based on the edible parts
o Types and tastes of common vegetables, such as carrots, bamboo shoots and
potatoes, etc.
Understand the common livestock and livestock products, including:
o Pigs, cattle, sheep and other varieties of livestock, and their sources
o Places of production and varieties of livestock products such as ham and
sausage, etc.
Understand the common poultry and poultry products, including:
o Varieties and sources of chicken and ducks
o Places of production and varieties of poultry products such as preserved ducks
and roasted products, etc.
Know about the common aquatic animals, including:
o Varieties, characteristics and tastes of fresh water fish
o Seasonal properties and tastes of saltwater fish
o Varieties and properties of shrimps, crabs and shellfishes, etc.
Know about the characteristics and categories of common seasonings, including:
o Various salty, fresh, sweet, sour and hot seasonings
o Various spice seasonings, such as peanut oil and canola oil, etc.

2. Identify common Chinese foodstuffs:






Use knowledge of common Chinese foodstuffs to carry out daily work
Be capable of identifying foodstuffs for Chinese cuisine, and know about the inspection
and storage of various foods under certain guidance
Classify various foodstuffs based on different criteria under instructions, such as:
o By natural properties
o By functions in the dishes to be prepared
Receive and store foodstuffs in the kitchen, including:
o Follow foodstuff receiving procedures and criteria
o Check the conditions, locations and facilities for storage of kitchen articles
Store with the established methods for:
o Livestock materials
o Poultry materials
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o Aquatic animal materials, etc.
Report problems at work to supervisors at any time

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always be focused to apply the knowledge of Chinese foodstuffs with enthusiasm at
work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Identify common foodstuffs in Chinese cuisine, such as vegetables, livestock, poultry,
aquatic animals and various seasonings
 Know about the inspection and storage of foodstuffs under certain guidance
Remark
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Title

Know about the basic processing techniques of cooking ingredients

Code

108374L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section and the catering
services section in the catering industry for assisting in the relevant work of the production
section. While working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should know
about the elementary processing techniques and requirements for different food ingredients,
including the processing of fresh and live materials, cutting and processing of livestock raw
materials and processing of dried seafood, and assist in the daily work of the production section
in the catering industry under certain guidance.

Level

1

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the elementary processing techniques of cooking ingredients:





Master the elementary processing techniques for fresh and live raw materials, including:
o Basic requirements of the elementary processing for fresh and live raw
materials, such as:
 Keeping clean and sanitary
 Using raw materials in an economical and reasonable manner
o Various common vegetables and aquatic animals:
 Elementary processing skills
 Standards
 Technical requirements, etc.
Master the cutting and processing skills for livestock raw materials, including:
o Functions of elementary processing for livestock raw materials
o Cutting and processing skills for livestock raw materials, etc.
Master the processing techniques for dried seafood, including:
o Various features and functions of dried goods
o Soaking-based processing skills, standards and requirements for various dried
goods such as Chinese white fungus and jellyfish, etc.

2. Know about the elementary processing techniques of cooking ingredients:






Apply the elementary processing techniques of cooking ingredients properly at work
During the cooking process, know about:
o The elementary processing techniques and requirements for different food
ingredients
o Assist in the daily work of the production section
Keep the environment sanitary and the tools clean, such as:
o Keep the working place sanitary and clean
o Keep the tools clean and tidy
Report problems at work to supervisors at any time

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always be focused to apply the elementary processing techniques of cooking
ingredients with enthusiasm at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
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Know about the elementary processing requirements and skills for vegetables, livestock,
aquatic products and dried seafood under guidance, and assist in the daily work of the
production section in the catering industry

Remark
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Title

Slice / garnish common food ingredients

Code

108375L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff of the production section or practitioners engaged
in work related to the production section of the catering industry. While working in restaurants or
relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to slice/garnish general food ingredients under
guidance.

Level

1

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of slicing/garnishing common food ingredients:






Know about the functions of various cutting tools and cutting machines, including:
o Use and maintenance of various cutting tools such as slicing knifes
o Operation and maintenance of various cutting machines, such as:
 Blenders
 Slicers
o Use and maintenance of various cushioning tools, such as chopping boards
o Use of various food containing utensils
o Use of various containing and storage tools for raw materials and half-finished
products
Master the concepts of slicing techniques and knife skills, including:
o Concepts and functions of slicing techniques
o Requirements of slicing techniques
o Factors affecting slicing techniques, such as gestures
o Various knife skills, such as slicing and chopping
Understand the concepts of food garnishing, for example:
o Basic requirements for food garnishing, including:
 market supply of raw materials
 usage of materials in a reasonable and economical manner
o Various food garnishing methods and skills, etc.

2. Slice/garnish common food ingredients:






Appropriate use of techniques in slicing/garnishing common food ingredients at work
Follow the established guidelines and regulations of the organisation on
slicing/garnishing food ingredients
Slice/garnish cooking ingredients preliminarily during the cooking process
o Prepare foodstuffs into materials of different sizes, shapes and specifications by
using various knife skills, such as:
o Cubes
o Pieces
o Grains
Report problems at work to supervisors at any time

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always be focused to slice/garnish common food ingredients with enthusiasm at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Know about the functions of various cutting tools and cutting machines
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Master various slicing techniques and knife skills under guidance for slicing/garnishing
cooking ingredients preliminarily

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Apply basic cooking techniques

Code

108376L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff from different production sections in the catering
industry. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to
carry out pre-processing procedures of cooking under guidance.

Level

1

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of basic cooking techniques:






Master the skills of heating duration and degree, including:
o Concepts and types of heating duration and degree
o Principles, methods and key points of using heating duration and degree
o Use of heating duration and degree by combining other cooking skills such as:
 Slicing techniques
 Seasoning skills
Master the pre-heat treatment techniques, including:
o Definition and types of pre-heat treatment
o Functions of pre-heat treatment, such as:
 Controlling product quality
 Preparing for large-scale banquets
 Master the skills of various pre-heat treatment
Master basic seasoning skills, for example:
o Understand the definition and types of powdering, such as dust powdering and
starch finishing
o Different seasoning skills and methods
o Varieties and components of various compound seasonings, such as:
 Salty and scent
 Hot and spicy
 Special taste
o Definition and types of seasonings that are served with dishes, and master their
preparation methods, such as:
 Minced garlic sauce
 Sweet soybean pastes
o Types of kitchen-derivative seasonings
o Preparation methods of various derivative seasonings, such as:
 Red oil
 Minced garlic and salted black bean
 Five spices powder
o Understand the principles and requirements for containing, storing and placing
various seasonings

2. Apply basic cooking techniques:



Apply basic cooking techniques, pre-heat treatment of cooking and basic seasoning
skills appropriately in dish preparation at work
Apply pre-heat treatment techniques, such as:
o Water heating up
o Deep-frying
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Apply various powdering skills and make use of the functions of various powdering skills
to:
o Keep moisture of materials
o Enrich the colour of the dishes, etc.
Apply basic seasoning skills to:
o Remove peculiar smells
o Enrich the taste
o Form dish style, etc.
Use appropriate methods of containing food and follow the concepts, requirements and
methods of containing food

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always apply basic cooking techniques in a professional and focused manner during
work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the skills of various pre-heat treatments of cooking under guidance, including
powdering, stir-frying and par blanch
 Know about the basic seasoning skills
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Know about the basic cooking skills under siu mei section

Code

108377L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff of the production section in the Chinese
restaurants. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should assist in
preparing the relevant dishes in the siu mei section under guidance, such as roast goose,
barbecued pork and cold mixed jellyfish.

Level

1

Credit

9

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the basic cooking skills of foods of the siu mei section:











Know about the various tools used in the siu mei section, including:
o Duck-roasting stove
o Suckling pig-roasting stove
o Pig-roasting stove
o Barbecue fork
o Goose needle, etc.
Know about the roasting skills, including:
o Technical requirements of roasting
o Relevant dishes, such as:
 Roast suckling pig
 Barbecued spare ribs
 Roast goose
 Barbecued pork
Know about the mixing skills, such as:
o Raw mixing
o Cooked mixing
Know about the liquor-saturating and preserving skills, for example:
o Concepts, skills and features of various liquor-saturating processes, such as
post-cooking liquor-saturating
o Skills and features of preserving processes
Know about the boiling and boiling-with-salt techniques, for instance:
o Skills of boiling
o Skills of boiling-with-salt
Know about the methods of deep-frying/ braising and lo shui soaking, for example:
o Deep-frying/ braising skills
o Skills and key points of lo shui soaking
Know about the rolling and freezing techniques, such as:
o Features and techniques of various rolling skills
o Various freezing and shaping skills

2. Know about the basic cooking skills of foods of the siu mei section:




Use the basic cooking skills of foods of the siu mei section appropriately for food
preparation at work
Follow the guidelines to clean and maintain various tools in the siu mei section
Assist in preparing relevant dishes by using different methods, including:
o Roasting
o Mixing, liquor-saturating and preserving
o Boiling and boiling-with-salt
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Unit of Competency
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o
o

Deep-frying and braising
Rolling and freezing

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always apply the cooking skills of foods of the siu mei section in a professional and
focused manner at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Know about the common tools used in the siu mei section
 Know about the various basic cooking techniques in the siu mei section under guidance,
such as barbecuing, mixing, liquor-saturating, preserving, boiling, boiling-with-salt, lo
shui, deep-frying and braising
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Master basic cooking (stove) skills and techniques

Code

108378L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff of the production section in the catering industry.
While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to carry out
work related to basic stir-frying processes under certain guidance and assist in cooking the
relevant dishes.

Level

1

Credit

9

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of basic cooking (stove) skills and techniques:








Understand the concepts of cooking, including:
o Basic cooking concepts, functions and purposes
o Categories and features of various cooking skills
Master the functions of heat stove cooking tools and basic wok-flipping skills, including:
o Functions and features of various heat stove cooking tools, such as stir-fry woks
and turners
o The use of various heat stove cooking tools, and their cleaning and maintenance
methods
o Various turner-holding and wok-flipping skills for applying in suitable cooking
processes
Master various basic stir-frying techniques and understand the concepts, principles and
skills of various stir-frying processes, such as raw frying, and assist in preparing the
relevant dishes
Master quick boiling skills and the preparation techniques of basic soups, including:
o Concepts, key points and skills of various quick boiling processes such as quick
boiling in clear water (清汆), and assist in preparing the relevant dishes
o Understand the categories, features and skills of various soups, and assist in
preparing the relevant dishes
Master the principles and techniques of various steaming processes, and assist in
preparing the relevant dishes, such as:
o Steaming
o Flour-coated steaming

2. Master basic cooking (stove) skills and techniques:








Use basic cooking (stove) skills and techniques in food production appropriately at work
Follow instructions to assist in preparing the relevant dishes
Use various heat stoves and cooking tools appropriately
Control various basic cooking and steaming methods
Follow the requirements of the working posts, including:
o Preparation work before business
o Cooking during business
o Cleaning up after business, etc.
Follow the individual and environment hygiene requirements, including:
o Appropriate working posture
o Safety requirements, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism
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Always apply basic cooking (stove) skills and techniques in a professional and focused
manner at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master basic wok-flipping skills
 Master basic cooking techniques such as stir-frying, steaming and quick boiling
 Prepare basic soup-related dishes
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Know about the basic preparatory work before making dim sum

Code

108379L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to junior practitioners of the dim sum section. While
working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should know about the
preparation before commencement of work in the dim sum section, including cleaning the
workplace, preparing various equipment and tools, and preparing raw materials for various
pastries, as well as assist in the daily work of the dim sum section under guidance.

Level

1

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of preparatory work before making dim sum:








Understand the importance of keeping the workplace in the dim sum section sanitary
and the cleaning criteria of various equipment
Understand the importance of personal appearance and sanitation to the Chinese
restaurants; pay attention to personal appearance and ensure personal sanitation
Know about the use and management of the following:
o Rolling pins
o Cleaning tools
o Shaping tools
o Flour sifters
o Scales and food steamers, etc.
Know about the raw materials of various pastries, including:
o Structures and characteristics of different kinds of rice
o Ratings and characteristics of wheat and flour
o Places of production and characteristics of various coarse cereals, such as millet
Master the principles and techniques of various steaming processes, such as:
o Steaming
o Flour-coated steaming

2. Know about the basic preparatory work before making dim sum:







Properly carry out the preparatory work before commencement of work in the dim sum
section, including:
o Cleaning and preparatory work in the workplace before commencement of work
o Maintenance of tools
o Preparing raw materials, etc.
Ensure the cleanliness of the workplace in the dim sum section
Maintain, operate and control various equipment and tools under guidance:
o Maintain and operate heating equipment commonly used in the dim sum section,
such as steaming stoves
o Operate, control and maintain various mechanical equipment, such as dough
batches
o Maintain and use various common equipment, such as tables and refrigerators
Report to supervisors the problems and difficulties at work in a timely manner when
necessary

3. Exhibit professionalism
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Always perform the preparatory work before making dim sum in a professional and
dedicated manner at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 According to the requirements of the organisation, ensure the cleanliness of the
workplace in the dim sum section under guidance
 Know about the operation and control of various equipment and tools, and understand
the characteristics of the raw materials for various pastries
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Know about the basic skills for making dim sum stuffing

Code

108380L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to junior practitioners of the dim sum section. While
working in the dim sum section of Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners
should know about the elementary stuffing preparation for making dim sum. They should master
the elementary processing techniques of commonly used salty raw materials for stuffing under
certain guidance and assist in the daily work of the dim sum section.

Level

1

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the basic skills for making dim sum stuffing:




Know about the elementary processing techniques of commonly used salty raw
materials for stuffing, including:
o Seasonality and characteristics of various materials
o How to select different salty stuffing raw materials
o Processing and pre-heat treatment of different kinds of stuffing
o Basic slicing technique requirements of the salty stuffing, etc.
Possess a hardworking manner with a great deal of endurance

2. Know about the basic skills for making dim sum stuffing:





Perform elementary processing of commonly used salty stuffing raw materials under
certain guidance at work
Make dim sum stuffing by using the elementary processing methods for commonly used
salty stuffing
Assist in the daily work of the dim sum section
Report to supervisors the problems and difficulties at work in a timely manner when
necessary

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always perform the skills for making dim sum stuffing in a professional and dedicated
manner at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the elementary processing techniques of various commonly used salty raw
materials for dim sum stuffing under certain guidance
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Know about the basic skills for making dim sum dough

Code

108381L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section. While working in
the dim sum section of Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, the practitioners should
know about various commonly used machines, tools and materials, and prepare water-based
dough (水調麵胚) under guidance.

Level

1

Credit

9

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the basic skills for making dim sum dough:






Know about the raw materials and additives for making dim sum wrappings, including:
o Major raw materials of dim sum wrappings, for example:
 Flour
 Flour starch
 Yeast
 Seasonings
 Spices
o Types and usage of various food additives, for example:
 Expanding agents
 Colorants
 Colouring agents
 Emulsifying agents
o Information related to the sources of goods, etc.
Know about the processing machines and tools of Chinese pastries, including:
o Properly use and clean various commonly used machines and tools, such as:
 Blenders
 Flour pressing machines
 Slicers
 Ovens
Master the making methods of water-based dough, including:
o Understand the concept of water-based dough or water-surrounded dough (開水
窩), which is formed by adding water in flour. The dough will have different
properties based on the water temperature
o Know about the characteristics of various water-based dough
o Master the processing skills and points to note on various water-based dough,
etc.

2. Know about the basic skills for making dim sum dough:





Follow the guidance of the supervisors and the precautions, and apply the basic
knowledge of making dim sum dough to carry out daily work
Use the above-mentioned knowledge and methods to make relevant dishes by using the
processing machines and tools
Assist in the daily work of the dim sum section
Report to supervisors the problems and difficulties at work in a timely manner when
necessary

3. Exhibit professionalism
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Always prepare dim sum dough in a professional and dedicated manner at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Know about the various raw materials, additives, and commonly used machines and
tools for making dim sum wrappings under guidance
 Master the processing skills of water-based dough and prepare the relevant dishes
Remark
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Title

Know about the basic dim sum shaping techniques

Code

108382L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section. While working in
the dim sum section of Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able
to prepare dim sum in specific shapes under guidance.

Level

1

Credit

9

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of basic dim sum shaping techniques:





Master the skills of rubbing, pressing (桿) and rolling, including:
o Concepts, methods, requirements and characteristics of the rubbing process
o Concepts, methods, requirements and characteristics of the pressing process
o Concepts, methods, requirements and characteristics of the rolling process, etc.
Master the skills of rubbing, pressing and rolling to prepare dim sum products
Master the techniques of slicing, wrapping and moulding, including:
o Concepts, methods, requirements and characteristics of various slicing
processes
o Concepts, methods, requirements and characteristics of the wrapping process
o Concepts, methods, requirements and characteristics of various moulding
processes, etc.

2. Know about the basic dim sum shaping techniques:





Follow the guidance of the supervisors and apply the knowledge of dim sum shaping
techniques to carry out daily work
Prepare relevant dim sum products by applying the skills of rubbing, pressing and rolling
Prepare relevant dim sum products by applying the techniques of slicing, wrapping and
moulding
Report to supervisors the problems and difficulties at work in a timely manner when
necessary

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always carry out dim sum shaping work in a professional and dedicated manner at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Make dim sum into different shapes under guidance with moulds by using skills including
rubbing, pressing, rolling, slicing and wrapping
Remark
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Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Know about the basic dim sum heating up / cooking techniques

Code

108383L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section. While working in
the dim sum section of Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able
to apply heating techniques to cook dim sum products during the process of dim sum making
under guidance according to the requirements of the organisation. They should also assist in the
daily work of the dim sum section.

Level

1

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the basic dim sum heating up/cooking techniques:





Know about the skills and methods of roasting and baking dim sum
Know about the skills and methods of cooking and steaming dim sum
Know about the skills and methods of stir-frying and deep-frying dim sum
Know about the skills and methods of frying and pan-frying (烙) dim sum (pan-frying
refers to putting raw shaped dough in a heated pan and cooking it with a metal as the
medium of heat conduction)

2. Know about the basic dim sum heating up/cooking techniques:






Follow the guidance of the supervisors and apply knowledge of basic dim sum heating
up/cooking techniques to carry out daily work
Apply the above-mentioned skills and methods to make relevant dim sum products
Display the cooked dim sum in a tidy and attractive way
Decorate the cooked dim sum
Report to supervisors the problems and difficulties at work in a timely manner when
necessary

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always carry out dim sum heating up/cooking tasks in a professional and dedicated
manner at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Know about the heating techniques of roasting, baking, cooking, steaming, deep-frying,
stir-frying, frying, pan-frying, etc. to cook dim sum products under guidance, and know
about the display and decoration of the cooked products
Remark
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Title

Produce general boiled dishes

Code

108384L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Boiling is a
convective (direct heat transfer) moist-heat cooking method that uses large amounts of liquid to
transfer heat and flavor from the liquid to the food item.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general boiled dishes






Possess knowledge of liquid type that can be used for boiling:
o Water
o Stock
o Milk
o Broth
o Wine
Possess basic knowledge of temperature control
Possess basic knowledge of the difference between boiling, poaching and simmering
Possess basic knowledge of Occupational health and safety

2. Produce general boil dishes:









Understand properties of boiling as cooking method
o Boiling points of different liquids
o Factors that affect the boiling point- atmospheric pressure(altitude) and soluble
substance in liquids
o Heat energy transfer in boiling
Understand the dish requirement and select the appropriate cooking liquid
Select the appropriate cooking utensil (pots, pans, etc.) for the boiling task
Add appropriate amount of liquid in the utensil to ensure sufficient liquid adding to the
amount of food and efficient heat energy and flavor transfer
Place utensil with liquid over heating source and bring it to boil
Place the food ingredient into liquid
Control time and temperature throughout boiling until ingredient is cooked

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Apply knowledge of liquid properties to have better control of boiling task
 Select the appropriate utensil/equipment and use the appropriate portion of liquid to
ensure the food is properly cooked according to the dish requirement
 Control of time and temperature throughout the cooking process according to the dish
requirement
Remark
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Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Produce general steamed dishes

Code

108385L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Steaming is a
moist-heat cooking method that is perfect for cooking delicate food such as vegetables, white
meat fowl, and fish. It is considered to be a gentle cooking method because the food is not
agitated by bubbling liquid during the process.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general steamed dishes







Possess knowledge of characteristics of steam
Knowledge of benefits of steaming as cooking method, such as:
o Frugal cooking
o Health benefits
o Retains nutrient
Knowledge of different steaming utensils
o Steamers ranging from bamboo to silicone
o a steamer for large meat or fish (if not allowing food touching cooking liquid)
o Steamer for microwave oven
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s occupational health and safety

2. Produce general steam dishes:






Understand various properties of steaming
o Formation and temperature of steam
o Factors that affect the formation of steam
Select a suitable cooking vessel (wok, pot, steam oven, etc.)
Pour appropriate amount of water to the bottom of lidded cooking vessel
Select the appropriate steamer to ensure food not touching the cooking liquid.
Place food ingredient onto steamer for steaming. Control time and temperature
throughout steaming period

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Considering of the factors that may affect the steaming process
 Select the appropriate steaming utensil/equipment with appropriate amount of water to
ensure the food can be steamed properly
 Control of time as required for the dish
Remark
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Title

Produce general poaching dishes

Code

108386L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Poaching is a
moist-heat cooking method that involves cooking by submerging (fully or partially) the food in a
liquid, such as water, milk, stock or wine and cooked in a relative low heat.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general poaching dishes







Possess knowledge of whicj liquid can be used for poaching:
o Water
o Stock (fresh, convenience)
o Milk
o Wine
Possess basic knowledge of temperature control for poaching i.e.160–180°F (71–82°C)
Possess knowledge of 2 different types of poaching:
o Shallow poaching
o Deep poaching
Possess basic knowledge of the difference between boiling, poaching and simmering
Possess basic knowledge of Occupational health and safety

2. Produce general poaching dishes:







Determine the food to be cooked and decide to use shallow or deep poaching. For
example:
o Shallow poaching: suitable for boneless, naturally tender, single serving size,
sliced or diced pieces of meat or vegetable, poultry or fish
o Deep poaching: suitable for large or whole poultry, meat and fish fillets., Seafood
Grasp the dish requirements and select the appropriate cooking liquid such as: wine,
broth, water, milk, etc.
Bring liquid to simmer with temperature between 160–180°F (71–82°C). Add favoring
ingredients, if required by the dish
Place food into the poaching liquid. Control temperature until food is cooked
Once food is cooked, remove from the poaching liquid and serve as required by the dish

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Grasp the type of food and select appropriate liquid for using in the poaching dish
 Control the temperature to poach the food to produce the right texture as required by the
dish
Remark
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Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Produce general deep fry dishes

Code

108387L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. It focuses on
the ability of producing general deep-fried dishes.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general deep-fried dishes








Possess knowledge of cooking temperature and its effect on food. If temperature is too
low, oil seep into the food. If it is too hot, it dries out the food:
o Partially cook the food: 160 – 175°C
o Completely cook food :170-190°C
Knowledge of suitable type of oil for frying such as:
o High smoking point: canola, peanut, palm, soybean, & coconut oil
o Low smoking point: sesame, olive oil (extra virgin), sunflower oil(unrefined), &
corn oil(unrefined)
Knowledge of amount of oil to use, including:
o Enough to submerge the ingredient
o Not too much that overflows the pan when ingredient is placed in
o Allowance for foaming over when ingredient has moisture
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards and safety

2. Produce general deep-fried dishes:










Understand factors that affect the dish, such as:
o Oil temperature
o Completely or pre-cook the food
Select suitable oil for the dish according to the oil characteristics, including:
o Smoking point
o Flavor and fragrance of the oil
o Used oil will affect the taste and color of food
Pour oil into appropriate fryer or pan and bring to the optimum temperate required for
frying.
Prepare food in appropriate portion size and dry it as much as possible or coat it with
breadcrumb or batter
Place the food into the oil or fat using the basket method (breaded) or swimming method
(battered). Leave enough space around each piece so the food will cook evenly.
Closely monitor the food during the cooking process, regulate the temperature, until food
is browned according to the recipe.
Remove food from oil onto drainer or paper towel
For better results, some recipes may require double frying

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests
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Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select the suitable oil for frying the food to the standard required by the recipe,
considering of temperature characteristics of oils
 Bring the oil to the appropriate optimum temperature before placing food into the oil
 Complete the fried food to the color and texture that meet the recipe requirements
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Produce general shallow fry dishes

Code

108388L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. It focuses on
the ability of producing general shallow fried dishes.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general shallow fried dishes







Possess knowledge of optimal cooking temperature for shallow fried, such as around
190°C and control of crowded pan reduces the oil temperature the food might steam
instead of fry
Knowledge of suitable type of oil for shallow frying such as:
o High smoking point: canola, peanut, palm, soybean, & coconut oil
o Low smoking point: sesame, olive oil (extra virgin), sunflower oil (unrefined), &
corn oil (unrefined)
Knowledge of equipment to be used for shallow/pan frying, such as:
o Heavy-bottomed pan for evenly distributed heat
o Skillet or sauté pan - wide, with sloped or straight sides
o Nonstick to help ensure the coatings stay on the food
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce general shallow fried dishes:









Understand factors that affect the dish, such as:
o Frying oil temperature
o Temperature of the food
 Beef should be at least 140°F
 White meat chicken should be at least 160°F
 Dark meat chicken should be at least 165°F
 Fish should be at least 140°F
 Pork should be at least 145°F
Select the suitable oil for the dish according to characteristics of the oil , including:
o Smoking point
o Flavor and fragrance of the oil affecting the food
Pour oil into appropriately sized pan and bring to the optimum temperate. Test the
temperature of the oil. For example, with a thermometer.
Prepare food in appropriate portion size and dried or coated with flour or breadcrumb
Place the food into the pan. Don't overcrowd the pan, leave enough space around each
piece so the food can be cooked evenly and will not stick to the pan
Closely monitor the food during cooking as it cooks, regulate the temperature, until food
is browned according to the recipe.
Remove food from oil onto drainer or paper towel

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select the suitable oil for frying the food to the standard required by the recipe, after
considering the characteristics of oils
 Bring the oil to the optimum temperature before placing food into the oil and keep the
food not sticking to the pan during cooking
 Completed the cooking of the food to the color and texture that meet the recipe
requirements
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Produce general stir fry dishes

Code

108389L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. It focuses on
the ability of producing general stir-fried dishes.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general stir-fried dishes









Possess knowledge of different types of stir-frying:
o Dry stir-fry: only a little bit of sauce is added.
o Moist stir-fry: extra stock or liquid is added.
o Simple stir-fry: very often used for ingredients containing lots of liquid inside,
such as vegetables.
Possess knowledge of optimal cooking temperature for stir-frying, such as medium-high
to high heat
Possess knowledge of suitable type of oil for stir-frying such as:
o High smoking point: canola, peanut, palm, soybean, & coconut oil
o Low smoking point: sesame, olive oil (extra virgin), sunflower oil (unrefined), &
corn oil (unrefined)
Possess knowledge of equipment to be used for stir-frying, such as:
o A wok (round bottom for gas burner, enamel-clad cast-iron wok, 14 inches
across, with a flat bottom for electric). In place of a wok, a 12-inch stainless-steel
sauté pan with sloped sides can be used
o Wok spatulas or a wide spatula
o A lid for vegetables that may need to be briefly steamed at the end of cooking
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce general stir fry dishes:











Prepare all the ingredient and cut the meat and/or vegetable into bite size
Select the most suitable equipment for stir frying of the dish, including:
o Size of the wok or pan
o Type of spatula suitable for used with the wok, such as non-stick coated
wok/pan, cast iron, etc.
Select the most suitable oil for the dish taking into account factors of the oil
characteristics, including:
o Smoking point
o Flavor and fragrance of the oil affecting the food
Heat wok/pan over medium-high to high heat
Pour small amount of oil into wok/pan , turn the wok/pan so the oil and coat the wok/pan
with oil to create a natural non-stick surface
Cook food by small batches. For example:
o Cook meet first and remove meat from the wok/pan
o Followed by cooking vegetables
o Place the meat back and stir for 15-20 seconds
o Thicken the sauce with corn starch, if required
Remove food from wok/pan and place on dish for serving
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Well prepared for stir-frying, such as: meat and vegetables are cut to right size, oil,
stock, salt and other condiment are organized nearby
 Heat the wok/pan at optimum temperature
 All the food is cooked in the right sequence so that the dishes is in the right the right
color, aroma and tastes with a hint of smokiness– “wok hay”. (鑊氣)
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Produce general stewed dishes

Code

108390L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. It focuses on
the ability of producing general stewed dishes.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general stewed dishes






Possess basic knowledge of stewing technique including:
o Browning
o Amount of liquid to be used
o Heat control
Possess knowledge of cooking temperature for stewing, such as: start with high heat to
boil the liquid and then cook at simmering heat
Possess basic knowledge of equipment to be used for stewing, such as:
o Crock pot
o Dutch Oven
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce general stewing dishes:









Prepare all the ingredient and cut the meat and/or vegetable into suitable size. If cooking
small pieces of meat as well as vegetables, make sure they will be cooked properly. In
some cases, vegetables are cut into a larger size than the meat
Sear the meat and vegetables to provide better coloring and flavoring, according to the
recipe
Select the suitable equipment for stewing of the dish. Use a heavy gauge stockpot or
cast-iron pan with a tight cover, if available.
Select suitable liquid to be used for stewing. Use at least one acidic liquid to help break
down connective tissue and tenderize tougher meats. For example: tomatoes, vinegar or
wine
Place ingredients into the cooking utensil with selected liquid that fully submerged the
ingredients.
Boil the liquid first, then reduce the temperature to simmering temperature (about 180200°F)
Cook the food at simmering temperature or until the meat is tender according to the
recipe
Remove food and place on dish for serving

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select the suitable type of meat and cut the meat and vegetable into the appropriate size
and sear to the right color before stewing
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section



Select the right liquid for stewing and use sufficient liquid to fully submerge all the
ingredient for stewing
Control the temperature throughout the stewing process

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Produce general braising dishes

Code

108391L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. It focuses on
the ability of producing general braised dishes.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general braised dishes






Possess basic knowledge of braising technique: , including:
o Browning
o Amount of liquid to be used
o Control of heat
Possess knowledge of cooking temperature for braising, such as: start with high heat to
boil the liquid and then cook at simmering temperature
Possess basic knowledge of equipment to be used for braising, such as:
o Crock pot
o Dutch Oven
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce general braising dishes:









Prepare all the ingredient meat and/or vegetable in larger cuts or whole pieces.
Sear the meat and vegetables to provide better coloring and flavoring, according to the
recipe
Select the suitable equipment for braising of the dish. Use a heavy gauge stockpot or
cast-iron pan with a tight cover, if available
Select suitable liquid to be used for braising. Use at least one acidic liquid to help break
down the connective tissue and tenderize tough meat. For example: tomatoes, vinegar
or wine
Place ingredients into the cooking utensil with selected liquid. Use sufficient liquid that
partially covers the ingredients
Boil the liquid first, then reduce the temperature to simmering temperature (about 180200°F). When using oven, temperature should be set to 300°F to achieve the normal
180-200°F pot temperature
Cook the food at simmering temperature until the meat is tender according to the recipe
Remove food and place on dish for serving

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select the suitable type of meat and/or vegetable with properly searing to the right color
before braising
 Select the right liquid for braising and use sufficient liquid to partially cover the ingredient
for braising
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section


Use appropriate braising cooking equipment and control the temperature around 200°F
throughout the braising process

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Produce general baking dishes

Code

108392L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. It focuses on
the ability of producing baking dishes.

Level

1

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general baking dishes










Possess basic knowledge of baking principle, where heat transforms the batters and
doughs into baked goods with a firm dry crust and a softer center
Possess basic knowledge of different elements for baking outcome, such as:
o Room temperature
o The relationship between amount of liquid and flour
o The effect of gluten
o Leavening agents
o Equipment material and size. Example: glass and dark metal retain heat better
Possess basic knowledge of mixing methods for baking, including:
o Mixing methods for cakes and biscuits
o Mixing methods for bread
o Mixing method for pastries
Possess knowledge of cooking temperature for baking
Possess basic knowledge of equipment to be used for baking, such as but not limited to:
o Convectional or microwave oven
o Baking tray, Mold, piping
o Blender and mixer
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce general baking dishes:









Identify and select ingredients according to recipe. Weight and measure wet and dry
ingredients according to the recipe of cakes, bread, or pastries
Select the suitable equipment and clean it before baking.
Mix the ingredients and add leavening agent (yeast, baking powder, baking soda, etc.) in
accordance to the recipe
Mold and shape the prepared mixture/dough and place on baking utensils
Set the suitable oven temperature for baking as required by the recipe
Let the product sit at room temperature after baking.
Decorate the product using suitable filling, icing and decoration before serving
Wash, clean and store the baking equipment according to the procedures set out by
establishment

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section




Select and measure the right amount of ingredients according to the recipe
Apply the appropriate mixing method with the right amount leavening agents to the
product to achieve the quality required in the recipe.
Preheat the oven before baking. Then set the suitable temperature and baking time for
baking.

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Produce general grilled dishes

Code

108393L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. It focuses on
the ability of indoor grilling in a restaurant.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general grilled dishes








Possess basic knowledge of grilling principles and its difference to barbeque (BBQ)
Possess basic knowledge of different grilling methods and techniques, including:
o Gridiron
o Grill Pan
o Griddle (Flat top)
o Share grill
o Spit Roasting
o Two-sided grilling
Possess basic knowledge of different indoor grills heating elements and their
advantages and disadvantages. For example:
o Electric grills
o Gas grills
o Ceramic grills
o Infrared grills
Possess basic knowledge of types of ingredient suitable for indoor and outdoor grilling.
For example: Italian cheese panini is suitable for indoor grilling but not for outdoor
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce general grilled dishes:











Select the suitable equipment, tools, recipe and ingredient for grilling, such as:
o Grill
o Meat thermometer
o Tongs (one for handle cooked food and separate one for raw food)
Be familiar with operating instructions of the equipment and tools used for grilling
Prepare the ingredients according to recipe, such as:
o Marinating the meat
o Cutting vegetable to appropriate size
o Using skewers for small ingredients
Lightly coat the food and cooking grid with oil or cooking spray to keep the food stay
moist during the grilling as it helps to keep food from sticking to the surface of the
equipment.
Place food onto the grill
o Sear the food, if needed
o Use a mesh grill basket when grilling small foods
o Grilling large food items, may require a drip pan to collect juices
o Rotisserie grill may be used for large food items
Monitor and turn the food if necessary. Allow sufficient time for the food to be cooked as
required by the recipe before serving
Wash, clean and store the equipment in according to the establishment procedures
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare all items and ingredients according to the recipe
 Apply appropriate grilling technique and method that deliver the appearance, and taste
according to the recipe requirement
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Produce general roasted dishes

Code

108394L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. It focuses on
the ability of producing roasting dishes in modern oven.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general roasted dishes











Possess basic knowledge of roasting and understand the difference to baking
Possess basic knowledge of different roasting methods, such as:
o High heat roasting
o Slow & steady roasting
o Combination heat roasting
o Vegetable roasting
Possess basic knowledge of different variables that affect roasting, such as:
o Type of food
o Weight
o Pan (Utensils)
o Accuracy of oven
o Number of times oven door being opened
Possess basic knowledge of appropriate internal temperature of different roasting
product. For example: when removed from oven
o Roast beef: 120ºF – 150ºF ranging from rare, medium to well-done
o Whole chicken: 160ºF – 165ºF
o Whole Turkey: 150ºF – 170ºF
Possess basic knowledge of different techniques for keeping food moist during roasting.
Such as:
o Larding
o Barding
o Brining
o Basting
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce general roast dishes:






Preparation for roasting, including
o Identify and select ingredients according to the recipe requirements
o Preheat oven in line with the size of the food
o Prepare and clean equipment before use, including:
 roasting pan
 thermometer
 roasting rack or tools to suspend food while roasting
Prepare food (meat and/or vegetable) for roasting including using appropriate methods
to keep food moist while being roasted
Brush food lightly with oil. Season with salt, pepper and suitable flavoring
Place the food on a rack or trivet in a roasting pan/dish to allow heat to circulate and
browning of the food evenly during roasting
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section




Check the internal temperature of food during roasting. Different types of food require
different cooking times
Remove roast when cooked to the recipe’s requirement. Transfer to a plate, cover
loosely with foil and rest for 10-20 minutes before serving
Clean and store all equipment according to the establishment procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare relevant ingredients and oven according to the recipe requirements
 Select and apply the suitable method to keep the food moist during roasting as required
by the recipe
 Monitor the internal temperature of the food to ensure it is cooked well as required by
the recipe.
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Produce general sautéed dishes

Code

108395L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Sauté is a
form of dry-heat cooking that the food and small amount of fat are tossed in a very hot pan very
quickly. Sauté can brown the food surface and gives complex flavor and essence to the food.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general sauté dishes









Possess basic knowledge and principles of dry-heat cooking
Possess basic knowledge of other dry-heat cooking techniques and it's difference to
sautéing, such as:
o Pan-frying
o Stir-frying
o Deep/shallow frying
Possess knowledge of suitable type of oil/fat suitable for sautéing use, such as:
o High smoking point: canola, peanut, palm, soybean, & coconut oil
o Pork fat
o Butter adds great flavor, but it may burn
Possess knowledge of equipment to be used for sautéing, such as:
o Skillet (a wide pan with slanted sides) or sauté pan (a wide pan with straight
sides)
o A pan capable of distributing heat evenly. Nonstick, anodized aluminum, and
stainless-steel options work
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce general sauté dishes:







Select and prepare relevant ingredients and cut the meat and/or vegetable into
appropriate size.
Select the suitable cooking equipment for sautéing of the dish. Need to allow enough
space for sautéing and avoid overcrowding
Heat wok/pan over medium-high to high heat
Add fat into the pan which forms a coating on the food surface and prevent the food from
sticking to the surface of the pan and adding flavor to the food.
Add food into the pan. Toss and turn the food. When sautéing tender vegetables and
bite-sized pieces of meat, stir frequently (but not constantly) to promote even browning
and cooking
Remove food from wok/pan and place on dish for serving. If sautéing is the first phase of
cooking for a recipe then remove food from pan and proceed to next phase according to
recipe

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare well for sautéing including: select the right type of meat and vegetable for
sautéing, the meat and vegetables are cut into right size, oil, stock, salt and other
seasonings are placed nearby
 Choose right type and amount of oil/fat for cooking and heat the pan to optimum
temperature before adding oil/fat
 Toss and turn the food to produce the required color, aroma and flavor required by the
recipe.
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Produce general curry dishes

Code

108396L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. It focuses on
the ability of producing general curry dish using manufactured curry mixture in paste or powder
form.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general curry dishes







Possess basic reading skills for understanding recipes
Possess basic knowledge of main ingredients of curry paste or powder, such as:
o Spices: Cumin seeds, Coriander seeds, etc.
o Ginger, Garlic, Turmeric, Cardamom
o Chili
Possess basic knowledge of characteristics of different types of curry cuisines, such as:
o Indian: yellow/red color, for cream, sour cream, yogurt or milk in addition to stock
o Thai: yellow/red/green color, chicken or vegetable stock and coconut milk
o Japanese: brown color, not spicy
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce general curry dishes:










Comprehend the recipe
Select and prepare all the necessary ingredients for the curry dish. For example:
o Have the appropriate quantity of curry paste or powder which matches the
amount of meat/vegetable/seafood, etc.
o Wash and cut the meat, fish, chicken and other ingredients properly
o Prepare sufficient stock according to the recipe
o Select the suitable utensils (pan/pot/wok) for cooking
Prepare the curry (sauce) with paste or powder by:
o Heating a wok/pan/pot over medium-high heat
o Add sufficient oil followed by appropriate amount of curry paste or powder
o Stir-fry until fragrant, then add stock into it
Simmer until ingredients are well cooked, stock shall be added if necessary
Adding coconut milk, lemongrass (Thai curry) or chopped tomatoes or tomato puree
(Indian curry) for getting required taste/thickness/amount of sauce
Adding salt and spice (Garam Masala), fresh chili and basil, coconut milk, fresh cream,
yogurt, grounded nuts, etc. to season the curry.
Serve it with rice, naan bread or another garnish

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section




Comprehend and follow the curry dish recipe throughout the cooking process. For
example: identify, select and measure relevant ingredients.
Select and use the right amount of oil/fat and curry paste or powder to prepare the curry
sauce that achieved the standard as required by the recipe
Select, prepare and cook other ingredients of the curry dish as required and serve in a
manner as required by the recipe

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Prepare stocks

Code

108397L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. This UoC
concerns competences in preparing stocks ready for cooking.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing stocks







Possess basic knowledge of different types of stocks and how to identify them, such as:
o White stock: A clear, pale liquid made by simmering poultry, beef, or fish bones
o Brown stock: An amber liquid made by browning/roasting before making stock
with poultry, beef, veal, or game bones
o Fumet: A highly flavored stock made with fish bones.
o Bouillon: The liquid that results from simmering meats or vegetables; also
referred as broth
o Glace: A reduced stock with a jelly-like consistency, made from brown stock,
chicken stock, or fish stock
Possess basic knowledge of the equipment to be used in making stocks, such as:
o Liquidizer
o Stockpots
o Saucepans
o Spoons
Understand the appropriate temperature (above 63°C) for holding and serving stocks in
accordance with food safety
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Prepare stocks:








Select, weight, and prepare all necessary ingredients for the making stock., such as:
o meat; fish; bones;
o mirepoix (onion, carrots, celery, other vegetables);
o herbs and spices;
o liquid (water, wine)
Cut the bones and place into a stockpot for browning. For brown stock, the bones need
to be roasted in oven with mirepoix added later until browned, then placed into stockpot
Cover bones with cold water and add mirepoix
Cover the pot, bring water to boil, then turn down heat to simmer stock for 4-6 hours,
skimming impurities from the surface when deem necessary
Strain the finished stock through a cheesecloth-lined mesh strainer
If not for immediate use, cool the finished stock to 70°F within one hour to prevent the
growth of bacteria. Either filling a sink with ice water and lowering the entire pot of hot
stock into the ice bath or stirring the stock to speed up cooling cane be considered.
Once it reaches 70°F, transfer the stock to...MORE refrigerator where it will can be kept
for 2 to 3 days.

3. Exhibit professionalism
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Follow industry best practices to produce good quality stocks

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select suitable ingredients to produce the stock of appropriate flavor and, color and
texture
 Use an appropriate method to cool the finished stock product to the appropriate
temperature for later use and follow food safety procedures for handling and storing
stocks
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Prepare soup

Code

108398L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Soup plays a
vital role in a dinner menu. There is a variety of recipes although with different flavor but
basically it is liquid food, generally served hot or cold. Soup is made by combining various
ingredients such as meat and vegetables and simmered with stock. This UoC concerns
competences in making basic soup with ready-made stocks.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing stock










Possess basic knowledge of different types of stocks and their application in soup
preparation
Possess knowledge of classification of the different types of soup, such as:
o Broth soup
o Chunky soup
o Puréed soup
Possess basic knowledge of the equipment to be used in making soup, such as:
o An immersion blender or liquidizer
o Stainless steel or ceramic soup pot or stockpot or Dutch oven
o Soup ladle
o Soup bowls, dishes
Possess basic knowledge of applying appropriate technique or ingredients to thickening
soup, including:
o Reduction by heating
o Roux
o beurre manié, starch
o egg yolk
o bread
Understand the temperature control for soup production (hot and cold), storing and
serving in accordance to food safety practice
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Prepare soup:







Select the and comprehend the soup recipe
Prepare for soup production, including:
o Acquire ingredients according to the soup recipe (vegetables, meat, herbs,
spices, flavoring, etc.)
o Portioning and measuring of ingredients
o Wash, clean and cut ingredients to right size
o Prepare the stocks,
Heat a large soup pot over medium heat
To enhance soup’s aromanticness, use appropriate oil/fat (butter for French soup, olive
oil for Italian, etc.) to sauté the vegetables (onion, garlic, celery, carrot)
Add soup base ingredients such as: vegetables, meat, and spices. Cook the meat first
(for example, cook the chicken, shred and use chicken meat for soup)
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Add stock and allow soup to simmer for an hour or two until ingredients are cooked as
required by recipe
For thick creamy soup, puree the soup in a blender or with an immersion blender
Taste, finish and season soup according to requirements
Finish, garnish and present the dish to meet recipe requirement
For cold soup, cool and serve the soup as required by recipe and food safety standards

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Follow recipe and industry best practices to produce high quality standard soup that is
expected by customers

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Comprehend the soup recipe and prepare all the necessary ingredients in appropriate
quantity, suitable equipment to prepare the desire quantity of soup
 Use the appropriate type of stock with right quantity to prepare soup that match the soup
recipe requirements
 Serve the soup (hot or cold) at the appropriate temperature that complied with the
establishments and food safety standards
Remark
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Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Produce salad dishes

Code

108399L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Salad can be
served at the beginning of a meal or also as a main dish nowadays. Eating salad is regarded as
healthy diet because it can be a great way to obtain vitamins, minerals and fiber. This UoC
concerns competences in making basic green (raw vegetable) salad using pre-made dressing.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing salad dishes











Possess basic knowledge of the basic steps for making salad, including:
o prepping the ingredients
o making the dressing
o tossing ingredients together
Possess basic knowledge of equipment to be used for making salad, including:
o A wide, shallow bowl
o wooden salad spoons
o salad spinner
Possess basic knowledge of different salad presentation techniques, including:
o Wide - using a big plate to spread salad out wide
o Framed - frame (surround) the salad with chips, lettuce, tomatoes, etc.
o Drizzle - drizzle the sauce over the top in a fine stream
o Toss – Tossed from a big clear bowl filled with greens or multi-colored
vegetables and herbs
o Use cups, bowls, plates or platters to create visual attraction and to complement
the food
Possess basics knowledge of various dressing used for salad dishes, including
o Caesar salad dressing
o balsamic vinaigrette
o Italian salad dressing, etc.
Possess basic knowledge of washing vegetable techniques
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce salad dishes:









Comprehend the salad recipe
Prepare the ingredient for making salad, including:
o Acquire necessary greens
o Acquire necessary ingredients as required by recipe
o Cut the greens and ingredients to required size
Wash and dry the greens and other ingredients
Once they're clean, give them a spin in a salad spinner or shake them dry in a tea towel
Pour a little of the dressing over the greens from a height and gently toss the leaves,
using the tips of the fingers, until every single leaf is coated
Taste, and add more dressing, if necessary
Arrange the salad with suitable presentation technique for serving
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Always make fresh nutritious salads that meets health standards

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Used appropriate techniques to thoroughly clean, dry, cut and prepare the greens and
other ingredients for salad production that conformed to the requirements of the recipe
 Select and use appropriate equipment as well as apply appropriate mixing technique
that complied with the recipe
 Select the appropriate dressing and apply appropriate amount to produce the taste and
appearance required by the salad recipe
Remark
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Title

Produce vegetable dishes

Code

108400L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Vegetables
are good for us and that we should eat more of them. But there are so many kinds of vegetables
and different methods of cooking them. Each has its own advantages and disadvantages, and
each gives the vegetables a texture and flavor. This UoC concerns competences in cooking
vegetables in general.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing cooked vegetable dishes











Possess basic knowledge of the methods used for cooking vegetables, such as:
o Boiling, Steaming
o Stir-Frying, Sautéing
o Braising and Stewing
o Roasting, Grilling and Baking
o Deep frying
Possess basic knowledge of the effects on nutrients when heat is applied to vegetables
Possess basic knowledge of time required to cook common types of vegetables. For
example:
o Asparagus: steaming (8-10mins); stir fry (5mins); boiling (10-15mins)
o Broccoli, flowerets: steaming (5-6mins); stir fry (5-8mins); boil (3-4mins)
o Cauliflower, florets: steaming (6-10mins); stir fry (4-5mins); boil (3-4mins)
o Potatoes, whole: steaming (12-30mins); boiling (20-30mins); bake (40-60mins)
o Etc.
Possess basic knowledge of assembling food and ingredients as required for
preparation, and cooking
Possess basic knowledge of equipment to be used for cooking vegetables under
different cooking methods
Possess basic knowledge of cleaning and washing vegetable techniques
Possess basic literacy skills that can read and understand recipes
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce cooked vegetable dishes:






Comprehend the recipe of the cooking vegetable
Prepare the vegetables and ingredients for cooking, including:
o Select and acquire the vegetables required by the recipe
o Cut vegetables to appropriate size required by the recipe
o Select type and size of equipment suitable for cooking the vegetables
Wash dry the greens and other ingredients
Cook vegetable according to the requirements of the recipe with relevant cookery
method. Also, when cooking multi-vegetables dish, place vegetables into cooking pan in
density order. For example:
o Start with aromatics such as onion, garlic, celery
o Follow by denser vegetables such as broccoli or cauliflower
o End with greens such as spinach and chard
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Use appropriate techniques to avoid overcooking. For example: vegetables should be
just tender when poked with a fork. Green vegetables should be cooked just until they
turn a bright and vibrant green
Place cooked vegetable on plate as a main or accompaniment, adjust presentation
before serving
Clean work area and equipment in accordance with the establishment’s procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Always make fresh nutritious salads cooked vegetable dishes that meets health
standards

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare the vegetable, including cleaning and cutting the vegetable to the right size that
were required by the recipe
 Select the appropriate cooking method to cook the vegetable and cook different types of
vegetables in the appropriate order
 Cook the vegetables and produce the right texture and appearance as required by the
recipe
Remark
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Title

Produce bread sandwich dishes

Code

108401L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Sandwich is a
convenient food that can be taken at any time of day: breakfast, lunch, snack, etc. It can be
quickly made and with many variations. It can be served cold or hot. This UoC concerns
competences in making basic sandwiches using sliced bread (Pullman loaves) but similar
competence can be applied to production of other types of sandwiches.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing bread sandwich dishes









Possess basic knowledge of the responsibilities and tasks of a sandwich chef/maker
Possess basic knowledge of different types of bread sandwiches, for examples:
o Pullman
o Club sandwiches
o Pinwheel, domino or chequerboard sandwiches
o Filled rolls
o Focaccia or pita bread
o Finger/ tea sandwiches
Possess basic knowledge of sandwich making techniques, such as:
o Spreading, layering
o Piping, molding, cutting
o Portioning
o Garnishing
Possess basic knowledge of different spread to be used in making sandwiches to flavor
and add moist mouth feel to the sandwich, such as: butter, mayonnaise, mustard,
ketchup, jelly, jam, chutney, etc.
Possess basic knowledge of types of fillings and vegetables suitable for hot and cold
sandwiches
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce bread sandwich dishes:











Select the sandwich recipe
Prepare the ingredients for sandwich production, including:
o Mix fillings
o Prepare spreads
o Slice sandwich meats and cheeses
o Separate lettuce leaves
o Slice tomatoes
o Prepare garnishes
Arrange preparation area to have all ingredients ready within easy for reach distance.
Lay sandwich bread on work area
Spread all bread slices to the edge with desired spread
Portion filling and layer onto bottom slice of sandwich
Arrange lettuce or other vegetable accompaniments on top of filling.
Place bread on top of sandwich
Cut sandwiches as desired, without mashing the bread
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Place sandwich on serving plate and garnish to present the dish to meet recipe
requirement

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Produce bread sandwiches that are nourishing, fresh which expected by customers

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare the work area, and equipment for sandwich production complied with the
establishment requirements and hygiene standards
 Prepare the fillings and spreads that meets the requirements of the sandwich recipe and
is within close reach during production
 Produce the sandwiches with taste, freshness, and presentation that is required by the
recipe
Remark
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Title

Prepare ingredients for cooking

Code

108402L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. No matter
what size of the restaurant (establishment), pre-preparation of ingredients in advance is
necessary, even just cooking a simple recipe. This UoC concerns competences preparing
ingredients. Ingredients can be a variety of vegetable, meat, herbs, etc.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing ingredients for cooking









Possess basic knowledge of the advantages and disadvantages of preparation of
ingredients in advance. For example:
o Loss of goodness due to preparation in advance
o Many tasks to complete in the kitchen
o No missing ingredients during cooking
Possess basic knowledge of different preparation techniques to be used in preparing
different ingredients, including but not limited to the following:
o Selecting ingredients
o Measuring
o Washing, straining
o Cutting, chopping, slicing, peeling
o Mixing, marinating
o Defrosting
o Coating
Possess basic knowledge of the order for preparing ingredients such as placing/storing
in the refrigerator to facilitate speed cooking. For example: vegetables, meat, fish, etc.
Possess basic literacy skill to read and understand recipes, and work procedures
Possess basic knowledge of food hygiene regulation for handling and storing food as
well as food shelf life
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s general Occupational health and safety, including
fire hazards

2. Prepare ingredients for cooking:









Comprehend the recipe or instructions for the preparation of ingredients
Assemble the appropriate tools or equipment for the task. For example:
o Knives,
o Utensils,
o Crockery,
o etc.
Select and weight the appropriate amount of ingredients according to the recipe and
avoid wastage
Wash and dry ingredients according to the need of different types of ingredients
Cut, chop, or slice the ingredients to appropriate size as required by the recipe or
instruction
Mix, marinate, sauce, and glaze in accordance with recipe or instruction
Sort and arrange ingredients according to their type and quantity
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For storing, follow food safety regulation and establishment’s procedure for stock
rotation to place into prepared storage area, such as: dry store, cold room, fridge,
freezer, etc.
Clean work area and equipment in accordance with the establishment’s procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Avoid food wastage by not over prepared ingredients for use or exceeded stored shelf
life

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understands the importance of having all the ingredients being well prepared and ready
for cooking
 Use appropriate preparation method or techniques to select, measure, wash, cut the
ingredients that complied with the recipe or instructions requirements
 Follow the hygiene standards and establishment’s procedures to package and store the
ingredients in appropriate storage area under appropriate temperature
Remark
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Title

Prepare and produce pastry dishes

Code

108403L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Historically
pastry was used as a case for baking other items, but people eventually realized the pastry was
worth eating too. The wide range of pastries nowadays varies in texture and taste either in its
own or as traditional baking dishes. This UoC will concentrate on competence preparing and
producing general pastry dishes from pre-made pastry dough.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing and producing pastry dishes producing general bread










Possess basic knowledge of different type of pastry, such as:
o Short crust pastry
o Filo pastry
o Choux pastry
o Flaky pastry
o Puff pastry
Possess basic knowledge of techniques for producing different types of pastry dough
Possess knowledge of the basic ingredient for pastry dough production, including:
o Flour: wheat flour
o Fat: butter, margarine, solid vegetable shortening, lard, or vegetable oil
o Liquids: water, milk, cream
Possess basic knowledge of reading and understanding recipes for baking pastry
products
Possess basic knowledge of the equipment to be used for baking pastry products
Possess basic knowledge of required temperature for baking different type of pastries,
ranging from preheating of oven to different temperature for different pastry recipes and
cooling temperature before cutting, use and storing
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Prepare and produce pastry dishes and general bread:









Comprehend the pastry recipe requirements
Identify, select and weigh required ingredients, according to recipe requirement including
the appropriate pre-made pastry dough
Preparations for making pastry product
o Select appropriate equipment to be used for pastry production, such as:
 Preheat oven for baking
 Roll pin, pastry wheel, etc.
 Coat baking pan with grease
 Work area well clean with equipment arranged near by
o Fillings and coating/icing, glazes and decorations for pastry recipe
Roll the dough into desired thickness and shape. Transfer the dough to the baking pan
Add filling and perform pre-bake decoration according to recipe, if any
Load pastry or pieces of pastry product into oven and cook for required time according
to the recipe under the appropriate temperature
Cool the cooked product in appropriate condition before cutting, decorate, and retain
freshness and product characteristics for serving
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Wash, clean and store the baking equipment according to the establishment procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select and measured the appropriate quantity of ingredients for the baking pastry
product according to the recipe
 Perform all the necessary preparation for pastry production that did not hinder the
production process, including having the work area well clean, pastry dough well thawed
(if frozen), oven is pre-heated at right temperature, etc.
 Pastry product were baked with the appropriate temperature and delivered the expected
result as required from the recipe
Remark
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Title

Perform seasoning and marinating

Code

108404L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Seasoning
and marinating are methods for enhancing flavor of food. Marinating is soaking the food in
seasonings to allow them to soak into the food or whatever. But some regards seasoning is the
use of herbs, salt, species spices and other ingredients to apply to food at ends of food
production, prior to serving. Knowing what seasoning to use, the duration to marinate different
foods is the key to the flavoring process. This UoC will concentrate on competence of enhancing
the flavor of food using different seasonings in marinating at the beginning of food production.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for performing seasoning and marinating








Possess basic knowledge of marinating principles
Process knowledge of the basic ingredients for marinades, including: oil, an acid and
some seasoning
Possess basic knowledge of marinating techniques for different types of foods,
including:
o Marinating beef, pork, poultry
o Marinating fish and seafood
o Marinating vegetable and fruits
Possess knowledge of marinating, including:
o Includes an acidic component to tenderize the meat and help the flavor infuse
deeper
o Use high smoke point oils in your marinade, especially food for grilling and
roasting
o Prepare approximately half cup of marinade per pound of meat, seafood, or
vegetables
o Don't use too much salt
o Don't reuse marinades
o Don’t marinate with metallic container
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Perform seasoning and marinating:








Comprehend the marinade recipe requirements
Acquire the required oil, acidic (vinegar, lemon juice, etc.) ingredient and seasoning
required for the marinade recipe
Prepare the meat, fish, vegetables, fruits by washing and cutting to the recipe’s required
size
Mix the marinade. For example:
o Add salt, pepper, and extra seasoning such as: onions, shallots, garlic, parsley,
and thyme
o A bit of sugar or honey to add a bit depth of flavor
Transfer the marinade to a non-metallic pan or plastic bowl
Place the meat, fish, vegetable or fruit in the marinate liquid and soak it for required
period in the refrigerator. For example:
o Vegetables for 15 to 30 minutes
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o
o
o




Fish and seafood for 15 minutes to one hour
Poultry for 30 minutes to 3 hours
Meat (beef, pork, lamb, etc.) for 30 minutes to over night
Use the marinated food for cooking required dish. Marinade may be used as sauce, but
it needs to be boiled to kill off the bacteria, according to the food safety standards
Wash, clean and store the equipment according to the establishment procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select and measured the appropriate quantity of ingredients (oil, lemon juice, salt,
pepper, seasoning, etc.) according to the marinade recipe
 Follow the do’s and don’ts or the establishment’s procedures while performing
marinating
 Marinate the food to suitable period according to the recipe requirement
Remark
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Title

Apply sauce and dressing

Code

108405L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Sauce and
dressing are essential elements of a dish. It is a flavorful liquid adhering to the food if chosen
appropriately; it enhances the overall flavoring, without overpowering or obscuring the flavors of
the food itself. This UoC concentrates on competences in applying dressing to salads.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for applying sauce and dressing











Possess basic knowledge of the difference between sauce and dressing, For example:
o Dressing: applied to salads
o Sauces: can be hot or cold
 Can be served as a condiment or cooked with the dish
Possess knowledge of main types of sauce/dressing that can be applied to salad. For
example:
o Creamy dressings
o Vinaigrette dressings
Possess knowledge of main ingredients of making dressing, such as:
o Vinegar or acidic liquid (lemon, lime or orange juice)
o Oil
o Salt
Possess knowledge of different techniques to apply dressing. For example:
o Mix the salad first then toss with the salad
o Apply the main dressing ingredients separately to the salad
Possess basic knowledge of when to apply the sauce/dressing to the salad. Such as:
o Lighter ingredients such as leafy green salad: dressed just before serving to
avoid water being removed and to maintain crispy texture
o Salad consists mainly of vegetables and thicker, more dense ingredients:
dressed an hour or longer prior to serving to allow ingredients to marinate and
absorb the flavors in the dressing
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Apply sauce and dressing:







Comprehend the salad recipe
Acquire the ingredients for dressing such as (oil, vinegar, salt, pepper, etc.)
Acquire, wash, cut and dry the vegetable of the salad
Assemble the necessary utensils, such as: salad bowl, salad spinner, mixing spoon
and/or fork, etc.
Apply the sauce/dressing, take into account of the type of salad ingredient and serving
time
Wash, clean and store the used equipment according to the establishment procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
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Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Use the appropriate ratio of main dressing ingredients.
 Ensure vegetables are sufficiently dry before applying dressing to ensure the dressing
can adhere to the vegetable when dressing is applied
 Apply the sauces/dressing at the appropriate time
Remark
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Title

Conduct butchering

Code

108406L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Almost all
chefs have butchering skills. They can work on breaking down whole chickens, de-boning, and
cutting huge cuts of beef, etc. This UoC concerns butchering competence within kitchen which
mainly involves working on pre-slaughtered, degutted pork of beef carcasses, or small games
like rabbits. Some of these competences can be applied to poultry.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for conducting butchering












Possess basic knowledge of certified meat importers or slaughter houses
Possess basic knowledge and safety skills on handling knives
Possess basic skills in cutting, deboning or skinning meat or fish
Possess basic knowledge and the application of different butcher equipment and
accessories, such as:
o Butcher knives and chopping block/boards
o Butcher hooks
o Butcher string needles
o Bone removal tools and Saws
o Etc.
Possess basic knowledge of different common parts of meat
Possess knowledge of how to clean and maintain equipment, such as but not limited to
the following:
o Wood chopping blocks/boards
o Sharping knives
o Cleaning mincers
Possess knowledge and skills to use personal protective equipment, such as but not
limited to the following:
o Coats and aprons
o Waterproof clothing
o Hand protection ware
Possess knowledge of proper storage temperate of meat, for example, for beef:
o Between 33°F and 40°F for 3 or 4 days
o Below 0°F for 6 to 12 months.
o Possess basic knowledge of food hygiene and sanitation regulation for handling
and storing meat

2. Conduct butchering:




Receive and inspect delivery of animal carcasses or meat package to ensure the
delivery are certified by the regulatory approved organization
Carcasses are shaved safely according to the establishment’s procedures
Understand the cuts required by the establishment (roasting, chop, cube, etc.), then
perform the following:
o Separating the required cuts from the carcass
o De-skin, debone, remove excess fat and trim the cuts, if required
o Cut to the required size
o Prepare meat to use for cooking, if needed:
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Roll the meat for roasting
De-skin or bone of poultry
If meat is not use immediately, use it should be packaged and stored at appropriate
temperature, using appropriate storage materials, such as:
o Freezer paper,
o Vacuum seal
o Freezer bags
Clean work area and equipment in accordance with the establishment’s procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Identify the meat carcass are from authorized importer or slaughter house
 Use the appropriate equipment to separate meat from carcass and/or portioned the
meat, prepared the meat ready for cooking or packaged for storage
 Follow establishment and/or regulatory requirements to keep all equipment and work
environment sanitized and cleaned before, during and after use
Remark
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Title

Conduct cleaning and sanitation

Code

108407L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Maintaining
the highest standards of cleanliness in the restaurant kitchen to prevent food from being
contaminated by toxins or bacteria is the responsibility of every practitioner. He/she needs to
observe and follow the food safety regulations and procedures of the establishment. This UoC
concerns competences in conducting cleaning and sanitation within the restaurant kitchen.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for conducting cleaning and sanitation








Possess basic knowledge of food safety in different stage of food handling in the
kitchen, such as:
o food storage
o preparation
o cooking
o food display
Possess basic knowledge of what need to be cleaned in the kitchen, such as:
o Food product contact surfaces:
 Knives, mixer, pans, pots, utensils, plates, etc.
o Non-food product contact surfaces:
 equipment, overhead inner structures, shields, walls, ceilings, lighting
devices, refrigeration units and heating, ventilation and air conditioning
(HVAC) systems
o Hands
Possess basic knowledge of different methods and techniques for cleaning and
sanitation:
o Cleaning:
 Mechanical cleaning
 Manual cleaning
o Sanitation
 Heat
 Chemical
Possess basic knowledge of the establishment’s food safety procedures

2. Conduct cleaning and sanitation:







Comprehend and familiarize with the establishment’s food safety procedures
Understand allocated duties and follow the cleaning and sanitation objectives and
schedules to perform the required cleaning and sanitation tasks. For example:
o tasks after every shift, such as wiping down preparation surfaces with
disinfectant
o daily tasks- taking out the trash or rotating stock
o monthly tasks- such as cleaning the refrigerator and freezers
o quarterly or yearly tasks, such as cleaning the hood of the kitchen grill
Wash all surfaces, pots, pans, utensils, and equipment with warm soapy water
Rinse surfaces, pots, pans and utensils to remove dirt and soapy residue
Sanitize rinsed surfaces to kill remaining germs. Follow instructions carefully when using
chemical sanitation method and ensure safe use of chemical
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Report completion of cleaning and sanitation to supervisor, if needed, for verification

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organization or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Follow standards and practices in the industry, for example: HACCP (Hazard Analysis
and Critical Control Point), Hong Kong food safety ordinance, etc.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Comprehend and follow the establishment’s cleaning and sanitation procedures
 Conduct the maintenance of the kitchen’s cleanliness and sanitation standard in
accordance with the establishment’s requirements
 Correctly apply cleaning and sanitation methods to keep the establishment’s kitchen
fulfilling regulations of food safety and hygiene
Remark
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Title

Produce general bread

Code

108408L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Bread is a
stable food and formed the main part of the average person’s diet for centuries. It applies baking
method which hot dry heat is used for producing a dry crust and softer inner. This UoC will
concentrate on competence in producing simple breads.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general bread











Possess knowledge of the basic ingredients for bread production, including:
o Flour
o Water
o Salt
o Yeast
Possess basic knowledge of baking principles and techniques
Possess basic knowledge about different flours suitable for bread production
Possess basic knowledge of dough preparation factors, such as:
o consistency and texture
o temperature
o fermentation time
o Type of leavening agent
Possess basic knowledge of different leavening agents and effects on bread production.
For example:
o Yeast fermentation - Fresh yeast, Active dry yeast, etc.
o Chemical leavening agent - baking powder, baking soda, etc.
o Natural leavening agents - wild yeast and lactobacilli,
Possess basic knowledge of baking temperature for different type of bread, ranging from
preheating of oven and cooling time before cutting and use
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce general bread:









Comprehend the bread recipe
Identify and select ingredients, weigh and measure required quantity according to
recipe.
Prepare the dough, including:
o Load ingredients into mixer or large mixing bowl
o Set mixer time or hand mix until right texture
o Use appropriate raising agent (Yeast, baking powder, baking soda, etc.)
according to the recipe requirements
o Kneading dough to even out fermentation gases
Mode and shape the prepared dough and place on baking utensils
Set the appropriate oven temperature according to recipe (including preheating oven)
Load pieces of dough into oven
Cool the baked product in appropriate condition before cutting to retain freshness and
product characteristics
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Wash, clean and store the baking equipment according to the establishment’s
procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select and measure the appropriate quantity of ingredients for baking according to the
recipe
 Prepare the dough according to required texture and complete fermentation to the
recipe’s requirement
 Bake with the appropriate temperature and deliver the expected quality as required by
the recipe
Remark
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Title

Produce general game dishes

Code

108409L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. It concentrates
on competences for producing general game dishes using “ready to cook” commercial reared
game meat.

Level

1

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general game dishes












Possess basic knowledge of different types of games and their differences to common
meat, such as: big game, small game, wild fowls, etc.
Possess basic knowledge and skills in preparing and cooking meat
Possess basic knowledge of how to choose game meat for recipe. For example:
o Different cuts/parts/anatomy of animals
o Appropriate texture: firm and dry instead of wet and wobbly
o Appearance: the darker meat, the richer taste
Possess basic knowledge of different cooking methods for game, Such as:
o Braising, stewing
o Roasting, grilling, baking
o Sautéing stir frying
o Deep frying
Possess basic knowledge of tenderizing, marinating and seasoning of game meat
Possess basic knowledge and skills in selecting and applying suitable equipment
Possess basic knowledge of different techniques to judge when the game meat is
cooked. For example:
o Using thermometer to check the inner temperature of the meat
o Judging the juices of the meat
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, principles and
practices of hygiene, particularly in relation to cross-contamination

2. Produce general game dishes:





Comprehend the recipe
Prepare game meat and equipment for cooking, including:
o Selecting and acquiring the right cut of meat
o Defrost properly
o Trim away excess fat and add other fats to keep game meat staying moist if
necessary. Marinate, tenderize, add seasonings and air-drying (for roasting or
deep frying)
o Select (oven, pan, grill, rotisserie, pressure cooker, etc.) and prepare cooking
equipment according to the cooking method, for examples:
 Select the right type and size cooking equipment
 Pre-heat oven and heat up the oil
 Grease the pan
o Ready other cooking ingredients and stock (for braising or stewing)
o Ready garnishing accompaniment
Use appropriate cooking method to cook the game meat according to the recipe
requirements and ensure the meat is not over or under cooked by taking into
considerations of various cooking factors. , such as:
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Temperature
Duration
Size and quantity of the of meat
Portion cooked meat and place on serving plate with garnishing and finishing methods to
meet dish requirements
Wash, clean and store the cooking equipment according to the establishment’s
procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow the organisation’s or kitchen’s rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare the game meat and other ingredients to meet the requirements of the dish. And
follow food safety procedures to defrost frozen game meat thoroughly and avoid cross
contamination when preparing the meat for cooking
 Select the appropriate cooking method and use the appropriate equipment to cook the
meat according to the recipe
 Determine when the meat is properly cooked according to the recipe requirement by
applying appropriate techniques and considering various cooking factors
Remark
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Title

Prepare Japanese rice

Code

108410L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. This UoC concerns competences in cooking plain Japanese rice
using traditional manual control method.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing Japanese rice











Possess basic knowledge of different types of Japanese rice suitable for cooking plain
Japanese rice, such as:
o Shinmai
o Sasanishiki
o Koshihikari
o Akita Komachi
o Hitomebore
Possess basic knowledge of equipment or method of cooking Japanese rice, including:
o Rice cooker
o Traditional manual control method with heavy bottom cooking pan/pot with tight
fit lid
o Sieve
Possess basic knowledge of rice preparation methods which includes:
o Measuring
o Washing
o Rinsing
o Soaking if necessary
Possess knowledge of basic principle of water control. For example:
o Age of the rice grain (new rice needs less water)
o The pot/pan used (more steam evaporates with a wider pot)
Possess knowledge of basic technique of rice cooking steps:
o Boil water with rice, initially at medium heat, with lid on
o Reduce to low heat when the water starts boiling and bubbles comes out of the
pot
o Simmer until there is not much water at the bottom of the pot or no bubbling
sound from inside the pot
o Turn the heat off and leave for at least 10 minutes with the lid on
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare Japanese rice:






Prepare the rice for cooking, including:
o Accurately measure quantity of rice
o Acquire appropriate size pan/pot for cooking use
o Wash and rinse the rice until water is almost clear and rice become a bit opaque
Place the rice in pot/pan and add required amount of water, the ratio is approximately 1to-1
Cook the rice according to cooking method to deliver cooked rice in required quality
Breathe rice loose using a rice spatula to remove excess moisture within the cooked rice
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Prepare rice for serving using a small bowl called ochawan or to be used in other rice
dishes. Any cooked rice not for immediate consumption must be stored appropriately

3. Exhibit professionalism


Treat cooking rice like an art to produce perfect cook rice

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select and acquire the appropriate rice type for cooking plain Japanese rice
 Appropriately perform the pre-cooking preparations, including washing, rinsing and
soaking the rice, as well as preparing the pot/pan for cooking
 Apply basic rice cooking techniques with appropriate control of timing to cook the rice to
the quality required by the establishment
Remark
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Title

Prepare Japanese pickled dishes

Code

108411L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. This UoC concerns competence in making Japanese instant or
overnight vegetable pickles for use as side dishes.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing Japanese pickles









Possess basic knowledge of different forms of Japanese pickles and their differences.
For example:
o sokuseki-zuke (instant pickles)
o ichiya-zuke (overnight pickles)
o asa-zuke (young pickles)
o furu-zuke (old pickles)
Possess basic knowledge of common types of Japanese pickles, including:
o Shio-zuke (salt)
o Su-zuke (vinegar)
o Kasuzuke (Sake lees)
o Nuka-zuke (rice bran)
o Miso-zuke (miso)
o Shoyuzuke (Soya sauce)
Possess basic knowledge of equipment used for making Japanese pickles, including:
o A mixing bowl
o Cutting board
o Knife
o Salad/pickle press or weights
Possess basic knowledge of washing vegetable techniques
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare Japanese pickles:










Comprehend the recipe for making pickles
Acquire the required quantity of vegetable as specified by the recipe
Wash and clean the vegetable to meet health safety standards
Cut the vegetable to appropriate shape and size that can be placed into storage
container.
Pour appropriate quantity of pickling or fermentation ingredients with vegetable
Use appropriate equipment to sequence out the vegetable juices. For example:
o Salad/pickle press
o place a plate and a weight on top
Leave to sit in a warm place, such as the kitchen counter. Do not refrigerate. Within few
hours to couples of day (depending on the room temperature), the vegetable will release
water and become submerged in its own liquid.
Once the liquid is released, the pickles are ready for use. The liquid released can be
used for other purposes. For example: serve over rice.
Arrange the pickled vegetable attractively in small dish and serve.
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3. Exhibit professionalism



To complete the pickling process conforming to the organisation’s food safety standards
Treat food with respect and not to waste good food

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select good quality and right quantity of vegetables for the pickling process
 Apply the appropriate pickling/fermentation ingredients with appropriate amount
 Produce the pickled vegetable that conformed to the visual appearance (size and color)
that was required by the recipe
Remark
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Title

Produce Japanese appetizers and refreshments

Code

108412L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. Appetizers and refreshments, in this context, refer to the food served
with alcohol drinks called otsumami or sakana. This UoC concerns competences in producing
simple and common refreshments and appetizer.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing Japanese appetizers for refreshments








Possess basic knowledge of differences between otsumami and sakana. For example:
o Sakana: Appetizers specifically intended as an accompaniment to sake
o Otsumami: Certain foods are strongly associated with drinking and using finger
to pickup
Possess basic knowledge of common types of otsumami and sakana and which is
suitable for different alcohol drinks. For example:
o Popular with beer:
 Edamame - salted and steamed soybean pods
 Chicken Karaage – Chicken nuggets
o Popular with sake:
 Shiokara - fermented, salted squid innards, etc.
 Roe (Sea urchin roe, salmon roe, etc.)
o Others:
 Grilled skewers of chicken, meat, vegetable
 Sashimi - slices of raw fish
 Kimchi and pickles
 Small snacks (dried squid, seaweed, cheese, peanuts, etc.)
Possess basic knowledge of properties of various refreshment and appetizers for
consuming with the beer beverage. Such as:
o Rich in Vitamins B1 and C, which help break down alcohol
o Contains methionine, an amino acid which helps protect the liver from toxicity
damage
o Sweetness of appetizers and refreshment can balance the slightly bitter
aftertaste of beer
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Produce Japanese appetizers for refreshments:






Determine the establishment’s cooking method for preparing appetizers and
refreshment. For example:
o Boiling
o Steaming
o Grilling
o Baking
o Deep frying
o Microwave
Acquire the required quantity of ingredients
Assemble the appropriate utensils for cooking method
Serve the appetizers and refreshment in small dish hot or cold
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3. Exhibit professionalism



To complete the preparation process conforming to the organisation’s food safety
standards
Treat food with respect and not to waste good food

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Follow the establishments method of cooking appetizers and refreshment and apply the
appropriate cooking procedures of the establishment
 Acquire the appropriate quantity of ingredients to match the number of servings to
minimize wastage of edamame
Remark

The competences of producing other appetizers may be found in UoCs on producing sushi,
sashimi, tempura, etc.
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Title

Know about Japanese Kitchen Knives

Code

108413L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners who use
Japanese kitchen knives for daily practice. While working in Japanese restaurants or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should know about the specific functions and categorization of
different kinds of Japanese kitchen knives and understand the proper way to care the knives.
Practitioners should be able to apply the aforesaid knowledge to their daily work.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of Japanese kitchen knives:






Know about different types of Japanese kitchen knives, for example:
o Know about traditional Japanese chef knives, including categorization, name,
shape, etc., such as:
 Yanagiba
 Deba
 Usuba
o Know about Western chef knives, including categorization, name, shape, etc.,
such as:
 Gyuto
 Santoku
 Nakiri
o Know about Chinese chef knives, including categorization, name, shape, etc.,
such as:
 Chukabocho (Chinese cleaver)
Know about the unique features of different types of Japanese kitchen knives, such as:
o Deba: It is designed to behead and fillet fish. Its thickness, and the obtuse angle
on the back of the heel allow it to cut off the heads of fish easily. The blade is
then used to ride against the fish bones to separate the fillet.
o Yanagiba: It is used to prepare sashimi and nigiri sushi. In order to avoid the
destruction of the fibre tissue of the fish when cutting, affecting the taste, so the
blade is designed to be extremely sharp.
o Sujihiki: A long knife used to cut meat, often in the form of a draw cut.
o Bread Knife: It is used for cutting soft bread, cakes. The blade is serrated to
reduce the wear on the knife.
Know about Japanese Kitchen Knives, including:
o Kanto (関東)
o Kansai (関西)

2. Know about the care and maintenance of Japanese kitchen knives, such as:






Anti-rust
Use the knives properly
Keep the handle dry
Keep the blade sharp
Keep the knives in safe place

3. Exhibit professionalism
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Follow the organisation’s or kitchen’s rules to maintain cleanliness of the knives
Use appropriate knife for different tasks
Apply the appropriate care and maintenance methods to knives
Use the knife safely

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the knowledge of categorizations and utilities of Japanese kitchen knives.
 Master the knowledge of care and maintenance of Japanese kitchen knives.
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Use common Chinese foodstuffs

Code

108414L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section in the catering
industry. While working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be
able to apply different quality assessment and storage methods for various Chinese foodstuffs
under guidance to assist the daily work in the production section.

Level

2

Credit

9

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of common Chinese foodstuffs:









Know about the quality inspection processes of Chinese food ingredients, including:
o Factors affecting the quality of ingredients
o Standards for various quality inspections of ingredients, etc.
Understand the storage methods of food ingredients, including:
o Storage methods of various ingredients
o How to effectively control the environmental conditions for storing ingredients
(e.g. temperature and humidity)
o Maintain the quality of the ingredients at a relatively stable condition over a
certain period, etc.
Know about vegetable ingredients, including:
o Places of origin, names, shapes, types and dietary values of different types of
edible vegetables (e.g. leaf mustard, sponge gourds and bitter melons), and their
quality inspections and the factors affecting their quality
o Places of origin, names, tastes and qualities of different types of dried
vegetables (e.g. dried cabbage and dried bamboo shoots)
o Types, places of origin, ingredients, characteristics, quality standards of various
pickling vegetables
o Quality requirements of various soya bean products (e.g. tofu, soya bean
products with lo shui sauce and deep-fried soya bean products), etc.
Know about animal ingredients, including:
o Types, places of origin, shapes, characteristics and quality of pork, beef and
lamb, e.g. east China pigs and Angus beef
o Types, places of origin, shapes, characteristics and quality of chickens, ducks
and geese, e.g. Qingyuan chickens, Shitou geese, dry-breezed chicken and
poultry products
o Classifications, structural characteristics, quality and storage conditions of
different eggs (e.g. eggs and preserved eggs) and egg products
o Components of various kinds of milk, and the production and storage methods of
various dairy products
o Types, shapes, characteristics, places of origin and tastes of various kinds of
fishes (e.g. mud carps and mandarin fishes)
o Types, shapes, characteristics, places of origin and tastes of various kinds of
shrimps, crabs and shellfish (e.g. prawns, mantis shrimps and other aquatic
foodstuffs)
Possess knowledge of edible fungi and algae, including:
o Classifications, names, places of origin, shapes, characteristics and quality of
various kinds of edible fungi (e.g. dried mushrooms and black fungi)
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Classifications, names, places of origin, shapes, characteristics and quality of
various kinds of edible algae (e.g. laver)
Know about different kinds of fruits, including:
o Names, types, places of origin, shapes and quality of various kinds of fruits (e.g.
lemons and watermelons)
o Names, places of origin, shapes, types, characteristics and quality of various
kinds of dried fruits (e.g. olive seeds and ginkgo seeds)

2. Use common Chinese foodstuffs:





Follow the guidance of the supervisors and apply knowledge of common Chinese
foodstuffs to carry out daily work
Store the foodstuffs according to their properties to maintain the quality by following the
established guidelines
Make use of foodstuffs properly to assist in the daily work of the production section
Report to the supervisors the problems in handling foodstuffs in a timely manner when
necessary, and make suggestions for improvement

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always process, inspect and store foodstuffs in a professional manner according to the
guidelines at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Assess the quality of foodstuffs and identify the storage methods for various foodstuffs
(e.g. vegetables, livestock, dairy products, egg products, fungi, fruits and seasonings)
under guidance
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Master basic processing techniques of cooking ingredients

Code

108415L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners working in production section of catering
industry. While working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
master the basic processing techniques and requirements of various cooking ingredients under
guidance in order to assist in the daily work of the production section.

Level

2

Credit

12

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the basic processing techniques of cooking ingredients:








Master the processing techniques of fresh and living foodstuffs, including:
o Basic processing techniques of various livestock foodstuffs (e.g. ox stomachs)
o Basic processing techniques of various aquatic foodstuffs (e.g. finless eels and
fresh water hairy crabs), etc.
Master the cutting and processing techniques of animal ingredients, including:
o Basic requirements for cutting and processing meat
o Standards and skills for dividing, cutting and bone removing of a pig, and know
about the names, characteristics and tastes of different parts of pigs (e.g. neck
meat and fillet)
o Processes of cattle slaughtering, and the names, characteristics and tastes of
different parts of cows (e.g. beef shank, beef fillet and beef rib eye), and master
the standards and skills for dividing, cutting and bone removing of a cow
o Standards and skills for dividing, cutting and bone removing of a lamb, and know
about the names, tastes and characteristics of different parts of lambs (e.g. lamb
briskets)
o Names and tastes of the muscles and bone structure of chickens (e.g. chicken
breasts and chicken wings), and the standards and skills of dividing, cutting and
bone removing of a chicken
o Standards and skills of dividing, cutting and bone removing of different fishes,
and know about the names, characteristics and tastes of different parts of them
o Basic processing techniques and standards of the internal organs of various
livestock
o Elementary processing techniques and standards of various kinds of common
poultry and their internal organs
Master the soaking techniques of dried foodstuffs, including:
o Different soaking processing methods of dried foodstuffs, such as:
 Oil soaking, alkaline soaking and alternate soaking skills to achieve the
soaking purpose
 Skills to achieve the soaking proportion
 Know about the foodstuffs for which soaking are required, e.g. bamboo
fungi and dried oysters
Know about animal ingredients, including:
o Types, places of origin, shapes, characteristics and quality of pork, beef and
lamb, e.g. east China pigs and Angus beef
o Types, places of origin, shapes, characteristics and quality of chickens, ducks
and geese, e.g. Qingyuan chickens, Shitou geese, dry-breezed chicken and
poultry products
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Classifications, structural characteristics, quality and storage conditions of
different eggs (e.g. eggs and preserved eggs) and egg products
o Components of various kinds of milk, and the production and storage methods of
various dairy products
o Types, shapes, characteristics, places of origin and tastes of various kinds of
fishes (e.g. mud carps and mandarin fishes)
o Types, shapes, characteristics, places of origin and tastes of various kinds of
shrimps, crabs and shellfish (e.g. prawns, mantis shrimps and other aquatic
foodstuffs)
Possess knowledge of edible fungi and algae, including:
o Classifications, names, places of origin, shapes, characteristics and quality of
various kinds of edible fungi (e.g. dried mushrooms and black fungi)
o Classifications, names, places of origin, shapes, characteristics and quality of
various kinds of edible algae (e.g. laver)
Know about different kinds of fruits, including:
o Names, types, places of origin, shapes and quality of various kinds of fruits (e.g.
lemons and watermelons)
o Names, places of origin, shapes, types, characteristics and quality of various
kinds of dried fruits (e.g. olive seeds and ginkgo seeds)

2. Master elementary processing techniques of cooking ingredients:




Follow the guidance of the supervisors and apply the processing techniques of cooking
ingredients to carry out the daily work
Apply the basic processing techniques of cooking ingredients properly, including:
o Perform basic processing work of fresh and living foodstuffs
o Perform cutting and bone removing of poultry and livestock foodstuffs
Report to the supervisors the problems encountered when cooking the ingredients in a
timely manner when necessary, and make suggestions for improvement

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always apply knowledge to process and cook ingredients in a professional manner at
work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Process fresh and living foodstuffs under guidance
 Process animal foodstuffs and dried foodstuffs by cutting and removing bones and
soaking respectively
Remark
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Title

Apply complicated slicing / garnishing / processing of foodstuffs

Code

108416L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the kitchen section in the Chinese
restaurants. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should master
the slicing and garnishing techniques of the kitchen section under guidance to produce various
dishes.

Level

2

Credit

12

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of complicated slicing/garnishing/processing of foodstuffs:






Master decoration techniques by the use of knife, including:
o Definitions and effects of decoration by the use of knife
o Tools, functions and points to note of decoration by the use of knife
o Concepts, categories, functions, material selections, production, settings and
points to note of different commonly used decorative flower processing
Master advanced garnishing techniques, including:
o Different functions of side dishes
o Various garnishing techniques
o Basic shaping skills of different side dishes (e.g. wrapping up method)
Master the methods for maintaining the tools and machines in kitchens

2. Apply complicated slicing/garnishing/processing of foodstuffs:








Follow the guidance of the supervisors and apply the acquired skills of complicated
slicing/garnishing/processing of foodstuffs at work
Properly maintain the tools and machines in kitchens, including:
o Operate kitchen tools and machines properly
o Maintain the tools and machines regularly
o Inspect the tools and machines regularly or inform the supplier to perform such
inspection and repairing, etc.
Slice and garnish foodstuffs effectively, including:
o Consider and plan thoroughly before placing orders, and cutting and garnishing
o Acknowledge the receipt of goods strictly and properly according to the purchase
orders
o Garnish dishes with flexibility, use different slicing methods on different
ingredients, minimise the rate of loss and increase the production rate
o Maximise the use of left-behind materials
Make use of different tools and prepare common decorative flowers, such as deep-fried
mandarin fish with pine seeds (菊花松子魚)
Coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always apply the complicated slicing/garnishing/processing of foodstuffs in a
professional manner according to the required standards at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Slice and garnish different ingredients and side dishes
 Master the proper proportion of different foodstuffs in a dish
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Operate and maintain different tools and machines in the kitchen

Remark
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Title

Apply complicated cooking skills

Code

108417L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the kitchen section in the Chinese
restaurants. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should master
the cooking skills of the kitchen section for the preparation of different dishes under guidance to
assist in the work of the kitchen section.

Level

2

Credit

12

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of complicated cooking skills:







Understand the principles of burning and heat transfer, including:
o Concepts of heat and heat sources
o Principles of burning and different ways of heat transfer (e.g. conduction)
o Concepts and categories of heat transfer media
Master the skills of producing basic soup bases, including:
o Concepts and functions of cooking basic soup bases
o Production and points to note of various common basic soup bases
o Other ways of thickening, etc.
Master the skills for making corn starch solution, including:
o Concepts and classification of sauces
o Concepts, functions, colours and classification of corn starch solution
Master the advanced skills of seasoning, including:
o Key points of seasoning
o Characteristics, functions and inspection standards of various common
seasonings
o Points to note for storing seasonings
o Classification of various compound seasonings
o Various common compound seasonings, etc.

2. Apply complicated cooking skills:







Follow the guidance of the supervisors and apply the acquired complicated cooking
skills to carry out daily work
Make use of the relationships between different heat transfer media during cooking
Cook basic soup bases with the ingredients and requirements of different types of soup
bases
Produce and apply different types of corn starch solution, and follow the points to note
during the processes
Use all types of common seasonings and compound seasonings properly, such as:
o Sweet and sour sauce
o XO sauce
Coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always apply the complicated cooking skills in a professional manner according to the
required standards at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
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Produce basic soup bases, and master the skills of making corn starch solution and
seasonings under guidance

Remark
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Title

Apply cooking skills under siu mei section

Code

108418L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the siu mei section in the Chinese
restaurants. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be
capable of producing various siu mei foods and preparing different types of cold dishes under
guidance.

Level

2

Credit

12

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of cooking skills of the siu mei section:







Understand the principles and requirements of the arrangement of cold dishes (冷菜裝盤
), including:
o Decoration principles of the arrangement of cold dishes
o Basic requirements for arranging cold dishes, for example:
 Slicing techniques
 Colour
 Matching containers
 Ingredients
Understand the steps for the arrangement of cold dishes and different ways of
arrangement, such as:
o In rows
o In circles
Understand the different shapes of arrangement of cold dishes, including:
o Fan shape
o Windmill shape, etc.
Master the matching and preparation techniques for artistic cold dishes, including:
o Presentation of various artistic cold dishes
o Production procedures, for example:
 Ideas of 3-D artistic cold dishes
 Slicing techniques
 Arrangement

2. Use cooking skills of the siu mei section:





Follow the guidance of the supervisors and the acquired cooking skills of the siu mei
section to carry out daily work
Prepare different types of siu mei foods properly, including:
o Apply different production skills for preparing siu mei, e.g. roast pigs
o Keep it clean and tidy when preparing siu mei
o Keep the food in the display window attractive
o Chop siu mei, and fill rice and soup effectively, as well as cost control
o Prepare and produce related foods, for example:
 Cooking rice
 Scalding vegetables
Coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism
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Always apply cooking skills of the siu mei section in a professional manner according to
the required standards at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Produce different siu mei and other related foods, and master the arrangement skills for
preparing artistic cold dishes under guidance
Remark
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Title

Master general cooking (stove) skills and techniques

Code

108419L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the kitchen section in the Chinese
restaurants. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be
capable of producing various hot dishes and desserts with different cooking methods under
guidance to assist in the work of the kitchen section.

Level

2

Credit

18

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of general cooking (stove) skills and techniques:












Master the workflow and job divisions of the production of hot dishes, including:
o Definitions and concepts of cooking (烹飪) and cookery (烹調), and their
interrelationship
o Procedures for producing hot dishes and the supplementary work during stock
preparation, including:
 Purchase
 Stock management, etc.
o Functions and job divisions of chopping board staff (砧板) and water desk staff (
水檯) during the production of hot dishes
o Duties, functions, job divisions and techniques of the production of hot dishes by
roasting and lo shui methods
Master different techniques of stir-frying (炒) and sautéing (爆), including:
o Techniques and characteristics of different kinds of stir-frying
o Key points and techniques of different kinds of sautéing
o Techniques and characteristics of different kinds of quick deep-frying (泡) (e.g.
quick deep-frying in oil)
o Techniques of different kinds of stewing (燴)
Master the techniques of boiling/cooking (烹/煮) and deep-frying (炸), including:
o Techniques of different kinds of boiling/cooking
o Techniques and characteristics of different kinds of deep-frying
Master different techniques of pan-frying (煎) and coated pan-frying (塌), including:
o Techniques and characteristics of different kinds of pan-frying
o Key points and techniques of coated pan-frying (note: “coated pan-frying” refers
to the cooking method that coats the ingredients with corn starch and then with
egg solution, and then pan-fries both sides until they are cooked)
o Techniques and characteristics of different kinds of pan-cooking (貼), e.g. the
cooking method of pan-cooked dumplings (窩貼)
o Techniques and characteristics of spreading out (攤) (note: “spreading out”
refers to spreading out mushy ingredients to a flat shape)
Master different techniques of grilling (燒) and stir-fried braising (扒), including:
o Techniques and characteristics of different kinds of grilling
o Key points and techniques of different kinds of stir-fried braising
o Techniques and characteristics of braising (扣)
Master different techniques of stewing (炆/燴), including:
o Techniques and characteristics of different kinds of stewing (燜)
o Techniques and characteristics of different kinds of soup-stewing (煨)
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Master different techniques of simmering (炖), prolonged boiling (熬) and scalding (灼),
including:
o Techniques and characteristics of different kinds of simmering
o Key points and techniques of prolonged boiling
o Techniques and characteristics of cooking (煮)
o Techniques of different kinds of scalding (灼)
Know about different types of hot pots, including:
o Techniques and characteristics of different kinds of cooking by dipping in boiling
water (涮)
o Identify the key points and types of different kinds of hot pots
Master different techniques of roasting (烤) and baking (焗), including:
o Techniques and characteristics of different kinds of roasting
o Techniques of different kinds of baking
Master the methods of making desserts, including:
o Techniques and characteristics of different kinds of toffee sticking (拔絲)
o Key points and techniques of sugar frosting (掛霜)
o Techniques and characteristics of different honey sauces (蜜汁)
o Techniques of preparing different sweet soups (糖水)
Master the techniques for preparing side dishes and decorating hot dishes, including:
o Styles of different side dishes and decorations
o Techniques for decorating different containers of hot dishes
o Techniques for decorating side dishes produced by different cooking methods
o Concepts of colour, cold/hot and soft/hard in decoration

2. Master general cooking (stove) skills and techniques:







Follow the guidance of the supervisors and apply the acquired cooking (stove) skills and
techniques to carry out daily work
During the production of hot dishes, follow the following:
o Senior (steaming) cooks (上什)
o Service cooks (打荷)
o Different stove staff work, etc.
Make use of the above-mentioned cooking (stove) skills and techniques to produce
relevant dishes and desserts
Familiarise with the principles, skills and techniques of side dish preparation and
decoration for the hot dishes
Coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always apply cooking (stove) skills and techniques in a professional manner according
to the required standards at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Produce various hot dishes with the eighteen cooking methods under guidance
 Master the cooking methods of desserts and produce relevant dishes under guidance
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Master preparatory work for making dim sum

Code

108420L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in the dim sum section in Chinese restaurants or
relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to carry out the preparatory work of making
the stuffing and dough of Chinese dim sum under guidance and master the storage methods of
dim sum ingredients.

Level

2

Credit

12

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of preparatory work for making dim sum:








Know about the ingredients for making stuffing, including:
o Natures, characteristics and tastes of stuffing ingredients made with all kinds of
livestock and poultry meat
o Characteristics, tastes and nature of stuffing ingredients made with all kinds of
aquatic foodstuffs and dried seafood
o Nature, tastes and characteristics of stuffing ingredients made with various
vegetables
o Nature, characteristics and tastes of stuffing ingredients made with all kinds of
dried fruits (e.g. watermelon seeds and olive seeds)
o Characteristics, tastes and nature of stuffing ingredients made with all kinds of
fruits, candied fruits, flowers, etc.
Know about the supplementary ingredients, including:
o Characteristics, functions and tastes of using different kinds of sugar as
supplementary ingredients
o Characteristics, tastes and functions of using different kinds of salt as
supplementary ingredients
o Functions, tastes and characteristics of using all kinds of fats and oil as
supplementary ingredients
o Tastes, functions and characteristics of using various kinds of milk and dairy
products (e.g. condensed milk) as supplementary ingredients
o Characteristics, functions and tastes of using eggs as supplementary ingredients
Master the knowledge of storing dim sum ingredients, including:
o Causes of ingredient spoilage, e.g. chemical factors
o Storage and preservation methods of different kinds of stuffing ingredients (e.g.
meat and vegetables)
o Storage and management methods of different kinds of supplementary
ingredients
o Management and preservation methods of food additives
Master the skills and procedures for making dim sum dough, stuffing and arranging dim
sum, including:
o Key points and skills of different ways of dough mixing (和麵)
o Skills of different ways of dough kneading (揉麵)
o Requirements and techniques for rubbing dough into strips (搓條)
o Different methods for cutting dough strips into small pieces (下劑)
o Different operational requirements and techniques for flattening dough into discs
(製皮)
o Know how to make stuffing
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o
o
o

Procedures and skills of different ways of filling (上餡)
Procedures of shaping and cooking dim sum
Different ways to arrange dim sum, etc.

2. Master preparatory work for making dim sum:







Follow the guidance of the supervisors and apply the knowledge of the preparatory work
for making dim sum to carry out daily work
According to the established procedures, management methods, preservation methods,
etc. to process the following:
o Various kinds of stuffing ingredients
o Various kinds of supplementary ingredients
o Food additives, etc.
Complete the above-mentioned preparatory work for making dim sum
Complete the preliminary tasks of making stuffing and dough according to the
established procedures before the commencement of other procedures for making dim
sum
Coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always handle the preparatory work for making dim sum in a professional manner
according to the required standards at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Know how to make various kinds of dough, and master the characteristics, usage and
storage methods of various stuffing ingredients
 Carry out the preparatory work of making stuffing and dough of various kinds of dim sum
under guidance
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Make common dim sum stuffing

Code

108421L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section in Chinese
establishments. While working in the dim sum section in Chinese restaurants or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to produce dim sum stuffing under guidance to assist in
the daily work of the dim sum section.

Level

2

Credit

15

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of common dim sum stuffing:






Know about common raw and cooked sweet stuffing, which may include ingredients
such as:
o Dried fruits
o Fresh or sugar-preserved fruits
o Beans, cucumbers, etc.
Master the processing and production techniques of sweet stuffing ingredients,
including:
o Selection of sweet stuffing ingredients and the elementary processing
techniques of the ingredients
o Methods for processing and shaping sweet stuffing
o Ingredients, production, characteristics and key points of common raw sweet
stuffing
o Ingredients, production, characteristics and key points of common cooked sweet
stuffing, etc.
Master the cooking techniques and processing procedures of various raw and cooked
salty stuffing

2. Make common dim sum stuffing:






Follow the guidance of the supervisors and apply the acquired skills for making common
dim sum stuffing to carry out daily work
Prepare sweet stuffing ingredients according to the established procedures and
guidelines
Prepare common salty stuffing according to the established procedures and guidelines,
including:
o Make use of the cooking techniques of various raw salty stuffing to produce the
relevant stuffing
o Make use of the cooking techniques of various cooked salty stuffing to produce
the relevant stuffing, etc.
Coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always prepare common dim sum stuffing in a professional manner according to the
required standards at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the processing and production techniques of various sweet and salty stuffing
ingredients under guidance
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Make common dim sum dough

Code

108422L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section in Chinese
establishments. While working in the dim sum section in Chinese restaurants or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to prepare dim sum dough under guidance.

Level

2

Credit

12

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of common dim sum dough:










Master the use of biochemical raising methods (yeast/leaven) to make dough, including:
o Concepts of biochemically-raised dough
o Master the various biochemically-raised dough:
 Characteristics
 Processing techniques
 Production procedures and points to note, etc.
Master the methods for making pastry dough (層酥麵胚) (flaky pastry/puff pastry),
including:
o Concepts of pastry dough
o Master the various pastry dough:
 Characteristics
 Processing techniques
 Production procedures and points to note, etc.
Know how to use physical raising methods (e.g. puffing) to make dough, including:
o Concepts of physically-raised dough
o Master the various physically-raised dough:
 Characteristics
 Processing techniques
 Production procedures and points to note, etc.
Know how to handle rice dough and rice flour dough, including:
o Concepts and characteristics of rice-wrapped dough and rice flour dough
o Master the various rice-wrapped dough and rice flour dough:
 Processing techniques
 Production procedures and points to note, etc.
Know about how to prepare dough using other ingredients, including:
o Concept sand characteristics of bean dough and potato dough
o Master the various bean dough and potato dough:
 Processing techniques
 Production procedures and points to note, etc.

2. Make common dim sum dough:





Follow the guidance of the supervisors and apply the acquired knowledge of how to
make common dim sum dough to carry out daily work
Prepare the relevant dough according to the characteristics of the different ingredients
mentioned above
Make common dim sum dough according to established procedures and points to note
Coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of dishes
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3. Exhibit professionalism


Always make common dim sum dough in a professional manner according to the
required standards at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Clearly understand the characteristics of various kinds of raised dough and prepare
different kinds of dough under guidance
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Master dim sum shaping skills

Code

108423L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in the dim sum section in Chinese restaurants or
relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to use various dim sum shaping skills to make
dim sum under guidance and in accordance with the required production procedures to assist in
the work of the dim sum section.

Level

2

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of dim sum shaping skills:




Understand various dim sum shaping skills when making dim sum, including:
o Rubbing (搓)
o Wrapping (包)
o Rolling (捲)
o Stacking (疊)
o Spreading out (攤)
o Twisting (擰)
o Kneading (捏)
o Roll-coating (滾粘)
o Stuffing (鑲嵌), etc.
Know about that “roll-coating” means shaping by rolling small pieces of ingredients on
powder to gradually coat them with powder, i.e. coating the stuffing with powder by
rolling them on dry powder

2. Master dim sum shaping skills:




Follow the guidance of the supervisors and apply the acquired dim sum shaping skills to
carry out daily work
Use the different skills mentioned above properly in shaping dim sum
Coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always handle dim sum shaping in a professional manner according to the required
standards at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master dim sum shaping skills under guidance, including the techniques of rubbing,
wrapping, rolling, stacking, spreading out, twisting, kneading, roll-coating, stuffing, etc.
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Master common dim sum heating up / cooking techniques

Code

108424L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section of Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in the dim sum section in Chinese restaurants or
relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to make dim sum by using dim sum heating
up/cooking techniques such as steaming (蒸), roasting (烤), baking (焗), frying (煎), deep-frying (
炸), cooking (煮), pan-frying (烙) and stir-frying (炒) in accordance with the required production
procedures.

Level

2

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of dim sum heating up/cooking techniques:




Understand the techniques of steaming, roasting, baking, frying, deep-frying, cooking,
pan-frying and stir-frying, including:
o Basic methods
o Points to note
o Production procedures, etc.
Know that pan-frying refers to putting raw shaped dough in a heated pan and cooking it
with a metal as the medium of heat conduction

2. Master common dim sum heating up/cooking techniques:





Follow the guidance of the supervisors and apply the acquired dim sum heating
up/cooking techniques to carry out daily work
Use properly the different techniques mentioned above, including steaming, roasting,
baking, frying, deep-frying, cooking, pan-frying and stir-frying, in making dim sum
Always follow the relevant points to note and production procedures
Coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always use dim sum heating up/cooking techniques in a professional manner according
to the required standards at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Make dim sum by using dim sum heating up/cooking techniques such as steaming,
roasting, baking, frying, deep-frying, cooking, pan-frying and stir-frying as required
during the production procedures
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Apply common decoration skills to dim sum

Code

108425L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in the dim sum section in Chinese restaurants or
relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to apply dim sum decoration skills during dim
sum production under guidance to make it look attractive, thus boosting customer consumption.

Level

2

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of applying decoration skills to dim sum:




Master the concepts of dim sum design, including:
o Concepts of Chinese dim sum decoration and design
o Various Chinese dim sum decoration and design ideas, for example:
 Symmetry
 Balance
 Patterns
 Contrast and harmony
Possess knowledge of the colour of dim sum, including:
o Understand the concepts of the colour of Chinese dim sum, its containers and its
decorations
o Understand the associations of different colours, their symbolic meanings, etc.
o Understand the effect of the colours of different foods or containers on the tastes
and other feelings, etc.

2. Apply common decoration skills to dim sum:





Follow the guidance of the supervisors and apply the acquired decoration skills of dim
sum to carry out daily work
Use the decoration skills of dim sum properly to make the dim sum look attractive
Coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of dishes
Explain and introduce the dim sum decoration design to the supervisors and even
customers when necessary

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always handle the decoration of dim sum from the artistic perspective in a professional
manner at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the concepts and skills of dim sum decoration, pattern setting and colour
selection under guidance
 Use the right containers taking into account the colour, pattern and decoration of the dim
sum in real situation
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Make common Western pastries and desserts for Chinese restaurant

Code

108426L2

Range

This unit of competency applies to practitioners of the production section in restaurants and
establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be
able to make western pastries and desserts independently, such as various puddings, mousses,
puffs, cookies, cakes, pies and tarts of different countries such as the USA, Italy and France.

Level

2

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of western pastries and desserts:








Understand the concepts of western pastries and desserts
Understand the characteristics and applications of the ingredients of pastries and
desserts of different western countries
Know about different western pastries and desserts, such as:
o Puddings
o Mousses
o Puffs
o Cookies
Know about the following of the various western pastries and desserts:
o Ingredients
o Production methods
o Production tips
o Storage methods
o Production requirements, etc.
Possess the skills for making the relevant pastries and desserts

2. Make western pastries and desserts:




Apply the techniques for making western pastries and desserts, such as:
o Master the ingredients, production methods, storage methods and production
requirements of pies and tarts
o Master the ingredients, production methods, storage methods and production
requirements of various cakes
o Master the decoration skills of pastries and desserts, such as decoration/piping (
裱花/唧花)
Make use of proficient skills to make western pastries and desserts
o Select appropriate production methods
o Choose ingredients that match the characteristics of the cakes
o Finish the pastry making processes with proficient skills
o Change ingredients or production processes to meet market trends or customer
requirements when needed

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always make use of the knowledge of western pastries and desserts, and apply
proficient production skills to prepare western pastries and desserts of different countries
wholeheartedly during the course of work
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand the characteristics and applications of the ingredients of western pastries
and desserts of different countries
 Make various cakes, pies, tarts, puddings, mousses, puffs and cookies of different
countries independently
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Conduct fruit and vegetable carving

Code

108427L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Customers
want food to not only taste good, they are drawn to food that is pleasing to the eye. Fruit and/or
vegetable carvings can really enhance your food presentation. This UoC concerns competence
to perform fruit and vegetable carving for food presentation. However, only the technical rather
than the design aspects of the carving process will be considered

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for conducting fruit and vegetable carving










Possess basic knowledge of food presentation techniques, including:
o Proportioning (food size should match the tableware size)
o Styling (balancing contrast and variety
o Timing (not taking too long during adjusting presentation and spoil food)
o Tableware (Plate, bowl, special effects tableware, etc.)
Possess basic knowledge and skills in food carving according to given design
Possess basic knowledge and application skills of the carving tools for food carving.
Including:
o Carving/decorating and chief knives set
o Scooper
o Egg cutter, apple corer, peeler, slicers
o Vegetable spaghetti cutter
o A small whetstone
Possess basic knowledge of characteristics of fruits and vegetables used for craving.
For examples:
o Carrots should be straight and of medium or large-size
o Tomatoes should be of uniform size
o Cucumbers should be green, straight, and of medium-size
o Papayas should be straight, thick-fleshed and without any bruises
o Watermelon should have red flesh, green rinds, no bruises or wrinkles
o Apples should be fresh with glossy, brightly colored skins and no bruises
Possess basic knowledge of different safety procedures
Possess basic knowledge of food hygiene and food handling procedures to prevent
contamination

2. Conduct fruit and vegetable carving:





Understand the carving requirements, For examples:
o The carving designs
o The type of fruit or vegetable for carving
o design used in the food presentation
Acquire the fruit or vegetable which should be fresh and possess the right characteristics
suitable for carving
Prepare fruits and/vegetable, including washing and apply special treatments, For
examples;
o Carrots should not be soaked in water
o Beets should be washed in water to which a little salt to be added.in order to
reduce loss of color
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Apples should be soaked in mixture of lime juice and water before being peeled
to prevent browning
Use appropriate size or cut fruit or vegetable for carving
For complex designs or newly attempt design lightly draw on the vegetable or fruit
Use appropriate tools to perform carvings
Completed carved fruits and vegetables should be appropriately stored ready for use.
For example:
o Placed in ice cold water so the petals of flower designs are firm and spread
beautifully
o Each type of carved fruit should be kept separately
o Put in containers and place in a refrigerator, or if no refrigerator is available then
cover them with a damp piece of thin white cloth

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Be creative but adhere to hygiene regulations

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand the carving design requirements and acquire the right fruit or vegetable with
the appropriate characteristics for carving use
 Clean and prepared or applied appropriate treatments to the fruits or vegetables that
assist the carving process or reduce irritation or dis-coloring
 Applied appropriate technique to store the carved fruit or vegetable to keep it in a fresh
state ready for food presentation use
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Produce hot and cold desserts

Code

108428L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. It focuses on
the ability of producing basic hot and cold desserts.

Level

2

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing hot and cold dessert














Possess basic knowledge of categorization of dessert, such as:
o Hot - cakes, sponges, custard/egg tarts, hot soufflés, etc.
o Cold - mousses, cheesecake, etc.
o Frozen - ice cream, sorbet, etc.
Possess basic knowledge of common commodities or ingredients used for producing hot
or cold desserts. For example: egg, flour.
Possess knowledge of different cooking methods used in producing hot and cold
desserts, For example:
o Steaming, boiling
o Baking
o Freezing, Frying
o Combination of cooking skills
Possess basic knowledge of different types of equipment used for making desserts,
such as: ovens, mixing machines, fryers, refrigerators, deep freezers, steamers, baking
sheets, brushes, cutters, dredgers, molds, piping bags/tubes, sieves, boilers,
thermometers, etc.
Possess knowledge of basic decorating skills, including:
o Filling,
o Glazing,
o Piping,
o Garnishing
Possess basic knowledge of different types of thickening agents / additives. For
example:
o Gelatin powder
o Coagulation of eggs during the cooking
o Sugar and natural jellies in fruit
Possess basic knowledge of how to store cold and hot desserts
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce hot and cold dessert:





Comprehend the recipe
Prepare for produce hot and cold dessert, including:
o Check the amount of all ingredients to be used
o Weigh the ingredients according to the recipe requirement
o Gather all required equipment and utensils
o Prepare the fillings and other decorating ingredients
o Clean, wash and cut fruits
Apply appropriate method or techniques (creaming, folding, aeration, mixing, etc.) to the
ingredients
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Set the time and temperature used for cooking/producing the dessert in accordance with
the recipe
Decorate the dessert with suitable methods, such as: cooling, piping, de-molding,
glazing, portioning, freezing, refrigeration, chilling, stacking, filling, cutting, rolling,
trimming/smoothing, dusting/dredging/sprinkling, coating, decorating
Desserts should be stored at optimal temperature

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Review production techniques for further improvement regularly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Comprehend and follow the recipe to make dessert
 Make the dessert with appropriate methods
 Control the time and temperature used for making the desserts in accordance with the
recipe specifications
Remark
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Title

Produce basic shellfish dishes

Code

108429L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Shellfish is
one of the tastiest and healthiest foods that are put on our plate. However, cooking shellfish can
be tricky, since it needs to be heated sufficiently to destroy harmful organisms, but not too long
to avoid toughening their flesh (shellfish can be overcooked in a matter of seconds). This UoC
concerns competences in preparing and cooking common fresh shellfish (crustaceans and
molluscs) in basic recipes.

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing basic shellfish dishes












Possess basic knowledge of different types of shellfish, such as:
o Crustaceans - shrimps, prawns, lobsters and crabs,
o Molluscs – abalone, scallops, oysters, mussels, octopus and squid
o Echinoderm – starfish, sea urchins, and sea cucumbers
Possess basic knowledge of suitable methods for cooking different types of shellfish. For
example:
o Steaming, boiling
o Grilling
o Deep frying
Possess basic knowledge of basic techniques for cleaning shellfish, such as:
o Soaking it in water to allow sand to be spited out
o Scrub the shell under a stream of water to clear dirt or mud
o Remove fibrous threads (beards), such as mussels
o Deveined shrimps or prawns and peel shells, if recipe required
Possess knowledge of selecting and checking freshness of shellfish. For example:
o Discard any bivalves with broken shells
o For alive shellfish, the shells should be closed
o If the shells are open, tap them, it should close up
Possess basic skills in determining the exact cooking time required for different shellfish.
For example:
o Shrimp will become firm when touching and their flesh will turn into opaque
o Scallops will be firmed up and become opaque throughout
o Whole oyster meats will become slightly opaque
o Lobster shell will turn from green or blue to scarlet
o Clams/mussels’ shells will open up
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Produce basic shellfish dishes:



Comprehend the recipe
Select and prepare shellfish
o Acquire the shellfish required by the recipe
o Determine the freshness of the shellfish
o Clean the shellfish
o Use appropriate equipment to open and de-shell (extract the meat) the shellfish,
such as;
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Knife
Oyster opener
Scissors
Prepare other necessary ingredients
Determine appropriate cooking method and prepare cooking equipment for cooking of
shellfish.
Cook the shellfish with other ingredients according to recipe
Using appropriate techniques to check and ensure the shellfishes are appropriately
cooked without overcooking, including:
o Time control
o Visual (change of color, opening of shell, etc.)
o Touch (firmness and texture of the flesh)
Place shellfish on serving plate and garnish to present the dish to meet recipe
requirement

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select, prepare and clean the shellfish according to the requirements of the recipe and
complied with the establishment and hygiene standards
 Select the appropriate cooking method and use the appropriate equipment to produce
the shellfish dish to a standard that complied with the recipe requirement, in terms of
texture, taste and presentation
 Judge when the shellfish is properly cooked according to the recipe ‘'s requirement
Remark
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Title

Prepare and cook fish dishes

Code

108430L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Fish is not
only delicious when cooked properly, it's also one of the healthiest foods you can put on your
plate. However, the essential factor is that the fish must not be overcooked. This UoC will
concentrate on competences for preparing and cooking fish dishes.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing and cooking fish dishes








Possess basic knowledge of different methods of cooking fish, such as:
o Steaming
o Baking
o Sautéing
o Grilling
o Poaching
o Deep frying
o Microwave cooking
Possess basic knowledge and skills to clean, scales, gut and fillet fish
Possess basic knowledge of different techniques to judge when fish is cooked, including:
o Color of fish flesh changes from transparent to opaque or milky-white and flaky
throughout the meat
o Feel and poke Test
o Thermometer Test
o 10 minutes to cook per 1 inch of thickness rule
Possess basic knowledge in determination about freshness of fish
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Prepare and cook fish dishes:








Comprehend the fish recipe
Prepare fish and ingredients for cooking, including:
o Acquire the appropriate fish according to the recipe (right type and size)
o Clean the fish (scaling, gutting and filleting may be required for whole fresh fish).
Also, ensure all work area is cleaned; wastes are appropriately handled and
disposed of afterwards. Fish should be stored properly if not for immediate use
o Debone the fish, if required
o Weight, measure and mix other ingredients to meet dish requirements
Cut, marinate and/or add other ingredients with the fish, for examples:
o Batter
o Wine, fish stock
o Dip in beaten egg and coat with breading
Prepare cooking equipment (frying pan, steamer, oven, grill deep fryer, etc.) according
to cooking method
Cook the fish to meet recipe requirements using appropriate cooking methods. Also,
ensuring the fish is not over or under cooked by taking into considerations of various
cooking factors, such as:
o Temperature
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Duration
Size of the fish
Fish is placed on serving plate and finished using appropriate finishing methods to meet
dish requirements
Wash, clean and store the cooking equipment according to the establishment
procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Ensure high quality fishes are used. Any problems identified with the quality of the dish
are reported promptly to the appropriate person

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare the fish and other ingredients to meet the requirement of the dish.
 Select the appropriate cooking method and well prepare the equipment to cook the fish
according to the recipe.
 Judge when the fish is properly cooked according to the recipe requirement by applying
appropriate techniques and taking various cooking factors into account
Remark
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Title

Prepare and cook poultry dishes

Code

108431L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Poultry is a
versatile meat that is suitable for many different methods of cooking. However, it is important to
make sure that it’s not overcooked. Although poultry include turkey, duck, quail, goose, pigeon,
but chicken is the most common type. This UoC will concentrate on competences for preparing
and cooking poultry (mainly chicken) dishes using raw “ready to cook” packaged poultry.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing and cooking poultry dishes










Possess basic knowledge of different methods of cooking poultry, such as:
o Roasting, grilling, baking
o Sautéing
o Poaching, steaming, stewing
o Deep and shallow frying
Possess basic knowledge of the anatomy of poultry and which part is considered to be
white or red meat
Possess basic knowledge of different techniques to judge when poultry is cooked,
including:
o Using thermometer
o Judging the juices of the meat
o Judging the looseness of the thighs and wings
Possess basic knowledge of storage and defrosting requirements, if frozen, as well as
the safe cooking temperature (165°F) for all poultry to kill of bacteria
Possess basic knowledge of techniques or methods of defrosting poultry, including:
o In refrigerator
o In cold water
o In microwave
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, principles and
practices of hygiene, particularly in relation to cross- contamination

2. Prepare and cook poultry dishes:





Comprehend the recipe
Prepare poultry and equipment for cooking, including:
o Selecting and acquiring the poultry, including quantity, type, age and size that
match the recipe
o Defrosting
o Select (oven, pan, steamer, grill, rotisserie, etc.) and prepare cooking equipment
according to the cooking method, for example:
 Select the right size cooking equipment
 Pre-heat oven and heat up the oil
 Grease the pan
o Cut, fillet, debone, skinned, and/or marinate poultry according to recipe
o Weight, measure and mix other ingredients to meet dish requirements
o Stuffing if necessary
Season and flavor poultry before cooking
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Cook the poultry to meet recipe requirements using appropriate cooking methods. Also,
ensure the poultry not to be over or under cooked by taking into considerations of
various cooking factors, such as:
o Temperature
o Duration
o Size of the poultry
Place cooked poultry on serving plate and finish using appropriate methods to meet dish
requirements
Wash, clean and store the cooking equipment according to the establishment
procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare the poultry and other ingredients to meet the requirement of the dish. And take
extra care of ensuring no cross cross-contamination during preparation by following
hygiene procedures and standards
 Select the appropriate cooking method and well prepare the equipment to cook the
poultry according to the recipe
 Judge when the poultry is properly cooked according to the recipe requirement by apply
appropriate techniques and taking into various cooking factors
Remark
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Title

Prepare and cook meat dishes

Code

108432L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Meat has
large amount of protein and many other nutrients like iron, zinc and selenium, which are
beneficial to our body. However, preparing and cooking meat requires skills and techniques that
can be testing for many cooks. This UoC will concentrate on competence for preparing and
cooking meat dishes.

Level

2

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing and cook meat dishes










Possess knowledge of the basic speed vs heat principle of cooking meat. Such as:
o Quick and high
o Slow and low
Possess basic knowledge of how to choose meat for different recipe. For example:
o Different cuts/parts/anatomy of animals
o Marbling - interspersed fat – gives a deeper, more delicious taste
o Should be firm and dry, never wet and wobbly
o The darker meat, the richer taste
o Aged meat
Possess basic knowledge different methods of cooking meat, such as:
o Roasting, grilling, baking
o Sautéing stir frying
o Poaching, stewing
o Deep frying
Possess basic knowledge of tenderizing, marinating and seasoning of meat Possess
basic knowledge of selecting and applying equipment to use.
Possess basic knowledge of different techniques to judge when meat is cooked. For
example:
o Using thermometer to determine the inner temperature of the meat
o Judging the juices of the meat
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, principles and
practices of hygiene, particularly in relation to cross-contamination

2. Prepare and cook meat dishes:



Comprehend the recipe
Prepare meat and equipment for cooking, including:
o Selecting and acquiring the right cut of meat, appropriate quantity
o Cut or the meat against the grain as required by recipe
o Marinate, seasoning and air-drying (for roasting or deep frying)
o Select (oven, pan, grill, rotisserie, etc.) and prepare cooking equipment
according to the cooking method, for example:
 Used appropriate cutting knife to skin, cut off fat, de-boning, etc.
 Select the right type and size cooking equipment
 Pre-heat oven, heat up oil
 Grease the pan
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Use appropriate cooking method to cook the meat to the recipe requirements and
ensure the meat is not over or under cooked by taking into considerations of various
cooking factors. , such as:
o Temperature
o Duration
o Size and quantity of the of meat
Cut, carve or portioned cooked meat and placed on serving plate with garnishing and
finishing methods to meet dish requirements
Wash, clean and store the cooking equipment according to the establishment
procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare the meat and other ingredients to meet the requirement of the dish. And taken
extra care of ensuring no cross cross-contamination when preparing the meat for
cooking by following hygiene procedures and standards
 Select the appropriate cooking method and use the equipment to prepare and cook the
meat according to the recipe
 Judge when the meat is properly cooked according to the recipe or customer’s
requirement by apply appropriate techniques and taking into various cooking factors
Remark
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Title

Control stock and inventory (food storage and rotation)

Code

108433L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Ensuring food
freshness is an integral part in all food safety procedure in a restaurant. Applying simple food
rotation system can minimize the amount of stock held in storage which in turn can save time,
money and significantly reduce the amount of food waste from spoilage. This UoC concerns
competences for following procedures to perform control food stock and inventory regarding
storage and rotation in the restaurant’s kitchen.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for storage and rotation










Possess basic knowledge of food stock rotation methods and its advantages and
disadvantages. Such as:
o First in last out (FILO)
o Last in first out (LILOLIFO)
o First in First out (FIFO)
Possess basic knowledge of the establishment’s inventory procedures
Possess basic knowledge and skills to operate the establishment’s food inventory
recording system. For examples:
o Paper list
o Excel file
o Electronic food inventory management system
Possess basic knowledge of and skills in food rotation labeling (marking) system and
procedures
Possess basic knowledge of where, what and how food should be stored. For example,
fresh food stored in walk-in refrigerator:
o Goods are properly arranged (separating cooked and raw food)
o Stored in proper containers (sealed)
o Minimum of 6 inches from the floor to prevent contamination from pests,
condensation or spills
o Appropriate temperature
o Etc.
Possess basic knowledge of the importance of stock and inventory rotation

2. Conduct inventory rotation:




Comprehend and familiarized familiarize with the establishment’s food inventory and
rotation procedures
Determine the schedule for inventory rotation
o Daily (start of day or close of business)
o Before delivery of new goods
Perform pre-inventory procedures:
o Clean out and organize storage areas
o Identify enough space for storing the food
o Throw away items that have expired
o Arrange similar items to the same shelf
o Make sure storage area is at appropriate temperature according to different
types of food
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o Perform general tidy up and cleaning
Follow the establishment’s procedures in performing inventory count and rotation of food
stock
Move older goods to the front of shelves so they can be used first if applying FIFO
principle
Perform labelling and update records according to the establishment’s procedures
Report any inconsistences inconsistence or abnormalities

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow the organization or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Comprehend the establishment’s inventory and food stock rotation procedures to assist
the establishment to perform food stock control effectively and reduce food wastage
 Perform pre-inventory procedures effectively and able to identify and remove expired
stocks to prevent violate food safety requirement.
 Label or mark new stock as well as place store them storage appropriately in
accordance to the establishment’s procedures
 Identify any inconsistences inconsistence with the expected inventory and report it to
appropriate person
Remark
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Title

Conduct dish presentation

Code

108434L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Food
presentation is the art of modifying, processing, arranging, or decorating food to enhance its
aesthetic appeal. The visual presentation of food matters a lot when many consumers “eat with
their eyes”. Creative and thoughtful plating enhances both the look and taste of the food. This
UoC concerns competences to perform food presentation and to draw the focal point with color,
flavor, texture, decoration, and garnish.

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for conducting dish presentation








Possess basic knowledge of food presentation techniques, including:
o Proportioning (food size should match the tableware size)
o Styling (balancing the contrast and variety)
o Timing (not taking too long during adjusting presentation which may spoil the
food)
o Select and use of tableware (Plate, bowl, special effects tableware, etc.)
Possess basic knowledge and skills in food arrangements
Possess basic knowledge of different decorative materials, such as:
o Herbs or spices
o Sprig of parsley,
o Leaf lettuce,
o Cherry tomatoes or lemon slice
Possess knowledge of basic garnishing to increase the texture and flavor of food
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Conduct dish presentation:








Comprehend the dish’s recipe
Prepare for finishing the dish’s presentation
o Ready tableware (plates, bowls, etc.)
o Ready garnish, sauces and other decorative ingredients
o Tools (shape cutters, knives, piping bag, etc.)
Portion and plate the food. Ensure food portion is not excessively larger than the plate or
not excessively small, giving the impression of scanty
Arrange and decorate neatly and attractively according to the establishment’s
requirements. For examples:
o Serve the main course with other side dishes
o Adding garnishes
o Adjusting height of decorative ingredients
o Decorate with sauces (drops on side of plate, use of multi-colored sauces, etc.)
o Sprinkle of finely chopped herbs
o Carving a flower shapes out of carrot
Wipe off any residues on the tableware and ready dish for serving according to the
establishment’s procedure
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3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation’s or kitchen’s rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Be creative but adhere to hygiene regulations

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare all the appropriate equipment, decorative materials and ingredients ready for
the presentation task
 Use the appropriate tableware and portion the food to fit for the dish’s requirements and
have enough space for decoration
 Complete the decorative work within the timeframe without affecting the serving quality
of the food
Remark
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Title

Produce general raw meat dishes

Code

108435L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. It is well
known that cooking may cause the loss of part of valuable nutrients, like vitamins and enzymes.
There are many well- known raw food dishes by using fruits, vegetables, nuts, seeds, eggs, fish,
meat, and dairy products. This UoC concerns competences of producing general raw fresh meat
dishes, such as: hoe, carpaccio, steak tartare, etc.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general raw meat dishes











Possess the knowledge of the meaning of raw food. For example: food that have not
been heated above 40–49°C (104–120°F)
Possess basic knowledge of the benefits of consuming raw meat. For example:
o Reduce loss of certain types of vitamins through cooking
o Helps to control blood pressure
o Low in calories, fat, and sodium, and high in fiber
Possess basic knowledge of hazards caused by consuming raw foods. For example:
o Increase the risk of getting food-borne illness, such as E. coli, salmonella or
listeria
o Worms and other parasites
o Missing certain vitamins, such as vitamin D, etc.
Possess basic knowledge of preparing raw meat techniques, such as:
o Marinating
o Applying citric acids and vinegar
Possess basic knowledge of the types of meat suitable for raw consumption
Possess knowledge of selecting meat for producing raw dishes
Possess basic knowledge on handling and storing of meat for producing raw meat
dishes
Possess basic knowledge of food hygiene and food safety

2. Produce general seafood dishes:








Comprehend the raw meat dish recipe
Preparing for production of raw meat dish
o Select the meat required for dish
o Partially freeze the meat to make it fit for cutting
o Assemble and weight the ingredients for preparing the marinade
o Wash and clean work surface and the cutting tools
Prepare the marinade or citric juice (lemon juice) for the seasoning according to the
recipe
Slice the meat as thin as possible or mince the meat as required by the recipe. Handle
and store all unused meat properly
Cover the meat with marinade or citric juice or vinaigrette
Garnish to present the dish to meet recipe requirements and serve

3. Exhibit professionalism
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Follow the organisation’s or kitchen’s rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select the suitable type and judge the right portion of meat for producing the raw meat
dish
 Comply with hygiene standards to prepare equipment and worktop for cutting the raw
meat
 Determine amount of time used for marinating meat and avoid using citric juice to
marinate the meat
Remark
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Title

Produce general seafood dishes

Code

108436L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Due to the
misconception that seafood is difficult to cook, it is mainly consumed in restaurants. This UoC
concerns competence for producing general seafood. The seafood can be either fresh or frozen
which the practitioner needs to ensure it’s safe to use.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general seafood dishes












Possess basic knowledge of different categories of seafood, such as: fish, crustaceans,
molluscs (bivalve), gastropod, cephalopod molluscs
Possess basic knowledge of the common cooking methods for seafood. Including:
o Steaming, boiling
o Grilling
o Deep fry
Possess basic knowledge of techniques for cleaning seafood, such as:
o Descale and gut fishes
o Scrub the shell under a stream of water to clear dirt or mud
o Remove fibrous threads (beards) from molluscs and removal of sands
o Devein shrimps or prawns and peel shells as recipe required
Possess knowledge of selecting and checking seafood. For examples:
o Fresh molluscs shells should be closed. Tap open shells, it should close up
automatically
o Fish gills should be bright red in color. Flesh should be firm and shiny in
appearance
o Frozen seafood products should be free of any sign of freezer burn
o Able to understand package labels
Possess basic skills in determining when seafood is cooked. For examples:
o Shrimps will be firm when touched and their flesh with turn opaque
o Scallops will firm up and become opaque throughout
o Whole oyster meats will become slightly opaque
o Lobster shell will turn from green or blue to scarlet
o Clams and mussels shell will open
o Fish is translucent when raw and turns opaque when cooked and flakes easily
when poked with fork
Possess basic knowledge of defrosting seafood
Possess basic knowledge of food hygiene and food safety

2. Produce general seafood dishes:



Comprehend the seafood recipe
Select and prepare seafood for cooking
o Acquire good quality seafood as specified by the recipe, in term of freshness
and, suitable size…, etc.)
o Defrost the frozen seafood properly
o Perform cleaning of the seafood (fillet the fish, if required by the recipe)
o Prepare other ingredients (flavoring, garnish and dressing)
o Marinate and seasoning if required by the recipes
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Determine appropriate cooking method and prepare cooking equipment
Cook the seafood with required ingredients according to recipe
Using appropriate techniques to evaluate the seafood is appropriately cooked without
overcooking, including:
o Time control
o Visual checking (change of color, opening of shell, etc.)
o Test by touching (firmness and texture of the flesh)
Place seafood on serving plate and garnish to present the dish to meet recipe
requirements

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow the organisation’s or kitchen’s rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Acquire the appropriate seafood. Clean and portion (or whole) according to the
requirements of the recipe and comply with the establishment’s hygiene standards
 Apply the appropriate cooking method and use the appropriate equipment to produce
the seafood dish to a standard that complied with the recipe requirements, in terms of
look, taste and presentation
 Determine when the seafood is properly cooked according to the requirement of the
recipe
Remark

Please also refer to 108429L2 and 108430L2
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Title

Apply alcohol in cooking

Code

108437L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Alcohol is
widely used in cooking to improve the food’s aromas and flavor. In marinade, alcohol helps to
season the meat and enhance flavor. It functions similarly in cooked sauces which help to make
the food smell and taste better. Many recipes use alcohol as a major ingredient for cooking. This
UoC will concentrate on competences for applying alcohol in general cooking as an ingredient
or combusting alcohol for heat or effect.

Level

2

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for applying alcohol in cooking










Possess basic knowledge of different types of alcohol for cooking, such as: Wine, beer,
sherry, liqueurs and specialized cooking alcohols, etc.
Possess basic knowledge of alcohols’ characteristics as an ingredient, such as:
sweetness, acidity, fruitiness, alcohol level, boiling point of alcohol, etc.
Possess basic knowledge of evaporation rate or retained level of alcohol during cooking.
For example:
o 85% alcohol is retained if added to boiling liquid and removed from heat:
o 75% alcohol is retained after flamed:
o 70% alcohol is retained if not heat and stored overnight:
o 45% alcohol is retained if baked for 25 minutes without stirring into mixture:
Possess basic knowledge of the principles of pairing alcohol with right type of food for
cooking. For examples:
o Light colored alcohol (or beers, spirits or wine) with similar colored food
irrespective of meats, sauces or cheese
o Darker alcohol should be paired with darker food
Understand some basic techniques of applying alcohol:
o Alcohol freezes at a lower temperature to other liquids, avoid excessive use in
frozen desserts
o Using alcohol for milk or cream sauces requires burn off before adding to the
milk or sauce to avoid curdling
o Pre-heat the alcohol before ignition
Possess basic knowledge of occupational health and safety

2. Apply alcohol in cooking:







Comprehend the recipe of the dish
Acquire the appropriate type and quality of the alcohol required by the recipe
Determine when the alcohol will be applied during cooking
Prepare other ingredients according to the recipe and prepare the marinades with
alcohol. For example:
o Marinade for meats (for example: steak, poultry, etc.)
o Marinade with fruit (for example: watermelon with vodka, or soak ripe peaches in
a dessert wine, etc.)
o Marinade for seafood (for example: drunken crab)
Cook the food using appropriate cooking method, such as:
o Boiling
o Shallow/deep frying
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o





Baking
Etc.
Add the required amount of alcohol to the food during cooking or finishing with flame and
cook the food according to the required amount of time, with consideration to expected
amount of alcohol to be retained in the finished dish
Portion cooked meat and place on serving plate with garnishing and finishing methods to
meet recipe requirements
Wash, clean and store the cooking equipment according to the establishment’s
procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow the organisation’s or kitchen’s rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select the appropriate alcohol to be used for cooking the dish
 Apply the appropriate amount of alcohol for the marinade or during cooking as required
by the recipe
 Apply alcohol cooking techniques and time to ensure the food is cooked to the required
quality with the appropriate amount of alcohol retained in the food
Remark
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Title

Prepare Japanese salad

Code

108438L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. There is a certain variety of Japanese salad dishes such as osozai
and gomaae. Most popular ones are salad with wafu, sesame and sanbaizu dressing. This UoC
concerns competences in preparing Japanese seaweed salad with simple Japanese style
dressing. These competences can also be applied to preparing other Japanese green salad.

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing Japanese salad









Possess basic knowledge of common types of Japanese salad, such as:
o Potato salad
o Seaweed salad
o Shiraae salad (boiled vegetables mixed with mashed tofu)
o Namasu (pickled daikon & carrot salad)
Possess basics knowledge of popular Japanese salad dressing. For examples:
o Wafu
o ginger
o Miso dressing
o sesame
o Sanbaizu dressings
o Etc.
Possess basic skills in mixing simple salad dressing, such as: vinegar dressing and miso
dressing, etc.
Possess basic knowledge of ingredients to be used for salad. For examples:
o Wakame and wakame stem
o Kombu
o hijiki seaweed
o White alga (meristotheca papulosa)
o Red alga (meristotheca papulosa)
o vegetables
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Prepare Japanese salad:





Comprehend the salad and dressing recipe
Prepare the ingredients:
o Acquire the required types and amount of ingredients (fresh or dried)
o Clean the ingredients and dry if necessary
o Slice into appropriate size and shape
Prepare salad dressing:
o Assemble required ingredients for the salad dressing according to the recipe
(For example: miso, soy sauce, mirin, sesame seeds, sesame oil, rice vinegar,
etc.)
o Assemble utensils for mixing the dressing
o Put the ingredients in a suitable size bowl and whisk until mixture is fused
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Place prepared ingredients in a bowl and pour over the dressing. Stir, and sprinkle
sesame seeds on top if required and chill before serving

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation’s or kitchen’s rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Always make fresh nutritious salads that meets health standards

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Assemble, clean and cut the ingredients to the standard required by the recipe or the
establishment
 Mix all the dressing ingredients and fuse them together to meet the standards of the
recipe or establishment
 Decorate and present the salad as required by the recipe
Remark

Refer to 108399L1 - Produce salad dishes
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Title

Produce deep fried dishes (AGEMONO)

Code

108439L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. Japanese deep-fried food is one of the major categories of Japanese
cuisine that can be found in most Japanese restaurants. This UoC concerns competences in
making general Japanese deep-fried food.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing general deep fry dishes









Possess knowledge of different categories of Japanese deep-fried dishes, including:
o "Suage", foods are fried without a coating of flour or batter
o "Karaage", food is first dredged in flour or arrowroot starch
o "Tempura", foods are coated with batter
Possess basic knowledge of temperature control for deep frying different types of food
ingredients.
Possess basic knowledge of the different types of equipment to be used for deep frying
Possess basic knowledge of methods in placing food into hot oil
Knowledge of suitable types of oil for deep frying such as:
o High smoking point: canola, peanut, palm, soybean, & coconut oil
o Low smoking point: sesame, olive oil (extra virgin), sunflower oil(unrefined), &
corn oil(unrefined)
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s Occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards and safety

2. Produce general deep fry dishes:













Comprehend the recipe
Acquire the required ingredients according to the recipe
Prepare for cooking, for example:
o Cut ingredients to size and shape required by recipe
o Appropriately measure ingredients for making batter and other coating according
to recipe
o Select appropriate size and type of fryer for cooking
o Prepare garnishing ingredients
Select the most suitable oil for cooking the dish considering various factors and oil
characteristics, for example:
o Smoking point
o Flavor and fragrance of the oil
o Repeat use and replacement of oil
Pour oil into fryer or pan and bring to the optimum temperature required for frying
Coat food with batter, flour starch, or breadcrumb as required by recipe
Place the food into the oil using the basket method (breaded) or swimming method
(battered). Avoid overcrowding in the fryer and leave enough space around each piece
so the food can be cooked evenly
Closely monitor the food during deep frying, regulate the temperature if necessary until
the food is browned according to the recipe.
Remove cooked food from oil onto drainer or paper towel
Garnish and serve
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3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow the organisation’s or kitchen’s rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select the most suitable oil for frying different types of food required by the recipe
considering the characteristics of various oils
 Adjust the oil to the appropriate optimum temperature and use the appropriate method to
place the food into the oil
 Fry the food to the color and texture that meet the recipe’s requirements
Remark
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Title

Produce Japanese Miso soup

Code

108440L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. Soup is one of the vital components of a Japanese meal and served
from breakfast to evening meal. This UoC concerns competences in making the authentic
Japanese soups.

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing Japanese miso soup











Possess basic knowledge of the steps in making Japanese soup
Possess basic knowledge of different types of miso paste, including:
o Shiromiso or 'white' miso Su-zuke (vinegar)
o Akamiso or 'red' miso Nuka-zuke (rice bran)
o Awasemiso or 'blended' miso Shoyuzuke (Soya Sauce)
Possess basic of knowledge of different types of dashi which to be used for producing
Japanese soup, including:
o Awase Dashi (combination of kombu and bonito flakes)
o Kombu Dashi (Kombukombu)
o Iriko Dashi (dried baby anchovies/sardines)
o Shiitake Dashi (dried shiitake mushrooms)
Possess basic knowledge and skills in preparing dashi. For example:
o Place kombu in water and heat at medium heat
o Remove kombu once the water starts to boil
o Add the bonito flakes and simmer for about 1 minute then remove the pan from
heat and let bonito soak for additional 5 minutes.
o Strain the bonito from the dashi
Possess knowledge of basic ingredient of making Japanese soup. For examples:
o Dashi
o White-fleshed fish
o Wakame seaweed
o Tofu
o Prawns
o Shellfish
o Fowl
o Vegetables
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Produce Japanese miso soup:







Comprehend the recipes of Japanese soup dish
Prepare ingredients to be used in the making Japanese soup. For examples:
o Cut the ingredients into required size and shape such as small cubes or thin
slices
o Soak the Wake in water to reconstitute
Measure required amount of dashi according to the recipe
Pour into the saucepan and bring to a rapid simmer over medium-high heat
For miso soup, mix required amount of miso in a small bowl with required amount of
dashi. Whisk until miso is entirely dissolved in the dashi with no lumps
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Pour the dissolved miso into the simmering dashi as required
Reduce to medium-low heat and add other ingredients such as tofu, wakame. The
ingredients are simmered instead of being cooked.
Scatter other pre-warmed ingredients in the bowl
Add the heated soup into the bowl just before serving

3. Exhibit professionalism


Treat food with respect and not to waste good food

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand the importance of dashi to the Japanese soup and able to create the
required type of dashi stock suitable to match different type of Japanese soup
 Select the appropriate miso paste according to the requirements in soup recipe
 Control temperature to ensure the miso and other ingredients are not over-boiled which
may cause chemical change and leave a biter after taste. When making the dashi stock,
over-boiling will also kill the active enzymes in miso and affect the taste and health
benefits
Remark
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Title

Produce Japanese steam food (Mushimono)

Code

108441L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. Steaming is a traditional cooking method that has been used in Japan
for over thousands of years. This method of cooking, where steam is used to cook the food to
retain their natural flavors and goodness to the maximum. This UoC concerns competences on
producing Japanese steam food

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing Japanese steaming dishes








Possess basic principle of steam cooking
Possess basic knowledge Japanese steam cooking method. For examples:
o Chawanmushi.
o Foods are steamed in a large platter or in layers of platters in a large steamer
and then portioned out individually
Possess basic knowledge of the type of ingredients suitable for different methods. For
example: Japanese savory steam egg is steamed in cups. Sweets and cakes are
steamed in a steamer
Possess basic of knowledge of equipment used in steaming dishes, including:
o Japanese steamer
o Chinese bamboo steamer
o Bowls or heatproof cups
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Produce Japanese steam dishes:







Comprehend the recipe of steam dish
Prepare ingredients for the steaming dish, for examples:
o Acquire the required quantity and quality of ingredients
o Wash and cut ingredients to required size and shape, including: vegetables, fish,
chicken, etc.
o Soak konbu kombu in sake (for steam sake fish/seafood dishes)
o Marinate meat as required
o Prepare ingredients and mix the dough for sweet recipe
o Prepare the steamer of right size and adjust the heat to required temperature
Place the food on appropriate cookware and arrange into the steamer
Cook the food with careful control of temperature and time to ensure the food is cooked
according to requirement
Garnish and serve as required by the recipe

3. Exhibit professionalism


Treat food with respect and not to waste good food

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Comprehend the recipe requirements and complete the preparations for steaming
process
 Select and apply the appropriate steaming method for the recipe
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Remark

Control temperature and time to complete the steaming of food according to the required
standards of the dish

Also refers to 108385L1 – Produce general steam dishes
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Title

Produce Japanese grilled dishes (Yakimono)

Code

108442L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. Yakitori is a Japanese type of skewered chicken which are grilled
over a charcoal fire. During or after cooking, the meat is typically seasoned with tare sauce or
salt. This UoC concerns competence producing general grill dish-Yakitori.

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing Japanese grill dishes











Possess basic knowledge of different types of grill dishes. For example:
o Yakitori (grill chicken)
o Yakiton (grill pork)
o Robatayaki (traditional grills over a coal fire)
o Shioyyaki (salt grilling)
o Izakaya (tapas-like pub food)
Possess basic knowledge of different method of grilling. Such as:
o Direct grilling
o Two zone grilling
o Indirect grilling
Possess basic knowledge of marinades used to marinate food for grilling. For example:
o Garlic-soy sauce for red meats
o Yuzu kosho for chicken, pork, fish, etc.
o All-purpose vegetable marinade made from soy sauce, lemon juice and olive oil
Possess basic knowledge of type of equipment to be used for grilling, such as:
o Skewers
o Grill brush
o Tongs, spatula to flip fish
o Hand fan
o Spray bottle
o Grill thermometer
Possess basic skill in temperature control ranging from 300°F – 500°F (low to hot,
respectively)
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Produce Japanese grill dishes:





Comprehend the recipe of grill dish
Prepare ingredients and equipment for grilling. For example:
o Acquire the required ingredients. For Yakitori, select appropriate type and quality
of chicken according to the recipe
o Mix marinade sauce and marinate meat or sauces used during grilling
o Prepare skewers, soak before use if bamboo skewers are used,
o Cut the ingredient in appropriate size
o Acquire sufficient quantity of charcoals
o Clean the equipment used in the grilling, particularly those that have direct
contact with food
Select appropriate griller and setup the griller for different methods of grilling using
appropriate source of fuel, such as:
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o
o
o








Charcoal
Gas and power of electricity
Wood
Preheat grill, brush oil on grate to prevent food from sticking
Monitor heat source and maintain constant temperature by adding or removal of
charcoal, adjusting gas or electricity control, etc.
Place food on the grill when temperature reached the required temperature as specified
by the recipe
Brush sauce on the surface of the food to prevent burning and provide seasoning to the
food
Grill the food with careful control of temperature and time to ensure the food is cooked
according to requirement
Serve with required condiment on the side according to recipe

3. Exhibit professionalism


Treat food with respect and not to waste good food

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Comprehend the recipe requirements and perform the preparations to enable the
production of the grill dish without any hindrance
 Preheat the grill to the appropriate temperature and monitor the temperature throughout
the grilling process including moving the food to cooler part of grill to ensure food is
grilled according to the recipe requirements
 Apply appropriate techniques such as: oiling of grate to prevent food sticking, right
timing of brushing of sauce on to the surface of food to produce the color, flavor and
texture according to the recipe
Remark

Also refer to 108393L1 – Produce general grilled dishes
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Title

Produce Japanese simmered dishes (Nimono)

Code

108443L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. Simmered dishes have existed in Japan for a long time and are
typically eaten as part of a meal with rice and various side dishes. Nimono is a simmered dish in
Japanese cuisine which generally consists of a base ingredient simmered in shiru stock flavored
with sake, soy sauce, and a small amount of sweetening. This UoC concerns competences
producing simmered dish-nimono.

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing Japanese simmered dishes











Possess basic knowledge of common types of simmered dishes, such as:
o Kakuni
o Nizakana
o Misoni
o Nikujaga
Possess basic knowledge of the basic ingredients for making the stock, such as:
o Dashi stock
o Soy sauce
o Sugar
o Sake
o Mirin (sweetened rice wine)
Possess basic knowledge of the common ingredients for simmered dishes, such as:
o Vegetables: onions, carrots, and mushrooms
o Starchy ingredients: kabocha pumpkin, potatoes, and taro root
o Meats: chicken and pork
o Fish: mackerel and salmon
Possess basic knowledge and skills for cutting vegetable and meat for simmering.
Possess basic knowledge of temperature required for simmering food, such as:
maintaining the temperature just below boiling point
Possess basic knowledge of the technique for using a drop lid called “otoshi-buta” during
simmering dishes
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Produce Japanese simmered dishes:





Comprehend the recipe of simmered dish
Prepare ingredients and equipment for cooking. For example:
o Acquire the required ingredients
o Measure and cut the vegetable and meat to appropriate size and shape
o Prepare the tableware
Cooking method
o Brown the meat with appropriate size pan.
o Add required ingredients that constitute the simmering sauce for the dish (for
examples: mirin, sugar, sake, and soy sauce)
o Add required vegetables according to recipe
o Add sufficient dashi stock or water to cover the main ingredients
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Place the “drop lid” directly on top of the food to weigh it down with the lid to keep
temperature spreading evenly
Control temperature at low heat for specified time in accordance with the recipe
Garnish and serve with condiment on the side as indicated by the recipe

3. Exhibit professionalism


Treat food with respect and not to waste good food

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Comprehend the purpose of using “drop lid” during simmering of food
 Apply suitable cutting technique for preparing the food ingredients for simmering
 Control the heat to ensure the food are simmered to produce quality required by the
recipe
Remark

Also refer to 108390L1 – Produce general stewed dishes
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Title

Produce Tempura dishes

Code

108444L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. Tempura is one of the deep-fried Japanese foods consisting of
seafood or vegetables that have been battered and deep fried. This UoC concerns
competences for producing general tempura.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing tempura dishes











Possess knowledge of the importance of freshly mixed batter in producing tempura
Possess basic knowledge of the ingredients for producing crispy batter. For example:
o Traditional: ice cold water, flour, and egg yolks
o Modern: variations may also include sparkling water, baking soda, cornstarch, or
potato starch or oil
Possess basic knowledge and skills of controlling cooking temperature to ensure
tempura is cooked and required color is produced
Possess basic knowledge of the type of equipment to be used for deep frying
Possess basic knowledge of methods for placing food into hot oil
Knowledge of suitable type of oil for frying to ensure the cooked tempura is not soggy,
such as:
o High smoking point: canola, peanut, palm, soybean, & coconut oil
o Low smoking point: sesame, sunflower oil (unrefined), & corn oil (unrefined)
Possess basic knowledge of sauces and condiments to be served with tempura
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s health and food safety procedures, as well as fire
hazards

2. Produce tempura dishes:













Comprehend the recipe
Prepare for cooking, for example:
o Appropriately weight and proportion the ingredient for production of batter
o Prepare the equipment to be used in the cooking process, such as:
 Fryer or heavy bottom pan/pot
 Chopsticks or mixer
o Cut the vegetable and seafood (food) into required size and shape
Select the suitable oil or mix different oil according to the establishment’s formula
Pour oil into fryer or pan and bring to pre heat temperature (150 -180°C) and raise the
temperature to around 200°C for deep frying
Mix the ingredients for batter according to required texture
Dredge food with flour to help batter to adhere
Dip food with batter and quickly lay each piece into the oil. Avoid overcrowding in the
fryer, leave enough space around each piece so the food can be cooked evenly and
prevent batter become soggy
Deep fry the food until golden brown or as required by recipe
Remove food from the oil and place on towels or rack to drain
Serve immediately with sauce or condiment
Clean and store equipment as required by the establishment
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3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Perform all the preparation including the appropriate portion of ingredients are selected
and weighted as well as all equipment to be used in the frying process are ready and in
appropriate location
 Mix the batter to the required texture to deliver the required quality of the recipe
 Select or mix the oil conforming to the recipe requirement
Control heating to cook the food to crispy and golden brown or as required by the recipe
Remark
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Title

Produce Sukiyaki dishes

Code

108445L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. Sukiyaki is a popular Japanese hot pot dish which is often cooked
and served at the table, similar like to Shabu Shabu. There are various methods of cooking in
different regions. This UoC concerns competence for producing sukiyaki dishes which the food
is prepared and cooked in the kitchen before serving to table.

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing sukiyaki dishes








Possess basic knowledge of sukiyaki and its differences to Shabu
Possess basic knowledge of the two main styles of sukiyaki:
o Kanto style
o Kansai style
Possess basic knowledge of the making of the sukiyaki sauce (warishita) of the including
with basic ingredients such as:
o Sake
o Sugar
o Soya Sauce
o mirin
o Water
o dashi
Possess basic knowledge of equipment used in sukiyaki dishes production, such as:
o A sukiyaki pot (a flat cast iron pot), or a large sauté pan or frying pan for piling
vegetables
o A table top burner, if cooking at the table
o Long chopsticks or tongs
o bowls for serving, one per person
Possess basic knowledge of occupational health and food safety procedures, as well as
fire hazards

2. Produce sukiyaki dishes:








Comprehend the recipe
Preparations for cooking, for example:
o Slice the meat (defrost appropriately if using frozen meat)
o Cut up the vegetables to required shape and size and put into bowls
o Rinse and blanch shirataki noodles and/or udon
o Mix all the ingredients for the warishita together and put into a jug
o Have sugar ready
o Set out the burner, the pan, the bowls and utensils
Heat up the pan on the burner
Oil the pan or rub beef fat around the pan a bit until it's melting
Apply selected method of cooking:
o Method 1: Add the warishita and heat before adding meat
o Method 2: Meat is pan-fried first and add the warishita after meat is cooked
Add other ingredients in proper order. For example: Start with the vegetables and
shiitake mushrooms, then add the tofu and shirataki noodle
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Serve with raw fresh egg dipping or alternative
Clean and store equipment after use, as required by the establishment

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Follow the establishment’s recipe for creating a unique warishita sauce which can
deliver the proper taste that sukiyaki dish required

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare utensils and ingredients for preparing sukiyaki dishes.
 Apply appropriate method of cooking sukiyaki dish according to the establishment’s
standard and add the ingredients according to the recipe
Remark

Alternative method of serving the dish is to cook at the table with a portable stove on the dining
table. Each person uses its own chopsticks to pick up the ingredients from the pot and add more
ingredients after consuming the cooked food. For this method, fire safety procedures and
regulations must strictly be followed
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Title

Produce Japanese noodle dishes (Men-rui)

Code

108446L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. Noodle sometimes take place of rice in a Japanese meal and can be
consumed hot or cold. There are different types of noodles in Japan, ranging from instant
noodle to freshly handmade noodles. This UoC concerns competence for producing common
noodle dishes by using prepared noodles.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing Japanese noodle dishes









Possess basic knowledge of common types of noodles and, such as:
o Soba
o Udon
o Somen
o Ramen
o Champon
o Hiyashi chuka
o Yakisoba
Possess basic knowledge of cooking methods:
o Hot - with a variety of soup
o Cold - with sauce mix or dip
o Stir fried with a variety of vegetation or meat ingredients
Possess basic knowledge of characteristics of noodle dishes and their ingredients. For
example:
o Accompaniments and sauces for different types of noodles
o Appearance and presentation
o Strength of flavours
o Taste and texture
Possess basic knowledge of the equipment and tools to be used. For examples:
o Dinnerware: noodle bowls, noodle plates, noodle trays, chopsticks
o Cookware: large pot, colander or sieve, long chopsticks
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s health and food safety procedures, as well as fire
hazards

2. Produce Japanese noodle dishes:






Comprehend the noodle recipe
Preparations for cooking, for examples:
o Acquire and determine the quality of raw/pre-cooked noodles
o Assemble the ingredient according to the noodle recipe, including: for the sauce,
topping, garnish, etc.
o Select suitable size pan for cooking the noodle
o Assemble the dinnerware, clean and prepare ready for use
Prepare the noodle: boil the water for the noodles. Once the water boils, add the
noodles and cook as instructed. Once noodles are cooked to the required texture, drain
water off in sieve and rinse with cold water. Place on appropriate dinnerware
Prepare soup for noodle. For example:
o simple savory dashi soup - heat up water in pan and add dashi stock
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rich pork bone soup by slow cooking bones and other ingredients for 8 – 10
hours
Prepare dips for cold noodle, for example: Kaeshi sauce. Combine soy sauce, mirin, and
sugar in a pan. Bring to boil by medium-high heat and cook until the sugar dissolves
Prepare other assorted meat, and vegetable garnishes topping
Present the noodle dishes in appropriate portion after adding soup, topping,
accompaniments, garnishes and sauces as required
Clean and store equipment after use as required by the establishment
o






3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow the organisation’s or kitchen’s rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Assemble the ingredients appropriately and ensure the quality meet the requirements of
the noodle recipe
 Use appropriate size of pan to cook or reheat the noodle according to the recipe
 Prepare the soup, dip, toppings and present it according to recipe
Remark
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Title

Prepare Japanese tea

Code

108447L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. Some of the best green tea are is grown in Japan. It’s not just their
elaborate tea ceremonies but they are being appreciated around the world. This UoC concerns
competence in producing Japanese tea using common loose tea leaf.

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing Japanese tea










Possess basic knowledge of characteristics of different types of tea, such as:
o Sencha: is noted for its delicate sweetness, mild astringency and flowery-green
aroma
o Kabuse cha: have a mellower flavor and subtler color
o Gyokuro: with a sweet, mild flavor and fresh, flowery-green aroma
o Hojicha: a roasted tea with a savory refreshing and roast taste and virtually no
bitterness
o Genmaicha: a blend of bancha with well-toasted brown rice creating a slightly
nutty taste
Possess basic knowledge of type of water to be used for brewing green tea. For
example: generally, soft water (low in calcium and other minerals) is recommended. Tap
water may not be suitable as it may have too much chorine. Then it is recommended to
use filtered or bottled water without a lot of minerals
Possess knowledge of basic tools and equipment used for brewing tea. For example:
o Teapot (Kyusu)
o Tea cups (Chawan) and Tea cup saucers (Chataku)
o Tea caddy (Chazutsu)
o Tea scoop (Chasaji)
o Thermometer if required
Possess knowledge of water temperature and time needed to brewing tea. For example:
o Sencha: 80-90°C, approximately 60sec
o Gyokuro: 50-60°C, approximately 150sec
o Hojicha: boiling water, approximately 30sec
o Genmaicha: boiling water, approximately 30sec
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare Japanese tea:





Prepare for brewing tea, including:
o Measure appropriate amount of water and bring to boil (recommended when
using tap water) then cool to suitable temperature according to different type of
tea
o Measure appropriate amount of tea leaves served, 2 grams of tea leaves used
(1 teaspoon) per person approximately
o Acquire and set up appropriate number of tea cup
o Select suitable size tea pot
Warm up the cups and tea pot by pouring in hot water.
Empty out the hot water from the tea pot when it has warmed up. Add tea leaves into the
pot
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Determine the water is of appropriate temperature and transfer the hot water to the tea
pot. Allow sufficient time for infusion depending on type of tea
Serve the tea into cups, fill each cup to three quarters full

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow industry practices to brew the tea as required quality
Monitoring performance of oneself to make improvements or take appropriate actions

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Appropriately identify different types of tea leaf and select the appropriate type for
brewing the tea as required by the menu or customer
 Determine the appropriate water temperature for brewing the selected type of tea and
allow appropriate infusion time for the tea to brew to deliver the expected color and taste
 Systematically follow the tea making procedures starting from the preparations to
serving, as well as warming of tea cup and pot. Also use the appropriate amount of tea
leaves.
Remark
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Title

Prepare and marinate Korean sides dishes

Code

108448L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Korean food. Sides dishes are normally present in a Korean meal. The most famous
side dish is Kimchi which is popular in restaurants around the world due to its distinct flavor,
taste and health benefits. This UoC concerns competence for marinating / producing common
side dishes.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing / marinating Korean sides dishes













Possess basic knowledge of different types of Korean side dishes, such as:
o Kimchi
o Namul
o Bokkeum
o Jeon
o Jjim
o Jorim
Possess basic knowledge of main ingredients for producing side dishes. For example:
o Napa cabbage,
o Korean radish (daikon)
o Bean sprout
o Garlic, scallions and ginger
o Korean red pepper flakes
o spinach
o Sesame oil
o salt
Possess basic knowledge about fermentation and marinating method. For example:
o Soaked in a salty brine to kill harmful bacteria
o Chlorinated water can inhibit fermentation. Use spring or distill water
o Lactobacillus bacteria convert sugars into lactic acid
Possess the basic knowledge of principle and technique for adjusting the result of
fermentation and marinating. Also understand the effects of appropriate amount of
different ingredients. For example:
o Too much garlic can make the kimchi bitter
o Too much ginger can make it sticky
o Too much red pepper powder can be too spicy
Possess basic knowledge of tools or equipment used for making side dishes. For
examples:
o Cutting board and knife
o Large bowls
o Colander
o Jar with lid
Possess basic knowledge of storing side dishes properly before use
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare/marinate Korean sides dishes:


Comprehend the side dish recipes
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Preparations Prepare the ingredients. For example:
o Select and assemble the required ingredients
o Measure and weight the ingredients according to the recipe
o Wash and clean ingredients, utensils, and tools
Cut and brine the ingredients
o Cut the ingredients to the appropriate size and shape.
Place into the bowl
o Kill harmful bacteria by adding salt. massages Massage the salt into ingredients
until soften. Add water to cover the ingredients and leave stand for 1 to 2 hours
o Rinse the ingredients under cold water and drain in a colander
Make the paste.
o Combine the ingredients (garlic, ginger, red pepper powder, etc.) with sufficient
water in a small bowl
Marinating
o Combine the vegetable with paste until they are thoroughly coated
o Pack the ingredients into the jar. Leave at least 1 inch of headspace. Seal the jar
with the lid
o Let the jar stand at room temperature for 1 to 5 days, according to the recipe.
o Check the ingredients daily, pressing down to keep them submerged under the
brine and release gases from the jar
Test the taste. Transfer the jar to the refrigerator or cool place for storing and ready for
use

3. Exhibit professionalism


Comply with food safety requirements to ensure produced food are of highest quality
and safe for consumption

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Assemble all the required ingredients and tools appropriately and prepare for producing
side dishes without any hindrance or interruption
 Consider different factors to ensure appropriate fermentation. For example: room
temperature, types of ingredient used, etc.
 Select and assemble the right quantity and quality of vegetable used to prepare the side
dishes that meets the recipe and/or establishment’s standards
Remark

Note: many of the side dishes need short time for fermentation time
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Title

Prepare Korean stone pot rice dishes (dolsot-bap)

Code

108449L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Korean food. A dolsot is a Korean granite stone bowl used in Korean cooking and
serving, and most notably used in dolsot bibimbap-Korean stone pot mixed rice. This UoC
concerns competences in cooking general Korean rice dishes using traditional granite stone
bowl.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing Korean stone pot rice dishes












Possess basic knowledge of common types of stone pot rice dishes, for examples:
o Bibimbap
o Yukhoe bibimbap
o Gulbap
Possess basic knowledge of the benefits of using dolsot, such as:
o Retains heat well. - it can continue to cook the food after removed from heat
source
o It can be used as a serving ware
o As a porous material which absorbs water, dolsot releases moist during cooking
and make the cooked food moist, juicy and tender
Possess basic knowledge of caring for the dolsot. For example:
o Cleaning
o Avoid sudden huge temperature change
o Heating and cooling the dolsot
Possess basic knowledge of the type of rice for Korean stone pot rice, such as: short
grain rice
Possess basic knowledge of cooking Korean white rice or multigrain rice
Possess basic knowledge of equipment or method of cooking Korean stone pot rice
dishes, such as:
o Rice cooker
o Korean stone pot (dolsot)
o Sautee pan
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare Korean stone pot rice dishes:






Comprehend the Korean stone pot rice dishes recipe
Preparations for cooking Korean stone pot rice. For example:
o Acquire and cook the rice
o Acquire other ingredients for the stone pot rice (meat, bean sprouts, carrots,
mushroom, spinach, radish, etc.)
o Prepare the vegetables and sauces for the stone pot rice, including cutting
vegetable into required size and shape and sauté the ingredient individually
o Assemble all utensils and tools used for the cooking process, including the
dolsot
Place your dolsot over the stove and let it heat up. Coat the surface of the dolsot with
some sesame oil
Spoon the required amount of cooked rice into the dolsot
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Arrange the vegetables and meat ingredient, according to the recipe, on top of the rice,
leaving a space in the middle for the raw egg
Cover the lid and cook over low heat for 10-15 minutes which scorch the rice at the
bottom of the pot but without burning
Prepare for serving by cracking the egg into the middle
Serve the stone pot rice dish with hot sauce or other side dishes as required by the
recipe

3. Exhibit professionalism


Comply with food safety requirements to ensure produced food are of highest quality
and safe for consumption

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Assemble, acquire and prepare all the ingredients for cooking of the stone pot rice
dishes
 Heat the stone pot to the appropriate temperature and coat the pot with sufficient
amount of oil that prevent the rice and other ingredients sticking to the pot when served
 Control the cooking time and heat. After all ingredients have been arranged into the pot,
scorch the rice at the bottom of the pot without burning
Remark

Refer to 108410L1 – Prepare Japanese rice
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Title

Prepare Korean ginseng chicken soup

Code

108450L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Korean food. Korean ginseng chicken soup is the one of the most popular food served
in the summer in Korea. This UoC concerns competence for cooking Korean ginseng chicken
soup including selecting appropriate type of chicken and ginseng as well as the preparation of
the dish.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing Korean ginseng chicken soup








Possess basic knowledge of the custom about Korean ginseng chicken soup
Possess basic knowledge of the main ingredients of Korean ginseng chicken soup, such
as:
o Chicken
o Ginseng (fresh is preferred)
o Garlic
o Glutinous rice
o Jujubes (Korean red date)
Possess basic knowledge of different types of ginseng and their properties. For
example:
o Korean ginseng (red ginseng) – Warming properties, most potent and helps
reduce fatigue, etc.
o American ginseng – Cooling properties
o Siberian ginseng – Not a true ginseng
Possess basic knowledge of suitable chicken to use. For example:
o A poussin, or "spring chicken,"
o Cornish hen
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare Korean ginseng chicken soup:










Comprehend the Korean ginseng chicken soup recipe
Preparations for cooking Korean ginseng chicken soup. For example:
o Select and acquire the appropriate type and size of chicken
o Clean the chicken
o Select and acquire appropriate ginseng
o Soak rice and ginseng (if using dried type) as required
Stuff the chicken with rice, garlic and other ingredients specified by the recipe.
Depending cooking recipe of the establishment ginseng, garlic and jujubes are either
placed inside the chicken with the rice or placed in the liquid for making the soup or both
Tightly close the chicken cavity with a toothpick or a small skewer to prevent rice flow
out during cooking
Place the chicken in pan and add water / stock until just covers the chicken
Bring to boil then reduce heat to medium low until chicken is cooked or time specified y
recipe
Prepare for serving by transfer the chicken to a hot stone pot or other appropriate
tableware
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3. Exhibit professionalism


Ensure the quality of food in accordance to the food safety standards.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select suitable type and size of chicken for the dish
 Select ginseng type for cooking the Korean ginseng chicken soup based on the
establishment’s recipe
 Control the cooking temperature during the boiling process to ensure the chicken and
filling are cooked in accordance to recipe.
Remark
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Title

Prepare pasta dishes

Code

108451L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Pasta is a
universal enjoyed food and one of the world's most popular dishes, ahead of meat, rice and
pizza. Spaghetti is the most well-known type of pasta. There are over 600 different types and
shapes of pasta in Italy. This UoC concerns competence in producing common pasta dishes in
Hong Kong using ready to cook pasta (dried or freshly pre-made).

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing pasta dishes









Possess basic knowledge of the differences between fresh pasta and dried pasta. For
example:
o Storage: dried pasta can be stored at room temperature.
o Sauces to be used: dried pasta’s firm texture suited with any sauce. Fresh pasta
has a delicate texture is best with light sauces
o Cooking time: fresh pasta takes less time to cook
Possess good knowledge of when to use dried or fresh pasta. For example:
o Fresh pasta for creamy, dairy-based sauces
o Dried pasta for hearty, oil-based sauces
Possess basic knowledge of knowing when pasta is done i.e. “al dente”.
Possess basic knowledge why salt is used during the boiling of the pasta
Possess basic knowledge the equipment and utensils to be used in cooking pasta
dishes, such as:
o Large pot
o Tongs
o Colander
o Timer
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare pasta dishes:











Comprehend the pasta recipe
Preparations for cooking of pasta dish. For example:
o Assemble the cooking utensils
o Acquire the appropriate pasta required by the dish
o Assemble and ready other ingredients
Fill a large pot with water and bring to boil
Add salt to the water according to the establishment’s stated quantity
Add the pasta (slowly) to the boiling water. Stir to prevent pasta sticking together.
Start timing when the water returns to boil. Most pastas cook in 8 to 12 minutes or as
stated by package instruction
Monitor and check whether the pasta is cooked and “al dente” is achieved.
Drain the pasta by using a colander. For making pasta salad, rinse the pasta to avoid
sticking.
Finish cooking the pasta dish according to the recipe. For example:
o Toss in simmering sauce,
o Mix with cold sauce,
o Add it to salad
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Serve as required by the dish

3. Exhibit professionalism


Produce the best pasta dish that comply with the establishment’s standards

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Appropriately select the right type (fresh or dried) of pasta for the dish according to the
recipe.
 Cook the pasta appropriately with texture meeting the “al dente” requirement
 Apply appropriate sequence of cooking pasta to ensure the production of required
quality.
Remark
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Title

Prepare Italian pizza

Code

108452L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Pizza is one of
the Italian’s renowned dishes around the world. Its popularity is not just in Italy but also in
American where it has become one of its staple diets after it was introduced by the Italian
immigrants. This UoC concerns competence in preparing pizza.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing Italian pizza










Possess basic knowledge the common ingredients for making pizza.
o Crust: dough
o Sauce: traditionally made from tomato
o Cheese: traditionally the most common topping found on modern pizzas
o Toppings: many types ranging from vegetable, seafood, herbs & spices, nuts,
meats to exotic (chocolate, marshmallow, etc.)
Possess good knowledge of the establishment’s common sequence of preparing pizza,
such as:
Dough > Sauce > Cheese > Toppings > Cheese > Garnish
Possess basic knowledge of common ingredients used by the establishment for making
pizza dough. Such as:
o Simple flour (strong)
o Salt and yeast
Possess basic knowledge the equipment and utensils to be used in baking pizza dishes,
such as:
o Oven (home baking oven or pizza oven)
o Pizza stone for baking pizza
o Wooden pizza peel and steel pizza peel
o Pizza cutter
o Stainless steel serving tray
o Dough cutter
Possess knowledge of oven temperature for baking pizza. For example:
o Home oven: at least 240°C/475°F
o Pizza oven: 450-500°oC
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare Italian pizza:






Comprehend the pizza recipe to assemble all required toppings and other ingredients
Prepare pizza dough:
o Comprehend the establishment’s recipe for pizza dough
o Acquire and measure the ingredients (water, yeast, flour, and salt)
o Mix the dough and allow it to rise
o Store prepared dough in fridge if not being used immediately)
Preheat the oven for baking and heat up the pizza stone
Prepare the pizzas:
o Punch down the dough and knead on a lightly floured surface
o Divide the dough and shape the dough to required size
o Transfer the round of dough to a floured baking peel
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o Add cheese and toppings according to recipe
Bake the pizza:
o Slide the pizza into the oven on top of the baking stone
o Bake until the cheese is melted, the crust golden, and some charred bits on the
top and edges can be seen
o Baking time, normally 20-25 minutes but will vary depending on the type of oven
and the thickness of the dough
Cool the pizza after removed from the oven. Cut the pizza with pizza cutter before
serving required by the dish

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow good pizza production practices and aim to achieve required standards. For
example: “ Verace Pizza Napoletana "

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Appropriately prepare the dough with the right texture as required by the recipe
 Appropriately prepare the oven and check whether the pizza stone is at the appropriate
temperature before transferring the raw pizza to the pizza stone for baking to achieve a
crispy crust
 Apply the appropriate sequence of topping in accordance with the establishment
standard
Remark
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Title

Prepare Italian risotto dishes

Code

108453L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Risotto is a
northern Italian rice dish. Normally, this rice dish is cooked in a broth to a creamy consistency.
The broth can be derived from meat, fish, or vegetables. This UoC concerns competence in
producing basic risotto using freshly made stock. Although the number of recipes for risotto is
endless, the basic cooking technique remains the same for all.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing Italian risotto











Possess basic knowledge of characteristics of risotto, for example:
o rich and creamy
o Resistance or al dente
o all’onda
Possess basic knowledge of the types of rice (short- to medium-grain that are high in
amylopectin) suitable for cooking risotto. For example:
o Bomba: a Spanish rice used primarily for making creamy paellas
o Arborio: the most common rice of choice
o Carnaroli or Vialone Nano with good balance between creaminess and intact
texture
Possess good knowledge of making stock
Possess basic techniques of adding stock during the cooking of risotto. For example:
o small amount of stock is added at the beginning
o Stir the rice until the stock is absorbed
o Add another ladle and repeat the steps needed until the rice is plump and the
broth is creamy
Possess basic knowledge of the equipment and utensils to be used for making risotto.
Such as:
o High-sided sauté pan or Dutch oven or risotto pot
o Saucepan
o Spatula
o Ladle or measuring scoop
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare Italian risotto:






Comprehend recipe
Prepare for cooking of risotto:
o Measure and cut the ingredients required by the risotto recipe
o Make the stock from scratch or warm the pre-made fresh stock in a saucepan
In a separate pan or risotto pot, fry the chopped onion at low heat to fried until soft but
not coloured
Add the rice and turn up the heat. Lightly fry the rice and stir until become slightly
translucent
Add first ladle of hot stock and a pinch of sea salt. Turn the heat down to a simmer and
continue to stir until stock is absorbed
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Keep adding ladleful of stock and stir until the creamy starch is out of the rice. Allow
each ladleful of stock to be absorbed before adding the next. This will take around 20 30 minutes
Check the rice regularly until it’s “al- Dantedente”
Remove the pan from heat and add some butter and cheese such as: Parmesan. Stir
well. Then place a lid on the pan and allow to sit for 2 minutes
Serve as basic risotto immediately. Alternatively add other ingredients as required by
recipe

3. Exhibit professionalism



Follow the establishment’s kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Follow good practices of the establishment to make risotto dishes

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Appropriately assemble, measure and prepare all ingredients for cooking the risotto
dish. Prepare required amount of stock or heat up appropriate amount of pre-made fresh
stock from fridge
 Able to select the appropriate type of rice for cooking the risotto
 Apply the cooking techniques that prevent rice from sticking or forming lumps and
produce a creamy texture. Being able to determine when the risotto is appropriately
cooked
Remark

Refer to 108397L1 – prepare stock
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Title

Prepare French appetizer

Code

108454L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing French food. This UoC concerns competence in preparing French appetizer in
traditional French style.

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing French appetizer










Possess basic knowledge common types of French appetizers. For example:
o Spreads and Dips: accompanying toasts,
o Brochettes: anything presented on a tooth pick or small wooden skewer
o Bouchées: Any small, bite sized morsel
o Breads
o Verrines and Cullers: small glasses that contain two or three bites of
combinations
Possess basic knowledge about French canapé and differences to modern canapé. For
example:
o Finger food
o Use bread for the base of canapé, a spread, and a main item garnish
o Modern approach is creating canapé from inspiration around the globe. For
example: wonton baskets, miniature pizza, cheese, pastries as well as various
fritters, etc.
Possess basic knowledge of important factors for creating appetizer, for example:
o Taste
o Vibrant color
o Textures
Possess basic guidelines on canapés offerings. For example:
o Less than 10 guests: offer 3 different choices
o 10 to 20 guests: offer five different choices
o 20 and 40 guests: offer seven selections
o Over 40 guests: offer nine selections
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare French appetizer:







Comprehend the canapé recipe/s
Preparations for creating canapé
o Determine how many guests
o Identify which ingredients or canapé topping need to be prepared in advance
(such as toast, in-house spread, etc.)
o Assemble all the necessary ingredients
Prepare the base of the canapé
o Select, assemble or prepare appropriate base, such as:
 Bread cutouts, toast cutouts
 Toasted pita wedges,
 Tortilla chips or cups
 Crackers, tiny biscuits
Prepare the spread
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Select suitable spread
 Flavored butter
 Flavored cream cheese
 Meat or fish salad spreads
o For the in-house spread, assemble ingredients and mix to required spread
Prepare the garnish. It can be any food item or combination of items placed on top of the
spread
o Vegetables, pickles, and Relishes
o Fish (smoked oysters/clams, smoked salmon, shrimp, rolled anchovy fillets,
caviar, crab meat, sardines, etc.)
o Meat (ham, salami, chicken or turkey breast, roast beef, etc.)
Assemble the canapé as close as possible to serving time to avoid bases become
soggy, and spreads and garnishes dry out easily. If it is needed to be assembled in
advance, then cover with plastic film and store in refrigerator
When serving, place canapé on appropriate serving tray with suitable decoration to allow
guest to pick their own choice

3. Exhibit professionalism


Respect food and avoid wastage

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Create the canapés with appropriate size and follow the traditional 3-layer principle
 Create the canapés with expected taste, color and texture according to the recipe
 Decorate and present the canapé
Remark
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Title

Prepare French bouillabaisse

Code

108455L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing French food. Bouillabaisse is a simple southern France fish soup/stew dish that is
being emulated all over the world. Traditionally it was a fish soup but now many recipes have
added other seafood and become a seafood dish. This UoC concerns competence in producing
traditional French bouillabaisse (fish soup/stew).

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing French bouillabaisse








Possess basic knowledge of the origins of the bouillabaisse and its traditional recipe. For
example:
o Selection of Provençal herbs and spices
o Broth is served first with slices of bread and rouille, then the fish is served
separately
Possess basic knowledge of the cooking seafood. For example:
o Determine when the seafood are well cooked
Possess basic knowledge of preparing stock
Possess basic knowledge of preparing rouille
Possess basic knowledge of tools and equipment used for cooking of bouillabaisse
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare French bouillabaisse:







Comprehend the bouillabaisse recipe
Preparations for cooking the bouillabaisse, such as:
o Acquire and clean the fishes and seafood (if required by recipe)
o Cut the fish to appropriate size and shape
o Prepare the stocks
o Measure and ready other ingredient, such as: olive oil, vegetables, garlics,
saffron, etc.
o Side dishes, such as: bread, rouille, etc.
Cook the bouillabaisse according to the recipe or as follows:
o In a heavy bottomed stock pan, heat grapeseed oil over medium heat
o Add vegetables (chopped onions, leeks, celery, fennel bulbs, garlic, tomato)
slowly heat them until tender but not browned
o Add fish stock and simmer the vegetables.
o Add herbs and seasons. Continue to simmer
o Add the fishes and seafood, according to the recipe. Add shellfish first and
followed by shrimps when the soup/stew is almost ready
o Finally add Pernod and let it rest
Serve the bouillabaisse as required by recipe (broth and fish separately or everything
into a bowl) with side dishes (bread and rouille)

3. Exhibit professionalism



Discover new ingredients and cooking methods for improvement
Respect food and avoid wastage
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Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select, clean and prepare all the fishes and other ingredients for cooking of the
bouillabaisse in accordance with the recipe
 Adjust cooking method based on the recipe of the establishment. For example: with or
without seafood in the recipe
 Serve the bouillabaisse soup/stew in accordance with the recipe used in the restaurant
Remark

Refer to 108397L1 – Prepare stock, 108430L2 Prepare and cook fish
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Title

Prepare French macarons

Code

108456L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing French food. Macaron is an airy meringue sandwich commonly filled with jam,
gnashes, buttercream or others. This UoC concerns competence in producing French macarons
using pre-made fillings.

Level

2

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing French macarons








Possess basic knowledge the difference between variations of macrons. For example:
o Italian: involves hot sugar syrup and more compact interiors
o French: involves only raw sugar, airy and more melt-in-the-mouth texture
o Swiss: smaller and lighter
Possess basic knowledge and techniques for making macarons successfully. For
example:
o Importance of room temperature
o Use aged egg whites
o Beat egg whites to stiff peaks
o Control of oven temperature
Possess basic knowledge of the utensils used for preparing macarons. For example:
o Oven
o Kitchen Scale
o Mixer and mixing bowl
o Sifter
o Spatula, piping bag
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare French macarons:











Comprehend the macaron recipe
Prepare for producing macarons, such as:
o Measure the ingredients according to the recipe
o Age the egg whites
o Mix the sugar and almond flour
o Preheat oven
o Ready the piping bag
o Line the baking tray
o Prepare filling
Beat/whisk the egg whites until stiff peaks form. Avoid over-beating
Fold in the sifted granulated sugar and mix in condiment as required. Avoid overmix.
Fold in the sugar/almond flour mixture until combined and texture is smooth and sticky
Let the batter sit uncovered at room temperature for 10-30 minutes
Fill the piping bag with the batter and pipe evenly sized circle shape onto the baking
sheets. Sit for at least 45 minutes and up to 1 hour to help the shell to set and form a dry
surface
Bake the macaron for specified time and then leave for cooling down
Fill and sandwich two shells together to complete the French macaron cookie
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3. Exhibit professionalism


Practice to improve the techniques to produce perfect macarons with little or no wastage

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Apply suitable baking techniques to prepare macarons
 Mix the ingredients (flour, sugar, etc.) and determine the texture of mixture is ready for
baking. Ensure the macarons prepared are in good condition. (i.e. no cracking of the
shell)
 Control the temperature of the oven and baking time to deliver the required results.
Remark
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Title

Prepare Thai Satay

Code

108457L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Thai food. Satay is a direct grilling dish originated from Indonesia. In Thailand it is a
dish of skewered and grilled succulent meat, served with Thai peanut dipping sauce. The most
popular meats used in Thailand are chicken, pork, beef, and fish. This UoC concerns
competences in producing satay in Thai style.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing Thailand style satay










Possess basic knowledge of origin of satays around and its differences between
Thailand style satay. For example:
o Indonesian Satay: the flavors used are typically based on soy and local
ingredients in Indonesia.
o Thai Satay: often features peanut dipping sauce and Thai prickles
Possess basic knowledge of techniques for marinating satay meats
Possess basic knowledge of different methods of grilling satay. For example:
o Direct gas grill
o Direct charcoal grill (preferred)
Possess basic knowledge of different skewer threading technique. For example:
o Thread lengthwise: increase cooking surface and grilling speed but may produce
drier result
o Thread by packing meat closely: reduce cooking surface and keep moist inside
the meat however longer grilling time
Possess basic knowledge of utensils used for preparing satay, such as:
o Skewers (ideally bamboo type)
o Griller (indoor or outdoor), barbeque, grill / griddle pan
o Bowl for marinating the meat
o Brush
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare Thai Satay:





Comprehend the recipe, and the use of peanut dipping sauce
Preparation for grilling of satay. For example:
o Acquire the required ingredients
o Prepare marinade to marinate meat
o Soak bamboo skewers
o Cut the ingredient into appropriate size and shape and pierce it onto skewers
o Prepare enough charcoals for grilling
o Clean the equipment before grilling, especially those which have direct contact
with food
Prepare the peanut sauce:
o Place all ingredients in a blender or food processor
o Blend or process until sauce is smooth
o Adjust the taste of peanut sauce accordingly (i.e. add fish sauce or soy sauce if
it is not salty enough, or add more cayenne if it is not spicy enough, add sugar
for sweeter taste, etc.)
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Prepare and light up the charcoal grill (pre-heat) to suitable temperature
Thread the meat onto skewers. Fill up to 3/4 of the skewer, leaving the lower half empty
for turning during grilling
Grill the satay and marinate it during the first time of turning
Turn the satay regularly until it is cooked
Serve with peanut sauce and other side dishes like cucumber, pickles, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism


Prevent food waste during cooking

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Comprehend the recipe requirements and perform all the preparations to enable the
grilling without any hindrance, including: setup of grill with appropriate pre-heated
temperature, cutting the meat and ingredients in appropriate size and shape, mixing and
marinating the meat with appropriate ingredients, soaking the bamboo skewers.
 Thread the meat onto the skewer with suitable method
 Apply grilling techniques to grill the satay in accordance with the recipe, including:
control the temperature for grilling, manage the time used for turning the satay when
grilling, and determine when the satay is cooked.
Remark

Also refer to 108393L1 – Produce general grilled dishes
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Title

Produce Thai Tom Yum Kung (Goong) soup

Code

108458L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Thai food. Tom yam kung, or spicy shrimp soup, is a popular dish in Thailand and is
loved by foreigners and is easy to make. Although there are many different recipes for preparing
tom yum goong soup, similar ingredients are used. It concentrates on the competence in
preparing tom yum kung using fresh ingredients. The competences can also be applied to other
kind of tom yum soup such as: chicken, beef, and pork.

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing Thai tom yum kung (goong) soup







Possess basic knowledge of the steps in making tom yam soup
Possess basic knowledge of the 2 main methods of making tom yum kung soup. For
example:
o Tom yum kung in a clear broth
o Tom yum kung in creamy milky soup
Possess basic knowledge of the main spice and herb used in the tom yam soup. For
example:
o Lemongrass
o galangal (Thai ginger)
o Kaffir lime leaves
o Lime juice
o Fish sauce
o chilli
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Produce Thailand tom yum kung(goong) soup:










Comprehend the tom yum kung recipe
Preparations for cooking tom yum kung. For example:
o Acquire and measure the required ingredients
o Acquire and wash the shrimps (ideally freshwater type) and remove the legs
according to the recipe.
o When preparing the for creamy tom yum kung, coconut milk will be needed
o Prepare the pre-made stock
o Slice the lemon grass and smash it for fragrant
Pour stock into a deep cooking pot
Add lemon grass, galangal, kaffir lime leaves and other ingredients to the pot, and boil it
Add shrimp and other ingredients to the pot until the color of shrimp turns pink
if preparing the creamy tom yum kung, lower the boiling temperature before adding
coconut milk and fish sauce
Season with chili, fish sauce, lime juice, etc.
Serve tom yum goong with steamed jasmine rice or other side dishes and quarters of
fresh lime

3. Exhibit professionalism


Reduce wasting of food Prepare tom yum goong soup in traditional Thai style.
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Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand the differences of different types of tom yum goong
 Control the boiling temperature and timing of adding shrimps and final ingredients (i.e.
mushroom and/or coconut milk) into the tom yum kung to ensure the shrimps are not
overcooked
 Season the tom yum goong to meet the standard of the recipe
Remark
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Title

Produce Thai fish dishes

Code

108459L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Thai food. There are various cooking methods for Thai style fish including pan-frying,
baking, grilling, deep-frying, steaming, and used for preparing soup. It concentrates on
competence for preparing whole grilled fish (Pla pao) and sauces. The competence can be
applied to grilling other kind of fish dishes.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing Thai style fish










Possess basic knowledge of different types of fish that suitable for cooking in Thai style.
For example:
o Snapper
o Sea bream
o Seabass
o Whitefish
Possess basic knowledge and skills in preparing the fish, such as:
o Gutting
o Deboning
o Marinating
Possess basic knowledge of temperature controlling techniques for various types of
cooking.
Possess basic knowledge and skills in determining when the fish is cooked. For
examples:
o The fish feels firm by touching
o The white salted skin has turned crusty and golden
o Check the internal temperature of the thickest part of fish
Possess basic knowledge in determine freshness of fish
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare Thai style fish:






Comprehend the recipe
Gather fish and ingredients for cooking, including:
o Acquire the fish according to the recipe (appropriate type and size)
o Gut and clean the fish
o Assemble, cut and chop other ingredients such as stuff lemonn grass, shallot
and kaffir lime leaves into the fish
o Debone the fish according the recipe if necessary
Cook the fish:
o Preheat the required utensils to optimum temperature
o Place the fish to the utensils
Serve the fish with dipping or condiment if necessary

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
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Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select suitable types of fish according to the way of cooking
 Prepare other ingredients in accordance to the recipe
 Apply appropriate technique and judge the optimal timing for cooking according to the
recipe
Remark
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Title

Produce Vietnamese salad

Code

108460L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
producing Vietnamese food. Vietnamese salad (Gỏi/Nộm) is a combination of a variety of fresh
vegetables with meat (optional). Similar to other Vietnamese cuisines, it always tries to balance
the five taste senses: spicy, sour, bitter, salty and sweet. There are numerous different types of
salads using different veggies. This UoC concerns competences on producing general
Vietnamese chicken salad

Level

2

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing Vietnamese style salad








Possess basic knowledge of different variants of Vietnamese salads. For example:
o Gỏi: salad dishes with meat, fish
o Nộm: Salad without meat
Possess basic knowledge of the uniqueness of Vietnamese salad. For example:
o Use fresh local vegetables and fruits
 Vegetable, grated turnip, kohlrabi (German turnip), cabbage, cucumber,
etc.
 Fruits: papaya, mango, etc.
o No lettuces are used mostly
o Vegetables are brined or pickled
Possess basic knowledge of the formula for preparing brine. For example:
o sugar, vinegar, and water
Possess basic knowledge of preparing salad dressing technique and the main
ingredients for making the salad dressing. For example:
o Fish sauce
o Vinegar
o Sugar
o Garlic
o Chili
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Produce Vietnamese style salad:








Comprehend the salad recipe
Prepare the dressing:
o Heat the ingredients (fish sauce, vinegar, sugar and water, etc.) in a pan with
optimal temperature
o Heat the ingredients before reaching the boiling point. Then mix it and set it
aside to cool down.
o Add rest of ingredients (garlic, chili and lime juice) when the temperature has
mixture has cooled down
Preparation for making salad:
o Select and cut the vegetable and fruit into appropriate shape and size
o Soak the vegetable and fruit in brine
o Prepare ingredients for garnishing (grounded peanuts, fried shallots, etc.)
Prepare meat ingredients if required by the recipe
Prepare the salad
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In a large bowl, combine all salad ingredients and mix well
Add salad dressing and toss it gently
Serve the salad with garnish and condiments as required, such as: fish sauce and
shrimp crackers, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism


Prepare the salad according to the recipe to meet the standard of the catering
establishment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Choose the vegetables and fruits according to the salad recipe and ensure their
freshness
 Prepare the brine and soak different vegetables and fruits in sequence for preventing the
texture and taste of salad being affected
 Prepare the salad dressing for seasoning and meet the standard of the catering
establishment
Remark
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Title

Produce Vietnamese noodle (Pho)

Code

108461L2

Range

This unit of competency applies to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Vietnamese food. Pho is a Vietnamese noodle that consists of specially cooked broth,
rice noodle, spices, herbs and meat toppings. It concerns the competency on producing Pho in
southern Vietnam beef. This competency can also be applied to prepare other types of Pho.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing Vietnamese style noodle (Pho)











Possess basic knowledge of different types of Pho. For example:
o Northern pho: tends to use wider noodles and much more green onion. Only
vinegar, fish sauce and chili sauce are added as garnishes.
o Southern pho: broth is slightly sweeter and has bean sprouts and a greater
variety of fresh herbs
Understand the importance of the broth for this dish
Possess basic knowledge and techniques for making the broth, including:
o Remove impurities, soft tissues and blood on the outside of the bones and
meats
o Blanching or parboil the bones and meats
o Long hours of simmering at controlled temperature
Possess basic knowledge of the type of noodle used for preparing pho:
o Types: dried or fresh rice noodles
o Shape: rectangular (1.5mm thick, 3-4mm wide and 20cm long)
o Color: milky
o Taste: sweetness from the rice and slightly stringy
o No preservative or artificial flavor added
Possess basic knowledge of the equipment and utensils used in for making pho, such
as:
o Strainer with a deep basket
o Tall soup pot
o Long wooden chopstick
o Ladle or measuring scoop
o Frying pan
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare Vietnamese noodle (Pho):





Comprehend the recipe
Prepare the broth:
o Acquire the meat and bones (such as oxtail, ox-bone, others) and blanch them
to remove impurities
o Broil/char the onion, ginger and spices
o Place all bones, onion and ginger (burnt skins removed) and star anise into
boiling water
o Lower heat and simmer for 2-4 hours (longer would be better)
Preparations for making beef pho.
o Remove bones from broth and strain out vegetables and add seasonings
o Soak noodles in cold water for 10 minute and drain, if dried noodles are used
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Cut raw beef into thin slices
Prepare garnishes (toppings) and condiment: (bean sprout, fish sauce, chili
sauce, lime or lemon, coriander, etc.)
Cook the beef pho noodle
o Bring a second saucepan of water to a boil
o Place noodles into strainer basket
o Continue to stir and toss the noodles in boiling water until soft and cooked
Place noodles in bowl and place toppings on top of noodles
Heat up the broth, if required. Ladle the steaming broth into each bowl, pouring it evenly
over the beef in order to cook it
Serve the beef pho with condiments

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow recipe to produce the dish meet the standards required by the establishment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare the broth to the standards required by the establishment
 Apply suitable cooking techniques to ensure the noodles did not stick to each other and
cooked to the expected texture (not under-cooked or over-cooked) according to the
recipe
 Slice the raw beef to appropriate thickness. Reheat the broth to a temperature that can
cook the beef in the bowl for serving.
Remark
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Title

Produce Vietnamese summer rolls

Code

108462L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
producing Vietnamese food. This UoC concerns competence in producing Vietnamese summer
rolls at the establishment or related workplaces, making use of professional knowledge and
techniques, and in accordance with the standards and ingredients specified by the
establishment. The summer rolls are expected to be both authentic and native in terms of
appearance, fragrance and flavour.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing Vietnamese summer rolls








Understand the development of Vietnamese catering establishments in the catering
industry of Hong Kong
Possess good and adept Vietnamese cooking techniques, for example:
o Cutting vegetables and meat
o Controlling the cooking temperature and heat
o Cooking methods including steaming, boiling, frying and deep frying
Understand the culture and characteristics of Vietnamese diet, including:
o Eating habits
o Cooking and production methods of dishes and food
o Matching between seasonings and ingredients
Possess knowledge of the procedures and tips to produce Vietnamese summer rolls
Have interest and respect in cooking and kitchen work

2. Produce Vietnamese summer rolls:








Review the recipes or menu about the Vietnamese summer rolls provided by the
establishment and the production guidelines by the establishment (if available)
Prepare Vietnamese summer rolls according to factors such as the features mentioned
in the menu, customer's requests and the ingredients stored in the establishment. The
processes may include:
o Prepare all the necessary ingredients, such as rice paper, carrots, cucumbers,
shrimps, chả lụa (Vietnamese sausage) and basil leaves
o Prepare all the necessary ingredients for the marinade, such as soy sauce,
ground pepper, wine, sugar and salt
o Prepare all the necessary ingredients for the sauce, such as limes, fish sauce,
garlic and facing heaven chillies
o Add the ingredients to the marinade and use high heat to fully cook them
o Mix the ingredients for making sauce into a container.
o Soak the rice paper until it turns soft. Then, put all the ingredients in the centre of
the rice paper and wrap it up properly
Pass the summer rolls with sauce to front-line staff for serving
Improve the quality of the products with using respective culinary skills. For example:
o The selection and the proportion of the ingredients for the marinade
o The matching and mixing method of the sauce
o The control of heat and time for the cooking process
o The skills in wrapping summer rolls
Review the menu regularly to meet customers’ expectation and promotional strategy.
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Always prepare Vietnamese summer rolls in responsible manner.
Adopt ingredients and procedures specified for producing the Vietnamese summer rolls
according to the recipe in responsible manner.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Produce authentic and native Vietnamese summer rolls using professional cooking skills
 The Vietnamese summer rolls produced can satisfy customers
Remark
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Title

Produce American burger dishes

Code

108463L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
producing American bread dishes. This UoC concerns competence in producing American
burger dishes at the establishment or related workplaces, making use of adept cooking skills,
and in accordance with the standards and ingredients specified by the establishment. The
finished products are expected to be both authentic and native in terms of appearance,
fragrance and flavour, making customers feel satisfied and enjoy the food.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing American burger dishes








Understand the development of American bread dishes in the Hong Kong market
Possess good cooking techniques related to producing American bread dishes, for
example:
o Cutting vegetables and meat
o Controlling the cooking temperature and heat
o Cooking methods including frying, deep frying and baking
Understand the culture and characteristics of American bread dishes, including:
o Bigger serving size
o More choices of ingredients
o Toppings play an important role
Possess knowledge of the procedures and tips for the production of American burger
dishes
Have interest and respect in cooking and kitchen work

2. Produce American burger dishes:





Review the recipes or menu about the American burger dishes provided by the
establishment and the production guidelines for the burger dishes (if available)
When an order is placed, produce the American burger dishes according to the features
mentioned in the menu, customer's requests, establishment's guidelines, etc., including:
o Prepare bread of the right ingredients, size and shape
o Prepare the necessary ingredients, such as hamburger patties, bacon, ham,
beef, fish fillets, chicken fillets, pork chops, seafood and fried eggs
o Prepare (including washing and/or cooking) the necessary toppings, such as
avocadoes, mushrooms, eggs, pineapple, lettuce, tomatoes, appetizers, hot
onions, sweet and sour cucumber, cheese and rosemary
o Prepare the necessary sauces, such as ketchup, mustard, mayonnaise and
American barbecue sauce
o Put an appropriate amount of oil in a pan and fry the hamburger patties (or other
meat) until both sides become golden brown and the patties are fully cooked
o Apply butter to the bread and place ingredients such as lettuce
o Sprinkle ground pepper on the hamburger patties (or other meat) and apply the
sauces
o Follow the establishment's practice to wrap the burgers properly with paper or
serve directly
When the assembling of the burgers is complete, pass the finished products, sauces
and accompaniments to the floor staff for serving or selling at the store
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During the production process, try to use the skills as much as possible to improve the
quality of the products. For example:
o The control of selection and amount of the sauces
o The control of heat and time for the cooking process
o The selection of side dishes and the arrangement of the serving amount
o Arrange the ingredients and toppings skilfully to enhance the aesthetic quality
Review and adjust the content and style of the American burger dishes in the menu
regularly to match the establishment's promotional tactics and customers' preferences

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always make every effort to produce authentic and native American burger dishes
Follow strictly the ingredients and procedures specified for producing the American
burger dishes, without being sloppy or cutting corners

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Produce authentic and native American burger dishes using professional cooking skills
 The American burger dishes produced can make the customers feel satisfied and enjoy
the food
Remark
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Title

Produce American doughnut and bagel

Code

108464L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
producing American style doughnuts and bagels. This UoC concerns competence in producing
American style doughnuts and bagels at the establishment or related workplaces, making use of
adept cooking skills, and in accordance with the standards and ingredients specified by the
establishment. The finished products are expected to be both authentic and native in terms of
appearance, fragrance and flavour, making customers feel satisfied and enjoy the food.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing American style doughnut and bagel:









Understand the development of American style doughnuts and bagels in the Hong Kong
market
Possess good techniques related to producing American style doughnuts and bagels, for
example:
o Kneading dough by hand
o Adjusting the oven's temperature and heat
o Cooking methods including deep frying and baking
Understand the culture and characteristics of American style doughnuts and bagels,
including:
o Both have similar appearances (a hollow ring or a closed doughnut with fillings in
the middle). A food that can be served as breakfast or snacks
o Doughnuts are deep fried bread. A kind of sweet food that is deep fried after
mixing flour, sugar, butter, eggs, etc. together
o Bagels are made by boiling the fermented dough and then baking it
Possess knowledge of the procedures and tips for the production of American style
doughnuts and bagels, for example:
o How to add a variety of special sauces such as chocolate sauces and jams
during the production process
o How to cook a doughnut by deep frying in a short time
o How to create a bagel with a special taste, chewy texture, glossy appearance,
etc.
Have interest and respect in food production and kitchen work

2. Produce American style doughnut and bagel:



Review the recipes or menu about the American style doughnuts and bagels provided
by the establishment and the production guidelines for the doughnuts and bagels (if
available)
Produce the American style doughnuts and bagels according to the features mentioned
in the menu, customer's requests, establishment's guidelines, etc. The processes may
include:
o Doughnuts:
 Prepare all the necessary ingredients and toppings, such as flour, sugar,
milk and icing
 Mix the flour, yeast, eggs, sugar, salt and water into a dough with a
bread maker or by hand
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o

Put the dough in a bowl and wrap with cling film. Allow it to ferment in a
warm place for dozens of minutes
Put the fermented dough on a floured work surface. Roll it to a few
centimetres thickness
Use a round mould to cut the dough into the shape of a doughnut
Put the cut dough on a floured tray and wrap with cling film. Allow it to
ferment in a warm place for dozens of minutes
Heat the oil in a fryer to 180°C. Place the doughnuts into the heated oil
until both sides are golden
Mix all the icing ingredients and dip the doughnuts into the mixture.
Leave them to cool and then it's done

Bagels:







Prepare all the necessary ingredients and toppings, such as flour, sugar,
salt and dry yeast
 Mix the flour with yeast powder and water into a dough
 Cover with cling film for fermentation. Then roll it into strips and make
them into the shape of bagels
 Put them into boiling sugar water to cook briefly
 Drain them and then coat them with toppings such as chocolate and
raisins
 Bake in an oven for a suitable time and then it's done
When the production of the doughnuts or bagels is complete, pass the finished products
and accompaniments to the floor staff for serving or selling at the store
During the production process, try to use the skills as much as possible to improve the
quality of the products. For example:
o The control of the selection and amount of the sauces, toppings, etc.
o The control of the timing for fermenting and baking the dough
o Appropriately control the expansion effect when deep frying the doughnuts
o Creating the special toughness and flavours of the bagel dough by boiling it
o Arrange the toppings skilfully to enhance the various aesthetic qualities ranging
from appearance, fragrance to flavour
Review and adjust the content and style of the American style doughnuts and bagels in
the menu regularly to match the establishment's promotional tactics and customers'
preferences

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always make every effort to produce authentic and native American style doughnuts and
bagels
Follow strictly the ingredients and procedures specified for producing the American style
doughnuts and bagels, without being sloppy or cutting corners

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Produce authentic and native American style doughnuts and bagels using professional
cooking skills
 The American style doughnuts and bagels produced can make the customers feel
satisfied and enjoy the food
Remark
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Title

Prepare Italian appetizer

Code

108465L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Italian cuisines. It focuses on the ability of producing Italian appetizer in traditional
Italian style.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of preparing Italian appetizer:






Possess basic knowledge of traditional type of Italian appetizers. For example:
o Marinated meat
o Olive
o Pepperoncini
o Mushroom
o Anchovies
o Artichoke heart
o Various kinds of cheese, such as: Provolo cheese or Mozzarella cheese
o Marinated meat and vegetables, such as Oil marinated, Vinegar marinated
Possess basic knowledge of important factors for creating appetizer, for example:
o Taste
o Vibrant color
o Textures
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food safety procedures

2. Prepare Italian appetizer:



Understand the recipe of Italian appetizer
Prepare Italian appetizer
o Confirm the number of guests
o Confirm the ingredients to be used in making the Italian appetizer
o Gather all essential ingredients

3. Exhibit professionalism


Respect food and avoid wastage

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Assist to prepare the Italian appetizer under supervisor’s guidance
Remark
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Title

Understand the characteristics of Chinese foodstuffs

Code

108466L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section and practitioners
of the catering services section who need to supervise or assist in the relevant work of the
production section. While working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners
should know about the qualities, applications and storage methods of various Chinese
foodstuffs for the preparation of dishes.

Level

3

Credit

4

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the characteristics of Chinese foodstuffs:








Understand the characteristics of fresh and live foodstuffs, including:
o Different varieties of pork, cattle and lamb, and the names, variant names,
places of origin, features, growth cycles, specifications and cooking purposes of
other livestock varieties, such as Zhejiang two-end black pigs (浙江兩頭烏豬隻)
o Names, variant names, places of origin, features, growth cycles, specifications
and cooking purposes of chickens, ducks, geese and other poultry varieties,
such as silkie chickens (竹絲雞)
o Varieties, names, variant names, shapes, features, places of production, meat
yields and tastes of precious fishes, such as sturgeon (鱘魚)
o Varieties, names, shapes, features, places of origin and tastes of precious
prawns, crabs, shellfish and aquatic products, such as lobsters
o Ingredients, features, storage methods and applications of various dairy
products, such as cheese
Understand the characteristics of vegetable foodstuffs, including:
o Names, variant names, places of origin, shapes, features and qualities of
precious edible fungi, such as toadstool (羊肚菌)
o Places of origin, names, variant names, shapes, dietary values and harvest
months of various wild vegetables, such as bracken (蕨菜)
o Places of origin, names, variant names, shapes and dietary values of various
newly imported vegetables, such as gumbo (羊角豆)
Understand the characteristics of seasonings, including:
o Names, variant names, places of origin, colours, production methods,
ingredients, tastes, storage methods and applications of various salty and fresh
seasonings, such as mayonnaise
o Names, variant names, colours, tastes, ingredients, production methods, places
of origin, storage methods and applications of various sweet and sour
seasonings, such as apple vinegar
o Names, variant names, colours, tastes, ingredients, production methods, places
of origin, storage methods and applications of various hot and spicy seasonings,
such as rosemary
o Classifications, tastes, colours, ingredients, storage methods and applications of
various raising, tenderising, solidifying and thickening seasonings, such as
baking powder
o Names, storage methods, ingredients, applications and application amounts of
various scented pigments, special seasonings and colour fixatives, such as betacarotene (紅蘿蔔素)
Understand the tissue and composition of raw materials, including:
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Tissue of livestock animals and the chemical composition of the substances
Tissue of poultry animals and the chemical composition of the substances
Tissue of aquatic animals and the chemical composition of the substances
Tissue of eggs and the chemical composition of the substances
The chemical composition of milk
Understand the changes of raw materials during storage, including:
o Physical and chemical changes of vegetable materials during the different
stages of storage, the substances generated, the dietary values of materials, etc.
o Physical and chemical changes of animal materials during the different stages of
storage, the substances generated, the dietary values of materials, etc.

2. Understand the characteristics of Chinese foodstuffs:





Follow the requirements and the characteristics of various foodstuffs mastered to carry
out daily work
Make use of the characteristics of foodstuffs properly, including:
o Select the best storage methods based on the characteristics of foodstuffs
o Select the best cooking methods based on the characteristics of foodstuffs
o Select appropriate foodstuffs for the preparation of dishes
Supervise and coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of
dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always handle all kinds of foodstuffs in a professional manner with professional tactics
at work, and do not deceive supervisors or customers

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Know about the characteristics, places of origin, features and applications of animal
foodstuffs, vegetable foodstuffs and seasonings
 Select the best storage/cooking methods for the preparation of dishes
Remark
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Title

Apply complicated processing techniques of cooking ingredients

Code

108467L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production. While working in
Chinese catering establishments or relevant workplaces, practitioners should master the
relatively complicated processing techniques of fresh and live ingredients and handle the
soaking process of precious dried foodstuffs independently. They should be able to select and
prepare the meat required according to various cooking requirements.

Level

3

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of complicated processing techniques of cooking ingredients:






Know how to select and prepare various kinds of meat, including:
o Master the selection standards and specifications of various kinds of meat
o Master the storage requirements of various kinds of meat
o Select and prepare the required meat according to various cooking requirements
Know how to carry out the soaking process of precious dried foodstuffs, including:
o Know about the weight after soaking of precious dried foodstuffs
o Handle precious dried foodstuffs such as shark fin by applying various soaking
techniques
Master the relatively complicated processing techniques of fresh and live ingredients,
including:
o Master the relatively complicated processing for various livestock and poultry:
 Processing techniques
 Steps
 Remarks, such as the processing of suckling pigs
o Master the relatively difficult processing for various aquatic animals:
 Processing techniques
 Steps
 Remarks

2. Apply complicated processing techniques of cooking ingredients:





Follow the requirements and apply the complicated processing techniques of cooking
ingredients acquired to carry out daily work
Make use of the characteristics of foodstuffs properly, including:
o Select the best storage methods based on the characteristics of foodstuffs
o Select the best cooking methods based on the characteristics of foodstuffs
o Select appropriate foodstuffs for the preparation of dishes
Supervise and coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of
dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always select cooking ingredients in a professional manner for the production of various
dishes at work with the interests of customers as a priority

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the relatively complicated processing techniques of fresh and live ingredients
 Handle the soaking process of precious dried foodstuffs independently
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Select and prepare various kinds of meat for the preparation of various dishes

Remark
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Title

Slice / garnish and decorate foodstuffs

Code

108468L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should be able to prepare various kinds of pastes and mashes (蓉泥), and
vegetable sculptures independently in kitchens, as well as to decorate and slice/garnish various
ingredients by the use of knife (刀工美化).

Level

3

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of slicing/garnishing and decorating foodstuffs:




Know how to prepare various kinds of pastes and mashes, including the understanding
of the following about different pastes and mashes of various ingredients:
o Production methods
o Ingredient selections
o Production processes
o Heating duration and degree
o Storage techniques
Master food sculpture techniques and practical cooking techniques, including:
o Concepts and varieties of various food sculptures
o Basic skills and steps of various kinds of vegetable and fruit sculptures
o Basic appearance of patterns, and the display skills and methods of various
geometric graph combinations
o Techniques such as color types, nature, components, relation with tastes,
matching and the use of food pigments

2. Slice/garnish and decorate foodstuffs:





Follow the requirements and apply the acquired techniques for slicing/garnishing and
decorating foodstuffs to carry out daily work
Decorate various ingredients by the use of knife to:
o Make 3-D sculptures
o Make vegetable and fruit sculpture decorations
o Display geometric graph combinations
o Slice/garnish and decorate the ingredients of various dishes, etc.
Supervise and coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of
dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always slice/garnish and decorate foodstuffs from the artistic perspective in a
professional manner at work.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare various kinds of pastes and mashes
 Prepare vegetable sculptures independently
 Master the slicing/garnishing and decoration skills of ingredients by the use of knife
Remark
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Title

Master complicated cooking (stove) skills and techniques

Code

108469L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should be able to cook various hot dishes in the kitchen section independently and
master the key points of seasoning.

Level

3

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of complicated cooking (stove) skills and techniques:






Know how to cook chicken stock, including:
o Understand the principles of cooking chicken stock
o Understand the material selection, standards, making processes, material
amounts, applications and points to note of cooking chicken stock
o Understand the material selection, standards, making processes, material
amounts, applications and points to note of cooking cream soup
o Understand the material selection, standards, making processes, material
amounts, applications and points to note of various vegetable soup
Know about the relations between various tastes and seasonings, including:
o Definitions of taste, taste generation principles, taste classifications, etc.
o Types of smell, smell generation processes, factors affecting smells, formation of
aroma and peculiar smells during cooking, and methods for removing peculiar
smells
o Characteristics of various tastes, tasting zones of the tongue, various factors
affecting the tastes of dishes and interaction between different tastes
Understand the changes of various materials during the cooking processes, including:
o The changes of sugars
o The changes of proteins
o The changes of fat
o The changes of vitamins
o The changes of colours, etc.

2. Master complicated cooking (stove) skills and techniques:







Follow the requirements and apply the acquired complicated cooking (stove) skills and
techniques to carry out daily work
Apply the various cooking skills acquired to the eighteen cooking methods
Cook dishes and chicken stock, including:
o Select appropriate ingredients for cooking chicken stock
o Based on the relations between tastes and seasoning to match the changes of
materials during cooking
o Make designated dishes with proper cooking skills
Supervise and coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of
dishes
Explain and introduce the cooking skills and techniques adopted to the supervisors and
even the customers when necessary

3. Exhibit professionalism
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Always use the complicated cooking (stove) skills and techniques in a professional and
dedicated manner at work, without skipping any necessary procedures

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Cook chicken stock
 Master various cooking skills with proper seasoning
 Understand the changes of various materials during cooking
Remark
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Title

Master preparatory work for making complicated dim sum

Code

108470L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should be able to understand the various methods of calculating dim sum prices,
know about the characteristics and applications of seasonings and additives, and make use of
different cooking methods to reduce nutritional loss independently.

Level

3

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of preparatory work for making complicated dim sum:










Know about the calculation of dim sum prices, including:
o Pricing principles and calculation methods of various kinds of dim sum
o Pricing procedures of various kinds of dim sum
o Methods of calculating the profit margin of dim sum, etc.
Know how to make use of reasonable cooking methods to reduce nutritional loss,
including:
o Causes of various kinds of nutritional loss during dim sum cooking
o Make use of appropriate cooking methods to reduce nutritional loss in food, etc.
Know about food additives, including:
o Characteristics, applications, storage methods and application amounts of food
pigments
o Characteristics, storage methods, applications and application amounts of
various leavening agents, such as:
 Baking soda
 Ammonia powder
 Baking powder
 Soda
o Classifications, characteristics, application amounts, storage methods and
applications of spices and other food additives
Understand the characteristics of rice and flour, including:
o Characteristics, quality evaluations and milling methods of various kinds of rice,
such as:
 Sticky rice
 Glutinous rice
 Red rice
o Characteristics and quality evaluations of various kinds of flour, such as:
 Strong flour (milky white with high water absorption and applicable for
ordinary bread)
 Plain flour (milky white with moderate water absorption and applicable
for ordinary Chinese and Western dim sum)
 Low protein flour (white with low water absorption and applicable for
ordinary cakes)
Master the features of compound seasonings, including:
o Classifications of compound seasonings and the tastes, ingredients and
applications of various common compound seasonings
o Classifications of imported compound seasonings and the tastes, ingredients
and applications of various common compound seasonings in the market
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2. Master preparatory work for making complicated dim sum:





Follow the requirements and master the preparatory work for making complicated dim
sum to carry out daily work
Handle the preparatory work for making complicated dim sum effectively, including:
o Selection of seasonings and additives
o Adoption of different cooking methods to reduce nutritional loss, etc.
Supervise and coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of
dishes
Propose the pricing of dim sum to the supervisors when necessary

3. Exhibit professionalism


Carry out the preparatory work for making complicated dim sum in a professional and
dedicated manner at work.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Make use of reasonable cooking methods to reduce nutritional loss
 Understand the characteristics of food additives, rice, flour, compound seasonings, etc.
Remark
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Title

Prepare complicated dim sum stuffing

Code

108471L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should be able to prepare special stuffing for various buns and dim sum and
produce dim sum with the use of various stuffing independently.

Level

3

Credit

8

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of preparing complicated dim sum stuffing:





Master the knowledge of dim sum stuffing, including:
o Concepts, types and functions of dim sum stuffing
o Preparation requirements of stuffing
o Requirements of wrapping-stuffing ratio, etc.
Possess skills of preparing complicated dim sum stuffing
Be hardworking and determined

2. Prepare complicated dim sum stuffing:






Follow the requirements and master the skills for preparing complicated dim sum stuffing
to carry out daily work
Make proper use the following of the complicated stuffing:
o Production techniques
o Procedures
o Ingredients
o Production methods, etc.
Produce special stuffing that meets the standards within a specified time limit
Supervise and coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of
dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always prepare complicated dim sum stuffing in a professional and dedicated manner at
work, without skipping of necessary procedure.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare various special stuffing
 Produce dim sum with the use of various stuffing
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Prepare complicated dim sum dough

Code

108472L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in the dim sum section in Chinese restaurants,
practitioners should be able to prepare various dough (dim sum dough) independently according
to the production requirements of various dim sum.

Level

3

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of preparing complicated dim sum dough:










Understand the factors affecting dough raising, including:
o Various factors affecting the quality of biochemical dough raising
o Various factors affecting the quality of physical dough raising, etc.
Master the advanced methods for making pastry (層酥) dough, including:
o Characteristics and principles of various pastry dough (flaky pastry/puff pastry)
o Production methods and mixing methods of various kinds of pastry dough, such
as:
 Dried pastry (干油酥)
 Water pastry (水油酥)
 Mixed pastry wrapped with big dough (大包酥)
 Mixed pastry wrapped with small dough (小包酥)
 Puff pastry
Understand the advanced preparation of rice flour dough, including:
o Preparation methods of various kinds of rice cake dough
o Preparation methods of various kinds of rice flour dough
o Preparation methods of various kinds of fermented rice milk dough, etc.
Know how to prepare dough using other ingredients, including:
o Preparation methods of various kinds of flour starch dough
o Preparation methods of various kinds of fish mash dough
o Preparation methods of various kinds of shrimp mash dough
o Preparation methods of various kinds of vegetable and fruit dough
o Preparation methods of various kinds of syrup dough, etc.
Be hardworking and determined

2. Prepare complicated dim sum dough:





Follow the requirements and master the skills for preparing complicated dim sum dough
to carry out daily work
Make proper use of the above-mentioned ingredients to handle the preparation of
complicated dim sum dough
Produce special dim sum that meets the standards within a specified time limit
Supervise and coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of
dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always prepare complicated dim sum dough in a professional and dedicated manner at
work, without skipping of necessary procedure.
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Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare various dim sum dough independently (such as pastry dough, rice flour dough,
flour starch dough, fish mash dough, shrimp mash dough, vegetable and fruit dough,
and syrup dough)
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Master complicated dim sum shaping skills

Code

108473L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should be able to apply the techniques of rubbing (搓), wrapping (包), rolling (捲),
stacking (疊), spreading out (攤), hand-pulling (抻), peeling (削) and flipping (撥), as well as to
use appropriate tools for trimming (鉗花) and squeezing (擠注).

Level

3

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of complicated dim sum shaping skills:








Master the basic techniques and methods of dim sum shaping, including:
o Rubbing
o Wrapping
o Rolling
o Stacking
o Spreading out, etc.
Master the methods of dim sum shaping, including:
o Hand-pulling
o Peeling
o Flipping
o Trimming
o Squeezing, etc.
Know that hand-pulling refers to the method of repeated pulling of the dough with a
certain skill to form a specific shape. Three steps are involved, namely dough mixing (和
面), dough rubbing (溜面) and squeezing (出條), e.g. making steamed rolls (銀絲卷)
Be hardworking and determined

2. Master complicated dim sum shaping skills:





Follow the requirements and master the complicated dim sum shaping skills to carry out
daily work
Produce the relevant dim sum by the combination of basic techniques for dim sum
shaping, including rubbing, wrapping, rolling, stacking and spreading out, and other
techniques, including hand-pulling, peeling, flipping, trimming and squeezing
Produce special dim sum that meets the standards within a specified time limit
Supervise and coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of
dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always handle complicated dim sum shaping in a professional and dedicated manner at
work, without skipping necessary procedure.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the basic dim sum shaping techniques such as rubbing, wrapping, rolling,
stacking and spreading out
 Master the complicated techniques for dim sum shaping such as hand-pulling, peeling,
flipping, trimming and squeezing, and produce the relevant dim sum
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Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Master complicated dim sum heating up / cooking techniques

Code

108474L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should be able to cook dim sum independently by applying heating up techniques,
such as pan-frying and deep-frying, or compound cooking skills.

Level

3

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of complicated dim sum heating up/cooking techniques:







Understand the principles of heat application, including:
o Skills and influencing factors for heating up complicated dim sum
o Time control skills for cooking complicated dim sum
o Technical combination of the shaping methods and the heating up/cooking
techniques of complicated dim sum, etc.
Master the concepts, methods and requirements of various compound cooking skills
Know about the concepts, methods and requirements of various deep-frying processes
Know about the concepts, methods and requirements of various pan-frying processes
Be hardworking and determined

2. Master complicated dim sum heating up/cooking techniques:






Follow the requirements and master the dim sum heating up/cooking techniques to carry
out daily work
Apply the compound cooking skills properly to produce the relevant dim sum
Prepare half-finished products by applying pan-frying and deep-frying skills
Produce special dim sum that meets the standards within a specified time limit
Supervise and coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of
dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always handle dim sum heating up/cooking processes in a professional and dedicated
manner at work, without being sloppy, and follow all the procedures and requirements
stated by the catering establishment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master various dim sum cooking skills independently
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Master complicated decoration skills of dim sum

Code

108475L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should be able to apply dim sum decoration skills for making dim sum and apply
decoration/piping (裱花/唧花) techniques for making cakes.

Level

3

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of complicated decoration skills of dim sum:






Know about the skills of dim sum decoration, including:
o Concepts and requirements of dim sum design and decoration
o Processing of the ingredients for dim sum design and decoration:
 Preparation work
 Production methods
 Storage conditions, etc.
o Master various dim sum decoration techniques and design methods, etc.
Master the techniques for making ordinary cakes and decoration/piping techniques,
including:
o Decoration/piping techniques of cakes and pastries
o Materials, production processes and requirements of cake decoration for various
types of banquets
Be hardworking and determined

2. Master complicated decoration skills of dim sum:





Follow the requirements and master the complicated decoration skills of dim sum to
carry out daily work
Apply the complicated decoration skills of dim sum properly to decorate cakes and
pastries with decoration/piping techniques
Produce special dim sum that meets the standards within a specified time limit
Supervise and coordinate with staff of other kitchen sections to produce a variety of
dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always handle complicated decoration of dim sum in a professional and dedicated
manner at work, following all production procedures and requirements, and having a
high demand on the quality of the finished products

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master complicated decoration skills of dim sum
 Master the production techniques and decoration/piping techniques of ordinary cakes
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Implement operations of siu mei section

Code

108476L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the siu mei section in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should be able to implement the operation processes of the siu mei section,
including production procedures, cost control, sanitation requirements, etc.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the operations of the siu mei section:






Understand the operation procedures of the siu mei section, including:
o Production and operation procedures of the siu mei section
o Display and promotion skills of various finished siu mei products
o Production, storage and transportation techniques of supplementary siu mei
foods
o Operations, chopping/cutting and profit margin control of siu mei stalls
o Design, operations, production procedures, storage methods and transportation
techniques of siu mei workshops
Understand the sanitation control in the siu mei section, including:
o Principles of bacteria reproduction
o Danger of displaying finished siu mei products for a long period of time
o Master the quantity of siu mei products to be made according to the demand,
etc.
Possess the ability to communicate with staff at all levels and customers

2. Implement operations of the siu mei section:






Always follow the production and operation procedures of the siu mei section to carry
out daily work
Implement the operation processes of the siu mei section properly, including:
o Production control of the siu mei section
o Overall cost control and sanitation control
o Sanitation control in siu mei stalls
o Sanitation control in siu mei workshops
o Support of the daily operations of restaurants, etc.
Always pay attention to the comments and criticisms of customers on the products of the
siu mei section
Report the operations of the siu mei section to the supervisors regularly and make
suggestions for improvement

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always implement the operation processes of the siu mei section in accordance with the
established procedures and standards with no fraudulent or corrupt conduct

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Implement the production and operation procedures of the siu mei section
 Implement cost control of the siu mei section
 Implement sanitation control of the siu mei section
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Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Prepare and make sushi

Code

108477L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. Sushi is the worldwide famous Japanese dish and there are many
types of sushi. Sushi is not just about the freshness and high quality of the ingredients. It also
concerns about the quality of rice. This UoC concerns competences in the preparations as well
as the making of sushi.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing and making sushi








Possess basic knowledge of different types/styles of sushi, such as:
o Nigirizushi: hand-pressed sushi
o Chirashizushi: scattered sushi
o Inarizushi: a pouch of fried tofu (abura age) filled with sushi rice
o Oshizushi: pressed sushi
o Makizushi: rolled sushi
Possess basic knowledge of equipment or method of making sushi, including:
o Rice cooking tools
o Wooden sushi rice bucket (Sushi Oke/Hangiri)
o Bamboo Rice Paddle
o Bamboo Rolling Mat
o Knife
Possess basic knowledge and skills in preparing sushi rice, including:
o Using appropriate rice types
o Acidity balance - adding appropriate amount of vinegar
o Storing of cooked sushi rice
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s hygiene and food Safety procedures

2. Prepare and make sushi:







Comprehend the sushi type recipes
Perform preparation including:
o Acquire and prepare the primary ingredients (fish, shrimp, shellfish, etc.)
o Accurately measure quantity of ingredients (seasoned vinegar, wasabi, pickled
ginger, soy sauce, garnish, condiments, etc.)
o Assemble and ensure cleanliness of sushi making tools, rice cooking equipment,
etc.
o Acquire the appropriate amount and type of rice (Japonica) and acquire
appropriate size pan/pot for cooking use
o Wash and rinse the rice repeatedly until water is almost clear. Cook the rice
according to required temperature and duration
Prepare sushi rice:
o Pour the cooked rice into wooden bucket
o Quickly cool it off using a fan
o Slowly mix the seasoning with the rice (vinegar, salt, sugar and Japanese rice
wine)
o Cover rice with wet cloth
Prepare sushi:
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o



Place sushi rice in hand, gently slap into shape using two fingers and a cupped
palm, add wasabi if required and main fresh ingredient (fish, shrimp, etc.)
o For roll sushi, rice is spread on a piece of nori. Place major ingredients in the
center and roll into a cylinder using a rolling mat. Then slice crosswise into
serving size
o Etc.
Present and serve sushi with required garnishes, sauces, dips and accompaniments.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Perfecting the art of making sushi rice
Comply with food safety requirements to ensure produced sushi are of highest quality
and safe for consumption

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select and acquire major ingredients that are fresh in quality required by the
establishment’s standards and the recipe
 Prepare the sushi rich with appropriate seasoning to deliver the texture and taste that is
required by the establishment and recipe
 Prepare the sushi using appropriate preparation method according to the sushi recipe
and present the sushi to the standard required by the establishment for serving
Remark
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Title

Prepare sashimi

Code

108478L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
preparing Japanese food. Sashimi (刺身) is fresh raw food, usually seafood, cut into bite-sized
pieces and served with soy sauce and wasabi. It is one of the most famous dishes in the
Japanese cuisine. This UoC concerns competences in preparing sashimi dishes using ready to
eat seafood type only.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for preparing sashimi dishes










Possess basic knowledge of common types of sashimi served in restaurants, such as:
o Maguro (Tuna)
o Sake (Salmon)
o Tai (Sea Bream)
o Saba (Mackerel)
o Tako (Octopus)
o Hotate (Scallop)
o Hokkigai (Surf Clam)
o Amaebi (Shrimp)
Possess basic knowledge and skills in application of knives for sashimi dishes,
including:
o Cutting
o Portioning
o Uniformity
Possess basic knowledge and skills in selecting seafood in terms of freshness and
quality for sashimi use
Possess knowledge of types of equipment to be used for preparation of sashimi, such
as:
o Fish bone tweezers
o Sharpening stone
o Wasabi grater
o Sashimi knives
Possess basic knowledge of common parasites in seafood and regulatory guidelines on
preparing raw food for consumption
Possess basic knowledge of hygiene and food safety procedures of the establishment

2. Prepare sashimi dishes:





Determine the required sashimi type
Perform preparation including:
o Clean and prepare work area
o Layout the equipment and tools to be used for preparing the sashimi dish
o Select appropriate type and size knives. Clean, sharpen and arrange in order of
use
o Acquire and ready presentation ingredients, such as soy sauce, ginger, etc.
o Ground fresh wasabi
o Acquire the required seafood, maintain at a workable temperature
Evaluate freshness and quality of seafood prior to preparation
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Prepare sashimi by slicing every piece in required size and shape
Place sashimi on tableware of appropriate shape, size and color
Present and serve sashimi with required garnishes, sauces, dips and accompaniments
Clean and store all used equipment in accordance with establishment’s procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism



Use seafood that are complied with Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP)
Comply with food safety requirements to ensure produced sashimi are of highest quality
and safe for consumption

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Acquire and organize all ingredients and equipment necessary for the production of the
sashimi dish
 Evaluate the freshness and quality of the seafood for the production of sashimi dish
 Cut all pieces of sashimi to appropriate shape and size and present in accordance to the
requirements of the dish and establishment’s standards
Remark
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Title

Produce American barbecue meat

Code

108479L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners involved in
producing American barbecued meats. This UoC concerns competence in producing American
barbecued meats at the establishment or related workplaces, making use of adept cooking
skills, and in accordance with the standards and ingredients specified by the establishment. The
finished products are expected to be both authentic and native in terms of appearance,
fragrance and flavour, making customers feel satisfied and enjoy the food.

Level

3

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for producing American barbecue meat:









Understand the development of American barbecued meats in the Hong Kong market
Possess good cooking techniques related to producing American barbecued meats, for
example:
o Cutting vegetables and meat
o Adjusting the cooking temperature and heat
o Cooking methods including frying, deep frying and roasting
Understand the culture and characteristics of American barbecued meats, including:
o Bigger serving size
o Barbecued meats should be charred outside and tender inside
o Sauces play an important role
Possess knowledge of the procedures and tips for the production of American
barbecued meats, for example:
o Adopt the smoking method
o Use dry spices
o Apply American barbecue sauces
Have interest and respect in cooking and kitchen work

2. Produce American barbecue meat:





Review the recipes or menu about the American barbecued meats provided by the
establishment and the production guidelines for the barbecued meats (if available)
When an order is placed, produce the American barbecued meats according to the
features mentioned in the menu, customer's requests, establishment's guidelines, etc.,
including:
o Prepare all the necessary ingredients and condiments such as pork ribs, onions,
tomatoes, garlic, sugar, white vinegar, soy sauce, ketchup and curry powder
o Wash the meat. Cut the ingredients such as onions, garlic and tomatoes, and
put them all into a container. Add a suitable amount of salt for marinating
o Put the ingredients and condiments into a mixer and blend them into a paste,
creating the barbecue sauce (or use ready-made barbecue sauce)
o Pour the barbecue sauce into the container for marinating the meat for a while
o Brush the barbecue sauce onto the marinated meat. Arrange the meat on a
baking sheet and roast for a specific time period (about dozens of minutes)
o If necessary, take the roasted meat out for further processing and roast again
When the cooking of the barbequed meat is complete, pass the finished products,
sauces and accompaniments to the floor staff for serving
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During the production process, try to use the skills as much as possible to improve the
quality of the products. For example:
o The control of the selection and amount of the sauces, seasonings, etc.
o The control of heat and time for cooking methods such as slow roasting and
smoking
o The selection of side dishes and the arrangement of the serving amount
o Control the cooking temperature properly so that the meat does not dry out after
a long time of roasting
o Arrange the ingredients and toppings skilfully to enhance the various aesthetic
qualities ranging from appearance, fragrance to flavour
Review and adjust the content and style of the American barbecued meats in the menu
regularly to match the establishment's promotional tactics and customers' preferences

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always make every effort to produce authentic and native American barbecued meats
Follow strictly the ingredients and procedures specified for producing the American
barbecued meats, without being sloppy or cutting corners

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Produce authentic and native American barbecued meats using professional cooking
skills
 The American barbecued meats produced can make the customers feel satisfied and
enjoy the food
Remark
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Title

Develop standard cooking recipes

Code

108480L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to administrators engaged in management of catering food
production. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, standardized recipes shall be
developed based on the operation of production department of the restaurant and ways of
preparing different kind of dishes.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of develop standardized recipes:






Possess knowledge of writing standardized recipes for different types of dishes,
including:
o Understand the formulation, utilization, and design of recipes
o Understand the operation of production department of the restaurant, such as:
profit margin, procurement procedures, manpower planning, etc.
o Understand the market and competitors of the catering industry
Possess techniques to develop standardized recipes
Possess the ability to communicate with staff at all levels and customers
Update recipes regularly

2. Develop standardized recipes:









Evaluate and choose dishes that used for developing standardized recipes
Costing
Gather ingredients
Formulate preparation and cooking methods
Measure the weight and amount of each ingredients precisely
Record the tools, decorations and ways used for presentation of dishes
Adjust and standardize the way of preparing all dishes
Put down the name and description of all dishes into the standardized recipe

3. Exhibit professionalism


Develop the standardized recipes with consideration of production departments’
operation and customers’ expectations.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand formulation, design, utilization of various recipes, and the operation details
of production department, e.g. profit margin, procurement procedures, manpower
planning
 Develop standardized recipes for different kinds of food to enhance the efficiency of
daily operation of the restaurants
Remark
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Title

Prepare dishes using combination cooking methods

Code

108481L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. While working
in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should produce dishes using combination
cooking methods independently. This UoC concerns competences in making dishes using
combination cooking methods.

Level

3

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of preparing dishes using combination cooking methods:





Master cooking technique of moist heat method
Master cooking technique of dry heat method
Master cooking technique of mixing dry heat and moist heat method
Understand the appropriate ingredients for preparing dishes using combination cooking
methods

2. Prepare dishes using combination cooking methods:



Prepare dishes using combination cooking methods according to the recipe
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s health and food safety procedures, as well as fire
hazards

3. Exhibit professionalism


Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Produce and present a combination of cooking method dishes according to the
requirements of the dishes and the standards of the organization
Remark
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Title

Prepare emulsified sauces

Code

108482L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production practitioners. Sauces is the
key component in preparing dishes. This UoC concerns competence in preparing emulsified
sauces.

Level

3

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of preparing emulsified sauces:






Possess basic knowledge of major types of sauces, such as: Vinaigrette, Hollandaise
Sauce
Possess basic knowledge of principle of emulsification
Possess basic skills of preparing emulsified sauces
Possess basic knowledge of different types of emulsified sauces, such as: mayonnaise,
yellow mustard sauce, honey mustard sauce and garlic sauce, etc.
Possess basic knowledge of kitchen’s occupational health and safety, including fire
hazards

2. Prepare emulsified sauces:





Gather the necessary ingredients, such as oil, vinegar, salt, egg yolk and pepper
Add appropriate amount of emulsifier
Add ingredients in portions to allow the liquid to be evenly combined with the emulsifier
and stir it
Some sauces need to be stirred at a high speed to allow air to enter into the sauce

3. Exhibit professionalism:



Follow the organisation or kitchen rules to maintain cleanliness of equipment and
environment
Respect the food, ingredients, co-workers and guests

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Select and measure the appropriate quantity of ingredients and emulsifier for making
emulsified sauces
 Follow the standards of the restaurant to prepare emulsified sauce and apply to
respective types of food.
Remark
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Title

Prepare Italian stewed dishes

Code

108483L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners of production section and involved in
producing Italian cuisines. This UoC concerns competence on producing Italian stewed dishes
at the catering establishment or related workplaces, and make use of culinary skills, and in
accordance with the standards and ingredients specified by the establishment. The products are
expected to be both authentic and native in terms of appearance, fragrance and flavour.

Level

3

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of preparing Italian stewed food:








Understand the development of Italian stewed food in the Hong Kong market
Possess good cooking techniques related to producing Italian stew food, for example:
o Cutting vegetables, meat and seafood
o Manage optimal temperature used for cooking
o Cooking methods including frying, deep frying and roasting
Understand the culture and characteristics of Italian stewed food
Possess knowledge of the procedures and tips to prepare Italian stewed dishes, for
example:
o Use of tomato and spices
o Stew with red wine
o Manage the time used for braising different kinds of ingredients
Interested and respect in cooking and kitchen work

2. Prepare Italian stewed dishes:





Review the recipes or menu about the Italian stewed dishes provided by the
establishment (if available)
When an order is placed, prepare Italian stewed dishes according to the features
mentioned in the menu, customer's requests, establishment's guidelines, including:
risotto, stewed meatball, etc.
Apply appropriate culinary skills to enhance the quality of the product
Review and adjust the menu of Italian stewed dishes regularly in accordance with the
promotional strategies adopted by the catering establishment and customers’
expectation

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always make every effort to produce authentic and native Italian stewed dishes
Follow strictly the ingredients and procedures specified for producing the Italian stewed
dishes, without being sloppy or cutting corners

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Produce authentic and native Italian stewed food using professional cooking skills
 The Italian stewed dishes produced meet the customers’ expectation
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Prepare foie gras dishes

Code

108484L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners of production sections and practitioners
involved in preparing foie gras dishes. This UoC concerns competence in producing foie gras
dishes at the establishment or related workplaces, making use of culinary skills, and in
accordance with the standards and ingredients specified by the establishment. The products are
expected to be both authentic and native in terms of appearance, fragrance and flavour, making
customers feel satisfied and enjoy the food.

Level

3

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of preparing Italian stew food:






Understand the characteristic of foie gras, such as frozen foie gras, foie gras mousse,
foie gras pate
Possess good cooking techniques related to producing foie gras dishes, such as: fried,
stewed and appetizer
Understand the culinary culture and characteristics of foie gras
Possess knowledge of the procedures and tips for the production of foie gras dishes, for
example:
o foie gras taste delicious at 35°C
Interested and respect in cooking and kitchen work

2. Prepare foie gras dishes:





Review the recipes or menu and production guidelines of foie gras dishes provided by
the establishment (if available)
When an order is placed, prepare foie gras according to the features mentioned in the
menu, customer's requests, establishment's guidelines, etc. including: fried foie gras,
foie gras with fig
Apply appropriate culinary skills to enhance the quality of the product
Review and adjust the menu of French pâté dishes regularly in accordance with the
promotional strategies adopted by the catering establishment and customers’
expectation

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always make every effort to produce authentic and native foie gras dishes
Follow strictly the ingredients and procedures specified for producing the foie gras
dishes, without being sloppy or cutting corners

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Produce authentic and native foie gras dishes using professional cooking skills
 The foie gras dishes produced can make the customers feel satisfied and enjoy the food
Remark

4-325

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Menu planning and design

Code

108485L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners at management level in catering industry.
When working at catering establishment and relevant working places, practitioners should be
able to plan and design menu.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of menu design and planning:






Master the ability to plan and design different kinds of menu, including:
o Understand the structure, utilization, design of different kinds of menu, profit
margin required by the restaurant and market demands
o Understand the market and products of competitors
o Design menu for festivals and special events regularly
Possess basic knowledge of principle of emulsification
Possess skills in menu design and planning
Possess ability to communicate with staff from other departments and customers

2. Menu design and planning:


Design menu based on the following factors, including:
o Market needs
o Supply of ingredients
o Features of ingredients
o Balance of nutrition
o Equipment of catering establishments
o Mode of operation
o Abilities of staff
o Cost of ingredients and potential sales of product

3. Exhibit professionalism:



Follow the standard workflow and procedures to operate production department
Design and plan the menu in professional manner and strive to fulfil requirement of
customers and organization

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Plan and design the menu for festivals and different types of events
Remark

4-326

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Establish standard operating procedures for cooking

Code

108486L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of production department of catering
industry. When working at catering establishments and relevant working places, practitioners
should be able to formulate standard operating procedures for all dishes and apply into daily
operation of production department.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understanding the importance of standard operating procedures to catering establishment





Shorten the time for learning and reduce number of mistakes when cooking
Enhance effectiveness of operation
Avoiding wasting of resources and be environmentally friendly
Maintain quality of product delivered by production department

2. Establish standard operating procedures for cooking:




Master the knowledge of formulating standard operating procedures for cooking,
including:
o Understand production department, such as management of ingredients,
manpower planning, cooking procedures and standard of all dishes
Possess skills of formulating standard operating procedures. For example:
o Writing skills of standard operating procedures
o Design relevant form and log sheet

3. Exhibit professionalism:



Follow the standard workflow and procedures to operate production department
Formulate standard operating procedures for cooking according to daily operation of
production department

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Formulate standard operating procedures for cooking to enhance effectiveness of daily
operation of catering establishment
Remark

4-327

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Pricing of menu items

Code

108487L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to catering practitioners involved in customer service.
While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, understand the knowledge of pricing of
menu items and use the menu to promote restaurant and fulfil customers’ expectation.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of designing menu for restaurant:






Understand the overall development and competition of the catering industry in Hong
Kong
o Market demand
o Market price
o Latest trend of cuisine
Understand business strategy and cost of the restaurant
o Fixed cost
o Target customers
o Food prices and budget
Understand factors of designing menu for pricing items including:
o Deliverability
o Ability of the production department
o Seasonal produce of food
o Combination of food

2. Knowledge of menu pricing


Possess knowledge of menu pricing strategies, including:
o Based on supply and demand of the market, such as:
 High/low pricing
o Competitive Pricing and Price Matching Offers
 The price is determined and adjusted based on the price of similar
product in the market
o Cost-based Pricing
 The price is determined by adding a profit element (percentage) in
addition to the cost of making the product

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always design the menu for pricing items in view of customers and
Always monitor the performance of profit making of the menu strictly.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Pricing of menu items in accordance with the market of catering industry
 Set reasonable price for menu items
Remark

4-328

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Control and manage food cost

Code

108488L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all catering food production and table section
practitioners. This UoC concerns competence in control and manage food cost effectively.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of control and manage food cost





Understand operating mode of the restaurant
Understand the food ingredients used in the restaurant
Possess knowledge of the standard menu used in the restaurant
Understand the impact of seasonal factors, market demand and supply on the food
costs

2. Control and manage food cost




Analyse food cost during daily work, such as:
o Gauge information to analyse cost
o Print, analyse and preserve different types of reports, etc.
Control food cost, such as:
o Follow the guidelines of the supervisor, purchase food ingredients in suitable
price in response to the seasonal factors, market supply and demand, etc.
Manage food cost, such as:
o Follow to relevant guidelines, for example, standard operating procedures, etc.,
estimate the amount of ingredients used to avoid over-purchasing of food
ingredients.

3. Exhibit professionalism


Strictly adhere to the law-abiding principle in the control and manage the costs of food
ingredients, with an attempt to maximise the balance between the interests of the
organisation and those of the customers

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Analyse the cost of ingredients used daily and develop various countermeasures to
control and manage the cost of ingredients
Remark

4-329

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Prepare sauces

Code

108489L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners of production section in western
catering establishment. Sauces can enhance the flavour of the cuisine. Most sauces are derived
from 5 mother sauces of French cuisine. This UoC focuses on the ability of preparing 5 mother
sauces.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of preparing sauces:






Possess knowledge of 5 mother sauces of French cuisine, including
o Espagnole
o Bechamel
o Hollandaise
o Veloute
o Sauce Tomat
Understand the culture and characteristics of 5 mother sauces of French cuisine
o Espagnole
o Bechamel
o Hollandaise
o Veloute
o Sauce Tomat
Interested and respect in cooking and kitchen work

2. Prepare sauces:





Possess knowledge of preparing sauces
o Espagnole
 prepare dark brown roux, to which veal stock is added, along with
browned bones, pieces of beef, vegetables, and different kind of
seasonings
o Bechamel
 Made from butter, flour and milk
o Hollandaise
 Beaten egg yolks are combined with butter, lemon juice, salt, and water,
and heated gently while being mixed.
o Veloute
 Made from light stock, butter and flour
o Sauce Tomat
 Cooked with salted pork belly, radish, onion, tomato, batter and veal for
about two hours.
Review the recipes or menu about the 5 mother sauces provided by the establishment (if
available)
Apply culinary skills to enhance the quality of the product

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always make every effort to produce 5 mother sauces of French cuisine

4-330

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section


Follow strictly the ingredients and procedures specified for producing the sauces,
without being sloppy or cutting corners

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Produce authentic and native 5 mother sauces of French cuisine
Remark

4-331

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Prepare French pate and terrine dishes

Code

108490L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners in production section and involved in
preparing French pate and terrine plates. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should apply culinary skills to prepare French pate and terrine plates in accordance
with the standard of catering establishment.

Level

3

Credit

4

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of French Pate and Terrine





Understand the differences between Pâté and Terrine
o Terrine is a kind of Pâté
o Pâté
 Pâté are made from pork, poultry, fish or beef, fat, vegetables, herbs,
spices and wine
 Soft and oily in texture
 Serve with marinated vegetables and or wine
o Terrine
 Terrine are made with typical game meat, such as pheasant, hare and
season with herbs, spices
 Rough and hard in texture
 Usually serve as appetizer in sliced pieces
Possess good culinary skills in preparing French pate and terrine plates
Possess enthusiasm in cooking

2. Preparing French Pâté and Terrine dishes:




French Pâté dishes
o Review the recipes or menu and the production guidelines about French pâté
provided by the establishment (if available)
o When an order is placed, prepare French pâté according to the features
mentioned in the menu, customer's requests, establishment's guidelines, etc.
o Apply appropriate culinary skills to enhance the quality of the product
o Review and adjust the menu of French pâté dishes regularly in accordance with
the promotional strategies adopted by the catering establishment and customers’
expectation
French Terrine dishes
o Review the recipes or menu and the production guidelines about French terrine
provided by the establishment (if available)
o When an order is placed, prepare French terrine according to the features
mentioned in the menu, customer's requests, establishment's guidelines, etc.
o Apply appropriate culinary skills to enhance the quality of the product
o Review and adjust the menu of French terrine dishes regularly so to fulfill the
promotional strategies adopted by the catering establishment and customers’
expectation

3. Exhibit professionalism

4-332

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section



Always make every effort to prepare authentic and native French Pâté and Terrine
dishes
Follow strictly the ingredients and procedures specified for producing the French Pâté
and Terrine dishes, without being sloppy or cutting corners

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Deliver authentic and native French Pâté and Terrine dishes using professional culinary
skills
 The French Pâté and Terrine dishes produced meet customers’ expectation.
Remark

4-333

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Prepare Italian braised dishes

Code

108491L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners of production section and involved in
producing Italian cuisines. This UoC concerns competence on producing Italian braised dishes
at the catering establishment or related workplaces, and make use of culinary skills, and in
accordance with the standards and ingredients specified by the establishment. The products are
expected to be both authentic and native in terms of appearance, fragrance and flavour.

Level

3

Credit

4

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of preparing Italian stewed food:








Understand the development of Italian stew food in the Hong Kong market
Possess good cooking techniques related to producing Italian stew food, for example:
o Cutting vegetables, meat and seafood
o Manage optimal temperature used for cooking
o Cooking methods including frying, deep frying and roasting
Understand the culture and characteristics of Italian braised food
Possess knowledge of the procedures and tips to prepare Italian braised dishes, for
example:
o Use of tomato and spices
o Stew with red wine
o Manage the time used for braising different kinds of ingredients
Interested and respect in cooking and kitchen work

2. Prepare Italian braised dishes:






Review the recipes or menu about the Italian braised dishes provided by the
establishment (if available)
When an order is placed, prepare Italian braised dishes according to the features
mentioned in the menu, customer's requests, establishment's guidelines, etc.
Cook the ingredients first and add broth and seasonings
Apply appropriate culinary skills to enhance the quality of the product
Review and adjust the menu of Italian braised dishes regularly in accordance with the
promotional strategies adopted by the catering establishment and customers’
expectation

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always make every effort to produce authentic and native Italian braised dishes
Follow strictly the ingredients and procedures specified for producing the Italian braised
dishes, without being sloppy or cutting corners

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Produce authentic and native Italian braised food using professional cooking skills
 The Italian braised dishes produced meet the customers’ expectation
Remark

4-334

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Design and prepare new dishes

Code

108492L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section engaged in
management and those of the sales section in Chinese restaurants and establishments. While
working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to design dishes by
using new ingredients and new techniques, and prepare different kinds of menus for use in
market promotion, daily operations, festivals and banquets.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of designing and preparing new dishes:





Master the ability to prepare different kinds of menus, including:
o Know about the structure, purpose and design of various menus, as well as
profit margin requirement of the restaurant and the market demand
o Know about the market and the products provided by competitors
o Design different menus regularly for festivals or different kinds of special
banquets
Possess the skills of designing and preparing new dishes
Possess the ability to communicate with staff at all levels and customers

2. Design and prepare new dishes:






Always pay attention to the development of dishes in the catering market, the changes in
customers' tastes, etc.
Always design dishes by using new ingredients and new techniques, including:
o Read relevant catering magazines, books and materials on a regular basis
o Join relevant professional catering associations
o Exchange expertise with industry peers and attend exhibitions
o Try new ingredients and new techniques, etc.
Use new ingredients and new techniques to create dishes that meet the market demand
Consult customers and the supervisors about the new dishes regularly and improve the
dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always design and prepare new dishes in an open and inclusive manner, with the
highest priority in caring for customers' tastes

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare different kinds of menus, and design dishes by using new ingredients and new
techniques to meet the requirements of the festivals and the special banquets
Remark

4-335

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Design and prepare new dim sum

Code

108493L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the dim sum section engaged in
management and those of the sales section in Chinese restaurants and establishments. While
working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to master the
calculation of dim sum prices, design dim sum by using new ingredients and new techniques
and prepare different kinds of dim sum lists for use in market promotion, daily operations,
festivals and banquets.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of designing and preparing new dim sum:







Master the calculation of dim sum prices, including:
o Elements of the price calculation formula for Chinese dim sum, their
interrelations and mutual influences, such as seasonal and market changes
o Pricing principles, calculation methods and pricing procedures of various dim
sum
o Pricing strategies of various products, such as maximisation strategy of market
shares, etc.
o Calculation methods of the profit margin of dim sum, the relevant conversion
methods, etc.
Know about the market and the products provided by competitors
Master the combination of various noodles, dim sum, desserts, and the components of
different noodles, dim sum and desserts served in banquets
Possess the skills of designing and preparing new dim sum
Possess the ability to communicate with staff at all levels and customers

2. Design and prepare new dim sum:






Always pay attention to the development of dim sum in the catering market, the changes
in customers' tastes, etc.
Always design dim sum by using new ingredients and new techniques, including:
o Read relevant catering magazines, books and materials on a regular basis
o Join relevant professional catering associations
o Exchange expertise with industry peers and attend exhibitions
o Try new ingredients and new techniques in order to create dim sum that meets
the market demand
Design dim sum lists or banquet dim sum, and design different dim sum regularly for
festivals
Consult customers and the supervisors about the new dim sum regularly and improve
the dim sum

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always design and prepare new dim sum in an open and inclusive manner, with the
highest priority in caring for customers' tastes

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the calculation of dim sum prices

4-336

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section


Design different dim sum lists and banquet dim sum, and design dim sum by using new
ingredients and new techniques

Remark

4-337

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Master food production for banquets

Code

108494L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section engaged in
management in Chinese restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or
relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to arrange food production for different kinds
of banquets effectively based on the information about ingredient supply, prices, banquet
requirements, manpower, production processes and equipment available.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of food production for banquets:





Master the ability to take charge of catering events of different scales, including:
o Food requirements of different catering events
o Skills to design menus with different prices and profit margins for different
catering events
o Information about the supply of various ingredients
o Arrangement of duties for banquets of different scales, such as:
 Production processes
 Equipment requirements
 Manpower required
 Tools required, etc.
Understand the information and changes in the catering market
Possess the ability to communicate with staff at all levels and customers

2. Master food production for banquets:





Always pay attention to the latest development of the catering market, the demand for
banquets, etc.
Arrange the food production for banquets systematically according to the different
requirements of customers
According to the needs of different scales of banquets, properly arrange all kinds of
support and manpower
Consult customers and the supervisors about the banquet products regularly, and
design improved solutions

3. Exhibit professionalism


Arrange banquets with appropriate food and support, giving highest priority to
customers' wishes

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Arrange food production for different banquets effectively based on the information
about the ingredient supply, prices, banquet requirements, manpower, production
processes and equipment available.
Remark

4-338

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Know about the Chinese cuisine culture and regional cuisines

Code

108495L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section engaged in
management in Chinese restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or
relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to master the knowledge of different Chinese
regional cuisines and get familiar with the Chinese cuisine culture for use in the operations and
planning of the organisation.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the Chinese cuisine culture and regional cuisines:




Get familiar with the Chinese cuisine culture, including:
o Understand the characteristics, origins and development of Chinese cuisine
o Understand other nationality cuisines other than the Han cuisine:
 Characteristics
 Representative dishes
 Unique cooking methods
 Ingredients, etc.
o Understand the catering culture in traditional Chinese festivals
o Know about the catering, customs, taboos and preferences of other nationalities,
etc.
Understand different regional cuisines in China, including to know about the eight
famous Chinese regional cuisines:
o Origins
o Characteristics
o Representative dishes
o Unique cooking methods
o Ingredients, etc.

2. Know about the Chinese cuisine culture and regional cuisines:




Apply knowledge of the Chinese cuisine culture and regional cuisines as well as the
knowledge of the eight famous Chinese regional cuisines in the daily operations of
restaurants, for example:
o Cooking methods
o Application of the ingredients
Frequently exchange and study the Chinese cuisine culture with different people such as
customers and industry peers

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always apply the knowledge of Chinese cuisine culture and regional cuisines at work,
and devote wholeheartedly to the catering duties

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Get familiar with the Chinese cuisine culture, master the knowledge of different Chinese
regional cuisines, including the characteristics of other nationality cuisines, and apply the
knowledge in the operations and planning of the organisation
Remark

4-339

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Know about non-Chinese cuisine cultures and different national cuisines

Code

108496L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section engaged in
management in restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to understand different cuisine cultures and different
regional cuisines in the world and apply the cooking methods of a regional cuisine to the
cooking of other regional cuisines, facilitating innovation and development.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of non-Chinese cuisine cultures and cuisines of different countries:





Know about the characteristics, origins and development of the major cuisine cultures of
other countries in the world, such as:
o Western cuisine such as the United States, France and Italy
o Asian cuisine such as Japan, Korea, Thailand and Vietnam
Know about the traditional festival cuisines in different countries:
o Cultures and customs
o Taboos and preferences, etc.
Understand different regional cuisines in the world:
o Characteristics and unique features
o Representative dishes
o Ingredient selection
o Common cooking methods, etc.

2. Know about non-Chinese cuisine cultures and different national cuisines:




Master the characteristics and the following of various regional cuisines in the world:
o Cooking methods
o Ingredient applications
o Ability to make modifications and apply them to the cooking of other regional
cuisines
o Ability to facilitate development and innovation, etc.
Apply knowledge and cultures about regional cuisines of different countries to:
o Modify the ingredients and cooking methods of the cuisines of different countries
o Incorporate them into the cuisine culture of other regions

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always use the knowledge of non-Chinese cuisine cultures and cuisines of different
countries to engage in the catering work wholeheartedly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the cuisine cultures of various parts of the world, including cuisine knowledge
and cooking skills
 Apply the characteristics of other cuisines to the cooking of a certain cuisine to achieve
innovation and development
Remark

4-340

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Slicing / garnishing skills for banquet dishes

Code

108497L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the kitchen section in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should understand the requirements of banquet menu contents, and order and
deliver ingredients accordingly. They should apply the skills of slicing/garnishing different
ingredients quickly for the preparation of banquet dishes.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of slicing/garnishing skills for banquet dishes:




Master the slicing/garnishing skills for banquet dishes, including:
o Understand thoroughly the requirements, ingredient supply in the market and
splendid combinations of banquet dishes
o Know about the contents of the banquet menu, and the time to make the order
and delivery of ingredients
o Know about the elementary processing time of various ingredients
o Apply relevant tools and machines for improving efficiency
o Understand how to control the profit margin, etc.
Master the work arrangement of various staff members of the kitchen section during the
banquet

2. Slicing/garnishing skills for banquet dishes:





Apply various skills for banquet dishes and slice/garnish banquet dishes according to
menu requirements with a reasonable profit margin
Properly arrange all kinds of related materials, tools and machinery before the banquet
When the banquet is held, slice/garnish different ingredients in large quantities
reasonably and quickly, and store the ingredients systemically
Always discuss with various parties, and seek their opinions on the banquet and its
details such as slicing/garnishing

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always aiming at skilful craftsmanship and gorgeousness, engage in the
slicing/garnishing work of banquet dishes wholeheartedly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Order the ingredients and have them delivered according to the requirements of the
banquet menu and relevant profit margin, and slice/garnish various ingredients for
preparing the banquet dishes
Remark

4-341

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Prepare dishes for banquets

Code

108498L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the kitchen section in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should be able to understand the requirements of the banquet menu contents and
serving processes and prepare banquet dishes.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of preparing dishes for banquets:








Master the menus of banquets, including:
o Structures of the banquet menus
o Serving processes, etc.
Understand the relation between cooking and business
Master the skills for keeping the temperature and quality of dishes
Master the timing and cooperate with different sections for cooking the banquet dishes
Get familiar with common major ingredients, supplementary ingredients and seasonings,
etc.
Master the skills of container selection (攞盤) and decoration
Know about the production processes of different stoves in the kitchen section

2. Prepare dishes for banquets:







Apply appropriate tools and machines to assist in the cooking of the entire set of
banquet dishes
Arrange the production processes of different stoves, including during the preparation
process:
o Arrange the sequences of the production processes of different stoves
o Meet the cooking and serving speed of banquet dishes, etc.
Prepare dishes with splendid colours, aromas and tastes
Cook dishes in large quantities properly when necessary
Always discuss with various parties and seek their opinions on the banquet dishes

3. Exhibit professionalism


With the aim of skilful technique and quality, engage in the work of preparing dishes for
banquets wholeheartedly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand the requirements of banquet menus, arrange the serving processes of the
kitchen section and prepare the entire set of banquet dishes
Remark

4-342

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Master the operational management of siu mei section

Code

108499L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section engaged in
management and those of the sales section in Chinese restaurants and establishments. While
working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to master the cost
control skills of the siu mei section, design new dishes by using new ingredients and new
techniques and prepare different types of menus.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of operational management of the siu mei section:






Master the cost control skills of the siu mei section, including:
o Pricing principles, methods and procedures of different siu mei products
o Elements of the price calculation formula for siu mei, and their interrelations and
mutual influences
o Siu mei chopping/cutting techniques
o Calculation methods of profit margins of siu-mei and the relevant conversion
methods
o Influences of siu mei weighing tools on the cost
Master the siu mei section:
o Organisational chart
o Human resources arrangement
o Production processes, etc.
Possess good interpersonal relationships with staff at all levels and other parties

2. Master the operational management of the siu mei section:






Manage the daily operations of the siu mei section, including:
o Devise the operation and management policies of the siu mei section
o Control costs and design new dishes during daily operations
o Prepare different types of menus based on the market demand, etc.
Look for and be willing to design dishes by using new ingredients and new techniques
Try new ingredients and new techniques to create dishes that meet the market demand
Always discuss with various parties to seek their opinions on the products and the
operations of the siu mei section

3. Exhibit professionalism


Manage the operations of the siu mei section in a fair and impartial manner, balancing
the interests of the restaurants, staff and customers

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the cost control skills of the siu mei section
 Prepare different types of menus, and design new dishes by using new ingredients and
new techniques for use in market promotions, daily operations, festivals and banquets
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Manage the operations of the kitchen

Code

108500L5

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section engaged in
management in Chinese restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or
relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to manage the operations of the kitchen
including kitchen design, administration and production processes, and coordinate the
communications with other sections so as to improve food quality.

Level

5

Credit

10

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of managing the operations of the kitchen:





Master the design of the kitchen, including:
o Requirements of kitchen design, including:
 Restaurant theme
 Size
 Food types
 Operation processes, etc.
o Observe safety and other legal requirements, including:
 Fire safety
 Energy
 Sanitation
 Drainage, etc.
o Purposes and ancillary requirements of various kitchen tools, machines,
equipment and relevant facilities
o Know about the different sections of the kitchen:
 Demands
 Operation processes
 Spatial arrangements, etc.
Master the training skills for staff of the kitchen section and other sections
Possess good interpersonal relationships with staff at all levels and other parties

2. Manage the operations of the kitchen:








Manage materials and ingredients in the kitchen during daily work, including:
o Manage materials and ingredients, ingredient sources, procurement, supply and
inventory of the kitchen
o Maintain and repair all kinds of kitchen equipment, machines and tools
Arrange the operations of kitchen, including:
o Define the functions of different posts
o Assign roster, manpower and duty arrangements according to business needs
Manage the production processes in the kitchen, including:
o Determine the standards of the menus and keep the production methods
consistent
o Coordinate different sections and posts for the production in accordance with the
targets of the restaurant
Coordinate and maintain good communications with the catering services section in
order to keep the restaurant targets consistent, taking the reasonable requests of
customers into consideration with priority
Participate in running the restaurant, including:
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Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
o






Maintain frequent communications with the management of the catering services
section in order to improve food quality
o Design new dishes and menus, and make a concerted effort to run the
restaurants
o Collect market information and understand the changes in the catering market
o Master the characteristics of customers to formulate appropriate marketing
strategies
o Communicate with the mass media effectively
o Calculate food prices and analyse costs, etc.
Handle administration work in the kitchen, including:
o Assist in the application and renewal of various licenses
o Keep all kinds of files, documents and menus as record
o Handle personnel recruitment and establishment of reward and punishment
systems for motivating staff
o Lead various kinds of meetings and study groups
o Operate audio, visual and recording equipment, and perform word processing on
the computer
o Maintain good relationships with the industry and professional groups
Solve technical problems, including:
o Solve problems on cooking techniques
o Assist staff in solving technical problems, etc.
Always discuss with the supervisors and seek their opinions on the operational
management of the kitchen

3. Exhibit professionalism


Manage the operations of the kitchen in a fair and impartial manner, balancing the
interests of restaurants, staff and customers

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the skills of kitchen design, administration, human resources arrangement and
material allocation
 Manage the production processes, solve technical problems, coordinate the
communications with other sections and participate in running the restaurant
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Apply basic knowledge of nutritional diet

Code

108501L5

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section and the
management in Chinese restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or
relevant workplaces, practitioners should know the basic concepts of nutrition, be able to design
appropriate menus for the dietary needs of people and patients in different physical conditions
and be able to prevent food allergy or causing health problems.

Level

5

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of basic nutritional diet:






Know about the basic concepts of nutrition, including:
o Relationship between nutrition and health
o Principles of dietary therapy and medical diet
o Principles of balanced diet
o Basic theories of nutrition, etc.
Understand the dietary needs of people in different physical conditions, including:
o Dietary needs of infants, pregnant women and the elderly
o Different dietary needs under different environments and working conditions, etc.
Understand the dietary needs of patients with various common diseases, such as
diabetes
Possess good interpersonal relationships with people from all walks of life to understand
their needs

2. Apply basic knowledge of nutritional diet:




Apply the knowledge of nutritional diet and take care of customers in need while carrying
out daily work
Apply the knowledge of nutritional business and nutrition to design appropriate menus,
so as to prevent food allergy or causing health problems
Study the dietary needs of people with special needs and improve existing menus,
aiming to provide optimal nutrition

3. Exhibit professionalism


Aim at providing nutritional diet to people with specific needs, without changing the
principle due to costs or other limitations

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand the dietary needs of people and patients in different physical conditions
 Design appropriate menus by applying the knowledge of nutrition
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Implement quality management in the catering industry

Code

108502L5

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section engaged in
management in Chinese restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or
relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to fully apply the knowledge of quality
management, inspect product quality and devise strategies to enhance product quality.

Level

5

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of quality management in the catering industry:





Master the methods of maintaining and enhancing product quality, including:
o Understand the concepts of quality management
o Understand the standards and mechanisms of modern quality management
o Techniques and standards of quality control in the production process
o Prepare, implement and maintain standard menus, etc.
Understand the overall development of the catering industry and the requirements of
society on quality management in the catering industry
Possess good interpersonal relationships with staff at all levels and other parties

2. Implement quality management in the catering industry:




Strictly implement quality management in the catering industry in accordance with the
established strategies and procedures at work
Apply the implementation skills of quality management, including:
o Implement quality management strategies in person
o Train staff for the implementation of quality management strategies, etc.
Review the effectiveness of the quality management in the catering industry from time to
time and propose suggestions for improvement

3. Exhibit professionalism


Adhere to the implementation of quality management in the catering industry to enhance
the standard and image of the restaurant and even the industry as a whole

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Fully apply the knowledge of quality management and inspect product quality
 Implement quality management strategies and train staff for doing it
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Professional Skills for the Production Section
Title

Design nutritional diets

Code

108503L6

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the production section and those
engaged in management in Chinese restaurants and establishments. While working in
restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to design menus by applying
theories of nutrition and Chinese medicine dietary therapy according to market needs for use in
the production section and management of restaurants.

Level

6

Credit

4

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of nutritional diets:








Know about nutrition, including:
o Master the theories of nutrition
o Understand nutrition theories of Chinese and Western diets
o Master the relationship between nutrition and cooking skills
o Apply the knowledge of nutrition to design various menus to meet different
needs, etc.
Master the knowledge and application of Chinese medicine dietary therapy, including:
o Basic theories of Chinese medicine dietary therapy
o Relationship between Chinese medicine and dietary therapy, and its application
o Design various therapeutic menus to meet the needs of different body types
o Cooking skills for different therapeutic diets, etc.
Master the knowledge of food science, including:
o Apply the knowledge of food microbiology in the design and operations of the
kitchen and menus
o Food hygiene and safety, etc.
Master the overall development of the catering industry and the attitude of society
towards nutritional diets

2. Design nutritional diets:





Adhere to the knowledge of nutrition and related theories to carry out daily work
Design nutritional diets to cater the needs of customers, including:
o Design menus by applying the theories of nutrition
o Design menus by applying the theories of Chinese medicine dietary therapy
o Design various therapeutic menus to meet the needs of different body types, etc.
Review the effectiveness of the nutritional diets of the restaurant and customers'
responses from time to time, and propose suggestions for improvement

3. Exhibit professionalism


Insist on designing quality nutritional diets to enhance the standard and image of the
restaurant and even the industry as a whole

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Thoroughly analyse market needs and design menus by applying the theories of
nutrition and Chinese medicine dietary therapy
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Build up personal appearance and image of practitioners in the catering industry

Code

108504L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners that involved in customer services.
Practitioners should pay attention to their personal hygiene, appearance and the style of
speech, master the Chinese and Western table manners and build up personal outlook and
image that are in line with industry standards according to the requirements of the organizations.

Level

2

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the importance of personal appearance of practitioners in the Chinese
restaurants:








Understand the importance of personal appearance of practitioners including:
o Understand the effect of personal hygiene on person appearance and image
o Understand the essentials of appearance are originated from intrinsic behaviour
and at the same time affect extrinsic behaviour
Understand the conversation skills required for practitioners in the Chinese restaurants
o Know about the qualities required for practitioners in the catering industry
o Know about the essentials of effective communications
o Understand the effect of body languages on communications
Know about the Chinese and Western table manners
o Understand politeness and manner are important
o Know about the basic customs, such as those involved in meeting, hospitality,
marriage, etc.
o Know about the dining culture and table manners of Chinese, Western or other
styles
Possess good interpersonal skills

2. Build up personal appearance and image of catering practitioners




Apply relevant knowledge and manner to maintain the image of catering practitioner
Provide good customer service with appropriate at work
Able to assess factors of building up personal image, such as:
o Understand the effect of personal manners on personal appearance
o Identify the image that suit market needs
o Build up good personal image
o Assess the effect of personal image to customers and corporate image

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always maintain nice personal image of catering practitioners

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Maintain the personal hygiene, appearance and style of speech required for catering
practitioners
 Master the Chinese and Western table manners and build up personal outlook and
image that are in line with industry standards according to the requirements of the
organizations.
Remark
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for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Sell catering products

Code

108505L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to catering practitioners involved in customer service.
While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to master
selling skills of the catering industry independently and generate product sales.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the products in catering industry








Understand the business strategies and position of the organization in selling catering
products
Understand the categories of products provided by the organization, as well as the
quality and quantity of the products
Understand the sales channels in catering industry, including:
Understand the market demand, customer background information, product nature,
relevant information of competitors and pricing, etc.
Promotion channel
o Newspaper
o TV
o Radio
o Magazine
o Mass mailing
o Internet and mobile, etc.
Understand the importance of customers’ values on marketing and branding

2. Selling products of catering industry






Apply promotion skills to sell the catering products provided by the organization through
established channels when working
Master the promotion skills to:
o Understand the products of the organization
o Understand the needs of customers and target customers
o Assess the market trend
o Develop and enhance reputation of restaurant etc.
Report the progress of selling catering products to supervisor in a timely manner, and
propose feasible suggestions for promotion
Observe the Trade Descriptions Ordinance

3. Exhibit professionalism


The sales of catering products should always be carried out in accordance with the
established strategies and guidelines of the organization and customers’ interest,
without making false statements

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Uunderstand the sales channels in catering industry; and
 Master promotion skills
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Understand marketing

Code

108506L3

Range

This unit of competency applies to practitioners of the production section in Chinese restaurants
and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should
be able to master the knowledge of food marketing and promote the sales of products.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of marketing:




Possess the knowledge of food marketing, including:
o Definitions and functions of the market
o Functional areas of food marketing and market forecasts, etc.
Possess marketing knowledge, such as:
o Product concepts
o Brand building
Possess a high sensitivity to market changes

2. Understand marketing:




During work, always pay attention to the marketing conditions of the food market and the
possible impact on the restaurants or establishments, etc.
Apply marketing knowledge properly to implement the marketing plans of products of
various production sections
Report to supervisors the changes of the food market in a timely manner and provide
corresponding measures

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always understand and explain the marketing conditions of the market in a dedicated
and impartial manner at work

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand the functional areas of food marketing and market forecasts
 Master marketing knowledge such as product concepts and brand building
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Organize advertising activities

Code

108507L3

Range

This unit of competency applies to all restaurant and catering practitioners involved with
marketing. In this age of “digital information” society marketing on the internet is common but
more traditional method (non-internet) is still effective for restaurant, particularly when target
customers are local. This UoC covers competence for organizing advertising activities using
non-internet advertising tools.

Level

3

Credit

4

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for organizing advertising activities







Possess good business and people management skills
Possess good communication and interpersonal skills that can work and communicate
with people of all levels
Possess good coordination and organization skills
Possess basic knowledge of public relation concepts and techniques
Possess good advertising material production skills
Possess good knowledge of the establishment’s (restaurant) marketing plan

2. Organize advertising activities:











Understand the establishment’s promotion plan and clarify advertising objectives,
resources, timeline with appropriate stakeholders
Research and identify the best advertising method that are best suited for current
advertising campaign to achieve the targets and goals. Advertising methods including:
o Word of Mouth Bar Advertising
o Paper Flyers and Table Tents placed at tables
o Newspapers
o Radio and/or Television
Identify suitable service provider for delivery of advertising activities and request costing
proposal
Calculate and justify resources for each component of proposed advertising activity
Develop schedule for the proposed advertising activities, considering of the following:
o Each advertising activity with timing and duration
o Time for meeting and working with creative media production
o Time allowed for printing agent
o Etc.
Work with service provider to implement the advertising activity, including:
o Provide establishment’ branding materials
o Drafting scripts/articles
o Photo sessions of dishes
o Customers’ reviews
o Etc.
Monitor advertising activities’ progress using objective measuring techniques, For
example:
o Total number of respondents take up or enquire on promotion offers
o Increased in customers and revenue
o Increased number of promoted food items during the period
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Review and document advertising results, in accordance with establishments standards,
for reporting to supervisor or stakeholders

3. Exhibit professionalism


Ensure advertising material provide correct information and conform to any legal
requirements. For example: photograph reflect true representation of the dish

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Fully understand the promotion plan, requirements, targets and goals of the advertising
activities
 Organize and liaise with advertising service providers to ensure the advertising activities
are complete as planned, on schedule and within budget
 Use correct tools to monitor all the advertising activities and create reports, that
conformed to the establishment standards, and can provide precise measurements and
results against expected targets/goals of the activities
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Catering Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Perform word-of-mouth marketing for restaurants

Code

108508L3

Range

This unit of competency applies to all restaurant and catering practitioners involved with
marketing. The most effective form of restaurant marketing is always going to be word of mouth
(WOM) marketing where consumers tends to listen to reviews of friends or patrons who had
firsthand experience of the restaurant (establishment) before becoming a customer. However,
WOM need to be well managed. This UOC covers competency for performing WOM marketing
using traditional or online methods.

Level

3

Credit

4

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for performing word of mouth marketing for restaurant








Possess good people and project management skills
Possess good communication and interpersonal skills that can work and communicate
with people of all levels
Possess in-depth knowledge of the potential effects (good and bad) WOM marketing
Possess good knowledge of different WOM platforms, For example:
o Traditional/Interpersonal WOM
 Verbal opinion
 Media reviews
o Online WON
 Social media
 Mobile Apps
Possess good WOM implementations skills, including:
o Monitor and collecting customers perspectives
o Coordinate social media WOM advertising
Possess good knowledge of the establishment’s operational activities and marketing
plans

2. Perform word-of-mouth marketing for restaurant:









Understand the establishment’s marketing plans and clarify objectives, resources,
timeline with appropriate stakeholders
Identify the demographics of restaurants target customers which WOM need to reach
and track, such as:
o Local based, Mainland china, or both
o Age group
o Customer type
Identify customer’s perspective of the establishment perspective through different WOM
method or platforms. Including:
o Talking with customers
o Perform surveys (online and offline)
Identify the best WOM to reach the establishments’ customers, Such as:
o On premise interaction with customers
o Traditional media (newspaper, magazine)
o Social media, email, websites, etc.
o Mobile Apps
Setup WOM channels corresponding with the establishment’s marketing and promotion
events, for example:
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Ask customers give review food on social media and get a “next visit” vouchers
Invite traditional media to join special demonstration or food tasting of the
establishment’s signature dishes
Develop procedures and perform training to staff on handling and performing WOM
marketing
Monitor and formulate reports of WOM activities by collecting customers’ comments,
complaints, and viewpoints related to the establishment, using online tools (social
media, email, website, or verbal communication.
Regularly review WOM reports with stakeholder to enhance the establishment product
and services and adjust WOM marketing techniques, if needed
o
o





3. Exhibit professionalism


Ensure WOM activities are performed that can generate positive impressions from
customers

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Fully grasp the marketing plan, requirements, targets and goals of the WOM marketing
for the establishment
 Identify the right WOM tools that can monitor and collect customer/public perspectives
(comments, reviews, likes/dislike, etc.) on establishment
 Develop procedures and trainings for staff on performing WOM activities that can
generate and increase the brand name rating of the establishment, which ultimately lead
to increase on customer patron and revenue
Remark

1. For competency related to social media strategy and implementation please refer to ICT SCS
– Digital Media Technology branch
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Build up personal image of executives in the catering industry

Code

108509L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff in management level in catering industry. While
working in catering establishments or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to build
up personal appearance and image of executives, establish up good communication channels
with customers and assist in public relation duties.

Level

4

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the importance of personal appearance of practitioners in the catering industry:






Understand the importance of personal outlook and appearance of executives in the
catering industry
o Understand how to develop cognitive theory model from personal behaviours
o Know about the origin of international etiquette
o Know about the classification of different etiquettes
Understand the communication skills required for executives in the catering industry
o Understand the qualities required for practitioners in the catering industry
o Know about the essentials of communications
o Understand the effects of body languages on communications
o Understand the effects of self-cultivation on personal outlook
Possess good interpersonal skills

2. Build up personal appearance and image of executives in catering industry





Maintaining the image of executive with relevant knowledge and accomplishment at
work
Master social etiquettes
Pay attention to the differences of etiquettes between man and woman
Build up good personal image to:
o Establish effective communication channels with customers
o Assist in the public relations work
o Enhance the reputation and image of individuals and the catering industry

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always maintain good personal image as an executive in catering industry

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Build up good personal appearance and image of executive
 Master social etiquettes and build up good communication channels with customers.
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Implement marketing plans

Code

108510L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff in management level in catering industry.
Practitioners should be able to implement marketing plans devised by the company and
maintain a good working relationship with customers and other partners to achieve the
objectives of marketing and/or promote the image of the restaurant.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of implementing marketing plans










Understand concepts of marketing
o Know about the core ideas and functions of marketing
o Know about the values and satisfaction of customers
o Build up long-term relationships with customer to enhance customer retention
rates
Understand the effects of marketing concept on corporations
o Clearly define important contents of marketing concepts, such as target market
o Master the differences and interrelation between customer-orientation and
competition-orientation
Understand the overall marketing environment and market development trends
o Understand the competition structure and various competition strengths in the
Chinese restaurants
o Understand the effects of political and legal factors on marketing
o Understand the effects of social culture on marketing
Master purchasing behaviors of customers
o Know about the consumer market, characters of purchasing behaviours and
other influencing factors
o Know about organization market, characters of purchasing behaviors and other
influencing factors
Possess good interpersonal and leading skills

2. Implementation of marketing plans





Establish relevant marketing plans for the organization with relevant knowledge at work.
Understand consider the following factors when designing market plans:
o Economic factors
o Technological factors
o Demographical factors
o Market needs
Implement marketing plans
o Perform marketing duties in restaurant operation strategies
o Guiding the front-line staff
o Provide market information to management and implement relevant suggestions
for improvement

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always Implement the organization's marketing plan in a professional and responsible
manner
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Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Devise and implement overall marketing plan according to the operation requirements of
restaurants to promote the awareness of the restaurants in the target market and boost
the sales of services and products; and
 Implement marketing plans devised by the company; maintain a good working
relationship with customers and other partners to achieve objectives of marketing and/or
promoting the image of the restaurant as well as to report market trends to management
to help review and revise promotion plans.
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Coordinate banquet services in the catering industry

Code

108511L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the sales section and those engaged in
management in restaurants. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners
should be able to coordinate various kinds and styles of banquet services according to customer
requirements.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of banquet services








Understand the capability of the restaurant to coordinate banquet services such as:
o Quality of food
o Setting of the venue
o Manpower planning
o Ancillary facilities
Master the knowledge about banquets coordination
o Master the relevant duties such as equipment preparation
o Liaise and communicate with other sections in various kinds of banquets
o Understand the job allocations of different sections
o Communicate and liaise with relevant parties of other industries
Control the cost of banquet menu
o Understand design of menu and combination of dishes
o Understand the effects of the sources of seasonal ingredients on costs
o Master the share of menu costs and the calculation of profit margins
Good interpersonal and leading skills

2. Coordinate banquet services




Design and coordinate the banquet services with relevant knowledge according to the
requirements of customer at work
o Prepare ordinary menus according to customer requirements
o Prepare various kinds of menus for celebration such as:
o Wedding
o Birthday
o Red egg and ginger banquets, etc.
Improve the reputation of catering establishments through providing banquet services

3. Exhibit professionalism


Coordinate banquet services in a professional and responsible manner, and to always
fulfil the needs and expectations of customers.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Coordinate various kinds of banquets; and
 Prepare banquet menus according to customer requirements and profit margin specified
by the organization
Remark
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Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Master promotional skills for banquets

Code

108512L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff in management level and practitioners of the sales
section in catering industry. Practitioners should be able to apply tele-communication effectively
and facilitate the promotion of banquets by using facade design and leaflet promotion.

Level

4

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of promotional skills for banquets










Understand the capability of the restaurant to coordinate banquet services such as:
o Quality of food
o Setting of the venue
o Manpower planning
o Ancillary facilities
Understand the facade design of the restaurant including:
o Theme
o Texture
o Image
o Attractiveness
Understand the target customers of different kind of banquets
Master the leaflet design, including:
o Understand the effects of promotional leaflets
o Launch promotion and marketing in line with advertising market and seasonal
changes
o Understand costs, qualities, tools, and promotional support and targets
Master the skills for tele-promotion, such as expressions, tone of voice, etc.
Master other effective promotional tools, such as internet, social media, etc.

2. Master promotional skills for banquets




Apply knowledge and abilities during the work period to give play to the promotion skills
of banquets based on actual circumstances.
o Organize the design team to do this when needed:
o Basic facade design
o Leaflet design
o Other related designs, etc.
o Appropriate use of telephone promotion and communication, including:
o Identify the list of telemarketing targets
o Collect market information, etc.
Cooperate with other effective and feasible promotion techniques to contribute to
turnover, such as:
o the Internet
o Mobile app, etc.
o Recruit a designing team

3. Exhibit professionalism



Promote banquet in a professional, responsible manner
Observe the trade descriptions ordinance
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Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 make effective use of various skills including tele-promotion, leaflet promotion and front
door design to promote restaurants and banquets effectively
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Formulate promotion strategies for catering establishments

Code

108513L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners of the sales section in catering
establishments. While working in catering establishments or relevant workplaces, practitioners
should be able to formulate effective promotion strategies for restaurants.

Level

4

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of formulating promotion strategies








Understand the capability of providing catering services of the catering establishments
such as:
o Quality of food
o Setting of the venue
o Manpower planning
o Ancillary facilities
Understand the importance of promotion such as:
o Know about the definition of advertisement and its relationship with cost
o Understand strengths and weaknesses of indoor and outdoor advertisements
o Grasp the “existing” and “potential” needs of customers
o Understand strategies used by competitors
Understand different promotion methods
o Understand the types of promotion and their differences in function
o Make use of various media for promotion
o Use different methods to achieve effective promotion
Good communication skills

2. Formulate promotion strategies for catering establishment






Apply relevant knowledge and skills to formulate promotion strategies for catering
establishment
Make use of various media to achieve effective promotion
Select target market, formulate promotional plans for restaurants and implement control
and assessment of the plans
Formulate feasible and effective promotional strategies including:
o Suitable advertising media
o Brand ambassador
Report the effectiveness and progress of the promotion strategies to supervisor and give
suggestions for improvement

3. Exhibit professionalism


Develop a restaurant promotion strategy in a professional and responsible manner and
strive to fulfil the requirements of the organization and customers.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Apply different promotion measures and formulate effective strategies for the catering
establishments.
 Enhance the reputation and economic efficiency of catering establishments,
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Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Implement branding with social media

Code

108514L4

Range

This unit of competency applies to all restaurant and catering practitioners who are involved in
using social media for company branding. Social media provides opportunity to establish
branding. This UoC concerns the competences on implementing product brand building using
social media public platforms.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for implementing branding with social media








Possess good business and people management skills
Possess good communication and interpersonal skills that can work and communicate
with people of all levels
Possess basic digital marketing and branding techniques
Possess good analytic skills that can analysis results of social media activities or
campaigns
Possess good knowledge of the establishment’s branding objectives
Possess good knowledge implementing marketing with social media
Possess good knowledge of different social media branding techniques

2. Implement branding with social media:




Perform pre-implementation tasks, which include but not limited to the following:
o Familiarize with establishment’s marketing and branding strategy
o Familiarize with the establishment’s branding goals and objectives
o Determine budget allocated for the implementation
o Time limits, if any
o Target audience, target demographics, etc.
o Evaluate different social media techniques best suited for the branding project.
For example: Blog, microblog, video, etc.
Formulate an implementation plan with respect to the available resources
o Create a brand image (if it does not exist) with:
 Standardized logo
 Color scheme
 Font, etc.
o Identify which social network platform that the brand can communicate, connect
and interact with your target audiences. For example: Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram, LinkedIn, Pinterest, etc.
o Integrate these social networking sites with the establishment’s website
o Determine what contents can best be used to promote the brand. For example:
the establish story (history, achievements, etc.), customer dining experiences.
Encourage customers or staff to write blog articles. Embed photos images or
video of customers enjoying meals or events, “fan pages” at Facebook, link to
website to downloading returning customer coupons, etc.
o Setup a team of brand advocates or influencers to help with the posting of
contents. Ideally includes customers and staff or recruit from external agency, if
necessary
o Define regular dates for content postings. For example: Twice a week for posting
of blog entries, 3 times a week for photos, etc.
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Identify tools to be used for monitoring of social media campaigns. For example:
count the “Likes”, number of time coupons were downloaded, etc.
Document the plan share with colleagues or other stakeholders to seek their comments.
Where necessary modify the implementation plan
Implement plan and test the effectiveness of the plan
Regularly review the plan to ensure all activities are progressing as scheduled and/or
desired effects have been achieved. Adjust plan and applied different social media
techniques when and if necessary

3. Exhibit professionalism


Look after the interest of the establishment and ensure the brand’s reputation is well
protected

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Gather all the pre-implementation details and are unambiguously aware of the branding
objectives and requirements
 Create an implementation plan that is feasible to be implemented
 Identify the right social media platform to reach the target audience and have the right
contents that can promote the establishment’s brand
Remark

4-365
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Design branding for catering establishments

Code

108515L4

Range

This unit of competency applies to all restaurant and catering practitioners involved with
marketing. Branding is to embed an image into the customers’ heads that instantly makes them
think of your restaurant when they see and/or think of that image. That image needed to be
designed and implemented to give and capture that dining experience to customers that can get
returning customers.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for design branding for catering establishment







Possess good business and people management skills
Possess good communication and interpersonal skills that can work and communicate
with people of all levels
Possess project managements skills
Possess good marketing and branding designing techniques
Possess basic knowledge of the establishment
Possess good knowledge of the establishment’s (restaurant) branding objectives

2. Design branding for catering establishment:




Grasp the establishment’s marketing and branding objectives and establish the branding
strategy with stakeholders
Endorse schedule and budget allocated for business
Formulate a plan for branding
o Perform a SWOT of the establishment which affects the brand design. For
example:
 Location
 Customers and their perception of the establishment
 Menu
 Staff
o Formulate a brand positioning. For example:
 Culinary staff
 Food product (burger, roast goose, egg tart, etc.)
 Theme (Rain Forest, A Golden era, etc.)
o Formulate a design that is unique and can convey the brand’s positioning
o Work with appropriate parties (internal or external) to create the sample design
elements, such as:
 Logo
 Silverware & tableware
 Uniform
 Decorations
o Evaluate and formulate different branding channels: including but not limited to
the following:
 Website, social media, etc.
 Local newspaper, posters, etc.
 Vouchers distribution
 Regular events in the establishment
o Propose promotion and marketing activities
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Present the implementation plan to managements and/or stakeholders, with schedules
and samples of the designs to seek comments. Additionally, select the appropriated
design for implementation as well as agreed on budget and schedule for the
implementation
Implement the design elements in accordance with the agreed schedule and budget
Perform branding training to staff

3. Exhibit professionalism


Ensure the brand’s reputation of the catering establishment is well protected

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Formulate an implementation plan that can be can be ratified by managements or
stakeholders
 Create a design that can successfully be implemented in all elements of the
establishment and visually project the brand to all customers or potentials customers
 Implement the branding design successful on schedule, within budget and the brand had
achieved the establishment’s marketing objectives
Remark
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Title

Implement promotion campaigns

Code

108516L4

Range

This unit of competency applies to all restaurant and catering practitioners involved with
marketing. Getting customers to come in and try your food is the first step in a successful
restaurant promotion. There are thousands of possible ways to promoting a restaurant and drive
revenues using mass media or simple old fashion in house promotion activities. This UoC
concentrate on competence of implementing promotional campaigns which could involve many
different activities.

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for implementing restaurant promotion campaigns







Possess good business and people management skills
Possess good communication and interpersonal skills that can work and communicate
with people of all levels
Possess good coordination skills
Possess good knowledge of public relation concepts and techniques
Possess good knowledge of different restaurant marketing activities
Possess good knowledge of the establishment’s (restaurant) marketing objectives

2. Implement restaurant promotion campaigns:









Grasp the establishment’s marketing plan and confirm element relating to promotion
campaigns, including:
o Campaign’s goals
o Budget
o Manpower
o Timeline
Review and analyses previous promotional campaigns, if any, to understand area of
success and area needed improvement
Evaluate and identify potential promotional activities that are appropriate for the
restaurant promotional campaign. For example:
o Website, social media, O2O (online to Offline), etc.
o Local newspaper, magazine, posters, etc.
o Vouchers distribution, discount day, etc.
o In-house activities, tasting event, cooking demonstration, etc.
Plan and organise promotion campaign, including but not limited to the following:
o Set target and goals for promotional, which correspond to the overall marketing
goals and objectives of the establishment
o Negotiating arrangement with promotional agents, suppliers, etc.
o Create promotional theme design
o Formulate a PR (Public Relation) plan and procedure for different activities, such
as: grand opening, ongoing hospitality, etc.
o Develop promotional procedures for staff and schedule staff trainings
o Develop evaluation procedures and identify tools to measure effectiveness of
promotions. For example: how many customers responded to the in-house
event, capture customer’s comment on social media
Coordinate promotional activities and capture results of each activity to be used for
overall promotion campaign reporting
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Document, evaluate/review, and report promotional campaigns in respect to the
marketing goals and objectives of the establishment

3. Exhibit professionalism


Look after the interest of the establishment and marketing campaigns achieve the
desired objectives

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Fully grasp the establishment’s marketing plan and its objectives and goals. Additional
able to eliminate and clarify all area of uncertainties associated with promotion
campaigns
 Prepare a detail planed for the promotional campaign that can be implemented and
conformed to the establishment’s standards
 Coordinate and monitor completion of all promotion activities in the campaign and
produced reports that can illustrate the degree of success and how well it’s aligned with
the establishment marketing objectives
Remark

1. Please refer to ICT SCS - Digital Media Branch for additional digital marketing competences
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Title

Create sales and marketing plans for Conference or banquet (non-Chinese catering)

Code

108517L4

Range

This unit of competency applies to all restaurant and catering practitioners who are involved with
marketing. Catering industry in Hong Kong is a very competitive market, restaurant continuously
explore new business opportunities one of the areas is offering banquet or conference catering
service for meetings and special occasions. This UoC is concerns competence on creating
sales and marketing plan for conference/banquet services by non-Chinese food restaurant
(establishment).

Level

4

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for creating sales and marketing plan for Conference/banquet







Possess good business and people management skills
Possess in-depth knowledge banquets and conferences sales and marketing
Possess good analytic skills and proficient with various techniques and methodologies,
such as: SWOT, PRESTEL, etc.
Possess good project management skills and able to forecast the number of events
Possess good knowledge and skill in creating conference & banqueting business plan
and proposals
Possess good knowledge of the establishments marketing channels

2. Create sales and marketing plan for Conference/banquet:










Full comprehend the establishment’s marketing objectives and goals which the
conference/banquet marketing plan must complement to it
Perform SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis to identify
where the establishment banquet/conference food service fit in the market.
Perform competitive analysis against possible competitor by listing out various factors
that are important to banquets/conference food service. Such as:
o Price comparability
o Menu flexibility
o Service delivery
o Venue and facilities
o Etc.
Work with internal marketing team to identify different marketing channels for
banquet/conference food service, such as:
o in-house advertising
o exterior banners, table tents, banquet brochures in the hostess station rack
o A banquet page on website
o Produce videos and post on video social media portals
Identify external collaboration and marketing channels, such as:
o Wedding planners
o Brochures and banners placed at information desk of office build
Develop marketing implantation plan and calendar of marketing activities and cost
analysis for management approval, if necessary
Communicate the plan to appropriate colleagues and stakeholders and assist
implementation
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3. Exhibit professionalism


Look after the interest of the establishment and ensure the reputation is well protected

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Perform a comprehensive SWOT analysis and capable of illustrating the market position
of the establishment’s banquet/conference food service which can be used in sales and
marketing planning
 Identify different internal and external marketing channels that can effectively market the
establishment banquet/conference food services
 Develop a comprehensive banquet/conference sales and marketing plan and can fulfill
the establishment’s overall marketing objectives and goals and can be implemented
successfully
Remark

1. Although this UOC is for non-Chinese restaurant, it can also be applied to hotel or general
F&B banquet marketing
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Title

Analyze sales and promotion strategies

Code

108518L5

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners involved in management and promotion
duties in catering establishments. While working in catering establishments or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to master the compositions of sales information
system, analyze the information obtained from market survey and apply them flexibly in the
development of new products or services, and devise sales target strategies.

Level

5

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of sales and promotion strategies








Understand the role of sales information system in an enterprise
Master the compositions of sales information system
o Master various kinds of information required by sales decision makers
o Master the operation methods and procedures of sales information system
Master the development of new products or services including:
o Understand the definitions of new products
o Understand the determining factors for their success
o Understand various procedures in product development
o Understand the different stages, characteristics, profit contributions, sales
targets
o Understand the strategy application in product lifecycle
Master the skills of target marketing including:
o Procedures in target marketing
o Various criteria of consumer market segmentation
o Various standards of organization market segmentation
o Selection skills of target market and the application of strategies
o Market positioning strategies of products or services and different positioning
methods
o Master the methods and skills for value positioning and repositioning
Possess the skills of market survey
o Understand the relationship between sales decision making and market survey
o Master the processes in market survey
o Master the collection methods and applications of different raw data

2. Analyse sales and promotion strategies








Apply relevant knowledge and skills to analyze sales and promotion strategies
Apply various types of information to assist decision making in marketing research
Analyze and devise sales and promotion strategies, such as:
o Apply the compositions of sales information system
o Analyze the market and conduct survey
o Devise effective marketing strategies
Apply different sales methods to different sales targets, such as
o Mass marketing
o Target marketing
Master the latest market trend and competitors' marketing promotion strategies, and
make appropriate adjustments
Report the effectiveness and progress of the promotion strategies to supervisor
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3. Exhibit professionalism



Analyse sales and promotion strategies in professional and responsible
Observe trade description ordinance

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Master the compositions of sales information system, analyse the information obtained
from market survey; and
 Apply the above information in the development of new products or services flexibly and
devise sales target strategies.
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Develop marketing plan

Code

108519L5

Range

This unit of competency applies to all restaurant and catering practitioners who are involved with
formulating marketing plans and activities. An effective marketing plan is vital for a profitable,
thriving restaurant business. The marketing plan should focus on reaching out to new
customers, using traditional marketing and digital marketing techniques, to expand clientele,
keep loyal customers coming back and differentiating from the competition. This UoC is
concerns competence for develop marketing plan at a restaurant establishment

Level

5

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for developing marketing plan






Possess good business and people management skills
Possess in-depth knowledge of different marketing strategies/techniques for small
catering establishment. Including:
o Niche marketing
o Social media marketing
o Postcard marketing
o Direct marketing
o Guerrilla Marketing
Possess good analytic skills and proficient with various techniques and methodologies,
such as: SWOT, PRESTEL, etc.
Possess good knowledge of the establishment’s branding/marketing objectives and
goals

2. Develop marketing plan:









Start a brainstorm session with stakeholders (owners, managers, head chef, one or 2
loyal customers, etc.) to discuss openly the direction. Topic discussed may include:
o What is the theme /image of the restaurant to present to customers?
o Who, where and what are the target customers?
o What areas (the restaurant establishment, marketing, menu, etc.) can improve?
Identify marketing requirements. This will have required understanding of objectives
/goals and if they have not been set then it need be defined and established by the
management and stakeholders
Perform SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) of the restaurant
and products as well as perform 4 P’s (Price, Product, Promotion, and Place) analysis to
capture and promote the brand or product’s unique selling points, those that differentiate
it from its competitors
Determine and acquire various details needed for market planning, such as:
o Marketing product/brands to be marketed
o Budget and resources
o Target region/area/location
Determine the marketing approach or technique to use that can reach the target
audiences, such as:
o Traditional printed media
o Digital media and online marketing (website, SEO, email, social media)
o O2O (Online to Offline)
o On premise promotional activities (table selling, special events, etc.)
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Prepare detailed plans for promotional activities including:
o Promotional materials
o Incentive schemes or memorable packages
o Responsibilities and timelines
o Capturing and monitoring of results
Communicate the plan to appropriate colleagues and stakeholders and assist
implementation

3. Exhibit professionalism


Look after the interest of the establishment and ensure the reputation is well protected

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Identify marketing requirements/objectives and formulated the marketing plan that can
be implemented to achieve those requirements/objectives based on available budget
and resources
 Perform accurate situation analysis of the restaurant and used the information to
formulate an effective marketing plan
 Identify the most suitable marketing technique to used that can reach the restaurants
target customers
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Develop customers retention strategy

Code

108520L5

Range

This unit of competency applies to all restaurant and catering practitioners who are involved with
formulating marketing/business strategies. The ultimate goal for restaurants is to provide the
customer’s experience with the restaurant as unique one that keeps them coming back. That’s
easy to say than done when competition is fierce and customer are spoilt with choice. A good
customer retention is needed to

Level

5

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for developing customer retention strategy







Possess good business and people management skills
Possess in-depth knowledge of different customer retention methods, such as:
o reward a customer for remaining in a relationship
o penalizing their exit from a relationship
Possess excellent customer relationship management (CRM) knowledge and skills
Possess good analytic skills and proficient with various techniques and methodologies,
such as: SWOT, PRESTEL, etc.
Possess good knowledge customer retention rate calculation techniques
Possess good knowledge of the establishment’s marketing/business objectives and
goals

2. Develop customer retention strategy:







Review and analyses the current customer retention rate with senior management or
stakeholder
Analyze various operational factor that contribute customer retention issues, such as:
o Menu items not meeting customer need
o Venue hygiene
o Server interactions
o Marketing and promotions failures
o Inability to listen to customers
Evaluate various possible customer retention methods, such as:
o Build better relationship, create trusts and bond with customers
 Listen to their comments, feedbacks and complaints and respond on
time
 Use unbiased customer reviews and testimonials to improve menus,
services, venues, etc.
o Improve KPI in customer service
o Create a community and customer advocacy program, such as support local
football team, seasonal events, dragon boat festival events, etc.
o Hold food/cooking demonstration and educational events which additional
promotes the restaurant’s brand
o Use automation to re-engage customers such as:
 CRM tools
 Email promotional tools
 Customer profiling
 Send auto invitation to customers on special anniversaries
Formulate implementation plan, procedures and training schedules
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Identify tools that can monitor and measure customer retention strategy implementations
Document, and present the selected customer retention strategy, with costings, to senior
manager or stakeholders to seek implementation approval

3. Exhibit professionalism


Look after the interest of the establishment and ensure the reputation is well protected

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Review the customer retention issues and agreed with all stakeholders that new
customer retention policy needed to be created and implemented
 Evaluate and identified the most suitable customer retention methods that can retain and
increase customer retention rate for the restaurant/establishment
 Present the customer retention strategy to senior management/stakeholders and
succeeded acquired approval for implementation of the customer retention strategy
Remark
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Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Formulate market promotion and comprehensive marketing mix strategies

Code

108521L6

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff at management level and practitioners involved in
promotion in catering establishments. While working in catering establishments or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to formulate effective market promotion strategies and
comprehensive marketing mix to facilitate the future promotion and development of the
organization.

Level

6

Credit

8

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of formulating comprehensive marketing strategies













Master the role of marketing in strategic planning
Master the vision, mission, goals and core strengths of the organization
Master the procedures involved in strategic marketing, such as planning, implementation
and control etc.
Master and apply different competition strategies, including:
o Core strengths
o Marketing alliances
o Build up effective strategic alliances
Master product planning and service quality, including:
o Understand product definitions, product mix features, classification and
characteristics of consumable and industrial products
o Master the skills for decision making, extension, replenishment and deletion of
product lines
o Master the skills for decision-making, implication and value and grant of brand
name, as well as the relationship between brand name extension and product
line extension, brand naming etc.
o Master the skills for packaging and labeling
o Master service features, service quality management and their determining
factors
Master pricing
o Master the meaning of price, determine factors of pricing, pricing procedures and
etc.
o Master various pricing methods
o Master various pricing methods for innovative products
o Master various pricing methods for product portfolio
o Master different price adjustment arrangements and the background factors they
adopt
Master sales channels
o Understand the functions and advantages of intermediaries
o Master the marketing channels for different products and their characteristics
o Master the features of e-business marketing channels, the differences between
these channels and the traditional ones and their interaction, the restructuring of
existing marketing channels etc.
o Master various factors affecting marketing channels, selection process of
marketing channels, coverage of sales channels etc.
o Master different integration methods for marketing channels
Master retail and wholesale activities
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Master the operations and advantages of different forms of retailing
Master the types and functions of different wholesalers
Master all segments of logistics management and apply them in marketing
activities
Master the use of comprehensive marketing communications
o Know about the functions of different communication tools in the promotion mix
o Master the process and procedures involved in marketing and promotion, such
as designing communication messages, assessing communication effectiveness
etc.
o Know about the classifications of advertisements and the steps for reaching
major advertising decisions
o Know about different kinds of promotions and all major promotion decisions
o Apply various kinds of public relations tools
Master the types and tasks of salesmen, team structure, personnel management, sales
process etc.

2. Formulate promotion strategies












Apply relevant knowledge and skills to analyze market needs and opportunities to
formulate promotion strategies
Determine marketing goals, develop marketing strategies (e.g. positioning) and draft
marketing mix proposals
Formulate effective market promotion strategies and comprehensive marketing mix for
the future development of the organization
Use internet and other computer systems to assist in pricing
Handle various kinds of collaboration and conflicts among marketing channels and their
effects on the organization
Increase turnover and profits by various means, including
o chain stores
o franchises
o non-store retailing
o Master the methods, advantages and channels of various kinds of direct
marketing
Handle the social responsibilities, for example:
o Respond to the criticisms against marketing from the society, such as
accelerating the deterioration of ecological environment, leading to unequal
competition and etc.
o Take up the responsibilities of marketing to all stakeholders
Master the latest market trend and competitors' marketing promotion strategies, and
make appropriate adjustments
Report the effectiveness of promotion strategies to supervisors regularly

3. Exhibit professionalism


Formulate market promotion and comprehensive marketing mix strategies in
professional and responsible manner,

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Able to thoroughly analyse market promotion environment and competitors; and
 able to effectively formulate market promotion and comprehensive marketing mix
strategy management proposals
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Sales and Service Skills
Title

Formulate entrepreneurial management strategies

Code

108522L6

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to veteran administrators, partners, founders and business
operators in catering establishments. While working in catering establishments or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to formulate entrepreneurial management strategies,
set goals for corporate development and determine development direction and management
strategies in the catering enterprise market.

Level

6

Credit

8

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of entrepreneurial management strategies











Understand the definitions, backgrounds and characters of entrepreneurs
Understand the mindset of entrepreneurs, their supporting systems, motivation methods,
pursuit of goals etc.
o Master the production of new concepts and preparation of proposals, including:
o Master the sources of new ideas, production methods and skills for feasibility
studies
o Master the various procedures involved in product planning and development
o Master the concepts of intellectual property, all related legal knowledge,
copyright issues, insurances, contracts, selection of legal advisers etc.
o Understand the how to draft business proposals, the needs of all stakeholders,
the sources of all kinds of information etc.
Master the sources and methods of fund raising
o Know about the advantages of and required conditions for borrowing loans and
raising funds, and their effects on the enterprise etc.
o Master internal and external sources of capital and their pros and cons
o Master various kinds of private funds, bank facilities, and the conditions,
operations, pros and cons of different governmental loans
Master the use of venture capital
o Understand the capital needs of enterprises in different stages
o Master the features, operations and means of introduction of various venture
capital
o Master different methods and standards for enterprise valuation
Master the work involved in the start-up stage
o Master the design of restaurants to embody the theme and attract target
customers
o Understand the requirements under provisions relating to ancillary facilities
design, fire services, hygiene and environmental protection in restaurants
o Master location selection skills, its effects on the community environment,
population, traffic, future development, ancillary facilities, property repair and
maintenance, floor area, design, leasing terms etc.
o Master various accounting skills, application of computer software etc.
o Master personnel management skills including recruitment, motivation and
leadership of staff
o Master the skills for market promotion and engaging experts to assist in
corporate development
Master the early development of enterprises
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Master the financial strategies and structural changes in the early development
of enterprises
o Master corporate operating strategies, time management skills, negotiation
skills, customer information management skills etc.
Master corporate expansion strategies
o Understand the pros and cons of joint venture, various kinds of acquisitions and
mergers, franchise operations, their methods, skills etc.
o Master the knowledge about company listing, such as the right timing, selection
of sponsors, preparation of documents, timetable and prospectus, and
understand the pros and cons of company listing
o Master post-listing work etc.
o Develop and launch new products or services and develop enterprises by
various innovative means
Master the methods for closing a business
o Master the methods and strategies for filing bankruptcy, closing a business and
restructuring
Analyze corporate crisis signals to allow corporate reborn, transformation, succession
etc.

2. Formulate entrepreneurial management strategies



















Apply relevant knowledge and skills to formulate entrepreneurial management strategies
and set goals for corporate future development
Establish specific business models and business strategies and turn the concepts into
feasible plans
Draft marketing proposal, including:
o Measure the progress of implementation of marketing plan and adjust it if
necessary
o Implementing and monitoring the marketing plan, and analyze the reasons for
possible failure and establish contingency plan for it
o Set target customers and market, and establish a cost-effective marketing
organization
o Devise suitable measures to promote products or services, etc.
Establish organizational structure, for example:
o Establish the statutory operating formats of the enterprise, analyze the pros and
cons and cost of different operating formats etc.
o Establish management team and corporate structure
o Set out the job duties and requirements of each position
o Establish board of directors or advisory team
o Master the taxation arrangements for different statutory operating formats
Establish financial structure, for example:
Devise operating budgets, capital budgets, sales budgets, expenditure budgets etc.
Devise income statement forecasts, profit and loss balance analysis, cash flow
forecasts, balance sheet forecasts, statements of capital inflows and outflows and etc.
Apply relevant financial accounting software to assist in the operations of the enterprise
Establish sound financial management, including:
accounting systems
cash flow management
asset management
long- and short-term debt management
cost and profit management
taxation management
various ratio analysis
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Report the effectiveness of entrepreneurial management strategies to supervisor and
give suggestions for improvement

3. Exhibit professionalism


Formulate entrepreneurial management strategies in professional and responsible
manner

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 analyse new corporate concepts thoroughly and prepare proposals and formulate
entrepreneurial development and operations strategies; and
 devise financial plans and corporate expansion strategies effectively for entrepreneurial
development
Remark
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Unit of Competency
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Title

Develop O2O cross border marketing strategy

Code

108523L6

Range

This unit of competency applies to all restaurant and catering practitioners who are involved with
marketing. In the era of mobile commerce, a new mode of business has been generated which
is the concept of O2O (Online to Offline). This model has proven successful in the Mainland.
Restaurants who target Mainland traveling customers can use online marketing in the Mainland
and to allow them to enjoy food services at the establishment (restaurant) in Hong Kong. This
UoC concentrate on competence of formulating O2O marketing strategies at business level

Level

6

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for developing O2O cross boarder marketing strategy








Possess in-depth knowledge of the business strategies of the establishment
Possess in-depth knowledge of the establishments business strategies
Possess in-depth O2O methodologies and marketing techniques
Possess good knowledge of Mainland’s O2O marketing channels
Possess good analytic skills and proficient with various techniques and methodologies,
such as: SWOT, PRESTEL, etc.
Possess good project management skills
Possess good digital marketing skills

2. Develop O2O cross border marketing strategy:










Full comprehend the establishment’s business objectives and goals in relation to
Mainland
Formulate goals and objectives for cross boarder O2O marketing that complements the
establishment overall business goals and objectives, For example:
o Attracting new customers
o Communicating customers, your contact base and your newsletter subscribers
o Maintain the loyalty of customer base and making sure they come back regularly
o Getting recommendations
Perform SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis to identify
competitiveness of O2O in the Mainland
Identify the most common O2O marketing techniques being applied the Mainland, such
as;
o Location base marketing via mobile apps
o Web site promotion
o SMS promotion
Identity possible O2O marketing channels what can be applied in Hong Kong and reach
customer/potential customers in the mainland, For examples:
o WeChat, Weibo, Dianping and Meituan
o Social media, Microblog or blog portals
o Groupons, eGroupon
o Establishment’s mobile app or web site
o Etc.
Determine if the establishment has sufficient skills to perform the cross boarder O2O
marketing campaigns or a Mainland agent services is required
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Formulate marketing plan and proposal with appropriate costings, schedules,
milestones, and monitoring plan, that can achieve the goals and objectives of the cross
boarder O2O marketing
Present the plan and strategy to senior management for approval

3. Exhibit professionalism


Look after the interest of the establishment and ensure the reputation is well protected

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Grasp the business goals of the establishment and transformed it to formulate the goals,
targets and objectives of the cross boarder O2O marketing strategy
 Identify the appropriate online marketing channels in the Mainland that can reach the
target customers/potential customers and able to determine that the establishments
have the skills to implement the cross-border marketing strategy
 Formulate and present the cross boarder O2O strategy to senior managements show
that the cross boarder O2O strategy can fulfilled the establishment’s business goals and
objectives and got their approval to proceed with the implementation
Remark

1. Although this UOC illustrates competence for cross boarder O2O marketing but it can be
applied to O2O marketing in general catering context
>2. Please refer to SCS ICT – Digital Media Technology branch for information of digital
marketing competences
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Develop brand strategies

Code

108524L7

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to veteran administrators, partners, founders and business
operators in catering establishments. While working in catering establishments or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to devise and implement decisions, establish brand
positioning and value, evaluate brand performance and extend brand releases.

Level

7

Credit

6

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of developing brand strategies







Understand the importance of branding to the reputation of an organization
Understand brand management
o Understand the relevant concepts of branding
o Master the challenges and opportunities of brand management
o Master the process of strategic brand management
Establish brand equity, positioning and value
o Master the process and importance of brand building and understand the
components of brand equity
o Develop methods of brand positioning
o Master the definitions of brand value and its establishment skills
Master the planning and implementation of brand marketing, including:
o Master the criteria and strategies for selecting brand elements
o Apply brand elements to establish brand equity

2. Develop brand strategies










Apply relevant knowledge and skills to develop brand strategies
Evaluate brand performance
o Establish brand management systems and brand value chains
o Understand the quantitative and qualitative methods to measure customer
perception of the brand
o Master the methods to evaluate brand performance in the market
Master the skills for designing marketing plans and establishing brand equity
Consolidate marketing and promotion plans and establish brand equity
Establish brand equity by brand associations
Master the growth and continuity of brands, including:
o Devise and implement brand strategies
o Master the skills for brand extension and new product release
o Manage brands in different stages, markets and regions
o Master the taxation arrangements for different statutory operating formats
Evaluate the performance of branding strategies regularly, and give suggestions for
improvement

3. Exhibit professionalism


Handle brand strategy with a professional attitude

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Devise and implement brand decisions;
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Establish brand positioning and value; and
Evaluate brand performance and extend brand releases

Remark
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Title

Develop research and development of products and services

Code

108525L7

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to management staff and senior culinary staff of the
production section in catering establishments. While working in catering establishments or
relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to research or discover new ingredients,
develop new cooking techniques and promote the development of the industry, and able to
modify and innovate new form of service and training methods.

Level

7

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of developing research and development of products and services







Master the production, procurement and supply of special ingredients
Research or discover new ingredients and create new products or dishes by such
ingredients
Master the skills of developing new cooking methods, including:
o Breakthrough discovery of cooking techniques
o Propose sound and innovative theories or techniques
Master the research, training and promotion in culinary art, such as:
o Teach the new techniques, theories and ingredients to others
o Promote the development and promotion of the catering industry
o Receive public recognitions as catering experts and leaders
Master the innovation, training and promotion of service form and concepts

2. Develop research and development of products and services






Apply relevant knowledge and skills to develop and research in products and services of
catering establishment, for example
o Develop and research new ingredients and new cooking techniques
o Modify and innovate new service
o Provide training service
Conduct systematic and conscientious research and record the research results in
appropriate manners
Conduct in-depth study on the characteristics and classifications of certain special
ingredients
Develop new cooking techniques, for example:
o Develop new cooking techniques to create new products or dishes
o Apply new techniques and ingredients to create new foods and products
o Modify existing techniques and ingredient applications to create new dishes and
products

3. Exhibit professionalism


Develop research and development of products and services to maintain image and
reputation of corporate.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Able to develop and research new ingredients and cooking techniques in catering
industry and promote the catering culture and technical training by new cookery
techniques and products; and
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Able to create, modify and implement brand-new service concepts for the development
and promotion of the organization and staff training

Remark
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Title

Know about basic occupational safety and health

Code

108526L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners who work in Chinese restaurants and
establishments. While working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners
should know about the codes of the Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance and perform
relevant duties in accordance with the occupational safety requirements.

Level

1

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of basic occupational safety and health:









Know about the relevant occupational safety and health laws
Possess knowledge of the importance of occupational safety and health
Possess knowledge of occupational health issues, including:
o Labour work
o Manual handling
o Prolonged standing
o Repetitive motion, etc.
Understand the correct methods for manual lifting and handling
Know about occupational health problems caused by:
o Physical factors
o Chemical factors
o Biological factors, etc.
Possess knowledge of basic first aid techniques

2. Know about basic occupational safety and health:








Health laws
o Understand the contents and implications of the Occupational Safety and Health
Ordinance and the Factories and Industrial Undertakings Ordinance, and their
subsidiary legislations in respect of restaurants
o Know about the legal liabilities on the part of employee
o Perform relevant duties in the Chinese restaurants in accordance with the
requirements of the occupational safety and health laws
Labour work and manual handling
o Understand the consequences of handling space, nature of object, poor
arrangement, incorrect motion, prolonged motion and incorrect posture
o Know about the effect of labour work, manual handling, prolonged standing or
repetitive motion on the body
Manual lifting
o Understand the causes of injuries from manual lifting
o Know about basic lifting skills
o Know about effective methods to avoid back injuries
o Know about when to use ancillary equipment as appropriate
o Know about the correct techniques for manual handling
Occupational health problems
o Physical factors
 Understand the definitions of physical factors
 Ensure using, processing, storing, delivering or handing items safely
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Know about the physical health problems encountered in establishments
caused by common physical factors, such as light, electricity, noise, air
quality and heat
 Avoid harms caused by physical factors
o Chemical factors
 Understand the definitions and correct usage of chemicals
 Know about the categories, labels and dangers of chemicals commonly
used in restaurants
 Avoid harms caused by chemical factors
 Handle and store chemicals properly
o Biological factors
 Understand the definitions of biological factors
 Know about the importance of food hygiene and the code of hygienic
operation
 Possess basic knowledge of bacteriology and causes of food poisoning
 Deal with occupational health problems caused directly or indirectly by
biological factors of food
 Know about the problems (including infectious diseases and bacterial
infections) arising from contacts with animals, live poultry and seafood
when working in establishments and the precautionary measures
First aid
o Know about the definition and purpose of first aid
o Know about the items in a first aid box
o Possess general treatment knowledge including treatment of different kinds of
wounds, bone fractures and poisoning

3. Exhibit professionalism


Fully understand and maintain basic occupational safety and health at work
wholeheartedly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand the Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance in respect of the catering
industry and apply it while performing various kinds of work in Chinese restaurants
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Title

Know about basic fire prevention

Code

108527L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners who work in Chinese restaurants and
establishments. While working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners
should apply fire prevention knowledge, and be able to use electrical or gas appliances correctly
upon guidance to avoid the outbreak of fire.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of basic fire prevention:








Know about the media that cause “fire”
Understand the code of good housekeeping in the workplace
Know about the proper use of electrical or gas tools or appliances in general Chinese
restaurants
Understand the causes of “ignition temperature”
Understand the formation of “fire hazards”
Understand the importance of “risk assessment” awareness
Know about the importance of occupational safety and health

2. Know about basic fire prevention:








Use electrical or gas tools or appliances properly
o Know about the potential risks of fire caused by the general use of electrical or
gas tools or appliances
o Master the proper measures in case of fire
Know about the risk of fire and the emergency measures
o Know about the different types of fire extinguisher and master their application
o Know about the general causes of fire in Chinese restaurants and the
precautionary measures
Enhance fire safety awareness and comply with work safety guidance
o Know about the basic knowledge of fire prevention, such as:
 Clear about fire alarm
 Keeping fire escapes clear of obstruction
o Implement the guidance of “fire protection measures”
o Comply with the guidance of the Factories and Industrial Undertakings
Ordinance
Implement fire prevention measures
o Ensure all fire escapes and smoke lobby doors are always tightly closed
o Be able to take the correct emergency measures in accordance with the given
guidance in case of fire

3. Exhibit professionalism


Fully understand and implement fire prevention measures at work wholeheartedly to
safeguard public safety

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
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Understand the correct use of electrical or gas appliances under guidance, effectively
preventing the outbreak of fire and complying with the occupational safety and health
guidance

Remark
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Title

Use common cleaning tools and materials in restaurants

Code

108528L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners who work in restaurants and
establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should know
about common detergents and make proper use of them.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of common cleaning tools and materials in restaurants:







Know about the features of common restaurant detergents
Understand the effect of surrounding space and ventilation
Understand the effect of improper use of detergents and the relevant safety measures
Understand the importance of housekeeping in the workplace
Know about the types, features and usage of cleaning tools
Know about the effect of common restaurant detergents on the physical health of human
beings

2. Use common cleaning tools and materials in restaurants:








Understand the features of common restaurant detergents
o Know about the names, types and features of detergents commonly used by
restaurant practitioners
o Identify the labels of detergents
Make proper use of common restaurant detergents
o Make proper use, storage and transport of detergents in accordance with the
instructions on the detergent labels
o Master the treatment of accidents caused using common detergents
Understand the following of common restaurant cleaning tools
o Types
o Features
o Correct usage, etc.
Make use of common cleaning tools
o Make proper use of common cleaning tools in restaurants in accordance with the
instructions on the tool labels
o Understand the use of detergents together with the cleaning tools
o Maintain and repair common cleaning tools in restaurants
o Keep workplaces tidy, and manage and store common cleaning tools properly

3. Exhibit professionalism


Correctly use detergents and cleaning tools during work in a persistent manner, to
maintain public health, including that of customers and staff members

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Use common detergents in restaurants properly and safely in accordance with the
instructions on the detergent labels under guidance
 Master the use, maintenance, repair and storage of common detergents
Remark
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Title

Observe professional ethics of the catering industry

Code

108529L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners who work in Chinese restaurants and
establishments. While working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners
should know about the professional ethics and integrity of the catering industry required for them
and observe the relevant laws in respect of professional ethics.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of professional ethics of the catering industry:




Understand the basic professional ethics and integrity of the catering industry, including:
o The performance pledges of practitioners in the catering industry
o The social impact of the catering industry
o The significance of contribution and commitment of an individual to his work, etc.
Know about the laws in respect of the professional ethics of practitioners in the catering
industry, such as:
o The concepts of corruption prevention
o The contents and concepts of the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance
o The contents and concepts of the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance
o The contents and concepts of the ordinances related to equal opportunities

2. Observe professional ethics of the catering industry:





Learn the contents of the professional ethics of the catering industry appropriately under
the guidance of supervisor and with personal efforts
Establish belief in professional ethics and integrity
Strictly observe the professional ethics and integrity required for practitioners in the
catering industry in their daily work
Report to supervisor any suspected violation of professional ethics of the catering
industry as far as possible

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always observe the professional ethics of the catering industry at work to maintain the
reputation of the individual and the organization

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Acquire a sound knowledge of the professional ethics and integrity required for
practitioners in the catering industry
 Observe the relevant laws while performing duties related to the catering industry
Remark
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Title

Observe basic food safety and hygiene

Code

108530L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners who work in Chinese restaurants and
establishments. While working in Chinese restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners
should understand the guidelines of the food hygiene standards, and ensure that food
placement, storage and processing meet the relevant requirements.

Level

1

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of basic food safety and hygiene:







Understand the influence of food safety and hygiene on restaurants, customers and
staff, for example:
o The responsibilities of employers and practitioners in the catering industry
o The importance of food safety and hygiene to customers
o The impact of food safety and hygiene on restaurants’ reputation
Understand the related laws and guidelines on food safety and hygiene, such as:
o The summary of Food Laws in Hong Kong
o The guidelines of the Food Hygiene Standards
Know about the influence of common bacteria on food
Know about the common causes of food poisoning and the precautionary measures
Know about the methods to prevent cross-contamination

2. Observe basic food safety and hygiene:









Learn the contents of food safety and hygiene appropriately under the guidance of
supervisor and with personal efforts
Understand the influence of bacteria on food, including:
o The basic food bacteriology
o The types and features of bacteria causing food poisoning (such as Salmonella
and E. coli)
o Food of different hazard levels
o The influence of environmental hygiene on food
o The methods for preventing food from bacterial contamination
o Disinfection methods, etc.
Understand the common causes of food poisoning and the precautionary measures,
including:
o The causes of food poisoning, symptoms, etc.
o Know about the foods that can result in food poisoning easily
o Understand the effect of 'additives' on food
o Understand the management of food hygiene, etc.
Master the methods to prevent cross-contamination
o Understand the means of bacterial contamination
o Know about the proper methods for handling raw and cooked foods to prevent
bacterial contamination
o Understand the temperature, conditions and tools suitable for storing different
food materials
Report to supervisor any suspected violation of food safety and hygiene as far as
possible
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3. Exhibit professionalism


Wholeheartedly observe basic food safety and hygiene at work to safeguard the health
of individuals, staff and customers, and to maintain the reputation of the organization
and the catering industry

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Clearly understand the guidelines of the food hygiene standards
 Ensure the compliance of food placement, storage and processing with the relevant
requirements
Remark
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Title

Observe the prescribed personal conduct and behavioral requirements

Code

108531L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff at different posts in catering establishments. This
UoC concerns the continuous observance of prescribed personal conduct and behavioural
requirements in catering establishments or related workplaces, to establish the overall image of
individuals and establishments.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge about personal conduct and behavioural requirements:





Possess knowledge of the requirements of establishments on the personal conduct and
behaviours of employees (if any)
Possess knowledge of the importance and necessity for observing the prescribed
personal conduct and behavioural requirements of the establishments
Possess knowledge of the general expectations of customers for establishment
employees
Possess a sense of professionalism

2. Observe the prescribed personal conduct and behavioural requirements:








During work, always observe the behavioural requirements. For example:
o Report for duty according to the duty roster with no lateness or early departure
o Do no absent from work for no reason
o Put on a designated uniform (if any) or the required clothing
o Put on a designated name plate to show the name and post
o Follow the instructions of supervisor or management to work
o Try to meet other behavioural requirements as much as possible
During work, always observe the requirements on personal conduct. For example:
o No smoking or drinking
o No gambling or leisure activities
o No loafing or sleeping
Do not do anything that will tarnish the image or even violate the law. For example:
o Do not handle personal matters during work
o Do not accept advantages while performing duties
o Do not disclose any confidential information about the establishment or
customers
Seek explanation or clarification from supervisor when in doubt about the above issues

3. Exhibit professionalism



Strictly observe all the prescribed personal conduct and behavioural requirements, and
do not violate them wilfully
Cherish and maintain the professional image of catering staff

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Observe all the prescribed personal conduct and behavioural requirements
 Enhance the overall professional image of individuals and establishments
Remark
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Title

Know about the application of information technology in the catering industry

Code

108532L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff of catering establishments or related workplaces.
This UoC concerns the acquisition of the latest development in information technology under
guidance, particularly about its application in the catering industry, to understand the tangible
and intangible rewards that catering establishments can earn from it.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the application of information technology in the catering industry:






Possess knowledge of establishments' attitude towards and guidelines on adopting
information technology (if any)
Possess knowledge of the latest development of information technology and the areas
its application can cover
Understand that the current information technology is not limited to desktop computers
or personal computers, which also includes:
o Cloud computing applications
o The Internet
o Wireless information systems
o Mobile apps
Possess knowledge of the advantages of applying information technology in the catering
industry, for example:
o Obtain the required data and information at work quickly and precisely
o Perform advanced analysis using information in depth
o Control cost effectively
o Save operating costs
o Enhance the image of establishments

2. Know about the application of information technology in the catering industry:




During work, follow guidelines and use self-learning approach to understand how to
apply information technology to different areas of the establishments, for example:
o The Internet and other peripheral devices can accelerate the overall
development of the catering business
o Ordering through wireless network increases the proportion of takeout orders
rapidly
o Cloud solutions suitable for use in the catering industry appear
o Large amounts of data (even big data) are used in operation management
o Frontline information systems, such as:
 Reservation/Usher management system
 Ordering system
 Cash register system
o Second-line information systems, such as:
 Catering services/kitchen communication system
 Inventory and procurement management system
 Nutritional diet system
 Customer management system
Learn how to use/operate various kinds of information technology equipment installed or
adopted, such as:
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o
o
o
o





Terminal
Server
Router
Handheld device
Set a good role model to inspire other employees to uphold the attitude towards
accepting and learning new things/technologies
Report to supervisor on the problems encountered when learning the application of
information technology in the establishments
Seek guidance or explanation from supervisor when in doubt about the above issues

3. Exhibit professionalism


During work, always keep an open attitude towards learning new things and
technologies including information technology to cope with the work at different catering
posts

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Under guidance or by self-learning, understand the application areas and methods of
information technology in the catering industry
 Master the use or operation of various kinds of information technology equipment
installed or adopted
Remark
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Title

Comply with anti-bribery and related legislation

Code

108533L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff at different posts in catering establishments. This
UoC concerns the continuous compliance with regulations in anti-bribery and related legislation
in catering establishments or related workplaces, to establish a clean and law-abiding overall
image of individuals and establishments.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for complying with anti-bribery and related legislation:






Possess knowledge of the major provisions in the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance, the
matters establishment employees should pay attention to and the related clean work
practices
Possess knowledge of the importance for employees to work with integrity and the
consequences of breaching integrity
Possess knowledge of the risks of corruption in various types of businesses/processes
in the catering industry
Possess knowledge of establishments' internal measures for monitoring corruption and
the related code of conduct for employees (if any)
Possess ethical standards of professional conduct and incorruptibility

2. Comply with anti-bribery and related legislation while on duty:






While on duty, always adopt the proper anti-bribery attitude, and ensure honest and
clean work practices are implemented
Cope with issues and challenges related to integrity, and assist management to deal
with related issues
Set a good role model to inspire other employees to uphold integrity and honesty when
carrying out work practices
Report to supervisor when a suspected case of corruption is spotted in the workplace
Seek explanation or clarification from supervisor when in doubt about the above issues

3. Exhibit professionalism



With professionalism, assist establishments to implement clean work practices in all
types of businesses/ processes, as well as to carry out effective internal monitoring
measures
Cherish and maintain the clean and law-abiding image of catering staff

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand and apply the basic knowledge and regulations of anti-bribery legislation
 Help establishments build and promote good, clean code of conduct
Remark
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Title

Prepare for and provide outdoor catering services

Code

108534L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to general catering services staff or pantry staff of catering
establishments. This UoC concerns the preparation and arrangement of outdoor catering
services under instructions in catering establishments or related workplaces, as well as the
warm hospitality provided to the customers, so that the outdoor catering services can proceed
smoothly.

Level

1

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of outdoor catering services:







Understand the contribution of outdoor catering services to the overall operations of the
establishments, including:
o Increase business volumes and profits
o Improve customer satisfaction
Possess knowledge of the guidelines and regulations of the establishments on outdoor
catering services (if any)
Possess knowledge of the hygiene requirements for storing and carrying foods in the
outdoors
Possess basic skills to package food properly
Possess skills to communicate with colleagues and customers

2. Prepare for and provide outdoor catering services:








Understand the outdoor catering services provided by the establishments and the
environments where the services are provided, for example:
o At temporary locations
o At tourist spots
o In recreational areas
Prepare for outdoor catering services, for example:
o Assist in planning the outdoor food and beverage menus
o Assist in carrying the foods and beverages for the outdoor catering services
o Assist in decorating the outdoor venues
o Maintain the quality and cleanliness of the foods and beverages
Provide outdoor catering services, for example:
o Arrange the tableware according to requirements
o Provide foods and beverages in accordance with hygiene principles
o Serve customers with enthusiasm
o Wash and clean catering equipment
Meet the requirements on environmental protection, tidiness, etc. as far as possible
during work, for example:
o Help clean up the outdoor venues
o Recycle and store unconsumed foods and beverages
o Recycle reusable tableware

3. Exhibit professionalism


During work, follow instructions and use existing knowledge and skills to prepare for and
provide outdoor catering services wholeheartedly
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Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Follow instructions to properly prepare for work related to outdoor catering services
 Successfully complete work related to outdoor catering services, to contribute to the
profits of the establishments and the enhancement of customer satisfaction
Remark
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Title

Observe government legislation in restaurants

Code

108535L1

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff responsible for the catering services section and
staff involved in work related to operation management in catering establishments. This UoC
concerns the timely detection and handling of activities that violate government legislation
occurred in restaurants or related workplaces, to establish the image of restaurants and fulfil the
requirements of law enforcement agencies.

Level

1

Credit

1

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for obeying government legislation:






Possess knowledge of the importance and necessity of obeying government legislation
in restaurants
Possess knowledge of the requirements of government law enforcement agencies for
restaurants to assist in enforcing related legislation
Possess knowledge of the laws commonly applied to restaurants that are enforced by
practitioners, for example, issues related to:
o No smoking
o No gambling
o Public health
o Legal drinking age
Possess skills to communicate with customers and build interpersonal relationships

2. Observe government legislation in restaurants:







Properly acquire knowledge of the contents of the government legislation that needs to
be enforced in restaurants under supervisors' guidance and with personal hard work
While on duty, assist in monitoring whether customers or others have violated
government legislation, for example:
o Smoking in non-smoking areas of restaurants
o Illegal gambling in restaurants
o Violations of public health laws, such as spitting, conniving at urinating and
defecating anywhere by children, etc.
o People under the age of 18 drinking in restaurants
o Other illegal behaviours and activities
Politely but firmly:
o Point out to the relevant parties their illegal activities
o Advise relevant parties to stop the illegal activities
When necessary:
o Report to supervisor about cases of government legislation violations
o Report to relevant government agencies or law enforcement officers
Keep an eye out for revisions to relevant government legislation, amendments to the
implementation, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism
While working in the restaurants, monitor activities that violate government legislation
wholeheartedly and handle them on a fair and equitable basis
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Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Timely detect activities that violate government legislation occurred in restaurants
 Promptly and properly handle activities that violate government legislation
Remark
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Observe the general legislation associated with employee interests

Code

108536L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners who work in the catering services
section and the production section, as well as those engaged in the operation and management
of restaurants and catering establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should know about the labour legislation, the Mandatory Provident Fund (MPF)
Schemes Ordinance and the Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance and observe such
legislation.

Level

2

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the general legislation associated with employee interests:







Know about the general labour legislation, including:
o The services provided to employers and employees by the Labour Department
of Hong Kong, including employment services
o The rights of employees entitled under the labour legislation, such as:
 Labour holiday
 Maternity leave
 Termination of employment contracts
 The procedures for settling labour disputes
Know about the importance of Hong Kong’s labour legislation to employers and
employees
Know about the major services provided to employees and employers by the
Occupational Safety and Health Council
Know about the background of Hong Kong’s MPF, its coverage, implications, influences
on employers and employees, etc.
Understand the importance of observing all legislation, including that associated with
employee interests

2. Observe the general legislation associated with employee interests:







Learn the general legislation associated with employee interests appropriately under the
guidance of supervisor and with personal efforts
At work, according to the legislation associated with employee interests to promote:
o Occupational safety and health
o Harmonious labour relations
o Improving and safeguarding the interests of employers and employees, etc.
Make use of the major services provided by the Occupational Safety and Health Council
to ensure the safety of people in the workplaces
Handling MPF in compliance with the details of MPF contributions, terms, types of
contribution, methods for withdrawing and transferring contributions, etc.
Report to supervisor any suspected violation of the legislation associated with employee
interests as far as possible

3. Exhibit professionalism


Wholeheartedly observe the legislation associated with employee interests while
working to maintain the reputation of the individual, the organization and the industry as
a whole
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Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand and observe the labour legislation, MPF Schemes Ordinance and legislation
associated with occupational safety and health during the normal course of business in
restaurants
Remark

4-406
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Title

Operate cash registers

Code

108537L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners who work as cashiers in Chinese
restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces,
practitioners should be able to operate a cash register correctly to record turnover and handle
different bill payment methods.

Level

2

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of operating cash registers






Know about the components of the cash register, its basic functions, operating
principles, etc.
Know about the functions of the keypad arrangements on different pages of the cash
register
Know about the local and foreign currencies commonly used in Hong Kong
Understand the basic procedures of transaction and bill payment
Understand the relevant guidelines for restaurants or establishments regarding bill
payment, for example:
o Not accepting coins with small face values such as 10 and 20 cents
o Not accepting notes with large face values such as 1,000 dollars
o Designated foreign currency exchange rate
o Minimum credit card spending, etc.

2. Operate cash registers






Operate the cash register and print receipts, including:
o Fully turn on the cash register and log in the system
o Create bills for individual customers
o Enter basic information such as table number, location and headcount
o Print customers' bills
Give correct changes
o Identify the currencies commonly used in Hong Kong
o Distinguish fake notes from genuine ones by visual inspection, touching and a
currency detector
Handle the bills paid by credit cards or EPS cards, including:
o Differentiate different kinds of credit cards and their functions
o Handle and remind customers various credit card promotions
o Handle other electronic and non-electronic bill payment methods accepted by
the restaurants and establishments
o Operate the cash register correctly to complete the whole bill payment process

3. Exhibit professionalism


While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, make every effort to ensure the
correct operation of the cash register in order to handle bill payment through different
means and record turnover

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Operate cash registers correctly
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Handle various kinds of bill payment methods, e.g. payment by cash in different
currencies, credit cards, EPS, octopus cards, cheques, other electronic payment
methods, etc.

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Title

Know about the basic POS computer system

Code

108538L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all practitioners who work in Chinese restaurants or
related workplaces. Practitioners should be able to use a basic POS (point of sale) computer
system under guidance to take orders, manage customers’ bills, close bills, analyse sales
figures, etc.

Level

2

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the basic POS computer system:




Understand the basic functions of the POS computer system, such as:
o The components of the system, its working principles, basic functions, etc.
o The keypad arrangements of different pages of the system
Master the procedures for operating the basic POS computer system
Understand the related guidelines for operating the basic POS computer system by the
restaurants or establishments (if any)

2. Know about the basic POS computer system:





Start and operate the basic POS computer system according to the established
procedures, including:
o Log in the system
o Create bills for individual customers
o Enter basic information such as table number, location, headcount, etc.
o Print customers' bills, etc.
Proper use of the basic POS computer system functions, including:
o Open and close bills
o Manage customers’ bills, etc.
Take corresponding measures when the POS computer system encounters problems,
such as:
o Change to manual operation
o Restart the POS computer system
o Seek assistance for the POS computer system, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism


While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, make every effort to ensure
operating the basic POS computer system correctly and with integrity, so as to manage
and analyze business data

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Understand the functions of the basic POS computer system under guidance, including
creating orders for the production section, managing customers’ accounts, closing bills,
analyzing sales figures, etc.
 Take effective measures when the POS computer system encounters problems
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Title

Provide additional supporting services for restaurant customers

Code

108539L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff at different posts in catering establishments. This
UoC concerns the supporting services provided for customers in catering establishments or
related workplaces, in addition to the general catering services, so as to take care of the
immediate needs of customers, thereby enhancing the image of restaurants and increasing the
sense of belonging of customers.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of supporting services in the catering industry:






Possess knowledge of the basic principles of 'service-oriented' and 'customers first'
Possess knowledge of the establishments' guidelines or criteria of the additional
supporting services of restaurants (if any)
Understand that customers expect not only tangible goods, but also intangible services
Possess skills to communicate with customers and build good interpersonal
relationships
Adhere to the practices for keeping connection with customers with professional ethics,
for example:
o Kind service attitude
o Service time as long as possible
o Service waiting time as short as possible
o Provide additional supporting services at an appropriate time, ranging from the
core services of restaurants to additional services out of restaurants' normal
business area
o Create neighbourhood relationships

2. Provide additional supporting services for restaurant customers:





While on duty, take care of customers' needs proactively and respond to their requests
promptly
Always adhere to the professional attitude and provide appropriate additional services to
meet customers' requests and needs, for example:
o Take photos for customers on request
o Cut cakes for customers or help certain customers (e.g. children) cut cakes
o Participate in customers' celebration activities briefly, e.g. singing a birthday
song
o Provide additional services with prior agreements, such as acting as the master
of the program
o Storage and retrieval of wines
o Other reasonable services that can satisfy customers' needs
Provide additional services out of restaurants' core business area to customers as far as
possible, for example:
o Hailing taxis for customers
o Lost and found items
o Storage for other items
o Charged or free photocopying, faxing and phoning services
o Charged or free masks, raincoats, umbrellas and sterilised tissues
o First-aid kits
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Review the above supporting services, complementing the catering services, to enhance
the following of customers towards the restaurants:
o Trust and reliability
o Positive reaction
o Sense of belonging
Set a good role model to inspire other employees to uphold a service-oriented work
attitude
Give suggestions to supervisor on how to improve the methods and arrangements of
customer services

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always use existing knowledge and maintain professional ethics to perform customer
services wholeheartedly during work, including additional supporting services
Cherish and maintain the image of catering staff

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Handle the work of providing various kinds of additional supporting services for
restaurant customers independently
 Follow specified working guidelines for providing additional supporting services properly
and accurately
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Title

Carry out the guidelines for healthy and nutritious diet in restaurants

Code

108540L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff at different posts in catering establishments. This
UoC concerns the continuous observance of catering establishments' guidelines for promoting
healthy and nutritious diets in restaurants or related workplaces, so that customers who care
about the healthy and nutritious values of a diet have a choice to choose from, and thereby
enhancing restaurants' image and/or profits.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of healthy and nutritious diets:







Possess knowledge of restaurants' guidelines and procedures for healthy and nutritious
diet (if any)
Possess knowledge of the guidelines on the health and nutrition of diets prepared by the
government and various organisations, for example:
o Food and Environmental Hygiene Department
o Committee on Reduction of Salt and Sugar in Food, and International Advisory
Panel on Reduction of Salt and Sugar in Food
o Nutrition Information Centre of Hospital Authority
Possess knowledge of environmental protection and conservation measures that can be
implemented actively during work processes
Possess skills to communicate with customers and build good interpersonal
relationships
Possess professional ethics to adhere to:
o Healthy diets
o No extravagant or distorted nutrition concepts
o 'Customers first' attitude

2. Carry out the guidelines for healthy and nutritious diet in restaurants:






While on duty, always uphold a professional attitude and follow guidelines to promote
healthy and nutritious diets, for example:
o Couple with restaurants' measures or campaigns for promoting healthy and
nutritious diets, for example, by participating in the territory-wide
'EatSmart@restaurant.hk' Campaign conducted by the Department of Health
o Assist in reviewing the foods purchased by the restaurants, and try to classify
the meals provided by the restaurants in terms of health and nutrition
o Proactively promote to customers recipes that meet their requirements on health
and nutrition
Promote to customers the importance of a balanced diet to health and nutrition,
including:
o Eat according to the ratios specified in the food pyramid
o Drink more fluids every day
o Eat less salt, less sugar, less fat and more high-fibre foods
Do not look at profits first when dealing with matters related to healthy and nutritious
diets. Instead, follow the guidelines below, for example:
o Interpret nutrition labels correctly
o Know about and identify genetically modified foods
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o





Suggest appropriate healthy and nutritious diets to customers of different ages,
including:
 Babies and toddlers
 School-age children and teenagers
 Women
 Men
 The elderly
o Pay attention to food safety and hygiene
Set a good role model to inspire other employees to adhere to work practices for
promoting healthy and nutritious diets
Report to supervisor when carrying out work related to promoting healthy and nutritious
diets
Seek guidance or explanation from supervisor when in doubt about the abovementioned matters in a timely manner

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always use existing knowledge and maintain professional ethics to carry out work
related to promoting healthy and nutritious diets wholeheartedly while on duty
Cherish and maintain the image of catering staff

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Handle all kinds of work related to promoting healthy and nutritious diets independently
 Follow specified guidelines for healthy and nutritious diet properly and accurately
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Title

Prepare and package takeaway catering items

Code

108541L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to general catering services staff or pantry staff of catering
establishments. This UoC concerns the daily planning of takeaway catering items for customers
in catering establishments or related workplaces independently, as well as the execution of
related work ranging from preparation, packaging to delivery, so that the business operation for
takeaway services can proceed smoothly.

Level

2

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for packaging takeaway catering items:









Possess knowledge of the contribution of takeaway catering services to the overall
operations, including enhancing:
o Business and profits
o Customer satisfaction
o Image of restaurants
Understand the importance of storing food in proper ways and containers
Possess basic skills to package food properly
Possess knowledge of relevant legislation and regulatory requirements, for example:
o Public Health and Municipal Services Ordinance (Chapter 132)
o Food Safety Ordinance (Chapter 612)
o Plastic Shopping Bag Charging
Possess knowledge of the environmental measures that can be actively conducted
during work processes
Possess skills to communicate with colleagues and customers, and build good
interpersonal relationships

2. Prepare and package takeaway catering items:






Prepare daily (or for a period) takeaway menus with information provided by the
production section
Distribute contents of the takeaway menus in different ways or through different
channels, for example:
o Written on a whiteboard or paper
o Input into a computer and print out
o Fax to customers
o Accept enquiries through phone
o Distribute through social media
Take orders for takeaway foods and coordinate with the production section for food
preparation. Try as much as possible to fulfil customers' reasonable requirements, such
as cooking methods and amounts of oil and salt
Package the cooked food properly, including:
o Put the food in suitable food boxes, plastic bowls or other containers (or
conducted by the production section)
o Put the food boxes in portable plastic bags or environmental bags, and provide
eating utensils such as wooden chopsticks and plastic forks and knives
o Tie the plastic bags or environmental bags skilfully to prevent food spillage and
for easy carrying
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Bring the food to customers directly or arrange delivery as soon as possible according to
the sequence of ordering
Monitor issues that may occur during the work processes and resolve them as soon as
possible, for example:
o Prepared food not matching the order
o Hygiene or quality problems with the foods
o Customer complaints
o Misunderstandings in communication between colleagues at different posts
Try to meet the environmental requirements as much as possible during the work
processes, for example:
o Insist to charge for extra plastic shopping bags
o Provide only a suitable number of containers and eating utensils
o Reduce the amount of food according to customers' requests
o Follow customers' requests for less salt and less sugar

3. Exhibit professionalism


Always use existing knowledge and be skillful to perform work in preparing and
packaging takeaway catering items wholeheartedly while on duty

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Handle various jobs related to preparing and packaging takeaway catering items
independently
 Complete various jobs related to preparing and packaging takeaway catering items
successfully, contributing to the profits of the restaurants and the enhancement of
customer satisfaction
Remark

4-415
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Title

Carry out the guidelines for treating kitchen waste and remaining food in restaurants

Code

108542L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff at different posts in catering establishments. This
UoC concerns the continuous observance of catering establishments' guidelines for treating
kitchen waste and remaining food in restaurants or related workplaces, so that food wastage
can be minimised, and proper arrangements can be made for the kitchen waste.

Level

2

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for treating kitchen waste and remaining food in restaurants:







Possess knowledge of restaurants' procedures for treating kitchen waste and remaining
food (if any)
Possess knowledge of various organisations' guidelines for treating kitchen waste and
remaining food, for example:
o Food and Environmental Hygiene Department
o Environmental Protection Department
o Centre for Food Safety
Possess knowledge of the environmental measures that can be implemented actively
during the working processes
Possess skills to communicate with customers and build good interpersonal
relationships
Possess professional ethics to adhere to:
o No waste
o Treasure food
o Environmental protection

2. Carry out the guidelines for treating kitchen waste and remaining food in restaurants:






While on duty, always uphold a professional attitude and follow guidelines to reduce
kitchen waste and remaining food, for example:
o Track and analyse waste disposed of by restaurants, avoiding generating
kitchen waste at source and reducing kitchen waste before/after meals
o Assist in reviewing the food purchased by the restaurants and re-examine
relevant business decisions from time to time
o Check the inventory frequently and compare the amount of food purchased with
that being disposed of
o Promote to customers appropriate menus to minimise the food remained
o Establish rules and procedures for the above-mentioned actions and revise them
at times
Properly treat the kitchen waste and remaining food that still exist, for example:
o Operate machines regularly to treat the kitchen waste and complete the relevant
follow-up work (if installed)
o Categorise the kitchen waste and transfer it to recycling agencies or organic
resource recycling centres
o Donate the surplus food to people to share the food
o Assist the government and business sectors to recycle kitchen waste and
remaining food as far as possible
Wear suitable clothing and use up-to-standard tools according to the guidelines when
treating kitchen waste and remaining food, such as:
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o
o
o
o





Protective mask
Gloves
Goggles
Other protective clothing used for this purpose
Set a good role model to inspire other employees to adhere to work practices for treating
kitchen waste and remaining food properly
Report to supervisor during the process of treating kitchen waste and remaining food
Seek guidance or explanations from supervisor when in doubt about the abovementioned matters and other matters

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always use existing knowledge and maintain professional ethics to perform work on
treating kitchen waste and remaining food wholeheartedly while on duty
Cherish and maintain the image of catering staff

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Handle various jobs related to treating kitchen waste and remaining food independently
 Follow the specified guidelines for treating kitchen waste and remaining food suitably
and precisely
Remark

4-417
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Title

Set up catering venues for different customers or functions

Code

108543L2

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff of catering establishments. This UoC concerns the
arrangement and management of venues to cater for customers' functions independently in
catering establishments or related workplaces, as well as the execution of relevant work such as
equipment installation, venue decoration and food delivery, to ensure this part of business
operations can proceed smoothly.

Level

2

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge for setting up catering venues:






Possess knowledge of the contribution of providing catering venues in restaurants to
customers towards the overall operations, including enhancing:
o Overall business and profits
o Customer satisfaction
o Restaurant space usage
o Image of restaurant
Possess basic skills for decorating venues and techniques for installing audio
broadcasting equipment
Possess basic abilities for organising and carrying out activities, and solving problems
Possess skills to communicate with customers and colleagues, and build good
interpersonal relationships

2. Set up catering venues for different customers or functions:








Communicate with customers to confirm the nature and needs of their function,
including:
o The theme of the function, and the required environment and atmosphere
o Number of participants and seat arrangements
o The required equipment such as amplifiers, microphones, lights, computers, etc.
o The required decorations, banners, signs, etc.
o The required catering arrangements
o Other requirements or special requests
Finalise venue decoration and arrangements with customers, and have a written
consent if necessary
Report to supervisors and/or propose the arrangement of materials and manpower
Carry out function venue decoration, including:
o Clear and clean the venue before the function
o Pick up, install and test the necessary equipment according to the finalised list
o Prepare enough tables and chairs, and arrange them according to the
designated plan
o Arrange the foods and beverages ordered, or follow customers' requirements on
the spot
o Work on other supporting tasks for the function
Communicate with customers to review the effectiveness of the support to the functions,
in order to:
o Maintain relationship by after-sales services
o Serve as a reference for other functions, etc.
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3. Exhibit professionalism


Set up venues to cater for customers' functions wholeheartedly, and take care of
customers' preferences and interests as a priority

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Handle various jobs related to venue arrangements to cater for customers' functions
independently
 Meet customers' requirements for the catering venues with specified human and
material resources
Remark
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Title

Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of tools of the table section

Code

108544L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners who are responsible for the cleaning and
maintenance duties of the catering services section in restaurants and establishments. While in
workplaces, practitioners should be able to inaugurate guidelines for cleaning and maintaining
all kinds of equipment, utensils and containers of the catering services section independently
and correctly.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of cleaning and maintaining all kinds of tools of the catering services section:







Know about the classification, features and correct application of common cleaning tools
and equipment of the catering services section in restaurants
Know about the classification and features of equipment and materials of the catering
services section, including:
o Hardware equipment (e.g. dining tables and chairs)
o Equipment and tools for serving (e.g. trolley, tableware and tablecloth), etc.
Possess general knowledge of the key points of application and maintenance of
common equipment, utensils and containers of the catering services section
Know about the requirement for cleaning and maintaining all kinds of tools of the
catering services section in restaurants or establishments
Know about the relevant legislation and regulatory requirements, for example:
o Food Business Regulation
o Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

2. Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of tools of the catering services section:






According to the principles of proper maintenance of all kinds of common equipment,
utensils and containers of the catering services section:
o Establish cleaning guidelines and procedures, and assign the relevant duties
o Establish “reorganization” and “maintenance” guidelines and procedures
o Establish identification zones to handle utensils, etc.
Integrate and inaugurate the above measures into official guidelines, and ensure that all
relevant staff are informed
Assign cleaning and maintenance duties according to the established guidelines
Develop monitoring measures to ensure that the staff follow the guidelines to clean and
maintain all kinds of tools of the catering services section

3. Exhibit professionalism


While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, make every effort to ensure the
guidelines for cleaning and maintaining all kinds of tools of the catering services section
are inaugurated correctly and with integrity, based on the interest of customers, for
relevant staff to follow.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Inaugurate guidelines for the staff to clean the equipment, utensils and containers of the
catering services section with common cleaning tools and materials
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Ensure the staff know how to maintain all kinds of common equipment, utensils and
containers of the catering services section correctly

Remark
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Title

Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of tools of the production section

Code

108545L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners who are responsible for the cleaning and
maintenance duties of the production section in restaurants and establishments. While in
workplaces, practitioners should be able to inaugurate guidelines for cleaning and maintaining
all kinds of equipment, utensils and containers of the production section independently and
correctly.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of cleaning and maintaining all kinds of tools of the production section:







Know about the classification, features and correct application of common cleaning tools
and equipment of the production section in restaurants
Know about the classification and features of equipment and materials of the production
section, including:
o Cooking utensils
o Knives
o Pots
o Refrigerators, etc.
Possess general knowledge about the key points of application and maintenance of
equipment, utensils and containers of the production section
Know about the requirement for cleaning and maintaining all kinds of tools of the
production section in restaurants or establishments
Know about relevant legislation and regulatory requirements, for example:
o Food Safety Ordinance
o Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

2. Inaugurate guidelines to clean and maintain all kinds of tools of the production section:






According to the principles of proper maintenance of all kinds of common equipment,
utensils and containers of the production section
o Establish cleaning guidelines and procedures, and assign the relevant duties
o Establish "reorganisation" and "maintenance" guidelines and procedures
o Establish identification zones to handle utensils, etc.
Integrate and inaugurate the above measures into official guidelines, and ensure that all
relevant staff are informed
Assign cleaning and maintenance duties according to the established guidelines
Develop monitoring measures to ensure that the staff follow the guidelines to clean and
maintain all kinds of tools of the production section

3. Exhibit professionalism


While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, make every effort to ensure the
guidelines for cleaning and maintaining all kinds of tools of the production section are
inaugurated correctly and with integrity, based on the interest of customers, for relevant
staff to follow

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
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Inaugurate guidelines for the staff to clean equipment, utensils and containers of the
production section with common cleaning tools and materials
Ensure the staff know how to maintain all kinds of common equipment, utensils and
containers of the production section correctly

Remark
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Unit of Competency
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Title

Apply the code of food safety

Code

108546L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff of restaurants and establishments. While working
in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to take the lead to implement
management procedures in compliance with the food hygiene system according to the
established code of the organization.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the code of food safety:






Know about the implementation rules of the "Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point"
system
Know about the importance and key points of food safety
Know about the requirements of food safety in restaurants or establishments
Know about relevant legislation and regulatory requirements, for example:
o Food Safety Ordinance
o Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance
Master the skills for communicating with staff and the ability to educate staff

2. Apply the code of food safety:






Implement the food hygiene management system established by the restaurant or
establishment, including:
o Implement the food hygiene management system properly
o Design, use, fill in and maintain all relevant forms, records, documents, etc.
properly
o Check each control point regularly according to the system requirement
Educate staff about the hygiene management system
o Educate staff about the implementation details of the hygiene management
system
o Motivate staff to work together to implement the relevant food hygiene
management system
o Solve problems staff encounter while implementing the details, etc.
Report to supervisor regularly on the implementation of the code of food safety

3. Exhibit professionalism


While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, make every effort to ensure that the
code of food safety is properly applied, and that it is supported and followed by staff

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Implement the food hygiene management system according to relevant regulations
 Educate relevant staff about the hygiene management system
Remark

This unit of competency should be linked with food hygiene manager accreditation
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Apply first aid knowledge

Code

108547L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all staff of restaurants and establishments. While
working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, practitioners should be able to apply first aid
knowledge and handle common accidents in the catering industry properly.

Level

3

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge about first aid:





Understand the principles of first aid and common first aid techniques, including:
o Respiratory resuscitation
o Stanching bleeding
o Master resuscitation procedures, etc.
Know about the common types of accidents in the catering industry
Know about the necessary equipment and items in a first aid box, including:
o Their application
o Use of protection equipment when giving first aid
o Understand the physical damages caused by common accidents and their
treatments

2. Apply first aid knowledge:







Handle common accidents in the Chinese restaurants with first aid knowledge timely
when needed
Apply first aid knowledge properly, including:
o Check the injured
o Judge and perform the above-mentioned first aid techniques
o Use the related equipment and items in the first aid box
Handle the physical damages caused by the accidents, including:
o Handle burns and scalds properly
o Understand the importance of psychological first aid to the injured
o Move the injured properly
o Judge and handle common accidents
o Identify the appropriate first aid measures according to the trauma suffered by
the injured, etc.
Report to supervisor or relevant government agencies the conditions of the accidents
and the first aid measures taken

3. Exhibit professionalism


While working in restaurants or relevant workplaces, make every effort to handle the
accidents that have occurred and apply first aid knowledge properly

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Apply general first aid techniques to handle common accidents in the catering industry
properly
Remark

Training suggestion:
The training should be provided by qualified persons or the first aid courses should be held by
relevant organizations in Hong Kong
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Use basic POS and related computer systems

Code

108548L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff of the catering services section in restaurants
whose duties do not include system design. While working in restaurants or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to use a basic POS (point of sale) computer system to
take orders, change orders and close bills, as well as handle problems caused by POS
computer system failure and implement contingency measures independently so as to ensure
normal operation.

Level

3

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of POS computer systems:






Understand the components, basic functions and operation principles of the computer
system
Know about the keypad arrangements of different pages of the computer system
Know how to log in the system, create bills for individual customers, separate bills,
change table, rectify mistakes, etc.
Understand the related guidelines for operating the basic POS computer system by the
restaurant or establishment (if any)
Know how to communicate with the computer system supplier effectively

2. Use basic POS computer systems:






During daily work, operate the basic POS computer system, including:
o Turn on computer system components in the restaurant
o Use the basic POS computer system to take orders, change orders and close
bills
o Perform other business-related operations
Handle problems caused by POS computer system failure and implement contingency
measures. For example, when the computer fails:
o Know how to change from computer system operation to manual system
operation
o Master the procedures and methods for resuming computer system operation
after repair
o Contact the computer system supplier to repair the system as soon as possible
Report to supervisor regularly on the operation of the POS computer system and the
occurrence of any abnormal conditions

3. Exhibit professionalism


While working in restaurants or related workplaces, make every effort to ensure that the
basic POS computer system is used correctly and effectively to promote the business of
the establishments.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Use the basic POS computer system to take orders, change orders and close bills
 Handle problems caused by POS computer system failure and implement contingency
measures
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Remark

Only applicable to staff of the catering services section in Chinese restaurants whose duties do
not include system design
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Title

Use computer application software for the catering industry

Code

108549L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff who are responsible for operations and sales
management in restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to prepare all kinds of reports with basic computer
application software independently.

Level

3

Credit

4

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of computer application software:








Know about basic computer components, including:
o Mainframe memory system
o Input keyboard
o Mouse
o Printer, etc.
Know how to turn on all components of the computer system in restaurants
Know about the basic functions of various computer software
Master the correct ways to operate a personal computer
Master the skills of using basic computer application software
Know how to communicate effectively with computer application software suppliers

2. Use computer application software for the catering industry:






In the daily work of restaurant:
o Use word processing software (Word) to prepare documents (e.g. letters, notices
and forms) in daily clerical duties
o Use spreadsheet software (Excel) to create databases, and perform
calculations, doing statistics and drawing charts while preparing tables
o Use presentation software (PowerPoint) to prepare presentation documents,
including slides, outlines and memorandum, and show slides through a
computer
o Perform simple editing, typesetting and design by using such software
Prepare various kinds of reports, spreadsheet analyses and notices with the computer
application software
Contact computer application software suppliers to solve problems encountered
Report to supervisor regularly on the operation of the computer application software and
the occurrence of any abnormal conditions

3. Exhibit professionalism


While working in restaurants or related workplaces, make every effort to ensure the
computer application software for the catering industry is used correctly and effectively
to promote the business of the establishments.

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Prepare various kinds of reports, tables and notices with basic computer application
software independently
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Title

Operate computer applications related to catering services

Code

108550L3

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff in charge of operation and business management
in catering establishments. This UoC concerns the independent operation of computer
applications related to the catering services, so as to facilitate the proceeding of various
processes in catering establishments.

Level

3

Credit

2

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of computer applications related to catering services:









Possess knowledge of the impact of the latest information technology and various kinds
of automation systems on the development trend of the catering industry
Possess knowledge of the procedures and guidelines for using and operating
information technology applications in restaurants
Possess knowledge of the functions of the information technology systems adopted by
restaurants, for example:
o Reservation/Usher management system
o Ordering system
o Cash register system
o Catering services/kitchen communication system
o Inventory and procurement management system
o Nutritional diet system
o Customer management system
o Others such as delivery of foods by robots
Possess knowledge of the relevant combinations of software and hardware of the
information technology systems adopted by restaurants, for example:
o Terminal
o Server
o Router
o Handheld device
o Point of sale (POS)
o Radio frequency identification (RFID)
Possess knowledge of the basic functions of each of the information technology systems
adopted
Possess knowledge of how to fully start and operate the components and software of
various information technology systems in restaurants

2. Operate computer applications related to catering services:


While on duty, follow specified procedures to use applications and operate related
components for different processes in restaurants, for example:
o Take orders with handheld devices/Allow customers to order with handheld
devices
o Transfer the order information to the kitchen and cash register system via
electronic means
o Store and print order lists
o Use artificial intelligence systems to assist in cooking and food delivering
o Use electronic means or other automated systems for billing
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Organise the information gathered by each application after business hours each day or
at a specific time for analysis and/or for further processing by other second-line
information systems
Communicate with system suppliers to properly maintain the information technology
systems and the related applications
Assist in monitoring the operation of each application and component to reduce and
quickly detect any possible errors
Regularly report to supervisor the operation status of the computer applications,
occurrence of abnormal conditions, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Always use existing information technology knowledge and adopt professional attitude
during work to operate relevant applications wholeheartedly
Keep an open mind to face the ever-changing information technology and various kinds
of automation systems

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Use and operate information technology applications independently
 Follow the specified operation procedures and guidelines of applications suitably and
precisely
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Title

Implement food safety and hygiene in restaurants

Code

108551L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff who are responsible for operations and business
management in restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to instruct staff effectively on carrying out appropriate
food handling methods and procedures and raise their food safety and hygiene awareness.

Level

4

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of food safety and hygiene:







Understand the contents of the code of practice for food hygiene and food safety laws in
Hong Kong, such as:
o Food Safety Ordinance
o Public Health and Municipal Services Ordinance
Know about the causes and sources of food poisoning
Understand the concept and implementation procedures of the "Hazard Analysis and
Critical Control" system
Understand the related guidelines on food safety and hygiene by the restaurant or
establishment
Possess skills to communicate with staff at all levels

2. Implement food safety and hygiene in restaurants:









Implement food hygiene management as a whole
Instruct staff of the production and the catering services sections on carry out proper
food handling methods and procedures, including:
o Provide relevant information on food safety, personal hygiene and restaurant
sanitary facilities
o Provide instruction, training and supervision to ensure such procedures are well
implemented
Educate staff about food safety and hygiene knowledge
o Introduce the code of practice for food hygiene to staff
o Let staff understand various practicable methods for implementing food safety
and hygiene, such as:
 Lectures, campaign posters, films and short videos
 Arrange staff to attend courses held by the Food and Environmental
Hygiene Department or other recognised institutions
o Provide regular training and practical guide to food safety and hygiene for staff
for raising their awareness on food safety and hygiene issues
Implement and formulate measures of food safety and hygiene in restaurants and raise
awareness of staff on food hygiene and personal hygiene matters
Report to supervisor regularly on the condition of food safety and hygiene in restaurants
Liaise and communicate with relevant government agencies, such as the Food and
Environmental Hygiene Department, when necessary

3. Exhibit professionalism


While working in restaurants and related workplaces, make every effort to implement
food safety and hygiene measures to meet the required standard
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Making effective use of food safety and hygiene knowledge, instruct staff of the
production and services sections on proper food handing methods and procedures
 Devise a full range of training programs to raise staff’s awareness on food safety and
hygiene matters
Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Title

Implement environmental protection in restaurants

Code

108552L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff who are responsible for operations and business
management in restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to apply environmental protection knowledge effectively
in daily work and observe the contents and codes of environmental protection laws.

Level

4

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of environmental protection in restaurants:








Understand the purpose of establishing an environmental management system
Know about the general environmental protection guidelines by the Environmental
Protection Department
Know about the channels for obtaining information about environmental protection in
restaurants
Know about environmental protection measures, techniques and management tips
Understand existing environmental protection laws such as the contents and codes of
the Environmental Impact Assessment Ordinance
Understand the relevant guidelines on environmental protection by the restaurant or
establishment (if any)
Possess skills to communicate with staff at all levels

2. Implement environmental protection in restaurants:






Educate restaurant staff about knowledge on environmental protection, for example:
o Establish the mission, vision and belief on environmental protection of the
organization
o Provide relevant training on environmental protection in restaurants to promote
staff's understanding of environmental protection
o Set environmental protection objectives to raise the awareness and concern of
staff on environmental protection at work
Implement environmental protection policies in restaurant areas, including:
o Commit to promote an environmental protection culture in restaurants
o Implement working codes and procedures for environmental protection purposes
Report to supervisor on the implementation of environmental protection in restaurants,
and the occurrence of any abnormal conditions
Always pay attention to discussions on environmental protection in society, and liaise
and communicate with relevant agencies, such as the Environmental Protection
Department, when necessary

3. Exhibit professionalism


While working in restaurants or related workplaces, make every effort to implement
environmental protection measures in restaurants fairly and impartially to ensure
compliance with the requirements of government laws and restaurant guidelines

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
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Observe environmental protection laws, set environmental protection objectives,
implement working codes and raise awareness of staff on environmental protection in
the daily operation of restaurants

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Title

Formulate procedures for work safety, health and security

Code

108553L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff who are responsible for operations and sales
management in restaurants and establishments. While working in restaurants or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to observe occupational safety and health laws,
formulate effective security procedures and apply them in the operations of restaurants.

Level

4

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of procedures for work safety, health and security:







Understand the relevant occupational safety and health laws, such as:
o Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance (Chapter 509)
o Factories and Industrial Undertakings Ordinance
o Other subsidiary regulations
Understand the guidelines on work safety, health and security by relevant agencies,
such as:
o Labour Department
o Occupational Safety and Health Council
Understand the relevant guidelines on the procedures for work safety, health and
security by the restaurant or establishment
Possess skills to communicate with staff at all levels

2. Formulate procedures for work safety, health and security:







Formulate procedures for occupational safety and health, such as:
o Devise workflow and working environment in accordance with the relevant
occupational safety and health laws
o Formulate correct working guidelines according to the relevant occupational
safety and health laws, and give clear instruction to all staff to follow the
guidelines and provide regular training to them
o Formulate proper guidelines for handling chemicals and hot objects to avoid
accidents
Formulate security procedures, including:
o Devise proper security procedures based on factors such as operational
environment and time
o Formulate the relevant security procedures
o Keep close ties with relevant sections, groups and companies
Provide training to raise the awareness of staff on security
Review all procedures regularly, update or modify them as appropriate, and order staff
to implement them properly

3. Exhibit professionalism


While working in restaurants or related workplaces, make every effort to formulate the
procedures for work safety, health and security fairly and impartially to ensure
compliance with the requirements of government laws and restaurant guidelines

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
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Observe occupational safety and health laws, and formulate procedures for work safety,
health and security

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Generic Skills
Title

Master skills for using complex POS and related computer systems

Code

108554L4

Range

This unit of competency is applicable to staff of the catering services and the sales sections in
restaurants whose duties do not include system design. While working in restaurants or relevant
workplaces, practitioners should be able to use a complex POS (point of sale) computer system
to balance off accounts, prepare reports and analyze data independently, and handle problems
caused by system failure and implement relevant contingency measures.

Level

4

Credit

3

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of complex POS and related computer systems:







Understand the advanced functions of the computer system
Know how to turn on all computer system components in restaurants and then log in
Know how to restore data in files and reset the system
Understand the functions of a server, such as:
o Know how to turn on the relevant system servers
o Get familiar with the operations of basic input settings
o Know how to change the layout and other settings
o Know about the follow-up procedures for operation mistakes
Possess skills to communicate with the supplier effectively

2. Master skills for using complex POS and related computer systems:









Use the POS computer system to balance off accounts, prepare reports and analyze
data, for example:
o Prepare various summary and analysis reports as reference for decision making
o Backup all kinds of data
Handle problems caused by complex POS computer system failure and implement
relevant contingency measures, such as:
o Know how to change from computer system operation to manual system
operation
o Master the procedures to resume computer system operation after repair
Handle general input settings for common servers, including:
o The operations of basic input settings
o Changing layout and other settings
o Follow-up procedures for operation mistakes
Use the complex POS computer system for operational data management in restaurants
Report to supervisor regularly on the operation of the POS computer system and the
occurrence of any abnormal conditions

3. Exhibit professionalism


While working in restaurants or related workplaces, make every effort to ensure that the
complex POS computer system is used correctly and effectively to promote the business
of the establishments

Assessment The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
Criteria
 Use the complex POS computer system to balance off accounts, prepare reports and
analyze data
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Handle problems caused by POS computer system failure and implement relevant
contingency measures

Remark
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Appendix III
Level

Generic Level Descriptors
Knowledge & Intellectual Skills

1

-

-

-

Employ recall and
demonstrate elementary
comprehension in a narrow
range of areas with
dependency on ideas of
others
Exercise basic skills
Receive and pass on
information
Use, under supervision or
prompting, basic tools and
materials.
Apply learnt responses to
solve problems
Operate in familiar, personal

Processes
-

-

Application, Autonomy &
Accountability

Operate mainly in closely
defined and highly structured
contexts
Carry out processes that are
repetitive and predictable
Undertake the performance
of clearly defined tasks
Assume a strictly limited
range of roles.

-

-

The ability to perform tasks
of routine and repetitive
nature given clear direction
Carry out directed activity
under close supervision
Rely entirely on external

Communication, IT and Numeracy
-

monitoring of output and
quality
-

-

and/or everyday contexts
Take some account, with
prompting, of identified
consequences of actions.

-

-

Use very simple skills with
assistance — for example:
Take some part in discussions
about straightforward subjects
Read and identify the main
points and ideas from
documents about
straightforward subjects
Produce and respond to a
limited range of simple, written
and oral communications, in
familiar/routine contexts
Carry out a limited range of
simple tasks to process data and
access information
Use a limited range of very
simple and familiar numerical
and pictorial data
Carry out calculations, using
whole numbers and simple
decimals to given levels of
accuracy.
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Level

Generic Level Descriptors
Knowledge & Intellectual Skills

Processes

Application, Autonomy &

Communication, IT and Numeracy

Accountability
2

-

-

-

-

Apply knowledge based on an
underpinning comprehension
in a selected number of areas
Make comparisons with some
evaluation and interpret
available information
Apply basic tools and
materials and use rehearsed

-

-

Choose from a range of
procedures performed in a
number of contexts, a few of
which may be non-routine
Co-ordinate with others to
achieve common goals.

-

-

stages for solving problems.
Operate in familiar, personal
and/or everyday contexts
Take account the identified
consequences of actions

-

The ability to perform a
range of tasks in
predictable and structured
contexts
Undertake directed activity
with a degree of autonomy
Achieve outcomes within
time constraints

-

Accept defined
responsibility for quantity
and quality of output
subject to external quality
checking.

-

-

-

-

-
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Use skills with some assistance
— for example:
Take active part in discussions
about identified subjects
Identify the main points and
ideas from documents and
reproduce them in other
contexts
Produce and respond to a
specified range of written and
oral communications, in
familiar/routine contexts
Carry out a defined range of
tasks to process data and access
information
Use a limited range of familiar
numerical and graphical data in
everyday contexts
Carry out calculations, using
percentages and graphical data
to given levels of accuracy.

Level

Generic Level Descriptors
Knowledge & Intellectual Skills

Processes

Application, Autonomy &

Communication, IT and Numeracy

Accountability
3

-

-

-

-

Apply knowledge and skills in
a range of activities,
demonstrating
comprehension of relevant
theories
Access, organise and evaluate
information independently
and make reasoned
judgements in relation to a
subject or discipline
Employ a range of responses
to well defined, but
sometimes unfamiliar or
unpredictable, problems
Make generalisations and
predictions in familiar
contexts.

-

-

-

Operate in a variety of
familiar and some unfamiliar
contexts, using a known range
of technical or learning skills
Select from a considerable
choice of predetermined
procedures
Give presentations to an
-

The ability to perform tasks in a broad range of predictable
and structured contexts which
may also involve some nonroutine activities requiring a
degree of individual
responsibility
Engage in self-directed

Use a wide range of largely
routine and well practiced
skills — for example:
Produce and respond to detail
and complex written and oral
communication in familiar
contexts, and use a suitable
structure and style when

audience

activity with
guidance/evaluation
Accept responsibility for
quantity and quality of output
Accept well defined but
limited responsibility for the
quantity and quality of the
output of others

writing extended documents.
Select and use standard
applications to obtain,
process and combine
information
Use a wide range of numerical
and graphical data in routine
contexts, which may have
some non-routine elements.

-
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-
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Level

Generic Level Descriptors
Knowledge & Intellectual Skills

Processes

Application, Autonomy &

Communication, IT and Numeracy

Accountability
4

-

-

-

-

Develop a rigorous approach
to the acquisition of a broad
knowledge base, with some
specialist knowledge in
selected areas
Present and evaluate
information, using it to plan
and develop investigative
strategies
Deal with well-defined issues
within largely familiar
contexts, but extend this to
some unfamiliar problems
Employ a range of specialised
skills and approaches to
generate a range of
responses.

-

-

-

Operate in a range of varied
and specific contexts involving
some creative and nonroutine activities
Exercise appropriate
judgement in planning,
selecting or presenting
information, methods or
-

The ability to perform skilled
tasks requiring some
discretion and judgement,
and undertake a supervisory
role
Undertake self-directed and a
some directive activity
Operate within broad general

resources
Carry out routine lines of
enquiry, development of
investigation into professional
level issues and problems.

guidelines or functions
Take responsibility for the
nature and quantity of own
outputs
Meet specified quality
standards
Accept some responsibility for
the quantity and quality of
the output of others.

some new contexts
Read and synthesise extended
information from subject
documents; organise
information coherently,
convey complex ideas in wellstructured form
Use a range of IT applications
to support and enhance work

-

Plan approaches to obtaining
and using information, choose
appropriate methods and
data to justify results &
choices
Carry out multi-stage

-

-

-

-

-

Use a wide range of routine
skills and some advanced
skills associated with the
subject/discipline — for
example:
Present using a range of
techniques to engage the
audience in both familiar and

calculations.
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Level

Generic Level Descriptors
Knowledge & Intellectual Skills

Processes

Application, Autonomy &

Communication, IT and Numeracy

Accountability
5

-

-

-

-

-

-

Generate ideas through the
analysis of abstract
information and concepts
Command wide ranging,
specialised technical, creative
and/or conceptual skills
Identify and analyse both
routine and abstract
professional problems and
issues, and formulate
evidence-based responses
Analyse, reformat and
evaluate a wide range of
information
Critically analyse, evaluate
and/or synthesise ideas,
concepts, information and

-

-

Utilise diagnostic and creative
skills in a range of technical,
professional or management
functions
Exercise appropriate
judgement in planning,
design, technical and/or
supervisory functions related
to products, services,
operations or processes.

-

-

-

Perform tasks involving
planning, design, and
technical skills, and involving
some management functions
Accept responsibility and
accountability within broad
parameters for determining
and achieving personal and/or

Use a range of routine skills
and some advanced and
specialized skills in support of
established practices in a
subject/discipline, for
example:
Make formal and informal
presentations on

group outcomes
Work under the mentoring of
senior qualified practitioners
Deal with ethical issues,
seeking guidance of others
where appropriate.

standard/mainstream topics
in the subject/discipline to a
range of audiences
Participate in group
discussions about complex
subjects; create opportunities
for others to contribute
Use a range of IT applications
to support and enhance work

-

-

issues
Draw on a range of sources in
making judgments.

-
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Interpret, use and evaluate
numerical and graphical data
to achieve goals/targets.

Level

Generic Level Descriptors
Knowledge & Intellectual Skills

Processes

Application, Autonomy &

Communication, IT and Numeracy

Accountability
6

-

-

-

-

-

Critically review, consolidate,
and extend a systematic,
coherent body of knowledge
Utilise highly specialised
technical research or
scholastic skills across an area
of study
Critically evaluate new
information, concepts and
evidence from a range of
sources and develop creative
responses
Critically review, consolidate
and extend knowledge, skills
practices and thinking in a
subject/discipline
Deal with complex issues and

-

-

-

-

Transfer and apply diagnostic
and creative skills in a range
of situations
Exercise appropriate
judgement in complex
planning, design, technical
and/or management
functions related to products,
services, operations or
processes, including
resourcing and evaluation
Conduct research, and/or
advanced technical or
professional activity
Design and apply appropriate
research methodologies

make informed judgements in
the absence of complete or
consistent data/information.
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-

-

-

-

Apply knowledge and skills in
a broad range of professional
work activities
Practice significant autonomy
in determining and achieving
personal and/or group
outcomes
Accept accountability in
related decision making
including use of supervision
Demonstrate leadership and
/or make an identifiable
contribution to change and
development.

-

-

-

Communicate, using
appropriate methods, to a
range of audiences including
peers, senior colleagues,
specialists
Use a wide range of software
to support and enhance work;
identify refinements to
existing software to increase
effectiveness or specify new
software
Undertake critical evaluations
of a wide range of numerical
and graphical data, and use
calculations at various stages
of the work.

Level

Generic Level Descriptors
Knowledge & Intellectual Skills

Processes

Application, Autonomy &

Communication, IT and Numeracy

Accountability
7

-

-

-

-

Demonstrate and work with a
critical overview of a subject
or discipline, including an
evaluative understanding of
principal theories and
concepts, and of its broad
relationships with other
disciplines

-

-

Demonstrate command of
research and methodological
issues and engage in critical
dialogue
Develop creative and original
responses to problems and
issues in the context of new
circumstances.

Identify, conceptualise and
offer original and creative
insights into new, complex
and abstract ideas and
information
Deal with very complex
and/or new issues and make
informed judgements in the
absence of complete or

-

-

-

-

consistent data/information
Make a significant and
original contribution to a
specialised field of inquiry, or
to broader interdisciplinary
relationships.

Apply knowledge and skills in a broad range of complex and
professional work activities,
including new and unforeseen
circumstances
Demonstrate leadership and
originality in tackling and
solving problems - Accept
-

Strategically use
communication skills,
adapting context and purpose
to a range of audiences
Communicate at the standard
of published academic work
and/or critical dialogue
Monitor, review and reflect on

accountability in related
decision making
High degree of autonomy,
with full responsibility for
own work, and significant
responsibility for others
Deal with complex ethical and
professional issues.

own work and skill
development, and change and
adapt in the light of new
demands
Use a range of software and
specify software
requirements to enhance
work, anticipating future
requirements

-

-
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Critically evaluate numerical
and graphical data, and
employ such data extensively.
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